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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation argues that since the mid-19th century, the transformation of São Paulo 

from provincial commercial town into megalopolis depended on remaking its relationship with 

water supply and the ways water flowed in and out of the urban sphere. Whereas previously the 

regional hydrography had limited the city’s prospects, by the mid-19th century Paulistanos began 

to intervene at multiple levels in the remaking of the fluvial environment for the benefit of their 

city. The remaking of the relationship between the city and its metropolitan environment was 

crucial in the growth of São Paulo into one of the largest urban conglomerations in the Americas. 

The development of a networked system water supply system and the construction of a 

hydroelectrical complex for the city altered longstanding relations between humans and waterways 

on the Paulista Plateau. This dissertation demonstrates the ways that public authorities, engineers, 

urbanists, and ordinary residents contributed to the making of São Paulo’s waterscape. Piped 

supply and distribution networks, sewer systems, treatment facilities, artificial reservoirs and other 

infrastructural elements came to define the city’s sprawling waterscape and shape its metropolitan 

character. These efforts amounted to a re-founding of the city as a “hydro-metropolis,” one that 

could dominate water flows in the region but still remain vulnerable to drought, flooding, and 

waterborne pollution. This dissertation contributes to understandings of Brazilian urban history 

and environmental histories of Latin America by highlighting the expansion of water and related 

infrastructure as constitutive of a distinct urban environment, emerging across the Americas during 
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the same period. São Paulo serves as a case study for thinking about the roots of contemporary 

water crises in global megacities and the ways that cities that grew rapidly during the past century 

have confronted challenges to maintaining their respective waterscapes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
  
 

This is a history of the city of São Paulo, Brazil told through its relationship to the most 

essential of natural resources: water. This is not just a story about water; it is also about the 

infrastructure, both physical and social, that make possible water’s circulation through the city. 

When São Paulo comes to mind, those familiar with the city recall its vast sprawl, the spikey 

landscape of skyscrapers and high rises, the congested thoroughfares that hem in the modified 

banks of its rivers—the sights one sees from an airplane preparing for landing. Below, the streets 

and neighborhoods contain the accumulation of over four-and-a-half centuries of urban settlement 

(built upon the landscape inhabited first by Tupi-speaking indigenous communities): European, 

Middle Eastern and Asian immigrants, the descendants of enslaved Africans, and internal migrants 

from across Brazil, historically (and pejoratively) labeled, as nordestinos [migrants from the 

Northeast] regardless of their origins within Brazil, but in a certain sense one of the most original 

expressions of Paulistano identity. Underneath the homes and apartment buildings, offices and 

business hotels, storefronts and shopping centers, restaurants and lunch counters, thoroughfares 

and side-streets lie other historical sedimentations: the pipes, drains and connections making up a 

network of water and sewer infrastructure undergirding the city. The average inhabitant or visitor 

would be forgiven for not thinking constantly about the mains and drains, which connect to water 

towers, pumps reservoirs, and aqueducts. Virtually every modern city’s water infrastructure 

occupies a similar position: out of sight, out of mind, expect in the unfortunate case that the system 

breaks down. Even utility workers entering and exiting a manhole may draw little attention from 

the average pedestrian or driver, unless they find their path blocked. 

 The relative invisibility of water pipes hides the essential role they play delivering and 

directing water throughout the city of São Paulo daily. At the turn of the past millennium, six 
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distinct systems provided 63.03 m3  per second of water to the city—enough to fill 2,178 Olympic-

sized swimming pools in 24 hours.1 Over half of that daily volume (33.12 m3/s) originates in the 

reservoirs of the sprawling Cantareira system, which takes its name from São Paulo’s original 

piped water system and first state park. The modern system, however, reaches much far beyond 

the Alto Tietê Watershed in which the city proper is situated and into the catchment in the 

Piracicaba Basin and into the neighboring state of Minas Gerais. Other systems of are more modest 

in scale but mark the landscape in significant ways. Two artificial lakes span the transition zone 

between the municipality of São Paulo’s semi-rural South Zone and the sprawling industrial 

suburbs that make up what is known as the ABC region. The Guarapiranga and Billings Reservoirs, 

as they are known today, supply a certain amount of water, while simultaneously serving as 

downstream sinks for domestic and industrial waste. The reservoirs and their surrounding 

landscape, vestiges of São Paulo’s early twentieth century embrace of hydroelectrical power are 

legally speaking protected by environmental legislation, still sought out for leisure activities 

despite their pollution. Yet despite their protected status, the edges of these reservoirs are the 

frontier of informal settlements, loteamentos clandestinos (clandestine subdivisions) speaking to 

the unequal and exclusionary provisioning of housing in São Paulo. Together, the water provided 

by the two largest systems provide the same amount of water provided daily to New York City. 

São Paulo exports 32.2 m3 outside of its immediate watershed, and it plans to expand even further 

in the coming decades. 

 
1 Assuming a volume capacity of 2500 cubic meters per swimming pool. For comparison, this is 
46 percent greater volume than the one billion gallons provided to the city of New York every day. 
For some comparison, it would take over three weeks to fill an Olympic swimming pool with the 
average garden hose, not considering evaporation during that time. Thirty-five percent of São 
Paulo’s daily volume (762 Olympic-sized pools) is considered “wasted” due to leaking pipes, open 
fire hydrants and unauthorized water lines. 
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 In centuries prior, São Paulo had less of an ecological footprint and more tenuous 

metropolitan reach. In its earliest years, the original settlement served as the base for Jesuit 

evangelism, later becoming a base for marauding slave traders, the bandeirantes from which the 

city’s latter-day intellectuals fashioned a regional mythos. The earliest ways to reach the village at 

São Paulo were overland, and a view approaching from the west might resemble the illustration 

below (Figure 1), dated to the late 18th century. Church spires rose from a fortified settlement, 

stretching across an elongated hilltop. The rolling landscape rested on a plateau, the Planalto 

Paulista, that expanded northward from the imposing Serra do Mar range. The anonymous artist, 

who painted this scene from memory [por idea] captured the landscape described that the 

geographer Aziz Al’Saber described two centuries later as “a mosaic of small hills, fluvial terraces, 

and flood plains,” a point of “geographic originality” amidst the Brazilian plateau extending just 

beyond the Atlantic littoral.2  

 Why did the largest urban area in Brazil and later the Americas emerge in this geographical 

region? This question is considered in the chapters that follow, but in brief it benefited centuries 

later from a combination of technological inputs and infrastructure (including sanitation) and a 

proximity to some of the richest agricultural land in the southeast of Brazil, priming it for 

expansion amidst a global market boom for coffee. Most of Brazil’s early cities clustered along 

the Atlantic Coast, and many other cities of the Americas created amidst Spanish and Portuguese 

imperialism clung to the coastlines of their respective territories. Notable exceptions included 

cities like México (Mexico City), a site imbued with political power and geographical advantages 

since before the arrival of Europeans that also reached a new level of prominence once railways 

 
2 Aziz Ab’ Sáber, Geomorfologia Do Sítio Urbano de São Paulo, Edição fac-similar-50 anos 
(Cotia, SP: Ateliê Editorial, 2007), 13. 
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connected it to the seaports in the 19th century. São Paulo’s location above the Sea Range (Serra 

do Mar) effectively insulated it without totally isolating it. Twentieth century Paulista intellectuals 

had attempted to make the city’s superiority a fact of autonomous character and industrious 

nature.3 In geographical terms, the city of São Paulo just happened to be well-positioned to take 

advantage of Brazil’s insertion into an industrializing 19th century world.  

 
 

Figure 1: Dezenho por idea da cidade de São Paulo, ca. late 18th century. Source: Biblioteca 
Nacional do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro/World Digital Library 

 
 Modern-day networks of tubes and pipes that supply and drain the city’s water overlay the 

network of rivers and streams created by the hilly landscape. It is precisely these waterways that 

made the Paulista Plateau such an attractive environment for human settlement, including prior to 

the founding of its preeminent city. Father José de Anchieta, the Jesuit missionary credited with 

the establishment of the founding religious educational institution in 1554, referenced the place 

 
3 Barbara Weinstein, The Color of Modernity: Sao Paulo and the Making of Race and Nation in 
Brazil (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015), Ch 6. 
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name as Piratininga, a Tupi word meaning “dry fish.” The fluctuation of the banks of the region’s 

waterways stranded fish to dry in the sun, creating an abundance that mirrored the piracema—

period of fish reproduction—in other river basins throughout Brazil.4 The rivers and lowland 

várzeas or floodplains that stretched between the elevated areas of the plateau played fundamental 

roles in connecting the city to its immediate hinterland during the Portuguese era (1554-1808), 

facilitating short-distance fluvial movement that provided for circulation of agricultural goods and 

other merchandise.5  

Hundreds of smaller streams and tributaries crisscrossed the area referred to in the sixteenth 

century as the “fields of Piratininga,” today overtaken by São Paulo’s concrete sprawl (see Figure 

2). These waterways anchored riverine and wetland environments that provided sustenance for the 

humans that settled nearby, including the Tupi-speaking peoples who the first European settlers 

encountered and subsequently fought and enslaved in the sixteenth century. The natural drainage 

networks and waterways formed the steep landscape, but the Tietê River that emerged from these 

creeks and streams followed a meandering course across marshlands and wide floodplains. The 

rivers of the Paulista plateau lacked the navigability to integrate a larger territory, both at its 

headwaters and further downstream, where the course of the Tietê’s path was broken by 

impassable rapids and waterfalls as it descended towards the Paraná River. The Tietê and its 

tributaries were not marginal to the city’s history; however, rather than integrating Paulista 

territory with global markets, they provided limited riverine integration with the continental 

interior. In the 18th century, most of the fluvial expeditions known as monções began at Porto Feliz, 

 
4 Roberto Pompeu de Toledo, A capital da solidão: uma história de São Paulo das origens a 1900 
(Rio de Janeiro: Objetiva, 2003), 101. 
5 Isabel Cristina Moroz-Caccia Gouveia, “A cidade de São Paulo e seus rios: uma história repleta 
de paradoxos,” Confins. Revue franco-brésilienne de géographie / Revista franco-brasilera de 
geografia, no. 27 (July 14, 2016): sec. 9, http://journals.openedition.org/confins/10884. 
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100 km northwest of São Paulo. Even then, they encountered numerous natural obstacles along 

the way, including rapids and waterfalls.6 

   
 

Figure 2: The hydrographical network of São Paulo and its environs. The image on the left 
shows the broader network of rivers and streams prior to canalization and rectification works, 
emphasizing the central drainage to the Tietê River. The image on the right shows those rivers 
and streams that fall within the jurisdiction of the Municipality of São Paulo. Sources (left to 

right): Ab’ Saber “Geomorfologia do sítio urbano de São Paulo”; Atlas Ambiental Municipal do 
Município de São Paulo/Gouveia 2016 

 
Closer to its headwaters, the Tietê and its tributaries, the Tamanduateí and the Pinheiros 

facilitated connections with settlements that provided construction materials (sand and stones, 

bricks, clay ceramics and tiles) to the capital.7 São Paulo was thus fluvial in the sense that it was 

shaped by the dense network of waterways that made the landscape. Like other historical cities of 

Latin America, São Paulo is built on a sedimentation of physical environment and infrastructural 

technology, creating its own local variant of an urban “socionatural hybrid,” urban formations that 

 
6 Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, Caminhos e Fronteiras (Rio de Janeiro, RJ: J. Olympio, 1975). 
7 Janes Jorge, Tietê, o rio que a cidade perdeu: São Paulo 1890-1940 (São Paulo: Alameda, 2007), 
103. 
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reflect power and inequality within the city through the appropriation of water resources.8 The 

ways that nonhuman nature and built environment fuse through water provide the basis for modern 

cities. 

This dissertation investigates urbanization in São Paulo since the mid-19th century through 

the lens of its changing relationship to water. In the chapters that follow, I argue that water supply 

and distribution played a significant role in the city’s rising importance around the turn of the 20th 

century and contributed to the making of the modern metropolis through its management of natural 

resources. I show how a host of actors (including engineers and architects, politicians and 

administrators, and ordinary residents and migrants to São Paulo both international and domestic) 

contributed to redefining this ecological relationship. The city established infrastructures that 

attempted to wrest the growing city from the vagaries of its surrounding fluvial landscape, the 

network of rivers, streams and marshy floodplains that created the hilly topography of the Paulista 

Plateau. I show how piped supply and distribution networks, sewer systems, treatment facilities, 

artificial reservoirs and other infrastructural elements came to define the urban waterscape and 

reshape its relationship to metropolitan nature. In this way, São Paulo transitioned from a city 

shaped by fluvial nature, and became a force of hybrid nature itself, in other words, a hydro-

metropolis, drawing water far beyond its own watershed. Even as São Paulo became a metropolis 

claiming control over its water resources, the city struggled to control aspects of the waterscape, 

and as the city continued to grow, it increasingly sought sources of water outside of its 

administrative jurisdiction and immediate watershed. It also became increasingly impermeable: 

poor drainage and the indiscriminate spread of asphalt and concrete increased urban flooding. 

 
8 Matthew Vitz, A City on a Lake: Urban Political Ecology and the Growth of Mexico City 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2018); 8, 13. 
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Despite the immense size and complexity of its water and sanitary system, São Paulo struggled 

and continues to struggle with the threat of water shortages, a status exacerbated by Amazonian 

deforestation and the broader global climate crisis. 

At this point, one might reasonably ask: how was São Paulo unique? All modern cities 

have struggled at some point with water management questions: issues of quantity and quality, 

financing, constructing, and maintaining infrastructure; taming epidemic disease. São Paulo was 

unique in two aspects: its rapidity and its rapacity. Over the course of the twentieth century, São 

Paulo’s water supply grew from a relative trickle into a massive torrent, with the New Cantareira 

System constituting one of the largest water supply and treatment systems in the world. The city 

grew at an average rate of approximately 7 percent annually, and from the 1850s to the 1930s grew 

faster than any other major city in Latin America, including Mexico City, Buenos Aires, and Rio 

de Janeiro. The political and social transformations of Brazilian society compounded with the 

environmental transformations of industrializing São Paulo. Authorities’ ability to channel water 

from local abundance buoyed São Paulo’s primary position in Brazil and the Americas. 

Rapacity, the other way in which São Paulo stood out, emerged in the way water resources 

were treated. The nature of the Paulista Plateau’s hydrographical network was duly studied but 

conclusions were mostly ignored, at least for the purpose of providing a sustainable source of 

water. Streams and rivers were buried in the service of creating new streets and neighborhoods, an 

approach to urbanization that encouraged spatial growth as well as exclusion. The development of 

a hydroelectrical complex led to the construction of new types of infrastructure and a waterscape 

that prioritized hydropower. Certainly, other cities that grew in the 20th century practiced 

expediency over effective long-term planning. Yet the rapacity practiced in São Paulo contributed 

to a system where the reach of water supply networks needed to expand constantly, while closer 
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waterways continually found themselves converted into sinks for runoff and pollution. In São 

Paulo, the technical complexity of one of Brazil’s most advanced water and sanitation systems has 

been foiled by the precariousness of that system. The recent drought that has affected São Paulo 

(discussed in the Conclusion) demonstrates the weaknesses of the water system as it emerged. This 

emergence—with its roots in late 19th century redefinitions of the city, its acceleration in early 20th 

century industrial growth, and its centralizing, all-encompassing features evident by the mid-late 

20th century—is the story recounted in the chapters that follow. 

Virtually any study of water inevitably references the truism that “water is life.” 

Humanity’s relationship to water is fundamental because, like other living creatures, we are 

material beings who require it for survival. Human settlements must find ways to channel, collect, 

or otherwise control flows of water around them for household consumption and irrigation, not to 

mention flushing out accumulated waste and storm water. Waterpower provides the force to mill 

grain or operate a turbine and is seemingly endlessly renewable. Yet in a perverse sense, water can 

also mean death. Waterborne illnesses including typhoid and cholera have only been staved off 

relatively recently, held back by sanitary technology and infrastructure that requires steep 

investment in maintenance. Urban flooding can cause unexpected destruction, as it did in São 

Paulo in 1850 (and again in 1929), ending lives and uprooting livelihoods. Floodwaters in cities 

seek to occupy the riverbeds through which they historically flowed, often encountering the new 

paths carved out and claimed by urban transportation routes. Finally, water’s unavailability, owing 

to drought and shifting patterns in seasonal precipitation, or industrial pollution can undermine the 

technologies developed for the densely populated industrial city to sustain its growing numbers. 

São Paulo’s existence and that of other cities around the world depends on water providing life as 

much as withholding death. 
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Why São Paulo?  
 
São Paulo is one of the largest cities in the world (See Tables 1 and 2). It is the largest 

urban metropolitan region in the Americas with a reported total population of 21.8 million, in 

recent years just edging out Mexico City. São Paulo is two and a half times larger than the five 

boroughs of New York City (the largest city in the US) and in global rankings is only behind 

Tokyo, Delhi and Beijing. (Chinese cities dominate rankings of most densely populated of city 

proper, though São Paulo still stands out with a municipal population of 12.2 million). What is 

remarkable is that cities like Tokyo, Mexico City, and New York historically were global 

economic and population centers, in the case of the first two stretching back centuries. São Paulo’s 

rise to the world stage is relatively recent (see Table 1), with many other urban centers in the 

Global North and South alike increasing in size. Since its official establishment in the 1950s, the 

metropolitan region known as Greater São Paulo, comprised of thirty-eight municipalities, ranging 

from the southwest industrial suburbs collectively known as the ABCD region to outlying 

jurisdictions at the “end of the line” of the Metropolitan Trains Company (CPTM), has grown 

more rapidly than the municipality of São Paulo itself (Table 2) and in many ways is 

indistinguishable from the larger urban swath. 
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Table 1: Population of the Municipality of São Paulo, 1850-1940 

Year Municipality of São Paulo 
1850 12,256 
1860 15,471 
1872 31,385 
1886 44,030 
1890 64,934 
1900 239,934 
1910 375,439 
1920 579,033 
1930 887,810 
1940 1,337,664 

 
Sources: Morse, From Community to Metropolis; Azevedo, org. Estudos geográficos 

 
Table 2: Population of the Municipality of São Paulo and the Metropolitan Region of São 

Paulo (RMSP), 1950-2000 
 

Year São Paulo Municipality (RMSP Centro) RMSP Total 
1950 2,409,000 2,696,031 
1960 3,824,102 4,905,421 
1970 5,978,977 8,172,542 
1980 8,475,380 12,575,655 
1991 9,646,185 15,424,537 
2000 10,434,252 17,878,703 

 
Sources: Meyer et al. São Paulo Metropole/IBGE  

 
Beginning in the mid-late nineteenth century and culminating in the mid-late twentieth 

century, the Brazilian city of São Paulo underwent enormous change. Stoked by an expanding 

coffee economy and accelerating industrialization from coffee profits, this centuries-old provincial 

settlement morphed into the economic center of Brazil, credibly claiming to have the largest 

industrial park in South America by the 1920s. By the 1950s, it had surpassed the national capital 

Rio de Janeiro in size and economic strength and was well on its way to becoming one of the 

world’s first megacities of over ten million inhabitants, a status it achieved only two decades later. 

São Paulo’s modern reputation as a stone jungle [selva de pedra] thus emerged late in its long 
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history.  This transformation was all the more remarkable, given that Brazilian cities that reached 

their peak earlier (Recife, Salvador, and Rio de Janeiro) all are port cities. São Paulo’s connections 

to its principal port at Santos grew closer with the 19th century expansion of railroads but became 

more tightly wound with the extension of modern asphalt highways in the mid-20th century. 

 The political and economic significance of São Paulo emerged most clearly in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as regional coffee-cultivating elites formed a power-

sharing agreement with cattle ranchers based in the neighboring state of Minas Gerais. Favorable 

policy interventions in the national economy during the First Republic (1889-1930) allowed for 

São Paulo to grow rich and expand its industrial base. This policy included encouraging 

immigration from southern Europe and Japan, importing agricultural and industrial labor without 

addressing the persistent inequities that followed the long abolition of slavery. 

Historians of São Paulo have long sought to capture the long arc of the rise of contemporary 

Brazil’s preeminent industrial and financial center, beginning around the much-celebrated 

quadricentennial anniversary of the city’s founding in 1954. Historian Ernani Silva Bruno 

marshalled archival sources memorialist accounts while building upon works of earlier Paulistano 

chronicles to produce a three-volume account of São Paulo’s history, Histórias e tradições da 

cidade de São Paulo. In many ways, Silva Bruno’s master work reflected the interest in local and 

regional customs reflected in the works of Gilberto Freyre. Ultimately Histórias e tradições lacked 

the interpretive vision that allowed Freyre’s work to endure as an explanation of Brazilian 

civilization, though it certainly matched Freyre in terms of detail and intimate knowledge of the 

subject. What Silva Bruno provided was a longue durée perspective on the city attentive to its 

rustic material culture, its popular folklore and customs, and its emerging urban form. Silva 

Bruno’s broad periodization also reflected the emphasis on the bandeirantes, marauding slaver and 
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treasurer hunters who traveled into the interior. São Paulo was thus from its initial founding until 

the establishment of the Law School in 1828 a “hamlet for backland pioneers.” Subsequently, the 

founding of the Law School and the growth of a population comprised of aspiring bachareis, a 

“student town” purportedly creating a political and intellectual ferment that coexisted uneasily 

with the merchant and planter class, which maintained a traditional outlook and harbored many 

rural characteristics even as they solidified the city’s standing as the center of Paulista commerce. 

After 1872, the city claimed the throne of coffee metropolis during a period that saw many of the 

economic and infrastructural transformations that positioned the city’s industrial takeoff, leading 

to the metropolitan São Paulo of Silva Bruno’s present after 1918.9 

 Contemporary witnesses to São Paulo’s transformation and later historians thus generally 

agreed that a major transition had taken place beginning at some point in the 19th century. If the 

conditions had existed throughout a long period of dormancy, the match was not struck until the 

1870s, and the flames did not blaze until the 1920s. This dissertation draws from these studies as 

well as other primary documents to write an environmental history of the city of São Paulo, told 

through its relationship to its sources of water: how the city captured water for public use, how it 

distributed this water (and who could access it and in what condition), and later how it expelled its 

wastewater. Silva Bruno devoted significant attention to this subject, recounting the installation of 

São Paulo’s first piped water system, noting its relationship to changing dietary and social habits 

as well as the disruption caused by the operating utility’s efforts to shut down public fountains.10 

 
9 Ernani Silva Bruno, História e tradições da cidade de São Paulo, 3 vols. (Rio de Janeiro: J. 
Olympio, 1954); Gilberto Freyre, Sobrados e mucambos: decadência do patriarcado rural e 
desenvolvimento do urbano, 14a edição revista (São Paulo: Global Editora, 2003) extends the 
social theories developed in Freyre’s masterwork (no pun intended) Casa Grande e Senzala to the 
increasingly urban center of Brazilian life in the 19th century. 
10 Silva Bruno, História e tradições da cidade de São Paulo, III, 1105–28. 
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Social conflict at the local level presaged later conflicts (albeit mediated through formal 

institutions) that São Paulo sparked, seeking water in the Piracicaba River basin to the north and 

in the Paraíba Valley to the east.  

São Paulo’s relationship to water is not just relevant for its millions of inhabitants. The 

state water company, the public-private utility known as the Basic Sanitation Company of São 

Paulo, or Sabesp, is the largest water provider in Brazil, providing water to over half the 

municipalities in the state of São Paulo and subsequently over two-thirds of the state’s population. 

Formed in 1973 during a reorganization of the state-level Department of Water and Sewer that 

administered São Paulo’s water, Sabesp has also been publicly traded since 1996. Since 2006, 

Sabesp has provided direct environmental consulting to a variety of clients, both nationally and 

internationally. Sabesp’s experience managing and maintaining the waterscape of São Paulo 

constitutes the expertise that it implements as one of the largest sanitation companies in the 

Americas, extending its metropolitan reach. São Paulo’s own infrastructural landscape thus has 

repercussions beyond its own urban environment. 

Waterscapes 

The way that water enters and flows through urban environments reflects processes unique 

to cities as central conduits for flows of commodities, organisms, people and information. Urban 

sociologists Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin describe cities and urban regions as “staging posts 

in the perpetual flux of infrastructurally mediated flow, movement and exchange,” with “the 

distant sourcing, movement and disposal of water reserves” and the removal of sewage being just 

one of many such mediated flows. Furthermore, the “constant flux” of flow, movement and 

exchange “is constituted through many superimposed, contested and interconnecting 

infrastructural ‘landscapes’…mediators between nature, culture, and the production of the city.” 
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Water and waste systems make up just one of these overlapping infrastructural landscapes, which 

include transportation, energy, and communications systems: in other words, sociotechnical 

systems that bind together an urban territory.11 To separate this particular liquid landscape from 

other infrastructural landscapes risks losing sight of their interrelationship. At the same time, water 

and wastewater merits its own separate consideration within the urban built environment. As 

geographer Matthew Gandy has written, “water lies at the intersection of landscape and 

infrastructure, crossing between visible and invisible domains of urban space” and is “inextricably 

linked with the idea of infrastructure as a technical and organizational domain that underpins the 

functional dynamics of urban space.”12 The proliferation and increased complexity of water 

infrastructure speaks to its relationship with modernity. The presumed conquest of water has, put 

simply, “made possible the modern city”, particularly by creating environments where sanitary 

measures limit the impacts of epidemic and waterborne disease.13 Thus the reproduction of the city 

as a habitable space, particularly at the concentrations and densities of the 21st centuries, requires 

that freshwater be plentiful, and that used water be quickly evacuated. This sanitary ideal, borne 

of conditions of mid-19th century cities also mirrored emerging notions of liberalism within the 

city: that flows of all types, whether they be resources or information should be facilitated by the 

material form of the city.14 

 
11 Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin, Splintering Urbanism: Networked Infrastructures, 
Technological Mobilities and the Urban Condition (London: Routledge, 2009), 8. 
12 Matthew Gandy, The Fabric of Space: Water, Modernity, and the Urban Imagination, Kindle 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2014). 
13 Martin V. Melosi, Precious Commodity: Providing Water for America’s Cities (Pittsburgh, Pa.: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2011), 38; For an account of this process in Europe, see Jean-Pierre 
Goubert, The Conquest of Water: The Advent of Health in the Industrial Age, trans. Andrew 
Wilson (Oxford: Polity Press, 1989). 
14 Patrick Joyce, The Rule of Freedom: Liberalism and the Modern City (London: Verso, 2003). 
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The flow of water lends itself to imagery, metaphor, and storytelling. In an article 

theorizing on the hybrid nature of the city, geographer Erik Swyngedouw evokes the image of 

children playing in an open fire hydrant in the Bronx, dancing and cooling off with the liquid blast 

subversively released from New York City’s public infrastructure. In many ways it is a scene 

anchored by a quintessential “American item of street furniture” difficult to imagine in other 

contexts.15 Yet within this scene, the author imagines filling a cup with water from the open 

hydrant, imagining how to “excavate the networks that brought it there and follow Ariadne's thread 

through the water.”16 The journey of that burst of water taking place almost completely out of sight 

from the average inhabitant of the city bespeaks political, economic and social processes. It 

implicates multiple actors and operates at different scales, from the bacteriology of water treatment 

to the global pressures of a rapidly changing climate. It reflects the “machinations and strategies 

of dam builders, of urban land developers, of the knowledges of the engineers, of the passage from 

river to urban reservoir.”17 The surface of water becomes a Borgesian Aleph, teeming with images 

of the social flows that make the city.18 

 
15 Edwin Heathcote, “How the Humble Fire Hydrant Became an Icon of New York Street 
Scenes,” FT.Com, August 17, 2017, 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/1939383379?accountid=11091&rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid
%3Aprimo. Contrast with the largely invisible “fire-plug” system, employed in European and 
African cities. 
16 Erik Swyngedouw, “The City as a Hybrid: On Nature, Society and Cyborg Urbanization,” 
Capitalism, Nature, Socialism 7, no. 2 (1996): 65–80. 
17 Swyngedouw, 66. 
18 In his short story “The Aleph,” Argentine author Jorge Luis Borges imagines a point in space 
that contains all other points, and thus can allow one who observes it to experience the totality of 
the universe. See Jorge Luis Borges, Collected Fictions, trans. Andrew Hurley (New York, NY: 
Penguin Books, 1999), 274–86. 
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Like many stories told about humans and nature, starkly different interpretations exist of 

the ways water has flowed through the modern city.19 Indeed, the celebration of free-flowing water, 

always available with the turn of the tap, is an alien reality for many urban residents. In recent 

years, the unreliability of the ideal of pure and plentiful water from the tap has awoken in Cape 

Town, South Africa; Chennai, India; Melbourne, Australia; and of course, São Paulo. In other 

cities, limited water supply is a fact of life for many, in the perennially rationed Indian city of 

Mumbai to the peripheral rings of Mexico City, located on the vast dry lakebed that sustained the 

pre-Columbian Mexica capital of Tenochtitlan. Water crisis looms in major water-stressed capitals 

from Cairo to Beijing to Jakarta to Tokyo, as well as in cities and town situated built atop hydraulic 

regimes in arid regions—in other words, much of the western United States. The vision presented 

in the example of the hydrant finds its counter in many cities in the Global South, an imperfect 

term to designate the region located outside the “North Atlantic ideal” of development and 

urbanization.20  

This dissertation considers the ways that São Paulo’s infrastructure and flows of water have 

contributed to its own waterscape, defined as “the manufactured landscape…that is wrought, 

historically and geographically, from a mesmerizing mixture of local, regional, national, and 

 
19 William Cronon, “A Place for Stories: Nature, History, and Narrative,” Journal of American 
History 78, no. 4 (March 1, 1992): 1347–76, https://doi.org/10.2307/2079346. 
20 For Brodwyn Fischer, the “North Atlantic ideal” or paradigm goes beyond pinpointing a 
geographical location of urban industrial development extending from Europe to North America 
since the 19th century, but a broader ideal for cities that emphasizes liberalism, formal urbanism, 
and equal citizenship. In Latin America, the informal, hierarchical, and precarious cityscape is 
not incidental but rather a wellspring of popular politics, licit and illicit profits, and urban 
culture. See: Brodwyn M. Fischer et al., Cities from Scratch: Poverty and Informality in Urban 
Latin America (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014), 1–7. For a longer exploration of these 
ideas from the vantage point of 20th century Rio de Janeiro see Brodwyn Fischer, A Poverty of 
Rights: Citizenship and Inequality in Twentieth-Century Rio de Janeiro (Stanford University 
Press, 2008). 
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international socio-economic and political-ecological struggles” related to water.21 The modern 

waterscape was layered over earlier formations, and changed rapidly in the twentieth century.  São 

Paulo’s waterscape bears the imprint of efforts to dominate water as well as its domination by the 

city’s demographic expansion.  

Metropolitan Nature 

Metropolitan nature describes aspects of the natural world that are embedded “in a web of 

relationships, be they spatial, economic, or political, that sometimes reinforce or reproduce the 

social order and at other times ignite disputes between antagonistic actors, within the city and 

without.”22 This web of relationships connects the city to a broad hinterland and remakes both as 

they are bound together by markets, transportation networks, and channeled flows of natural 

resources, including water. Historians have usefully employed aspects of metropolitan nature for 

framing urban environmental history. One of the best-known examples is found in historian 

William Cronon’s Nature’s Metropolis, which emphasized the “mutual reshaping” between urban 

and rural spaces that transformed Chicago into a city in the 19th century. In the mental maps of its 

inhabitants, Chicago became a “linchpin” connecting the waters, forest, grasslands and mountains 

of the western North America “to the city and to the rest of the world.”23 Metropolitan environment 

was something that was first imagined, initially by boosters and later by a broader swath of 

commercial and political interests before it became reality. In this way, Chicago’s urban growth 

as well as the extension of a metropolitan hinterland resembled North America’s so-called first 

 
21 Erik Swyngedouw, Social Power and the Urbanization of Water: Flows of Power (Oxford; New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 4. 
22 Stéphane Castonguay and Michèle Dagenais, Metropolitan Natures: Environmental Histories of 
Montreal (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2011), 1; See also Vitz, A City on a Lake, 
6–7. 
23 William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton, 
1991), 25. 
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city, New York. Both cities effectively made their geography their destiny (rather than geography 

merely being their destiny. As Ted Steinberg has argued for the case of New York, this dream of 

reversing the formulation of geography as destiny required unbending “trust in constant population 

and economic growth…destiny articulated by those who run it.”24 This process of metropolis-

making historically occurred in different places and environs: the Hudson river estuary, the south 

shore of Lake Michigan and amidst the hills and ravines of the Paulista plateau, to name a few—

places with human settlements that prioritized expansion, molding the ecological conditions to 

favor urban growth.  

The relationship between 20th century cities in the Americas and their metropolitan waters 

has appeared in other recent works cities as diverse as Montreal, Mexico City and Los Angeles.25 

All of these works demonstrate the enduring significance of matters related to water in the 

management of these cities that became pivotal in new ways over the past century. Water supply 

and management, including sewage treatment and disposal was implicated not just in São Paulo’s 

rapid rise in the twentieth century but also in the challenges it faced as it transitioned to a megacity. 

One of the ways we see the degree to which São Paulo’s metropolitan reach has extended in the 

21st century is the recent theorization of “flying rivers,” streams of water vapor created in 

Amazonia that transport large volumes of rain to the Brazilian Southeast. According to proponents 

of this theory, large-scale deforestation for cattle and soya production has shrunken these sources 

 
24 Theodore Steinberg, Gotham Unbound: The Ecological History of Greater New York (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 2015), xx. 
25 Michèle Dagenais and Peter Feldstein, Montreal, City of Water: An Environmental History, 
2018; Vitz, A City on a Lake; William Deverell and Greg Hise, Land of Sunshine: An 
Environmental History of Metropolitan Los Angeles (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
2005). 
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of precipitation, contributing to the region’s water stress.26 (Hydroelectric dams are also an 

important, though secondary, driver of deforestation). The impact of Amazonian deforestation on 

the water resources of Brazil’s largest urban areas merits further empirical research. Here, though, 

we can see the mutual relationship created between Amazonian biomes and the built waterscapes 

of urban São Paulo. The sacrifice of the Amazon not only profits ranchers and agribusiness; it also 

fuels consumption among concentrated urban populations that have benefited in unperceived ways 

from the humidity drawn from Amazonian vapor streams. 

Nature and Water in São Paulo and the Americas 

Urban environmental history is one of the currents within the widening stream of Latin 

American environmental history. Environmental matters, however, have not been absent from 

urban historians’ purview. Latin America’s transformation from an archipelago of colonial cities 

within predominantly agrarian landscape to a society with a majority urban population bolstered 

by internal migration has had significant consequences for the networks among cities and the 

biophysical environments that sustain them. The long histories of settlement that characterize 

many of the region’s largest cities (some with urban histories predating the arrival of Europeans) 

mean that decisions made to address challenges in centuries prior resonate in different ways as the 

cities expand their economic and demographic bases. Even the handful of Latin America cities 

founded in the late 19th century or planned suburban extensions of existing cities found themselves 

articulated within networks with legacies founded in the biophysical environments created in the 

context of Spanish and Portuguese imperialism. In this way, even when urban flows of natural 

 
26 Daniel Aldana Cohen, “The Rationed City: The Politics of Water, Housing, and Land Use in 
Drought-Parched São Paulo,” Public Culture 28, no. 2 (2016): 268–69 briefly relates this idea as 
articulated by Antonio Nobre. Mike Gonzalez and Marianella Yanes, The Last Drop: The Politics 
of Water (London: Pluto Press, 2015), For theories of how water is exported out of regions in 
agricultural products, see Ch. 6. 
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resources, the creation of the built environment, or the impact of floods, fires and earthquakes is 

not center stage in urban history, it has often been a vital component.27  

 São Paulo’s outsized role in the making of modern Brazil emerges from the way it has 

channeled resources and shaped its surrounding landscape. The disappearance of the Brazilian 

Atlantic Forest into the maw of the insatiable coffee frontier as well as the role of biomass in 

providing fuel for domestic and industrial uses has provided the starting point for the 

environmental of São Paulo.28 More recently, historians of São Paulo have focused on the ways 

natural and controlled flows of water have manifested in the city’s history, creating another level 

of support for a broader ecological interpretation of the city’s history and often emphasizing the 

ways that flows of water affect everyday life and shape categories of public health, sanitation and 

salubriousness.29 These contributions into São Paulo’s water history find important counterparts 

in the extant historiography of urban water and environmental services in North America, which 

has frequently placed the role of water in the modern sanitary city at the center of its analysis. 

Other works have successfully incorporated water as one of a host of other relationships between 

 
27 Lise Sedrez and Regina Horta Duarte, “The Ivy and the Wall: Environmental Narratives from 
an Urban Continent,” in A Living Past: Environmental Histories of Modern Latin America (New 
York: Berghahn, 2018), 138–62. 
28 Warren Dean, With Broadax and Firebrand: The Destruction of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest 
(Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1995). 
29 Laura Machado de Mello Bueno, “O Saneamento Na Urbanização de São Paulo” (Masters thesis, 
São Paulo, FAU-USP, 1994); Vanderli Custódio, “Apropriação Dos Recursos Hídricos e o 
Abastecimento de Água Na Região Metropolitana de São Paulo” (Masters thesis, FFLCH-USP, 
1994); Vanderli Custódio, Escassez de Água e Inundações Na Região Metropolitana de São Paulo 
(São Paulo, SP: Humanitas, 2012); Denise Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas: usos de 
rios, córregos, bicas e chafarizes em Sao Paulo (1822-1901) (Sao Paulo: SENAC, 2007); Jorge, 
Tietê, o rio que a cidade perdeu; Fábio Alexandre dos Santos, Domando águas: salubridade e 
ocupação do espaço na cidade de São Paulo, 1875-1930 (São Paulo, SP: Alameda, 2011); Maria 
José de Azevedo Marcondes, Cidade e natureza: proteção dos mananciais e exclusão social (São 
Paulo: FAPESP Edusp, 1999). 
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humans and nonhuman nature mediated by the built environment.30 Emerging environmental 

histories from the greater Americas acknowledge the long colonial histories of their cities while 

recognizing the scale of change that took place in the 20th century.31 Despite these historical 

legacies, the post-1900 histories of cities in the Americas, especially in Latin America,  represented 

concentrations of people and power on a previously unseen level, particularly after 1945, as 

humanity converted into “an urban animal” ever more dependent on resources and energy 

channeled from the urban hinterland.32 

Organization 

 Historian Richard Morse’s classic biography of the city of São Paulo documented the 

gradual submergence of a “community” notable for “its limited size, its relative isolation and 

parochialism, the way its physical appearance and the life of its inhabitants reflected the modest 

subsistence economy of its environs, the high importance of ‘face-to-face’ relationships, and the 

unity deriving from the faith, ritual, and pageantry of a common religion.”33 By contrast, São 

 
30 J.R. McNeill, Something New Under the Sun: An Environmental History of the Twentieth-
Century World (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2000); Matthew W Klingle, Emerald City: 
An Environmental History of Seattle (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008); Michael Rawson, 
Eden on the Charles: The Making of Boston (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2014); 
Steinberg, Gotham Unbound; Harold L Platt, Shock Cities: The Environmental Transformation 
and Reform of Manchester and Chicago (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2005). 
31 Vera S Candiani, Dreaming of Dry Land: Environmental Transformation in Colonial Mexico 
City (Stanford University Press, 2014); Vitz, A City on a Lake; Antonio Elio Brailovsky, Historia 
ecológica de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, 2017; Lise Sedrez, “‘The Bay of All Beauties’: State and 
Environment in Guanabara Bay, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, 1875-1975” (PhD Dissertation, Stanford 
University, 2004). 
32 J. R McNeill and Peter Engelke, The Great Acceleration: An Environmental History of the 
Anthropocene since 1945, 2016, 112; John Tutino, “The Americas in the Twentieth-Century 
World: Challenges of Urbanization and Globalization,” in New World Cities: Challenges of 
Urbanization and Globalization in the Americas, ed. John Tutino and Martin V. Melosi (Chapel 
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2019), 1–68. 
33 Richard M. Morse, From Community to Metropolis: A Biography of São Paulo, Brazil (New 
York: Octagon Books, 1974), xxi. 
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Paulo’s transformation into a metropolis, “overflowing its city limits to rearrange the order of the 

entire countryside” created a broader web of economic and social relations that dissolved the 

previously longstanding community. Morse observed that despite seismic shifts in paulistano life, 

many of which reflected broader changes in Brazilian society as it transitioned from monarchical 

empire to oligarchical republic, “steady undercurrents” persisted amidst dislocation. In this 

manner, “…the ways in which the parochial and cosmopolitan, the familial and the bureaucratic 

are still found to coexist in Brazil” suggest that “domestic traditions of the community 

might…imbue the universalist order of the metropolis with coherence and vitality.”34 

 Similar dynamics of transformation have been used to characterize São Paulo’s 

urbanization and metropolitan growth in the 19th and 20th centuries. I have repurposed Morse’s 

original title to characterize my narrative, returning to the “environs” alluded to in a work that is 

cultural and institutional more than ecological. The chapters that follow below also trace an 

essential transformation in the city of São Paulo: how the city came to control water while at the 

same time making itself reliant on larger infrastructure and more distant water sources. São Paulo’s 

conquest of nature was never complete, even as it pressed its rivers and water sources into 

bolstering the city and making them conform to its landscape.  

The five chapters below follow the development of water supply from the middle of the 

19th century until the mid-late twentieth century. At the beginning of this timeline, São Paulo was 

a city of rivers and streams, if not quite a river city. Waterways played an important role in 

sustaining this backwater village, even if their long-distance commercial use remained 

frustratingly limited. São Paulo thus was a fluvial city, depending on flows of overland trade as 

well as the streams and rivers that flowed through the valleys and gullies amidst the hilly 

 
34 Morse, xxiii. 
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landscape. Rivers and other bodies of water unquestionably play a large role in historical urban 

development contributing to shaping spatial layouts of a settlement from its founding and 

throughout its historical trajectory.35 São Paulo’s uniqueness originates in the rapidity with which 

it wrested itself in the 20th century from the former limits of its waterscape, remaking its 

relationship to water amidst economic and social change. 

São Paulo’s early course was both shaped and circumscribed by its proximity to the broader 

fluvial network of the Tietê River (known in early days as the Anhembi River), becoming a 

“structuring axis” of a broader colonial space of trade and exploration as, well as evangelization 

and enslavement.36 Only in the late 19th and early 20th century did the city begin both a broader 

settlement of the floodplains around the historic center and an attempt to restructure waterways 

into a source of energy and economic growth. In the present, waterways form all or part of the 

boundaries of nearly all the thirty-nine municipalities of Greater São Paulo. The use of boundaries 

in designation jurisdictions has led some geographers to conceptualize rivers as borderlands: 

frontiers of resource exploitation, informal settlement, and waste disposal.37 Automobiles and 

intermunicipal trains run parallel to the major rivers of the Paulista Plateau, often mirroring the 

routes followed by railroads constructed in the 19th century. São Paulo’s fluvial nature, allowing 

itself to be defined by its rivers, gave way to an urban landscape that rectified, reversed, and 

 
35 See “Introduction” in Thaïsa Way, ed., River Cities, City Rivers (Washington, D.C: Dumbarton 
Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2018), 10. 
36 José Carlos Vilardaga, “No fluxo do Anhembi-tietê: o rio e a colonização da capitania de São 
Vicente nos séculos XVI e XVII,” Nuevo Mundo Mundos Nuevos [Online], Debates, December 
15, 2020, http://journals.openedition.org/nuevomundo/82993; On the early river history of the 
Tietê see: Humberto Mello Nóbrega, História do Rio Tietê, 3a ed. revista, Coleç ao Reconquista 
do Brasil ; nova sér., vol. 44 (Belo Horizonte: Itatiaia, 1981); Aristides A Rocha, Do lendário 
Anhembi ao poluído Tietê (São Paulo, SP, Brasil: EDUSP, 1991). 
37 Brian Davis and Amelia Jensen, “River Landscapes of São Paulo: Várzeas and Pisciñoes, a 
Strange Landscape,” in River Cities, City Rivers, ed. Thaïsa Way (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2018), 217–18. 
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rendered invisible its historical waterways while seeking further distant sources of fresh water for 

its growing population. The distribution of this water has historically been unequal and has also 

resulted in anomalous features of its landscape. Geographers have noted the peculiarity of more 

recent features such as giant detention ponds (pisciñões) built for flood control.38 These structures, 

intended to retain floodwater and thus offset impermeability reflect scientific and engineering 

expertise, yet their constraint by municipal budgets and land prices makes them less effective and 

at times reinforcing of the unequal nature of the urban landscape. More broadly, the infrastructure 

that undergirds the historical waterscape reflects this combination of expertise and expediency.  

The inhabitants of São Paulo, from the governors and municipal officials to urban 

merchants and laborers could not control these rivers, they could only adapt and react to their 

flows. This began to change most notably in the second half of the nineteenth century. This period 

saw São Paulo transformed by the export coffee economy in its hinterland, providing significant 

investment in transportation and sanitation infrastructure. The first two chapters cover the 

transition of São Paulo’s water supply system from a largely uncoordinated, precarious array of 

public fountains, privately controlled springs, and enslaved sanitary labor, to the first technically 

designed and centrally managed system of supply, distribution, and sewer services connected 

directly to residential, commercial, and public buildings. I situate the implementation of public 

sanitary services within the context of political, economic, and social changes in São Paulo and 

Brazil, including the growth of coffee production in western São Paulo, the gradual abolition of 

 
38 Davis and Jensen, “River Landscapes of São Paulo: Várzeas and Pisciñoes, a Strange 
Landscape”; Nate Millington, “Linear Parks and the Political Ecologies of Permeability: 
Environmental Displacement in São Paulo, Brazil,” International Journal of Urban and 
Regional Research 42, no. 5 (2018): 870, https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2427.12657. 
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slavery, increased European migration to the region, and the political transition from monarchy to 

republican government after 1889.  

The first chapter follows the efforts to canalize and bury one of the city’s historical 

waterways to explore the efforts of administrators to remake the city’s relationship to its water 

during this juncture. Water delivery depended on labor (frequently enslaved) of domestic water 

carriers, and peddlers, while chamber pot porters disposed of wastewater in alleys and outlying 

streams. This chapter analyzes the obstacles to transitioning away from this rudimentary system, 

and the reasons why several initial attempts to install a modern sanitary system failed before city 

administrators granted a concession to a private utility company.  The second chapter traces the 

development of the piped water and sewage system constructed under that concession by the 

Cantareira Water and Sewer Company, a private company founded in 1877 and financed by local 

and foreign capital. The company was taken over by the state government in 1893, creating the 

city’s first public water and sewer utility. This chapter recounts this narrative by emphasizing the 

connections established between the city and rest of nature to secure water in the nearby Cantareira 

hills. I refer to São Paulo’s urbanization in the late 19th century as part of a larger “Great 

Interconnection,” a greater process of infrastructural linkage between cities worldwide and their 

metropolitan nature. São Paulo thus expanded its water and sanitation infrastructure, but it also 

reinforced patterns of inequality present within the city.  

 The third chapter highlights a key period in the city’s water supply history, highlighting 

aspects of São Paulo’s emerging waterscape between 1890 and 1940 that contributed to the 

constitution of the modern industrial city after the turn of the century. Administrators and engineers 

planned expansions to its water supply beyond water piped from the Cantareira range. The 

construction of two large artificial lakes, known today as the Guarapiranga and Billings Reservoirs, 
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and the reversal of the course of the Pinheiros river for purposes of supplying hydroelectric plants 

figured prominently into the formation of the twentieth century urban waterscape. The third 

chapter considers efforts to bring water into the city by capturing surface water from distant 

sources and channeling it to water towers and reservoirs serving new residential neighborhoods in 

the early 20th century. I consider the contributions of two sanitary engineers, Teodoro Sampaio 

and Francisco Saturnino de Brito, in shaping the global vision for São Paulo’s water supply 

expansion, as well as suggestions that planners disregarded. I argue that the eventual tapping of 

new distant water sources contributed to and was influenced by the city’s burgeoning industrial 

ecology: the social and environmental factors that make cities dynamic manufacturing centers 

while generating environmentally detrimental shocks. This chapter also argues for the importance 

of the Canadian-owned hydroelectrical utility São Paulo Tramway, Light and Power Company not 

just in building the city but redefining the urban waterscape through the reservoir projects. 

 The final pair of chapters looks at the emerging hydro-metropolis beginning in the mid-

twentieth century. In this period, the authority of São Paulo’s Department of Water and Sewer 

gradually expanded beyond the limits of the municipality of São Paulo, reflecting São Paulo’s 

convergence with its neighboring industrial suburbs. This expansion of the city in all respects 

coincided with a long period of political oscillation in Brazil between authoritarian rule under the 

Vargas regime (1930-1945), a period of democratic and populist experimentation (1945-1964) and 

then military dictatorship (1964-1985). Efforts to centralize federal authority as well as address 

the infrastructural needs of expanding urban populations had important impacts on the 

development of São Paulo’s own waterscape, now entrenched in a broader urban network. 

The fourth chapter, titled “Metropolitan Water and the Emergence of Greater São Paulo” 

looks at this series of expansions and improvements to water supply and sanitation between 1930 
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and 1960, relating these changes to the emergence of the metropolitan region known as “Greater 

São Paulo.” This region was as much ecological in nature as it was administrative, incorporating 

the artificial lakes built as hydroelectric reservoirs that at one time supplied half of the region’s 

water. This chapter seeks to understand the process by which infrastructure made the hydro-

metropolis. Chapter 5, “Urban Water and Foreign Aid under Military Rule” shows how this 

process continued and actually changed course after 1960, pivoting towards a planned expansion 

of a “new” Cantareira system under the military regime. The military government also began 

implementing a national sanitation program (PLANASA) in conjunction with its public housing 

initiative that sought to expand sanitation services in Brazilian cities. The chapter ends in 1975 

with the inauguration of the new Cantareira system and the passage of environmental protection 

laws intended to protect water sources from urbanization, two events that contributed decisively 

to shaping São Paulo’s late-twentieth century waterscape. The conclusion summarizes key 

findings while recounting some of São Paulo’s efforts to restore polluted waterways and stave off 

water crises at the end of the twentieth century. 

 One of the vital questions facing São Paulo and other major urban areas is the question of 

sustainability; not just the ideal of sustainable development and planning for an equitable future, 

but the ability of a human population to stave off cultural and ecological collapse. Indeed, the 

permanence and longevity of human civilizations is not a given; increasingly, looming collapse 

seems like a possibility, though the nature and aftermath of that collapse is unknown.39 The context 

of global climate change and the impact of entering an era when human action has made and 

continues to make an indelible impact on the rest of nature—the throes of the Anthropocene—puts 

 
39 Shawn William Miller, An Environmental History of Latin America (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3-4. 
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our increasingly urbanized world into further jeopardy. The cities that now concentrate most of the 

humanity will have to find answers to the challenges presented in the wake of the twentieth 

century. São Paulo, while maintaining some semblance of an industrial base, benefitting from the 

prosperity early 21st century commodity booms, and adapting to contemporary globalization, still 

grapples with economic inequality, informality, criminal illegality, and environmental 

degradation. These perennial issues reflect local histories and trajectories but also the “intractable 

difficulties grounded in a globalizing economy.”40 The supply, distribution, control, and expulsion 

of water reveals many of the life and death challenges facing the city, and not just in São Paulo. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE FATE OF THE ANHANGABAÚ, 1850-1877 
 
 

It Was a Dark and Stormy Night 

The first day of the year 1850 in the city of São Paulo ended with catastrophe. Torrential 

rainfall began falling at half past five in the afternoon on January 1st onto the clay-tile roofs and 

picturesque churches and convents of the hilltop settlement, continuing until an hour before 

midnight. The inhabitants of São Paulo could reasonably expect heavy rains at the beginning of 

the summer, but the force of this downpour was unprecedented in living memory; a later 

memorialist likened the storm to a water spout [tromba d’água] crashing down upon the city.41 

Floodwaters quickly surpassed the limits of the municipal reservoir located on the city’s outskirts, 

contributing to a sudden rise of the Anhangabaú River, the waterway that ran south to north in the 

deep gully that bordered the city’s western edge.42 The resulting destruction caused by the 1850 

flood along the Anhangabaú Valley would not be surpassed in magnitude for nearly seven decades. 

By that time, São Paulo would be a different city, transformed in the intervening years through 

immigration, industrialization, and urban expansion.43 Whereas in the early twentieth century the 

trappings of urbanization had radically remade the city, in 1850 public authorities could claim the 

title of city only as an official designation. São Paulo retained its rural character despite its position 

as the political and economic center of a centuries-old administrative province. Social and 

economic change, along with changes in the urban environment, initiated a shift in the middle 

decades of the Brazilian Empire. 

 
41 Affonso de E. Taunay, História Da Cidade de São Paulo (Brasília: Senado Federal, Conselho 
Editorial, 2004), 281. 
42 Marques & Irmão, orgs., Almanak Administrativo Mercantil e Industrial Da Provincia de S. 
Paulo Para o Anno de 1857 (São Paulo, SP: Imprensa Oficial do Estado, 1856), 194. 
43 Luiz Ferla, et. al., “A enchente de 1929 na cidade de São Paulo: memória, história e novas 
abordagens de pesquisa,” Revista do Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro 8 (2014), 150. 
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The flood destroyed as many as forty dwellings and severely damaged twelve more along 

the Anhangabaú Valley—a small but significant number. It also damaged one the city’s principal 

bridges located along the Ladeira de Açú near the Mercado de São João—an area that later became 

one of the central thoroughfares of São Paulo, Avenida São João. In 1850, bridges played an 

important role in the “fluvial life and social routine of the city,” marked by movement, commerce, 

and scenes of everyday life.44 They permitted people and goods to enter and leave the city with 

relative ease, but also provided points to control access and levy tolls. Bridges in disrepair could 

cause great disruption in a city like São Paulo occupying a naturally fortified position. In addition 

to damage to public and private structures, three individuals (an enslaved man and woman as well 

as another elderly woman) died in the flood. Those who survived faced destitution, and eight 

residents in the vicinity of the river, many of them identified as elderly widows, sought indemnity 

from the Municipal Council.45 Property destruction and loss of human life were not the only 

consequences. The flood event also threatened the urban water supply by compromising the 

municipal reservoirs that held water reserves for the city’s public fountains. The rainfall caused 

the collapse of at least two acudes [weirs] and threatened another one known as Tanque Reúno 

(later called Tanque Bexiga46) endangering what was already a precarious system of water 

 
44 Denise Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas: usos de rios, córregos, bicas e chafarizes em 
Sao Paulo (1822-1901) (Sao Paulo: SENAC, 2007), 48. 
45 Arquivo Municipal de São Paulo [AMSP]-Câmara Municipal de São Paulo [CMSP]-Conselho 
de Vereadores [CV] Caixa 3-Pareceres da Comissão Permanente encarregada do levanamento de 
prejuizos causados pela enchente de 01/01/1850 a particulares [27 June 1850], ff. 1-3. 
46 “Officios do Sr. Dr. Chefe de Polícia sobre os successos do dia 1o” O Piratininga [8 January 
1850], Biblioteca Nacional Digital-Rio de Janeiro [BND-RJ]. “Bexiga,” literally “bladder” in 
Portuguese but also an archaic term for smallpox, purportedly referred to the nickname of a certain 
pockmarked innkeeper who ran his establishment by the Ponte Lorena, one of several bridges that 
crossed over the Anhangabaú Valley, not far from Piques, or the modern day Ladeira de Memória. 
See Toledo, A capital da solidão: uma história de São Paulo das origens a 1900, 268–69. The 
label was extended to the extension land on the city’s outskirts where the tanque was found, and 
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distribution.47 The flooding had uncovered weaknesses not just in the rudimentary water supply 

system, it had also underscored the problems with building with taipa de pilão, a technique of 

rammed earth construction used to shape the mud-stucco walls that served as the building material 

of choice in 19th-century São Paulo. 

Life in the provincial capital had been shaped by flows of water since its founding nearly 

three centuries earlier in 1554. Hundreds of open streams and rivulets crisscrossed the jurisdictions 

of the incipient city. Two waterways molded the hilltop core of the city during its first three 

centuries. The Anhangabaú abutting the western edge of the city, ran parallel to the line running 

from the Largo de São Francisco to the Monastery of São Bento. Described in the early nineteenth 

century by the French botanist Auguste de Saint-Hillaire as merely a “simple thread of water,” the 

Anhangabaú and the streams that contributed to it provided a significant portion of the water 

consumed by city dwellers. The Tamanduateí, while more prominent on the eastern end of the city, 

was the Anhangabaú’s confluent river. Saint-Hillaire described the Tamanduateí, with greater 

detail as: “snaking across the marshy grassland [pastagens húmedas],” giving “greater variety and 

charm to the landscape.”48 The characteristic variety aptly described the rapidly changing 

conditions of the “vargem” or “várzea” (floodplain) environment along the length of the 

Tamanduateí. When the Tamanduateí River flooded its banks, often during rainy summer months, 

 
subsequently became the Italian immigrant “Bixiga” neighborhood, which subsequently adapted 
the more aesthetic name “Bela Vista.” 
47 In addition to the almanac entry, many chroniclers of the city briefly recount the Anhangabaú 
flood. I draw upon the accounts of Ernani Silva Bruno, História e tradições da cidade de São 
Paulo (Rio de Janeiro: J. Olympio, 1954), Vol II, 615; and Antonio Egydio Martins, Sao Paulo 
antigo: 1554 a 1910 (Sao Paulo: Paz e Terra, 2003), 137. The reports reproduced in the newspaper 
O Piratininga under the heading “Officios do Sr. Dr. Chefe de Polícia sobre os successos do dia 
1o” on January 8, 1850 provide a contemporary account. 
48 Auguste de Saint-Hilaire, Viagem à Provincia de São Paulo e Resumo Das Viagens Ao Brasil, 
Província Cisplatina e Missões de Paraguai, trans. Rubens Borba de Morais (São Paulo: Livraria 
Martins Editora-Editora da Universidade de São Paulo, 1972[1822]), 155. 
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the resulting inundation caused delays along the roads connecting the capital to outlying parishes 

as well as to the longer trade routes oriented towards the Paraíba Valley and the Imperial Capital 

in Rio de Janeiro.49 Seasonal cycles of flooding had long circumscribed and shaped human life on 

the Paulista plateau, contributing to its densest population center concentrating on a hilltop above 

the marshlands.   

Historical maps and other accounts often label the Anhangabaú as a “ribeirão” or 

“córrego”—a stream or a brook—rather than endowing it with the title of river. As a mere ribeirão 

or córrego, the Anhangabaú was situated lower in the hydrological hierarchy exercised by Paulista 

geographers. José Joaquim Machado de Oliveira, in a geography textbook published in 1862, laid 

out the lexicon that expressed this hierarchy. “Origin, spring, or watershed [origem, manancial, ou 

vertente] is the earth or place where water flows are born…rivulets, creeks and streams [regatos, 

arroios, e corregos] are formed by many springs, a large stream [ribeirão] is formed by many 

streams, while a river [rio] receives all of these previous currents and drains into the sea.”50 In 

spite of its regulation to lesser categories, the flow of the Anhangabaú was in fact essential for 

supplying water to the city, particularly to its small assortment of fountains and public reservoirs. 

In geographical designations, the Anhangabaú slipped between ribeirão and córrego, though in 

other respects the only difference from its confluent rivers was its size.51  

 
49 Aroldo de Azevedo, Associação dos geógrafos brasileiros, and Seção regional de São Paulo, A 
Cidade de São Paulo: estudos de geografia urbana, por um grupo de geógrafos sob a direção de 
Aroldo de Azevedo ..., vol. 2 (São Paulo: Companhia editora nacional, 1958), 42–43;  
50 José Joaquim Machado de Oliveira, Geographia Da Provincia de S. Paulo: Adaptada á Lição 
Das Escholas e Offerecida á Assemblèa Legislativa Provincial (São Paulo: Typ. Imparcial de J. 
R. de A. Marques, 1862), 4, https://www.docvirt.com/docreader.net/LIVROSSPMP/3553. 
51 Even the Tietê River, known in earlier times as the Anhembi River and with a fluvial designation 
that was never disputed, did not drain directly into the sea, instead meandering into the interior of 
São Paulo, towards the larger Paraná River watershed. 
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The word “Anhangabaú,” like many Brazilian place names, derives from the Tupi 

indigenous language, though linguists have disagreed on the original meaning of the word. The 

most common explanation traces its meaning to the word “cursed,” “evil spirit” or “devil’s face,” 

or even “the devil’s river,” a reputation to which it lived up on the first day of 1850.52 The flooding 

of the Anhangabaú demonstrated the growing disequilibrium between the city and its broader 

waterscape, borne of changes across the city. While a minor occurrence in the city’s history, and 

indeed comparatively mild in impact compared to later flooding disasters, the event reveals the 

unresolved tension between the growth of the fluvial city into an economic metropolis, and the 

relationship of that burgeoning metropolis to the water environments that defined and surrounded 

it.53  

Placing the significance of the Anhangabaú within the broader historical transition in São 

Paulo is like plucking a stone from a riverbed: once we think we have it between our fingers, it 

slips away, smoothed by years of flowing currents. Once the principal micro-watershed supplying 

water to the city, first for a modest collection of reservoirs and springs and later for public 

fountains, the former course of the Anhangabaú is conspicuously out of sight and mind in the 

 
52 Affonso A. de Freitas, Diccionario historico, topographico, ethnographico illustrado do 
municipio de São Paulo... (São Paulo: Graphica Paulista, 1930), 177–79. This etymology connects 
the word to another famous “devil” in Paulista history: the notorious bandeirantes Bartolomeu 
Bueno da Silva and his son of the name, both remembered in popular memory by the nickname 
“Anhanguera” or “old devil.” Reasons for this maleficent designation may have related to 
indigenous beliefs about a spirit that frequented the shores of the stream, or about the quality of 
those waters. Other historians opined that its name actually refers to the Tupi word for deer, 
connotating the natural abundance found along the narrow stream. See Afonso Antônio de Freitas, 
Tradições e reminiscências paulistanas (Belo Horizonte; São Paulo: Itatiaia ; Ed. da Universidade 
de São Paulo, 1985), 30–31. 
53 See for example the 1849 flooding and subsequent epidemic in Chicago, a rising city to which 
São Paulo would later be compared, discussed in Harold L Platt, Shock Cities: The Environmental 
Transformation and Reform of Manchester and Chicago (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2005), 
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present day, canalized and completely concealed by the sediments of successive urbanization. 

Cities do not automatically or naturally bury their waterways; in fact, surface water either canalized 

or naturally-flowing had flourished in many European cities prior to the eighteenth century.54 If 

the trend of open water channels continued in Brazilian cities and towns like São Paulo, it owed 

less to backwardness and more to the advantages of having flowing waterways as part of the urban 

fabric. 

 The Vale do Anhangabaú, the modern concrete park that takes its name from the hidden 

waterway, has passed through several urban renovations during the past century: first as picture-

postcard park, second as an automobile-choked bypass, and finally as a cement and green space 

pedestrian corridor, with various corners, overhangs, and indentations intermittently occupied by 

the modern city’s homeless population.55 In all moments, the low-lying valley that separates the 

Triangle (São Paulo’s historic center) from the now over a century-and-a-half-old “Cidade Nova” 

has experienced occasional flooding, captured in more recent years by dramatic photographs of 

submerged vehicles, historical sequels to the event of 1850, and evidence that a river still runs a 

few meters below the asphalt surface.  

As São Paulo began to emerge as an economically and politically significant city and 

region in the latter half of the nineteenth century, it also began to grapple with water as a social 

problem. The challenges engendered by the urban environment affected the entire populace, 

several whom planned their daily lives around the urban waterscape. This chapter explores the 
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efforts in São Paulo to address water and sanitation and the subsequent consequences for the urban 

waterscape in a systemic way, arguing that by centering the Anhangabaú River in this analysis we 

may understand the challenges of remaking that waterscape. Implementing a modern water and 

sanitation system meant more than providing more and better options for public water 

consumption; it implied technological advances as well as a rationalized approach to providing 

adequate potable water for domestic use. This project was one shared by urban administrators as 

well as a small cadre of entrepreneurial engineers, many if not most of whom were European 

immigrants who provided technological and building expertise. It was also shaped by those 

domestic workers, slaves, freedmen, street vendors, and prisoners that worked in urban sanitary 

tasks in various ways: namely, transporting water from fountains or natural sources to households 

and buildings, as well as disposing of large quantities of effluent waste that accumulated in the 

city.  

The efforts to manage water supply and distribution from the last decade of the eighteenth 

century through the founding of the first private water utility in 1877, Companhia Cantareira de 

Águas e Esgotos, constituted the city’s proto-system; in other words, a “publicly regulated” system 

using some technology or technical knowledge for delivery, and, importantly “removing the 

individual from directed responsibility.”56 As main components of the proto-system and as city 

dwellers who stood to benefit greatly from expanded sanitation system, the role of these early 

sanitation workers merits attention in understanding the city’s relationship to water. The built 

environment of the city itself absorbed and expelled the water channeled from the waterways large 

and small intertwined around its boundaries. Seasonal rains sought permeable surfaces through 

 
56 Martin V. Melosi, The Sanitary City: Environmental Services in Urban America from Colonial 
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which to drain, and when they could not, they flooded into streets and homes, culminating in rise 

of the Anhangabaú did the night of January 1st, 1850. Yet only after São Paulo’s commercial 

economy and urban society began to change after 1850 was their movement towards establishing 

a piped network of water distribution and drainage for sewage and storm water. Residents of all 

social backgrounds had different experiences with the urban waterscape at mid-century, and their 

visions of an expanding city included preoccupations with its fluctuating flows of water. With 

these social and environmental conditions, it proved challenging to transition to a modern system 

of piped water and sewer in the Paulista capital, and only with shifts in the wider economic and 

social context could São Paulo begin to take on this endeavor.  

The Proto-Water System in São Paulo  

In an appendix to the Annual Provincial Report of 1864, José Joaquim Machado de Oliveira 

(the same author of the previously cited geography textbook) reported with a hint of dismay on 

progress, or the lack thereof in the area of water supply in São Paulo in the first half of the 

nineteenth century. “I am unaware of there being any news from 1801 to 1852 regarding the supply 

of potable water for the Capital.”57 More precisely, most developments had been nonexistent to 

negative. Denuding of the forest cover around the city’s springs had contributed to neglect of the 

rudimentary urban water system. Draft animals and carriages had trampled over and frequently 

damaged shallow piping. The city’s few fountains often ran dry, according to Oliveira, and only 

after rainfall was there guarantee of water in some fountains. Urban residents had to either draw 

when they could on this precarious channeled flow or find private means to secure any type of 

water for domestic use. Attempts to create a functioning system of public fountains had languished 

after a brief period of intense interest in the early 19th century. Provincial governor Bernardo José 
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de Lorena had spearheaded efforts beginning in 1791, commissioning an analysis of ten of the 

city’s principal water sources and pushing for the construction of its first public fountain, using a 

source that had been employed for nearly half a century by friars at the local Franciscan convent. 

At the end of the 18th century, water supply technology in São Paulo as in most smaller 

cities throughout the pre-industrial Americas remained rudimentary, relying more on individual 

practices than any systematized public sanitation structure or policy.58 Rio de Janeiro, with a high 

water table and situated between beaches and low-lying marshes relied upon aqueducts to bring 

water to the city’s fountains. Inhabitants of São Paulo relied mostly on local streams and natural 

springs that formed naturally along the hilly landscape of the Paulista plateau. The plentiful natural 

endowment of water around the city São Paulo and other southern Brazilian settlements guaranteed 

more than just domestic supply; aquatic abundance kept animals well-watered and also guaranteed 

sources of irrigation and freshwater fish.59 In the case of São Paulo, the benefits of living adjacent 

to abundant river environments outweighed the hassles of seasonal flooding along the edge of the 

city. Additionally, the presence of multiple flowing streams offered an efficient method to remove 

waste quickly from homes, though the cumulative impact of such haphazard disposal proved 

unsustainable in the long run. In this sense, São Paulo resembled other smaller urban centers in 

Portuguese (and later, Imperial) Brazil, in which the city staunchly retained certain rural 

characteristics, namely, relying on at best modest interventions into the natural environment to 

ensure that the city’s residents could absorb clean water and expel used water.  
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Even with this degree of equilibrium, São Paulo’s modest 18th-century growth had not kept 

pace with its demand for water, or at least with the demand that its closest natural sources could 

supply. In the 18th century, cities like Rio de Janeiro and Salvador de Bahia had begun to construct 

public fountains in an attempt to alleviate the daily quest to secure water. Salvador had at least 

eighteen fountains of varying quality, located outside of the city center, while Rio de Janeiro drew 

its water from eleven major public fountains.60 Cities and towns in the province of Minas Gerais 

had installed networks of fountains to supply burgeoning mining districts—as in the land of water-

powered sugar mills of Pernambuco and Salvador, water had great importance in the mining 

economy.61 São Paulo on the other hand remained relatively unremarkable in regards to public 

fountains. Neither the demands of the local economy nor the desire to bestow water upon the 

subjects of the monarchy motivated local administrators to upgrade public water distribution. 

 Construction of public fountains only increased beginning in the final decade of the 18th 

century, and then, seemingly in response to occasional water shortages. The commissioning of São 

Paulo’s first public fountain in 1792 sought to enable the daily collection of clear abundant water, 

an objective in which it often fell short. Prior to 1792, the only semblance of a public fountain had 

been a canalization made by the Franciscan monastery in 1744, which the Câmara Municipal tried 

to divert partially for public provision.62 The emergence of São Paulo’s first water source from the 

initiative of a religious order is perhaps unremarkable; dating back to early medieval Europe, the 

placement of churches and monasteries sought to “Christianize” local water sources. Monasteries 
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often retained earlier knowledge of historical waterworks and at least claims to knowledge for 

constructing basic canalizations.63 

The Anhangabaú and its tributary streams were the sources for these early water supply 

sources, trickled downing from the high wooded ridge to the city’s southwest known as Caaguaçu, 

the future site of Avenida Paulista. The first public fountain, the Chafariz de Misericórdia, was 

commissioned by the captain-general in 1793 of São Paulo and inaugurated soon after under the 

supervision of a enslaved man known as Tebas (full name: Joaquim Pinto de Oliveira Tebas), who 

gained subsequent renown as an influential stoneworker and builder in São Paulo at the turn of the 

19th century.64 The Chafariz de Misericórdia, prominently located in front of the Igreja da 

Misericórdia (today the Praça da Patriarca, on the eastern end of the modern Viaduto do Chá) 

subsequently became a focal point of daily life. In spite of their initial novelty, Chafariz de 

Misericórdia and other public fountains that followed it frequently fell short in their intended 

purpose, both in the quantity and quality of water.  

Other sources of water gained fame and notoriety in the nineteenth century. The Bica de 

Miguel Carlos, originating on the lands owned by an individual of that name was considered one 

of the higher quality sources of water. While the Chafariz de Misericórdia had a reputation for bad 

taste, Miguel Carlos’s water was considered among the best quality in the city, and its later 

conversion into a fountain and incorporation into municipal fountains in fact seemed to lessen its 
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reputation.65 Petitions sent to the Câmara Municipal requesting repairs to the fountain and receipts 

tracking its maintenance reveal that in spite of its reputation that it faced problems. One such 

petition noted that the fountain (constructed in 1848) had become a dumping point for trash and 

“fecal material” a fact “verified by a mere ocular inspection.”66 Constant repairs [consertos] and 

the challenges of maintaining public fountains combined with the chronic shortage of supply 

reflected the precarious problem faced by the city in the nineteenth century. 

Between 1792 and 1858, the number of public fountains in São Paulo grew to fourteen, 

blending aesthetic and functional qualities in central points of the city. By the end of the nineteenth 

century and the introduction of piped networks, there were at least twenty-seven fountains, 

canalized springs, and reservoirs [tanques and later caixas] that supplied the city.67 The 

construction and maintenance of public fountains sought to facilitate the daily task of providing 

water to each of the city’s households. Some households, of course, could rely on their own wells 

or springs found on their patios or near their residence.68 Others simply relied on the proximity of 

natural brooks and streams. These sources of freshwater had traditionally been canalized for 

collection into fontes or bicas d’água. The presence of a chafariz, or ornamented public fountain 

made water supply into a public work. For many in São Paulo, public fountains proved necessary, 
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if frequently unreliable, ways to supply water to their own households or those in which they 

worked. 

New Currents in a Fluvial City: Changes in São Paulo in the 19th Century 

São Paulo was once a city defined, in the words of historian Denise Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, 

by “seams of water,” visible flows of water that demarcated urban space. This identity reflected in 

both its material aspects as well as its urban form.69 The visibility of water in the city came to the 

forefront in the nineteenth century, only to be rendered invisible as the city set out to rectify, 

canalize, and bury many of its waterways. This narrative of water in the 19th century reflects the 

dilemma of the subsequent period: one in which the city became increasingly alienated from its 

immediate water sources, polluting those closest to it and seeking ever further sources to slake the 

appetite of its expanding metabolism. Yet the prominence of water in nineteenth century urban life 

speaks to how it became a matter seeking attention. The presence of networks of rivers and streams 

contributed to creating a “society in motion” positioned within a regional commercial economy, a 

vision at odds with the conventional depiction of São Paulo as an economically moribund 

backwater prior to the late nineteenth-century coffee boom. The fluvial network and overland 

entrepôt status made the city an ideal waystation for muleteers in the early nineteenth century, as 

it had for other mobile types (namely, bandeiras in search of minerals and slaves) in centuries 

prior.70 Only amidst the economic and social transformations borne of the 19th century could the 

environmental questions of water and sanitation become as pronounced as they did.  
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Yet by 1850, Paulistano society was already undergoing new transformations. The city of 

São Paulo was poised to reap the benefits of the westward expansion of the coffee economy. Large 

plantations entrenched enslaved African labor, even as slavery (the coffee planters’ near-exclusive 

source of labor) came increasingly into the crosshairs of the national and international abolition 

movements. The expansion of the coffee frontier into the Paulista West demanded a greater role 

for the provincial capital. The city of São Paulo had served as an administrative and commercial 

center not just for the modest regional economy, but as the base for the bandeirantes, the mixed-

race marauders whose expeditions had penetrated deep into the Brazilian backcountry in the 

previous centuries, seeking gold, emeralds and indigenous slaves.71 São Paulo’s position as a 

gateway to the fertile lands of the interior meant that its administrators needed to upgrade and 

invest in its infrastructure, to transport its product in a cost-effective manner to the coast and to the 

world. The role the city assumed as a coffee transshipment point also necessitated intervention into 

the management of the waterscape inherited from three centuries of colonial occupation. Changes 

beyond the limits of the city of São Paulo catalyzed these urban interventions and established the 

base for a merging urban metabolism founded on the primacy of the coffee economy. 

The most important transformation was the outright abolition of the trans-Atlantic slave 

trade in 1850 that had brought over 5 million enslaved Africans to Brazil since the 16th century. 

The first half of the 19th century had seen an acceleration of the importation of slave captives, even 

as a series of mostly ineffective earlier measures starting in 1831 attempted to halt the Atlantic 

slave trade to Brazil. The expansion of the coffee export sector shifted slave labor away from the 
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increasingly moribund sugar sector of the Northeast and towards the coffee frontier, initially in the 

Paraíba Valley western Rio de Janeiro state. The promulgation of the Eusébio de Queirós Law in 

1850 officially virtually ended the importation of enslaved Africans to Brazil. The result was a 

greater valorization of domestic slave capital, already a form of wealth sought by upwardly mobile 

Brazilians, and a doubling down on the use of slave labor in the coffee economy.72 

For the province of São Paulo, the abolition of the Atlantic slave trade generated 

demographic shifts. By some estimates a third of the population of São Paulo in 1870 was 

considered negro or mulato, and with the total abolition of slavery that proportion would grow.73 

In the decades prior to 1850, São Paulo’s enslaved population encompassed around a quarter of 

the total urban population—in the parish of Sé (encompassing much of the aforementioned central 

Triangle) there was one enslaved person for every two free.74 The slave population of São Paulo, 

though on an upward trajectory since the mid-18th century, proportionally was lower by the 

standards of Brazilian cities: Rio de Janeiro according to the census in 1849 housed 78,855 slaves, 

62 percent of the urban population.75 The sustained presence of urban slavery in São Paulo had a 

notable impact on public life in the city’s streets and alleyways. African slavery in large 

proportions arrived late in São Paulo, representing 33 percent of assets in the 1840s but had 

declined precipitously by the last decades of slavery, constantly pulled towards the coffee 
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economy. The presence of slaves in São Paulo was notable in the surrounding small farms 

[chácaras] that provided sustenance to the city, as well as in trades such as muleteers [tropeiros] 

and distinctly urban trades such as street vending. Indeed, one of the most common form of 

property was slaveholding, which provided not only a relatively sound investment for the enslaver 

but also a way to earn income from the trade or services performed by that slave.76 The significance 

of urban slaves to water and sanitation will be discussed below. The sustained presence of Afro-

descendants, slave and free, in São Paulo owed much to the spread of the coffee economy into the 

Paulista hinterland in the 19th century, conditioning urbanistic and social changes in the city as 

well as spurring the growth that made addressing the nature of the urban waterscape necessary. 

Two other developments had important implications for changes in São Paulo. The first 

was the promulgation of the Land Law, also passed in 1850, which officially put an end to 

“traditional forms” of acquiring and occupying land, whether through royal land grant (sesmaria) 

or by squatting (posse). In theory, this change sought to modernize landownership in Brazil and 

create a market for landed property by formalizing land title. In practice, the law served to 

consolidate the expansion of large-scale coffee plantations, squeezing out smallholding farmers 

whose claims at best relied on custom or at worst were completely irregular.77 The consolidation 

of the metropolitan coffee hinterland and the emerging Paulista metropolis mutually reinforced 

each other: public revenues from coffee production provided an opportunity for enrichment, and 

later a source of public revenue for investing in infrastructure. Significantly, the 1850 Land Law 

also had an impact in the urban sphere, marking a moment of rupture in land occupation, in which 
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access to land could only be made through registered purchase, and independent of actual 

occupation status.78 Urban land had been administered and conceded for use as a common good 

by the Municipal Council prior to 1850, after which rights to urban land manifested as private 

property guaranteed by title. The creation of an urban real estate market privileged those urban 

residents able to leverage the law and their acquisitive power to gain formal title to their landed 

property holdings.79 Restrictions on landholding and occupation in the city conditioned its 

subsequent patterns of expansion, producing an urbanistic order that strongly disfavored those who 

could not access the formal real estate market and the infrastructure tying it into the city. 

The second development, that of investment and construction in railroads, only unfolded 

in São Paulo after 1867 with the building of a railroad from the port of Santos to the coffee town 

of Jundiaí northwest of the capital. Railway construction ties between metropolitan nature (the 

coffee hinterland) to coastal ports and thus global markets, with the provincial capital as a crucial 

intermediary. It also signaled the advent of urban system in São Paulo, water infrastructure as a 

“technical and organization domain that underpins the functional dynamics of urban space.”80  The 

building of railroads presaged the arrival of broader trends of foreign investment to São Paulo 

related to infrastructure and urban services, precipitated by changes in the international economy 

and the relative stability of Brazil under Dom Pedro II—conditions which British capital in 

particular worked in its favor.81 The decision to construct a railroad from Santos to Jundiaí in 1867 
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had major implications particularly for the Paulista capital. The most immediate outcome of the 

expansion of railroad networks was lower transportation costs with the possibility for greater 

returns. Along trade routes previously dominated by mule trains, there emerged a system that not 

only made coffee extremely profitable but was also a potentially lucrative form of investment 

itself.82 The transportation connections afforded by railroads also encourage the dispersal of 

animals and pathogens in addition to people throughout the province. The relative isolation of the 

interior of São Paulo prior to the construction of railroads isolated it from epidemics that threatened 

Brazil’s coastal settlements. Integration into statewide transportation networks was a prerequisite 

for economic and population growth; however, denser settlement, greater movement and lack of 

suitable sanitation and public health infrastructure made epidemics of diseases such as smallpox, 

yellow fever, and typhoid more frequent.83 The spread of railroads after the 1860s thus presaged a 

remaking of the disease environment embedded within the urban Paulistano waterscape. 

These social and economic changes primed São Paulo for important shifts in its relationship 

to its broader waterscape. In previous centuries, the intervention of public administrators into water 

supply had been minimal and ad hoc. Natural springs, canalizations and fountains had managed at 

a micro level the water needs of the population. The growing population and relative importance 

of São Paulo required a public response, lest droughts, floods and social conflict over water disrupt 

life in the city. The Anhangabaú flood was just one dramatic example of the need to find a new 

balance between the city and its waterscape, both changing in relationship to each other as well as 

to the external forces previously described. Efforts over the next three decades attempted to address 

these environmental matters, pressuring changes in the proto-system that had emerged in the 
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nineteenth century, laying the ground for the assumption of the natural monopoly by a private 

water utility in the 1870s. 

Water and Sanitation Labor in Late Imperial São Paulo 

 Among the various watercolors, lithographs, oil landscapes, and photographs of the 

architecture and landscape of nineteenth-century São Paulo, there are very few depictions of the 

Anhangabaú River. One of the few exceptions appears in a lithograph by the French-born architect 

Jules Martin, in the foreground of an early design of the project that became the Viaduto do Chá 

[Tea Viaduct], proposed in 1877 and inaugurated in 1892 (see Figure 3).84 In this artistic rendering, 

the projected boulevard set upon an earthen embankment dwarfs the already partially canalized 

Anhangabaú, located at the bottom of a gully dotted with trees and planted rows along the incline 

of the proposed boulevard on top of an artificial embankment [aterro.] The open, park-like valley 

also reflected Martin’s urbanistic projections: in the 19th century, the Anhangabaú Valley was in 

reality thick with overgrowth [mato], to an extent that one could hire entrepreneurial crossing 

guides [atravessadores] to lead those who sought to cross through the thick overgrowth from one 

side to the other. 85 The guides, wielding large knives, guaranteed safe passage through the 

undergrowth for a small fee. The construction of bridges eased the task of crossing but evidenced 

the obstacle that the natural geography provided for the city’s expansion. The cultivation of tea 

dominated the left bank of the Anhangabaú beginning in the nineteenth century in various farms 

[chácaras] including the Morro do Chá, property of Joaquim José dos Santos Silva (named Barão 
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de Itapetinininga in 1863) including the future site of the Praça da República.86 The Valley was 

the meeting place of urban and rural, a frontier of expansion and a barrier to overcome. 

 

Figure 3: Jules Martin “2º Projeto do aterro da rua Direita ao morro do Chá, 1879.”  
Source: Instituto Moreira Salles/Wikimedia 

 
The Anhangabaú was the smallest of the three principal waterways that defined the city of 

São Paulo, and yet it was highly important in everyday life through the end of the 19th century. 

The Anhangabaú had marked the western border of the city of São Paulo since its original 

settlement, and along with the Tamanduateí on the eastern face, it provided the city with a natural 

line of defense indigenous attacks in the settlement’s early days. Three centuries after the original 

founding, the density of the urban center had not expanded much further to the west or anywhere 
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outside of the Historic Triangle staked out by the three historical convents of the old city at the 

Pateo do Colegio (Jesuit), the Largo de São Bento (Benedictine), and the Largo de São Francisco 

(Franciscan). The Anhangabaú drained into the Tamanduateí and the Tamanduateí subsequently 

converged into the winding turns of the Tietê River, the longest of the province of São Paulo’s 

rivers. This hydrographic configuration had long defined the geography of the Portuguese 

settlement on the Planalto Paulista, and its water supply depended on the network of streams and 

springs that fed these three waterways. Few images of the Anhangabaú exist in part because most 

of those who interacted with it on a daily basis were among the city’s poorest. The Tamanduateí, 

by nature of its visible expanse west of the city, drew the attention of many 19th century landscape 

painters. The encounter of the city’s residents with the Anhangabaú, at least before the 1880s, 

speaks to certain everyday aspects of water supply in a pre-water network era. By the 19th century, 

the Anhangabaú Valley became increasingly associated with filth.87 This reputation for insalubrity 

was partly masked by the Anhangabaú’s reputation as a fast-flowing stream, especially when 

compared to the meandering Tamanduateí and Tietê rivers, the latter of which still lay far outside 

the principal urban nucleus of São Paulo. Fast-flowing, however, meant that whatever one tossed 

into its stream would be swiftly carried away. The Anhangabaú, while tucked away amongst forest 

and cultivated tea plantations and orchards, was an essential if increasingly troubled fluvial vein 

for life in the Paulista capital.  

Geographer Matthew Gandy observes that “the story of urban environmental change, and 

the politics of infrastructure networks, are marked to a significant degree by the largely unseen 

and unrecorded dimensions to human experience.”88 The human experience around public water 
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sources (rivers, streams, reservoirs, spouts and public fountains) in São Paulo included enslaved 

domestic servants (often women), poor free laborers (often men) and even children tasked with 

drawing water, washing or dumping waste.89 In a time before modern infrastructure networks 

spread across the city, these individuals mediated domestic supply as well as waste disposal within 

households. The work of supply and sanitation largely fell upon their shoulders and backs, and 

their social status embedded them deeper into the urban waterscape of the 19th century. 

The city’s system of public fountains and infrastructure such as the municipal tanks all 

were components of the aforementioned proto-system, however basic the technology. Cities in 

Brazil and throughout the Americas developed similar proto-systems geared towards water supply 

during the nineteenth century in response to urban demographic changes as well as transformations 

in the global industrial economy—both circumstances that produced greater environmental 

concerns regarding water quality and availability. The operation of this system, as it existed 

throughout Brazil, and before and after 1850 in São Paulo, relied not just on the construction of 

public collection points but crucially on human labor (supplemented with animal labor in some 

instances) to move water to the point of final consumption. Likewise, human arms (and backs) 

carried out the removal of wastewater, often inadequately by dumping into alleyways or in ways 

that negatively impacted those living downstream. 

Undergirding São Paulo’s proto-water and -sanitation system in effect were the city’s water 

carriers and vendors (aguadeiros and carroças-pipa) as well as waste porters (tigres)—

occupations carried out by both women and men, enslaved and free. Only fragmentary information 

exists about the experiences of this class of urban laborers, who could be considered the city’s 

early sanitation workers. While many were descended from enslaved Africans, popular memory 
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often remembers aguadeiros and carroças-pipa as Portuguese immigrants.90 While many domestic 

slaves drew water for the households to which they were bound, itinerant vendors led mules pulling 

oversized barrels from house to house, selling their product at rates that their clients often 

considered too high for the quality of water they got. Customers often suspected that the water 

came from less than pristine sources, such as the banks of the Tamanduateí, rather than crowded 

and frequently non-functioning public fountains. 

Given the available sources, it is possible to surmise two of the most commonplace types 

of water carriers and supply routines individuals were embedded in São Paulo’s proto-system of 

water supply: the enslaved African or Afro-descendant woman balancing a clay vessel on her head 

and the male aguadeiro leading a carroça-pipa, pulled by a mule. The former could have been 

bound to one of São Paulo’s prominent households, working in a two-story sobrado alongside 

various domestic slaves, taking care of cooking and cleaning. But wealthy households were not 

the only ones who relied on slave labor. The widespread ownership of domestic slaves as a form 

of wealth even in middling sectors of urban society suggests that even more modest households 

drew water through enslaved labor. The carroça-pipeiro by contrast could have lived as freedmen, 

in modest dwellings at edge of the city, or even still enslaved in a household and working under 

an escravo de ganho [literally, profit slave] arrangement, paying a portion of his revenue to his 

legal owner. In either case, the work of water delivery was reserved for those of low social status, 

as was most hard labor. 
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The ethnic breakdown of those who operated carroça-pipas and sold water to households 

is unclear. On the one hand, conventional overviews assert that Portuguese immigrants fulfilled 

this role. On the other hand, knowledge of the enslaved base of Brazil’s population suggests that 

many aguadeiros were of African descent. Enslaved women carried water as domestic laborers, 

and while women were far from excluded from street commerce, men dominated the commercial 

sale of water. Men were far more likely to operate water carriages, and perhaps men were more 

likely to carry water for larger households, as was the case in Rio de Janeiro. Poor whites made up 

a minority of those men in Rio after 1819, though could have made up a greater number based on 

the demographics of São Paulo.91 According to one tax roll from 1873, the only existing one that 

registers water vendors, 21 “carroças com pipa d’água” paid taxes that year, one four roughly every 

1,000 inhabitants of the capital. Their residences, noted next to their names, identified a number 

living near sources of water: Arouche (where the Tanque de Zuniga was located), Miguel Carlos, 

Rua Formosa (which ran the length of the Anhangabaú Valley) and Lavapés.92 

The precarious nature of existing public fountains and the reliance on water carriers as well 

as vendors is evident from the estimates of the early twentieth-century historian Afonso A. de 

Freitas, who estimated that 80 percent of the water consumed by São Paulo’s poorest residents 

came from one of its rivers or streams instead of from fountains.93 Quantity rather than quality 

seemed to be the most important criterion for drawing water from natural waterways, particularly 

the Tamanduateí.  The insalubrious nature of this snaking river, which was prone to flood the 

adjoining Várzea do Carmo, was encapsulated in illustrations in the satirical newspaper Cabrião, 

drawn by the printer Ángelo Agostini (see Figure 4 below).  
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Figure 4: A. Agostini, “A verdadeira água de Miguel Carlos.” Source: O Cabrião  
 
The mundanity of the illustrated scene, which could pass for a study for a pastoral painting 

of the city’s outskirts, is belied by the presence of carrion birds and the ironic title, “the true waters 

of Miguel Carlos,” indicating that the [carroça-pipas] of the city drew their water from the shallow 

zones of the Tamanduateí rather than the preferable if less abundant waters of Bica de Miguel 

Carlos, located on the present Rua Florencia de Abreu near the confluence of the Anhaganabaú 

and Tamanduateí. Despite the image’s intent to shock the sensibility of the unwitting consumers 

of this impure water, Agostini’s depiction captures a rare contemporary view of a once-daily 

occurrence in São Paulo.94 A typical carroça-pipa operator utilized a mule-drawn barrel wagon, in 

all likelihood rented from the owner of several different animal-drawn carriages.95 The day 

necessarily begins early: in addition to other tasks to complete during the day, the sun has not yet 

warmed the water to an undesirable temperature.96 As multiple witnesses recount, the areas around 
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the fountains, already located in public largos, or the public spaces around churches and religious 

institutions, often filled with water carriers jockeying for position. The circumstances were enough 

to create volatile social situations, or at the very least anxiety among the residents of those areas.97 

Another illustration in another newspaper published by Agostini, Diabo Coxo, captured 

with a touch of satire the dangers of gathering water at the public fountain (see Figure 5). The 1865 

illustration in Cabrião depicts several figures raising up staffs to strike the Chafariz de 

Misericordia, in a sign of rage, but also in imitation of Moses striking the rock in the desert for 

water. Surrounding this display of apparent rage is a host of figures including a female figure in 

the foreground balancing barrels on their head. Two figures crouch nearby seemingly in 

exasperation at the futility of the activity. The caption reflects their attitude: “Oh cousin, [parente], 

can you believe this? It’s a lie. Moses didn’t get water from a stone.”98 Whether this scene actually 

happened or not is unclear; rather it shows that at times a Biblical miracle would suffice to quell 

the disturbances that happened around the fountain.  
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Figure 5: A. Agostini, “Chafariz da Misericórdia.” Source: Diabo Coxo 

The sensationalism inherent in the depiction above shows more the anxieties of the public 

than actual experience. While no doubt water collection was wracked with tedium, it also allowed 

for a degree of sociability, a degree also viewed dimly by the city’s powerful. Water collectors and 

vendors certainly conversed amongst each other and with other enslaved and free workers in the 

streets engaged in other activities, doing so as they stopped for a brief respite from their loads or 

to take a sip of water from their jars.99 More often than not, the social aspect was perceived by 

others as extremely negative: disputes and disagreements especially in times of water shortage 

could turn into public disturbances. Yet in a system dependent on human labor for delivery of an 

essential household input, preventing these interactions was impossible. 

Aguadeiros sold their merchandise at between 40 to 80 reis for 20 liters, a high price 

considering that day laborers for public works earned 80 reis as a daily wage.100 Certainly, in this 
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instance water sellers had the advantage: only a limited number of water carriages circulated to 

serve the urban population—in 1873, a municipal tax roll recorded taxes collected on 21 such 

carriages, split between sixteen different owners. The Municipal Council spent much more time 

(and generated much more revenue) taxing sugarcane liquor [aguardente] vendors for example. A 

tax collection roll from 1873 indicated that every carriage with a water barrel [pipa d’água] should 

pay 15 milréis, in accordance with Municipal Budget Law No. 97.101 The irregular taxation of 

carroças suggests that it was a poor source of revenue for municipal coffers, or that carriages for 

water supply were ultimately taxed under carriages, which were mostly dedicated to transporting 

other goods and people.  

Water provided by carroças-pipa was necessary for firefighting, an existential concern in 

increasingly population-dense cities with incipient industry during the nineteenth century.102 In 

lieu of hydrants and a water network, the Câmara Municipal had to rely in part on the mobile 

carroças-pipa, though mobilizing them in the public interest could be challenging. The Câmara 

Municipal obligated carroças-pipas to maintain their barrels filled in case of emergency, as citizens 

with access to wells were supposed to make them available.103 A police document registered in the 

municipal records described a fire in the early morning of New Year’s Day 1874 at which not a 

single water carriage had arrived to fight the blaze, outside of the one permanent member of the 

firefighter corps. Having violated the Código de Posturas, all of the carroceiros in the city were 
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fined.104 While citizen bucket brigades and water carriages served as the first line of defense 

against conflagration, with the introduction of fire hydrants and professional firefighting corps, 

citizens became “passive bystanders, mere thrill seekers” when church bells sounded the alarm—

likewise, fire hydrants relieved carroça-pipas of their obligations.105  

Whether or not they relied on aguadeiros or domestic slaves, all households needed storage 

receptacles for water. On the one hand, clay pots offered a sturdy storage vessel with the added 

effect of improving the taste of the water. A more portable option was a wooden barrel of varying 

size and designation. Local cooper’s workshops [tanoarias] advertised their wares as ideal for the 

storage and transport of water, including for washing clothes and floors as well as ejecting 

wastewater. Such specialization, along with the continued manufacture of earthen pots indicated 

the degree to which the proto-water system found itself reproduced in the material culture of the 

city.106 

Another urban figure also engaged in sanitation work in a pre-sewer era and could be found 

on the streets, making their way towards the inclined alleyways east of the Triangle. These men 

also carried earthen pots on their head, only in the semi-darkness one smelled them before they 

saw them: the tigres, or waste porters also worked under cover of darkness to expel the 

accumulated waste of the city. As described by sociologist Gilberto Freyre: “It is known that the 

sanitation system in many Brazilian cities was the ‘tigre’ --the barrel kept below the stairs of 

mansions that accumulated material from the house’s urinals to later be taken towards the beaches 

by black slaves.”107 In this aspect, homes in town were decidedly deficient compared to the 
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fazendas, where the need to cart off human waste was not as necessary. The low water table under 

the city’s nineteenth century location allowed for latrines and cesspits for satisfying necessities.108 

Pit latrines were less practical (and tigres more widespread) in cities such as Rio de Janeiro, where 

under cover of night, the hapless porters dumped barrels of waste and excrement along the beaches, 

including at Valongo wharf where slavers delivered and sold their captives.109 

In spite of these advantages, São Paulo still faced issues with emptying waste and refuse 

from the city, particularly in densely inhabited public institutions. Sanitary issues emerged mainly 

in two institutions in São Paulo: the local jailhouse and the barracks. Together, these two 

institutions housed hundreds of men, only a few meters from each other near the present-day Praça 

da Sé. These buildings were separated by only a few meters in the city center, on opposite ends of 

the cathedral, yet due to their location they used different rivers (the Tamanduateí and the 

Anhangabaú, respectively for the prison and barracks) to dispose of the daily waste generated by 

their occupants. On a daily basis, prisoners cleaned their cells and marched down to the 

Anhangabaú, shouldering barrels filled with their own waste with long poles. It was not 

uncommon, whether accidentally or not, that these barrels, often in poor condition, were upended 

in the Largo Municipal, far from their intended destination.110  

These sketches of the lives of aguadeiros, carroças-pipas, tigres, and other upholders of the 

precarious sanitary proto-system of mid-late 19th century São Paulo reveal the significant role 

played by these actors in shaping the urban environment. Their interactions with the Anhangabaú 

and the Tamanduateí as well as their relationship to domestic water supply defined the landscape 
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of the pre-industrial city. As the inhabitants of the city most likely to interact with the city’s 

waterscape, as a group they exercised a great deal of influence over the city’s supply—they 

controlled what water Paulistanos drank, and they protested when their daily task could not be 

carried out. More than just human automata, these individuals provided labors that were essential 

for the city, and essential for the ways that water management operated prior to a networked 

system. Their centrality, however, did not mean that their work easily translated into a new city. 

Even as city administrators sought solutions to water shortages, they had to confront the conditions 

of the entrenched pre-existing system described above. The city’s administrators represented by 

the Câmara Municipal held the unenviable responsibility of imposing order upon the unregulated 

waterscape of the city. 

Public Authorities and Precarious Waterscapes 

Another factor in the transformation of the urban waterscape originated in figures who 

spent comparatively less time in the streets than the domestic slaves and poor workers. The public 

authorities of São Paulo, municipal and provincial, also contributed to this remaking through their 

own actions and responsibilities in regard to maintaining the city. The central body governing local 

policy and decision-making in São Paulo was the Câmara Municipal, or Municipal Chamber, 

overseen by the Conselho de Vereadores, a body of nine elected councilors [vereadores] who 

deliberated on and intervened in local matters related to urbanization, revenue, public safety and 

hygiene, and commerce.111 The deliberations and actions of the Câmara, recorded in the Atas da 
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Câmara Municipal show the day-to-day concerns of the municipality. During the 19th century, the 

Câmara Municipal took on a greater role in establishing the urban character of the municipality, 

creating an “urban profile” and the concretization of a “neutral” State that might arbitrate disputes 

between public and private spaces.112 As mentioned above, these spaces became increasingly 

delineated in such terms after the Land Law of 1850, and became more pressing as the city grew 

as an essential node within the coffee complex. While public authorities reserved the right to 

appropriate lands for the public good, they also were expected to reinforce the private property 

rights that entrenched the uneven ownership of urban land that became a long-standing pattern. 

What role did the Câmara Municipal play in shaping the waterscape at this juncture in the 

mid-late 19th century? The Municipality could commission and oversee public works within the 

municipality, including those related to water supply and drainage, particularly along public 

streets. The Câmara also established posturas [ordinances] to regulate public safety and hygiene. 

“Posturas” established the municipality’s nominal authority over urban space, enforced by 

coercion and reinforced by the construction and maintaining of infrastructure. Importantly, the 

Câmara acted as a conduit through which citizens expressed their requests and grievances, many 

of which made their way into the deliberations of the Câmara. The Brazilian municipality, 

however, fit unevenly into its role as the guarantor of the public well -being during the 19th century, 

in large part due to lack of revenues (from taxing commercial goods and collecting fines). A 

national law passed in 1828 had limited the autonomy of the municipality in matters of finance 

and decision-making, making it a mere administrative unit; therefore, it was important for the 

Câmara to also serve as a conduit for the provincial government. Only by tapping the resources 
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and revenue at the provincial level could the Municipality make headway with larger structural 

problems. 

One of the ways to see how administrators could act on the waterscape is by looking at the 

aftermath of the Anhangabaú flood. The local Chief of Police Theofilo Ribeira de Rezende 

reported to the provincial president that he visited the Ponte de Piques shortly after ten at night, 

witnessing the devastation of the flooding. Medical doctors and local militia arrived to provide aid 

to households that had lost their homes and belongings in the flood. Ribeira presumed that more 

citizens were at risk, especially given the collapse of the bridge at the Ladeira de Açu. In his report, 

he stated “it is a fearful possibility [é muito de temer] that if the rain continues we will be lamenting 

more misfortunes.”113 Six months later a municipal commission studied the total value of the 

destruction of property (including an enslaved man and woman) caused by the flood, eventually 

authorizing the payment to eight property owners (six of whom were elderly or widowed women) 

a total amounting to one quarter of the total amount of damages, 1,980 milréis of 7,920 milréis 

(1:9 contos of 7:9 contos, amounts equivalent to nearly two and eight percent of total Paulista 

economic in the early-mid 19th century).114 The payment of indemnity was a costly and possibly 

recurring consequence for a municipal body still limited in its ability to finance public works. 

Following the establishment of a municipal commission to study the consequences of the 

1850 Anhangabaú flood and the amount of indemnity to pay the flood’s victims, the Câmara 

received a report of Cristiano Wysewski, a Polish-born engineer. Wysewski argued that the 

excessive damage in the Anhangabaú flood had been caused by the antiquated construction 
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techniques employed in São Paulo. In order to protect buildings from flooding, Paulistanos would 

need to abandon taipa de pilão, a stucco technique used since the city’s founding. While this 

economical method had been to that point ubiquitous, it had become far less reliable when met 

with large volumes of water, particularly for buildings with only earth foundations. Prolonged 

exposure to water weakened walls and undermined earthen building foundations. The quality of 

bridge construction was also found to be lacking, particularly those made of wood.115 Rather than 

adopt a sturdier construction material, São Paulo remained a “city of mud” well into the 1880s, 

even as it integrated into the coffee economy. The very design of the streets, with paved sidewalks 

designed to direct storm water away from the earthen foundations of houses, reflected this attempt 

to continue stucco construction. Only with the influx of immigrants and the updating of municipal 

building ordinances, as well as the beginning of a brick industry in the neighboring town of 

Guarulhos, did brick construction replace stucco mud.116 

The Chief of Police report also detailed another inspection by Ribeiro de Rezende the 

following day. He reported that the barrage at the Tanque Reuno had not broken, however, the 

spillway [sangrador] maintaining the water needed to be enlarged. Furthermore, he confirmed that 

two other tanques, one belonging to a Joaquim Rodrigues and the other to João Sertório, had 

broken and that an overflow canal for the “Tanque dos Unica” needed widening.117 These 

observations enabled the Câmara Municipal to fulfill one of its primary functions by following up 
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on matters that impacted the hygiene and smooth operation of the city. The Câmara Municipal 

received a petition at some point following the flood event requesting action be taken to repair a 

canal in the alleyway near the Chafariz do Açú damaged during the flood. Additionally, a canal 

that allowed drainage from the nearby Tanque de Zuniga (which supplied the Açú public fountain) 

also could not handle the volumes of water in moments of flood. The petitioners request a paved 

fluvial canal [calçada] large enough to contain volumes of water from the Zuniga tank as well as 

heavy rainfall and redirect it towards the municipal tank by the Largo de Arouche, itself an 

important water collection point located on the western outskirts of the city. The petition ended by 

asking the city councilors to send commission of engineers and administrators as they saw fit to 

verify the need for this urbanization measure of the neighborhood.118 In this petition, residents 

requested of their local government to send experts to protect them from water seeking to flow 

towards the Anhangabaú and its tributary streams. São Paulo’s grappling with its waterscape was 

not just about drainage, it was also about supply: ensuring plentiful yet controlled flows of water 

into the city. The disruptions in the prevailing waterscape pushed residents to seek a more stable 

relationships with the prevailing waterscape. São Paulo’s centuries-long existence as a minor 

transfer hub between the plateau and the interior had created a patchwork of public and private 

sources that depended on favorable conditions and lower population densities to function. 

In late colonial and early imperial São Paulo, water supply and distribution occupied an 

uncertain position in relation to public authority. On the one hand, municipal government sought 

to provide points of public access, essential for households that could not rely on wells on their 

back patios [quintal] as found in many well-off homes. On the other hand, private individuals often 
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sought to monopolize control over certain regions where water was plentiful, using barriers such 

as fences as well as threats of violence to maintain control. According to historian Denise Bernuzzi 

de Sant’Anna, even after the city began constructing public fountains in 1792, unauthorized 

channeling systems [sistemas de canalização] diverted water towards the properties of the wealthy, 

generating a series of conflicts that played out both inside and outside the proceedings of the 

Municipal Council.119 Many of the wealthiest residents of São Paulo in the first decades of the 

nineteenth preferred to dwell on farms [chácaras] the outskirts of town, where they could maintain 

a semblance of the rural society that had defined Brazil in earlier centuries. The owners of these 

quasi-fazendas, which despite the relatively poor soil of the rural surroundings of the city (that is, 

suitable for fruit trees but not for large scale coffee planting), often cultivated fruit and tea bushes,  

often maintaining a source of water within their bounds, from which owners sold the precious 

liquid to poorer neighbors.120 Only on rare occasions did property owners volunteer sources of 

potable water on their land for public benefit without compensation, as did one such citizen in 

1845.121 With the attempts to clarify land tenure after 1850, landowners could expect compensation 

for land deemed important to the public good by authorities. 

The relationship between the province and the capital’s municipal government appears 

primarily in reports that reflected the intertwined responsibilities of these two levels of 

government. The annual addresses that the provincial president provided to the Legislative 

Assembly of São Paulo often reflected urbanizing concerns of the capital city, which in turn had 
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been conveyed to the president by the subordinate Câmara Municipal. The superseding of 

municipal authority by provincial authority hindered responses to the growing urbanization 

demands of the city, particularly in costly water and sanitation infrastructure.122 The cost of 

installing a water system was substantial, up to “two to three times annual revenue” for the average 

Paulista municipality. 123 A regressive system of taxation funneled money to the national 

government, while a lack of capital markets limited long-term borrowing and investment, creating 

restraints on public finance that forced emerging Paulista cites to depend on Provincial Assembly. 

Nevertheless, the strategic and political importance of the city of São Paulo made its water supply 

more of a priority for provincial-level administrators to invest in infrastructural modernization, 

although the political and financial picture made such investment difficult even for the city of São 

Paulo. 

These provincial-level efforts led to the first considerations of long-distance water supply, 

including from the Serra da Cantareira, then an overland stop for muleteers transiting between 

Campinas and São Paulo. The provincial government used its authority to try to establish greater 

access to water. In 1852, Provincial President José Thomaz Nabuco D’Araújo commissioned a 

study of local water sources with an eye towards expanding the available supply for São Paulo’s 

proto-system of water supply and distribution. From this studied emerged two feasible areas for 

abundant water supply: the Pacaembú stream west of the Cidade Nova, and the Serra de Cantareira, 

the wooded mountain range located to the north beyond the Tietê. In an address to the Paulista 

legislative assembly, Nabuco D’Araújo detailed the response to the increasingly “sensitive scarcity 

of potable water” and the growing realization of the unsuitability of the nearby Tamanduateí for 
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this purpose. The province had commissioned the French engineer Affonso Milliet to fortify the 

supply of water to public fountains with iron pipes.124 In addition to being one of the first mentions 

of the Cantareira Hills as a potential source of water, the presidents report also demonstrated the 

interest of the provincial government in finding solutions to chronic shortage of potable water in 

the capital. The “Cidade Nova” considered by the Nabuco D’Araújo as “the most beautiful 

outskirts [arrabaldes]” could not expand without access to potable water.125 Despite requests for 

funding from the provincial assembly, the project remained unrealized. São Paulo had set a course 

towards large-scale mobilization of distant water sources. 

Material changes related to public works only partially accompanied São Paulo’s 

accelerating population growth after 1860, when São Paulo’s population doubled by Brazil’s first 

census in 1872 to over 31,000 inhabitants. (It would double again by 1890.) Water supply remained 

what Richard Morse identified as the “Gordian knot” of public administration, a source of 

unending ire for the local populace.126 An item in the Correio Paulistano made reference to this 

unending problem, including “supplying water to the capital” on a list of historic events that had 

become bogged down [tem dado água pela barba para meio mundo] such as the ancient Trojan 

War or the ongoing war with Paraguay. In fact, funds and material remained in short supply 

through the end of the 1860s, in part due to the demands of the Paraguayan War (1864-1870), 

during which bitumen-coated cardboard pipes supplied public fountains in place of cast-iron 

pipes.127 While the technology of water supply employed (small reservoirs, cardboard pipes, public 
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fountains, barrels and earthen pots) describes a type of proto-system particular to 19th century 

Brazil, its combined parts demonstrate the dilemma and technical if temporary solutions that public 

authorities attempted to implement. The public fountain (chafariz) was a step above the canalized 

stream [bica] where water was usually collected. Public fountains, typically constructed of stone 

or masonry, employed ducts or faucets [torneiras] to facilitate collection, as well as a collection 

basin at the bottom, creating an artificial aguada, a pool suitable for watering horses and mules (to 

which some fountains, like the Chafariz dos Piques were dedicated nearly exclusively).128 The use 

of bitumen-coated cardboard pipes into the late nineteenth century surprised latter-day residents 

of São Paulo when construction work in the 1930s excavated some their remnants in the Jardim 

Público of the neighborhood of Luz. Yet the investment of authorities in a solution to intermittent 

water shortages suggests a turn from palliative fixes to addressing water supply as a larger social 

problem.129 

 Water supply issues fell to the municipality, but implementation of such a large-scale 

project relied just as much on buy-in from provincial authorities. The disturbance at the Chafariz 

de Misericórdia in the summer of 1866-1867 that Agostini interpreted through a Biblical lens was 

not just an isolated uprising. The war against Paraguay, which the Brazilian Empire led (with allies 

Argentina and Uruguay) completely occupied the brief administration of provincial president José 

Tavares Bastos. Tavares Bastos was infamous for forced recruitment for the war effort, which in 

the eyes of the newspapers of the capital, he pursued with such vehemence that he neglected local 
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issues. The arrival of the drought at the height of the Paraguayan War did not help the legitimacy 

of Tavares Bastos, and Paulistano newspapers attacked him for his lack of attention to glaring 

issues such as lack of water in public fountains.130 The province remained the most powerful 

political level for decision-making on urbanization in São Paulo, particularly in the area of water 

supply and sanitation.  

 By the 1870s, the provincial assembly had been presented several times with possible water 

supply options, many supporting the option to draw water from the Cantareira hills north of the 

city. In 1870, the first law authorizing the creation of a sewer system was passed (Lei Provincial 

102/1870), though a report to the assembly from 1872 indicated that work had not yet begun by 

that year. By April 1875, the Legislative Assembly passed a law that made sewage connection 

obligatory for buildings. All of these measures were merely aspirational, as no funds had been 

specifically appropriated towards this end. More precisely, until 1875 no project had been defined, 

and even though a 5 percent tax had been levied on rents in São Paulo for the purpose of water and 

sanitation, this money had never been allocated towards that end.131 The slow-moving pace of 

negotiating between the province and the municipality led to the solution of establishing the 

Companhia Cantareira de Águas e Esgotos. By allowing for the establishment of a private 

company tasked with implementing and managing a piped water and sewer system. Large 

infrastructure and urbanization projects required more than just funding. Technical expertise in the 

hands of engineers promised to bring much larger changes to the Paulistano waterscape than had 

been wrought in the city’s entire existence. 
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Mapping the Waterscape: Immigrant Engineers and Technical Expertise 

The city’s plight in terms of its fountains led public authorities to seek the expertise of 

engineers, many of them immigrants of British and German descent, in order to broach the 

reshaping of São Paulo’s waterscape. Brazil had been virtually closed to non-Portuguese foreigners 

prior to the arrival of the Imperial Court in Brazil in 1808, and São Paulo’s immigration boom 

only began in earnest in the last decade of the 19th century. Between these two moments, European 

immigrants who settled in Brazil of their own accord frequently occupied commercial and 

professional positions, as merchants, doctors, architects, and civil engineers. Before any 

concessions had been signed with companies to administer public services, administrators relied 

on technical expertise provided by immigrants, in particular for mapping the city and visualizing 

its relationship to its water. From the beginning of the nineteenth century but especially after 1850, 

the maps produced of São Paulo showed changes to the waterscape, and often represented actions 

taken to direct that change, culminating in geographical representations and physical 

representations where watercourses disappeared. 

In the nineteenth century, the civil engineer emerged in Brazil as a sign of rational, 

technical delineation of urban space. Public authorities sought to play the role of mediator, as well 

as protector of access to public goods such as water by appropriating lands deemed necessary for 

providing water.132 The power of the municipality to appropriate lands with access to natural 

springs followed the projects proposed by the civil engineers proposing centralized solutions to 

the question of water supply. Also, throughout the nineteenth century, attempts to map the city and 

its surrounding environs produced knowledge related to the flows of its waterways. The knowledge 

production facilitated by the plans and actions of engineers working for local government sought 

 
132 Silva, São paulo 1554-1880 discurso ideologico e organização espacial, 164, 174. 
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to remake a waterscape that was increasingly out of sync with the city’s path of economic 

development in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

Jules Martin’s illustrations of the Anhangabaú notwithstanding, the river and its most 

important tributary streams most often appeared in 19th century technical cartographic plantas.133 

This mapping reflected a strategic need to establish the topography, identify natural features such 

as woodland and wetlands and delineate the boundaries between urban spaces and the surrounding 

countryside.134 Early cartographers in São Paulo frequently identified waterways and tracked their 

movement in relation to the urban landscape. The purpose of the maps often determined the level 

of detail, though all maps centered on the city as a landed peninsula between the Anhangabaú and 

Tamanduateí (the Tietê, so often identified with the city of São Paulo, only appeared in small 

portions on most plantas of the city until the 1890s). The 1810 Planta da Cidade São Paulo (see 

Figure 6), created by Rufino José Felizardo e Costa, a Portuguese military engineer, records the 

course of the Anhangabaú as well as aspects of the inclined landscape (if not enumerating the 

altitude). The map, while already showing the designs of public authorities to expand outside the 

Triangle and beyond the landed peninsula between rivers, it also hints at the cultivated landscape 

found along the inclined banks of the Anhangabaú Valley. The rural properties on the west bank 

of the Anhangabaú blended with the city center, hinting at the “acaipirada” (backwoods) character 

of a city still imbued with rural life.135 Civil engineers in the 19th century continued to shape these 

 
133 Most of these maps were published in 1954 by the Comissão do IV Centenário da Cidade de 
São Paulo, eager to enshrine the maps as historical documents and testaments to São Paulo’s urban 
transformations and progress. 
134 Maria Lúcia Perrone Passos, Desenhando São Paulo: mapas e literatura: 1877-1954 (São 
Paulo: Senac : Imprensa Oficial, 2009), 24. 
135 Eudes Campos, “São Paulo Antigo: Plantas Da Cidade,” set/out.Informativo do Arquivo 
Histórico Municipal Washington Luís, No. 20, October 2008, 
http://www.arquiamigos.org.br/info/info20/index.html. 
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influential representations of urban and hinterland geography and used them in planning their 

proposals for water supply.   

 

Figure 6: Rufino José Felizardo e Costa , Planta da Cidade de São Paulo (1810).  
Source: Museu Paulista-USP 

 
 Maps like the 1810 planta show that cartographic strategies of the nineteenth century 

considered waterways, charting them with an eye towards controlling them and melding them to 

fit the future expansion of the city. The birds’-eye view created by mapmakers are important for 

understanding this process, and salient examples from later in the century are discussed below. 

Water supply and waste disposal existed as everyday practices through which the inhabitants of 

the city interacted with its fluvial bodies: its rivers, streams, and reservoirs.  
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Provincial almanacs from the 1850s and 60s reveal that a number of German-born civil 

engineers and technical professionals played an important role in developing provincial public 

works and urbanization plans for São Paulo in the post-1850 expansion.136 The presence of German 

immigrants, both laborers, farmers, and technical professionals, in São Paulo stemmed from earlier 

efforts by Brazilian officials to encourage migration from Central Europe. Brazilian immigration 

policies encouraged the migration of “white” immigrants with “inherent cultural qualities that 

would improve the new empire.”137 At the same time, population increase, pressure on the land 

and social upheaval in Europe pushed German immigrants towards Brazil, encouraged by 

hundreds of books that portrayed Brazil as a land of opportunity. Imported German labor 

ultimately failed as a substitution for enslaved labor, and the passage of the 1850 Land Law made 

it virtually impossible for immigrant farmers to acquire small plots in the booming Paulista west. 

German immigrants settled in the city of São Paulo as well as in the village of Santo Amaro to the 

south of the capital. German immigrants who had begun professional scientific and engineering 

careers in their lands of origin could take advantage of the comparative lack of expertise in the 

province at the time. Their expertise in these areas had also initially drawn them to Brazil: as 

experts on geology and natural geography, their local knowledge of the climate, environment and 

land could prove useful to European investors. Ultimately, in the case of São Paulo, civil 

construction of roads and other public works provided lucrative contract work. 

Two German engineers in particular stand out in terms of their influence in mapping the 

city and environs of São Paulo. Carlos Abrão Bresser, a Prussian surveyor began working for the 

provincial government in 1838, initially as the chief engineer and overseer for the construction of 

 
136 Baldin, Tijolo sobre tijolo, 68. 
137 Jeffrey Lesser, Immigration, Ethnicity, and National Identity in Brazil, 1808 to the Present 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 28–29. 
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new roads that connected Jundiaí and São Paulo to the port of Santos. Bresser, while considered 

quite competent, came into conflict with the provincial government over the supervision of those 

road works and was eventually replaced.138 Bresser’s contribution to the late imperial waterscape 

of São Paulo came in particular from two maps designed in the 1840s. These maps served as the 

basis for later ones. Bresser also completed a sanitation study for stagnant waters along the course 

of the Tamanduateí. Bresser and a Brazilian-born engineer, José Porfiro de Lima, were 

commissioned to study the issue of water by the province, studying two water sources: Pacaembu 

and Cantareira, eventually recommending, which despite being fifteen kilometers from the city 

center, was predicted to supply with greater certainty a larger volume of water.  

Karl Friedrich Joseph Rath, or Carlos Rath as he was known in Brazil, was one of the most 

important and well-known members of the German community in São Paulo until his death in 

1876. It is uncertain when Rath first came to Brazil: possibly as early as 1839. By 1845 he began 

traveling and working in the province of São Paulo, preparing a scientific report on the 

geographical and geological aspects of the region. Rath settled in the Glória neighborhood of São 

Paulo, today part of Liberdade south of the Sé Cathedral and not far from the course of the 

Anhangabaú. (Many of Rath’s scientific reports, in fact were lost in the deluge of 1850!) Rath was 

a polymath, eclectic in his knowledge and interests, and had a reputation as a homeopathic 

doctor.139 Rath’s medical and engineering expertise combined in the projects that he oversaw as 

the chief engineer for the province of São Paulo, a position he assumed during the 1850s. Rath’s 

role in the establishment of São Paulo’s Consolação Cemetery then on the outskirts of the city, 

reflected this convergence: the location of the cemetery, in keeping with contemporary miasmatic 

 
138 Baldin, Tijolo sobre tijolo, 125–27. 
139 Baldin, 111–13. 
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theory, was designed to prevent the scent of decomposing bodies from wafting across the city, just 

beyond the location of the Tanque Reuno.140 

One of several immigrant engineers working in the province of São Paulo, Carlos Rath is 

an example of the ways that technical experts attempted and occasionally succeeded in molding 

the waterscape, bending the flows of waterways towards new urban necessities. Rath contributed 

to the shaping of São Paulo’s modern waterscape in two ways. The first was through mapmaking, 

at which Rath was skilled, in fact developing his own technique. The other was in envisioning 

engineering solutions to São Paulo’s water supply and distribution problem. The prime example 

of this was the early attempts to rectify the Tamanduateí. These first attempts, implemented 

between 1849-1851, presaged future projects to rectify and effectively tame the Tamanduateí along 

its entire course. 

In regard to the Anhangabaú, the objective appeared to be to replace as much as to tame it. 

Rath produced a cartographic rendering of mid-19th century São Paulo in 1855, entitled “Map of 

the Imperial City of São Paulo” (See Figure 7). The map and the report that accompanied capture 

the changing approach to understanding the waterscape of the city, not just as it lay in 1855 but 

projections for the city’s future expansion. In the map, Rath attempted to identify the sources of 

water and storage reservoirs that could be utilized to provide water to the fountains of the city.141  

In this map, the streams that made up the Anhangabaú and flow into the Tanque Reuno are labeled 

according to vague qualities “white-color water” and “water of good and quality” form the 

 
140 Baldin, 114. For discussion of São Paulo’s “territories of death” in the 19th century, see Renato 
Cymbalista “Um roteiro pelos territórios da morte em São Paulo” in Carlos Alberto Cerqueira 
Lemos, Cláudia Valladão de Mattos, and Fernando Bonassi, Dez roteiros históricos a pé em São 
Paulo (São Paulo: Narrativa Um, 2008), 9–25, esp. 23. 
141 Eudes Campos, “São Paulo Antigo: Plantas Da Cidade--Mappa da Imperial Cidade de São 
Paulo” set/out.Informativo do Arquivo Histórico Municipal Washington Luís, No. 20, October 
2008, http://www.arquiamigos.org.br/info/info20/i-1855.htm. 
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Saracura stream. Another sub-branch is labeled “bica da senhora” or the lady’s source, a water 

source associated with a local woman, potentially the owner of the land where the spring 

originated. The Cambucy and Lavapés streams also appear on the upper part of the map, east of 

the city. The reason for extensive use of blue around roads is not immediately clear, though in the 

zones around the Tamanduateí, Rath recommended raised roads or paths threatened by seasonal 

flooding. The Tietê hardly appears as part of the city, only at the point where it merges with the 

Tamanduateí near Ponte Pequena. 

 
 

Figure 7: Carlos Rath, Mappa da Imperial Cidade de S. Paulo (1855). Source: AMSP 
 
In addition to his maps, Rath produced a study [disertação] on the water sources available 

to the city. The purpose of Rath’s report was not just to identify sources of potable water for São 

Paulo, it was also to convey that acquiring access to new sources of water did not require great 
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expense, nor would it require searching for water beyond the immediate reaches of the city.142 This 

study, an accompanying piece to the 1855 city map, was the most complete analysis of the water 

resources available to the city in over half a century. In between these two periods, the Câmara 

Municipal and provincial government had committed to public provision through the management 

of fountains and tanks. This method of provision is still assumed in Rath’s study as well. Rath’s 

final observation in the report spoke to the matter of the conflict of private property and public 

provision of water: “the lands that surround the storage tanks must be the property of the Province 

[of São Paulo], so that on them forests [matos] may be maintained in place of destroying them; if 

not, it may come to pass that the waters there will disappear forever.”143  Rath’s interest in 

managing the city’s waterscape mirrored longstanding concerns in German lands stretching back 

nearly a century and that he now brought to bear on Paulistano territory.144  

The maps created by Rath and Bresser were foundational for proposals for water supply in 

the 1850s, which as mentioned above never came to fruition but show the vision of public officials 

and elites. Two plantas from 1856 (Figures 8 and 9) attributed to William Elliot, a British citizen 

who served as chief engineer of the province of São Paulo from 1853 to 1858, offered two 

proposals for water supply to old and new fountains. The two maps were notable for two shared 

features: first, they both planned 41 fountains, each one located at a cross street. Such an abundance 

of fountains had never existed in São Paulo. Both projects diverted to the Largo de Arouche, a 

traditional source of water and one located close to the Campos dos Curros (later transformed into 

 
142 Arquivo do Estado de São Paulo-[AESP]-Oficios diversos-CP 107/P 12/D 62 “Disertação sobre 
a água de Carlos Rath” 
143 AESP-Oficios diversos-CP 107/P 12/D 62 “Disertação sobre a água de Carlos Rath” f. 151. 
144 David Blackbourn, The Conquest of Nature: Water, Landscape, and the Making of Modern 
Germany, Reprint edition (New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company, 2007). 
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the Praça da República in 1889). This shifted the direction of early piped water from the 

Anhangabaú, though in the case of the Tanque Reuno plan it was the same source.  

 
 

Figure 8: Section of William Elliot, Plano do Projecto de encanamento das aguas de Tanque 
Reuno para suprir a cidade de São Paulo (1856). Source: AESP-Mapoteca 

 

 
  

Figure 9: Section of William Elliot, Plano do Projecto de encanamento das aguas de 
Pacaembu para suprir a cidade de São Paulo…,  (1856). Source AESP-Mapoteca 

 
 These two ambitious two plans never came to pass, though they did demonstrate visions of 

how city planners and provincial officials foresaw water supply. While supply would emerge from 
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an expansion of municipal reservoirs, distribution would remain a function of fountains. Why so 

numerous? Water as a public gift was symbolized by the public display of fountains, yet these sites 

also were widely seen as places of social disorder, a fact that became more pronounced in times of 

drought. A water supply plan that could provide abundance and contribute to public order thus was 

a central first step in transforming São Paulo in the second half of the nineteenth century. Yet this 

vision was ultimately too complex, or too costly, or downright infeasible to implement. 

The provincial government eventually contracted Carlos Rath and Felicio Ribeiro dos 

Santos Camargo to resolve the matter of water supply, promising that a project based on the water 

sources located on the Caaguaçu ridge. Potable water that was clear, of good taste, and free of 

organic material [materiaies terrea].145 After re-measuring the amount of water provided by the 

spring that supplied the municipal and Santa Teresa tank, Rath and Santos Camargo came to realize 

that the springs at Caaguaçu only provided 68,613 liters daily during drought periods, an 

insufficient amount for the city’s needs. Frustrated at every turn, the engineers and public 

administrators were not able effect change with small palliative additions to the existing water 

system. Any future system would need to guarantee a high volume consistent with the population 

level of the city. At the same time, future urbanization needed to manage the waterways that did 

flood the city and ensure that the nuisance and danger they presented were minimal. To this end, 

the knowledge accumulated through the mapping and studies carried out by individuals like Rath 

played an outsized role in the official understanding of remaking São Paulo’s water supply system. 

Rath’s 1868 Planta da Cidade de São Paulo (Figure 10) focused much more on streets, 

roads, and urban landmarks minimizing the Anhangabaú and making the rectified sections of the 

Tamanduateí the most visible water features. The result was an ordered rendering of the city, 

 
145 AESP-Oficios diversos-CP 107/P 12/D 62 “Disertação sobre a água de Carlos Rath” f. 147. 
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evidently for Rath’s personal use and for his projects commissioned by the Câmara Municipal. 

The perpendicular intersections and clear lines hide the fact that roads remained unpaved and 

virtually every public space was an open largo rather than a park. The Tanque Reuno and its 

fortifying streams appear in ghostly form on the left-hand side, either incomplete sketches or as 

secondary references. Different labels and landmarks appeared, including the branch of the 

Anhangabaú parallel to the roads towards Santo Amaro and to Santos. This branch labeled the 

location of the original municipal abattoir that contributed to the increasing contamination of the 

Anhangabaú. 

 

Figure 10: Attributed to Carlos Rath, Planta da Cidade de São Paulo (1868). Source: AMSP 

Bresser, Rath and other engineers in the province of São Paulo played important roles in 

visions for transforming the waterscape, making potable water abundant in the fountains of the 

city. Their plans, which rarely were realized in full, contributed to a technical understanding of the 
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landscape and the possibilities for the future expansion of the city. In lieu of a local professional 

class of Brazilian engineers (the Polytechnical School of São Paulo was not founded until 1893), 

foreign expertise informed efforts to render legible the hydrology of the Planalto Paulista. 

Additionally, the knowledge these individuals gathered paved the way for urbanizing and burying 

streams of water that clashed with the city’s residential expansions. Both currents of expansion, 

the eastward expansion of the city’s elite into the Campos Eliseos neighborhood and the westward 

expansion of its immigrant population across the Várzea do Carmo in the neighborhoods of Brás 

and Móoca, had very different relationships to the wider urban waterscape. 

Taming the Anhangabaú 

This chapter has sought to document the changing relationship between São Paulo and one 

of its principal waterways, the Anhangabaú, in the second half of the nineteenth century. While 

the Tamanduateí River and surrounding várzea waterscape occupied the concerns and projects of 

administrators and engineers as well as the visual imagination of painters as well, it was the seams 

of water, visible conduits that shaped urban life that drained into the Anhangabaú and provided 

water to the city. Additionally, they served as a conduct for waste as well as a natural borderline 

between the central area of Sé and the nearby parishes of Santa Efigênia and Consolação, ever 

more closely connected to the city center. The valley had served as a line of natural division and 

defense through the mid-19th century, after which (as dramatically illustrated by the flood of 1850) 

it became increasingly impedimental to the city’s expansion. Additionally, the Anhangabaú was 

increasingly inadequate for supplying water to the city, and in place of managing the water sources 

and streams that drained to the Anhangabaú, the provincial government with the support of the 

Câmara Municipal sought other solutions, eventually settling on the prospect of the Serra da 

Cantareira. The resulting urbanization of the Vale do Anhangabaú, completed in the first decade 
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of the twentieth century, buried the river two meters under urban sediment, concurrent with efforts 

to tame the curves of the Tamanduateí downstream. The espigão [ridge] known as Caaguaçu 

eventually became Avenida Paulista, the site of the fine mansions of the future industrialist 

oligarchy, and the expansion of the city also gradually severed the threads of waterways that 

connected the springs and streams of the Caaguaçu ridge to the city center. 

The waterscape of post-1850 São Paulo bore strong resemblances to earlier periods, yet 

this historical waterscape, and indeed the entire city was in a state of flux by the 1870s, borne up 

by the rise of the coffee sector. The economic and social shifts emerging from new transportation 

infrastructure, greater integration into the global economy, and the gradual abolishment of slavery 

were not incidental factors to the changing form of the city. The years between the 1850 flood and 

the establishment of the first water utility, the Companhia Cantareira de Água e Esgotos in 1877 

saw much debate between politicians and engineers over the city’s future source of water: while 

the Cantareira had emerged as an option, others defended the Tietê and Tamanduateí, if only 

because these options appeared less costly than pipelines reaching far beyond the borders of the 

city. Denise Bernuzzi Sant’anna recognizes that all camps agreed: that “as the city grew, it was 

necessary to increase the quantity of the water supply.”146 Implied in this consensus, however, was 

where this water would not come from: not from the springs of Pacaembu, not from the wooded 

hilltop of Caaguaçu, and certainly not from the Anhangabaú. Indeed, as the city entered its first 

phase of rapid population growth at the end of the nineteenth century, subsequent municipal 

governments gradually ensconced the Anhangabaú and other streams under layers of concrete and 

asphalt, rendering the river invisible and transforming its course to receive the new flows of the 

expanding city. 

 
146 Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas, 167. 
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 The establishment of the Companhia Cantareira represented the ascendance of provincial 

administrators (at the expense of municipal authorities) and planning engineers, in cooperation 

with private interests to shape the waterscape. By implementing a network of piped water supply, 

public authorities hoped to achieve a degree of control over the expanding city. By engineering an 

urban metabolism that could maintain a population and commercial economy that could reap the 

benefits of the coffee economy, São Paulo could take its place among the important cities of Brazil. 

Historians of São Paulo in the twentieth century argued that this ascendance was in full career by 

1872, marking a “second founding” of São Paulo, distinguished from its humble sixteenth century 

origins and putting it in the class of North Atlantic cities such as Chicago, New York and 

Manchester.147 The extension of infrastructure—gas lighting, tramway transportation, paved roads 

and viaducts and of course, water and sanitation—by the end of the 19th century occurred mostly 

after this second founding, supported by the expansion of wealthy residential suburbs that craved 

infrastructure, drawing their wealth from  broader national and international changes brought by 

the coffee export economy. The boldest statement of urban wealth would be Avenida Paulista, 

founded on the formerly wooded ridge that had been known as Caaguaçu. Before coffee opulence 

and incipient industrialization could declare victory over metropolitan nature, it needed the 

infrastructure to guarantee its permanence. And with the founding of the Companhia Cantareira, 

the city looked beyond its rivers, brooks, and springs towards the forested hills outside the city, 

north of the winding Tietê River. 

 São Paulo’s modest efforts to balance between excess floodwaters and scarce public 

water emerged from the settlements increasing density, one typical for 19th century cities and 

 
147 Euripedes Simão de Paula, “A Segunda Fundação de São Paulo: Da Pequena Cidade à Grande 
Metrópole de Hoje,” Revista de História-USP 8, no. 17 (1954): 167–79. 
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towns. São Paulo and other cities in Brazil relied on public fountains as proto-systems, one that 

allowed municipal authorities to channel water through public works but not administer the 

distribution itself. The post-1850 reorientation of technologies and responsibilities happened 

simultaneously in the aftermath of the Anhangabaú flood, representing new approaches for how 

local authorities should both provide for and protect urban inhabitants. Paulistanos required the 

streams and rivers that meandered and flooded while separating the hilltop from surrounding 

parishes. They also required plentiful reliable water and looked to the Companhia Cantareira to 

quench their thirst. 
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CHAPTER 2: SÃO PAULO AND THE GREAT INTERCONNECTION, 1877-1900 
 

 
The Imperial Visit 

 
Dom Pedro II, Emperor of Brazil, and the Empress Dona Teresa Cristina arrived as guests 

of honor to the ceremony marking the construction of São Paulo’s newest water reservoir on 

September 27th, 1878. Various provincial and municipal officials as well as members of D. Pedro’s 

ministerial cabinet attended the ceremonial laying of the cornerstone. Additionally, the director of 

the Companhia Cantareira de Águas e Esgotos [the Cantareira Water and Sewer Company], the 

private company that owned and operated the new reservoir, attended the event, which took place 

on the outskirts of the historic city center.148 Located on the road connecting the capital to the 

outlying rural settlement of Pinheiros, the reservoir site lay adjacent the Consolação chapel and 

adjacent to the Municipal Cemetery, a technological innovation located amidst two sites of 

sacrament and death. Within a few decades, Rua da Consolação, as the road was known, became 

a busy urban corridor connecting the Centro Novo to Avenida Paulista, then still a wooded ridge 

known as Caaguaçú. The reservoir overlooking the Bexiga neighborhood and the Anhangabaú 

Valley was different from previous municipal and private reserves that had supplied, including a 

water tank that had been constructed in 1858 one block from the Largo da Sé, and the Tanque de 

Reúno that had flooded over in 1850, mentioned in the first chapter.149 The Consolação reservoir 

 
148 Correio Paulistano, 28 September, p. 2. The Companhia Cantareira de Águas e Esgotos is often 
refered to in official documents of the time as Companhia Cantareira e Esgotos, or simply 
Companhia Cantareira. 
149 Denise Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas: usos de rios, córregos, bicas e chafarizes 
em Sao Paulo (1822-1901) (Sao Paulo: SENAC, 2007), 176; Although the original location of the 
Tanque Reuno is uncertain, possible sites including the modern day Praça Franklin Roosevelt or 
the Praça da Bandeira. See Antonio Rodrigues Porto, História urbanística da cidade de São Paulo, 
1554 a 1988 (São Paulo, SP: Carthago, 2006), 175. The Sé water tank was buried under an 
alleyway renamed “Caixa d’água” located today where the present-day Rua Barão de 
Paranapiacaba intersects Rua Quintino Bocaiuva a block from the Praça de Sé. 
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was set to become the central distribution point for a new urban water network under contract to 

the Companhia Cantareira, a relationship that poised the capital for a transformation that redefined 

the limits of São Paulo’s urban waterscape.  

Given D. Pedro’s interest in technological improvements, the imperial presence at the 

Consolação inauguration was unsurprising. Political tensions also hung over the affair. The official 

reason for the visit had been to inspect the province’s railways, including a new line under 

construction between the provinces of São Paulo and Mato Grosso, along with various settlement 

and agricultural enterprises on coffee fazendas.150 The Empire and the Emperor himself had 

entered their twilight years, and while the Emperor had worked to style himself as a liberal “citizen 

emperor” the gradual unraveling of the institution of slavery had called into question the utility of 

a central moderating imperial ruler. Though the collapse of the Brazilian monarchy was still 

uncertain, D. Pedro had already ceased to dominate the setting of the national agenda, and public 

sentiment towards the Emperor had clearly begun to shift.151 The Emperor’s presence in São Paulo 

did not extinguish the province’s smoldering political rivalries. The Emperor’s four-day stopover 

in São Paulo was viewed by the editors of Correio Paulistano as signaling support for the 

provincial president João Batista Pereira, a member of the Liberal Party that now controlled 

emperor’s ministerial cabinet whom Correio Paulistano considered having used coercion in 

parliamentary elections in April.152 The political tensions that no doubt weighed on the minds of 

 
150 Correio Paulistano, 25 September 1878, 1; Taunay, História Da Cidade de São Paulo, 294. 
151 Roderick J Barman, Citizen Emperor: Pedro II and the Making of Brazil, 1825-1891 (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 2001), 288–89. 
152 Batista Pereira recounted his version of events surrounding the April 1878 parliamentary 
elections in a report to his vice-president who replaced him, to Joaquim Egídio de Sousa Aranha, 
then known as the Barão de Três Rios. “Relatorio com que o exm. sr. dr. João Baptista Pereira, 
presidente da provincia de S. Paulo passou a administração ao 2.o vice presidente, exm. sr. barão 
de Tres Rios” pp. 7-13.  
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the ceremony attendees served as silent testament to the changes taking place in Brazil as its 

plantation slavocracy began to collapse. The path to bringing piped water services emerged from 

the rivalries of the late Empire, which subsequently carried over into the republican era. 

The establishment of the Companhia Cantareira was a watershed moment, but the 

subsequent course followed by the city’s first water utility meandered like the twists and turns of 

the Tamanduateí River, itself soon to be rectified and remade indefinitely as an open sewage canal. 

The Companhia Cantareira initiated a new relationship between the Paulista capital and its 

metropolitan environment, previously defined primarily by the flow of commercial activities that 

brought profit and investment to the provincial capital. The company’s official mandate to manage 

the city’s water supply combined with its technical expertise and initial infrastructural investments 

began a modification of the urban environment, changing preexisting patterns of water access and 

distribution as well as channelizing wastewater drainage. Nevertheless, this process unfolded 

unevenly. The original contract signed with Cantareira included the construction of new public 

fountains, yet ten years after water first flowed from Cantareira, the company attempted to remove 

those very fountains, consequently facing pushback from the public. A system that privileged 

indoor domestic supply threatened to leave high and dry the urban population that continued to 

rely on communal fountains. Eventually, it became clear that the Companhia Cantareira could not 

(or would not) fulfill its contractual obligations, even as the company attempted to raise capital by 

issuing debenture bonds. The state government of São Paulo took over the company in 1893 and 

changed its name to the Repartição de Água e Esgotos [RAE], or Bureau of Water and Sewer, a 

branch of the state Ministry of Agriculture and Public Works.  

 In the last decades of the 19th century, the industrializing city of São Paulo initiated a two-

fold process that I call the Great Interconnection, a process of networked transformations that 
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began with water and sewer services provided first by the Companhia Cantareira and later the 

Bureau of Water and Sewer [RAE]. The first of these processes established an interconnection 

between the urban center and the Cantareira mountain range to the north. This connection, 

undergirded by supply pipelines but also reinforced by a special railway line connecting the city 

and the mountains, brought about the founding of the state’s first protected forest reserve. It also 

established early patterns of urban settlement in what became the city’s North Zone. These 

transformations re-founded the relationship between the city and its metropolitan environment. 

What had previously been a frontier for agricultural and timber became vital terrain for the city’s 

growing population. Interconnections between the city and the artificial reservoirs constructed in 

the preserved Atlantic forest of the Cantareira hills established a model whereby water was brought 

from far outside the city, circulated and consumed, and later drained into the streams and rivers of 

the city, to the detriment of those water courses. 

 The second facet of this interconnection occurred within the city and involved the gradual 

creation of urban service networks, in particular networked water distribution and sewer waste 

removal, linking public buildings and residences in new ways after 1880. Water and sewer 

networks were the first so-called domiciliary sociotechnical networks to proliferate throughout the 

city: gas, electricity and telephone lines did so only after the turn of the century. The introduction 

of piped water supply and sewer connection in homes represented a departure from the system that 

relied on human labor, often enslaved, towards one that was seen as more technical, efficient, and 

sanitary—requiring new specialized types of labor and maintenance. Yet the provincial 

government and the company did not see this happening immediately; indeed, the original 

concession agreements foresaw a period of transition, whereby the company would actually build 

and maintain new fountains for public supply. Additionally, the sluggishness of the expansion and 
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the inability to keep pace with the city’s population growth warranted intervention by the São 

Paulo state government—private capital had proven adept at financing expensive fixed assets, yet 

the company failed at supplying what still amounted to a public good. Yet the ultimate goal was 

to transition to a networked system of domiciliary service. The result changed the city’s 

relationship the water, granting the city’s inhabitants greater (if highly unequal and differentiated 

by quality) access to water in ways that in turn would transform all aspects of daily life. 

Cities around the world, beginning in Europe and the Americas and continuing partially 

into the colonial sphere, underwent unprecedented networking transformations beginning in the 

latter half of the nineteenth century. Piecemeal fragmented urban service systems were 

consolidated or supplanted by regulated network monopolies, a development particular conducive 

for the circulation of water.153 In what was essentially an “interior revolution,” households as well 

as public buildings became increasingly interconnected through the expansion of a package of 

utilities synonymous with urban modernity. Water and sewer systems along with electricity, gas, 

and telephone lines all took root in densely populated areas and radiated outwards.154 São Paulo 

and other emerging American metropolises were no exception, though this extension happened at 

varied paces. European cities like London and Paris had head starts in terms of sanitation 

infrastructure, and also contributed greatly to developing the sanitary ideas that made such 

improvements much more effective at preventing disease and lowering mortality rates. Public 

water and sewer systems in U.S. cities on the other hand proliferated with an eye to keeping control 

of resources like water under local control and as a way to promote urban economic growth.155 By 
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the mid-twentieth century, the networked transformation of North American cities had become 

universal, augmented by the growing prosperity of the United States. Engineers in Brazilian cities 

formed public sanitary policy around adaptation of foreign ideals. This adapted urbanism often 

manifested in Europeanized urban reforms (wider avenues, public sanitary works) as well as 

professionalization of public health and medicine.156 In certain cases, for example in São Paulo, 

engineers such as future head of the state Intendency of Public Works Antonio Francisco de Paula 

Souza studied the adaptations of the US in terms of urban network interconnections.157 

In a study of the astounding growth of the US economy after 1870 and the technological 

inventions and innovations that contributed to this trend to in the twentieth century, economic 

historian Robert J. Gordon celebrates the proliferation of networked services:  

“Networking inherently implies equality. Everyone, rich and poor, is plugged into the same 
electric water, sewer, gas, and telephone network. The poor may only be able to afford to hook up 
years after the rich, but eventually they receive the same access…Although initially the water 
delivered to middle- and upper-class neighborhoods may have been cleaner than that delivered to 
working class neighborhoods, any such inequality had largely disappeared in urban America in 
1929.”158 
 
 Did “networking transformations” lead to greater equality in cities like São Paulo by 

distributing urban services more efficiently and sanitarily? Or did the introduction of a centralized 

water and sanitation system, premised on long-distance supply, pressured delivery, and metered 

consumption harden preexisting inequalities in a society transitioning from a slave plantation 

system to a commodity export industrializing economy? In terms of water and sanitation, the Great 

Interconnection established a new relationship with the city’s metropolitan environment that 
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broached the possibility of creating a more salubrious urban environment, one where abundant, 

clean water could be accessed by opening a faucet, an environmental transformation that also 

changed social customs related to bathing and washing.159 Tapping such resources was limited to 

those who received connections, namely property owners. Residents of working-class 

neighborhoods like Brás and Móoca on the marshlands of the Várzea do Carmo, or inhabitants of 

the cortiços of the Santa Ifigênia district across the Anhangabaú Valley from the Benedictine 

monastery and church in the Historic Triangle of the Centro, were less likely to have connections 

to the water network, and often continued to rely on the labor of particularly of women for drawing 

water and washing laundry. The inauguration of the Consolação Reservoir (see Figure 11) marked 

the start of this networking process, with an edifice marking in monumental fashion the connection 

between city and hinterland, and the ensuing web of pressured pipes connecting the homes, 

buildings, and fountains of São Paulo, threaded by water flows that became more essential to the 

city’s industrializing urban metabolism. 

 

Figure 11: Panorama of Consolação Reservoir in 1900.  
Source: Revista DAE/Fundação de Energia e Saneamento 
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The Second Founding of São Paulo 

The 1870s marked a period of transition for the city of São Paulo, presaging more profound 

transformations in the coming decades. In an article written in 1954, the year of the 400th 

anniversary of the founding of the original Jesuit hilltop settlement, Paulistano historian Euripedes 

Simão de Paula suggested that the year 1872 marked the second founding of the city, so different 

was the period that followed afterwards. Between 1810 and 1870, little changed in São Paulo, 

according to Simão de Paula, and the city was essentially “sad” and “taciturn” in character, in spite 

of its reputation as a town with a lively student culture.160 More change arguably happened in the 

cultural and intellectual sphere in this time period than in the material, economic sphere, 

particularly due to the establishment of the Law Academy, one of two in post-independence Brazil. 

While São Paulo remained one of several regional commercial hubs (competing with 

manufacturing Sorocaba, Itú, and Campinas, the latter of which had a larger population than the 

capital in 1870), its intellectual and political life allowed for “emergent possibilities for personal 

and social life,” bringing about a cultural leavening that undermined the prevailing patriarchal 

order transplanted from the longstanding rural patriarchal order of the casa grande, the big house 

of the traditional sugar mill owner.161 Such ferment certainly created conditions for savvy political 

leadership, yet it was a series of material and demographic changes that Simão de Paula used to 

make his argument: the completion of the Santos to Jundiaí railroad in April 1872, the rising 

fortunes of regional coffee production, and the influx of European immigrants, predating the Italian 

migration wave, all of which allowed the city the base to leap from commercial hub to industrial 

center. Additionally, an energetic provincial president named João Teodoro Xavier de Matos 
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focused intensely on improving the provincial capital during his three years in power, a product of 

the city’s academic culture with an eye for urbanistic reform.162 These processes began in the 

preceding decades and indeed influenced the hydrological and infrastructure projects discussed in 

the previous chapter, yet they only began to accelerate in the 1870s. 

João Teodoro governed for a relatively prolonged period of time, from 1872 until his death 

in 1875, when the average term of a president (including vice-presidents covering vacancies) was 

only six months.163 While on the one hand praised for his “brilliant intelligence and notable 

administrative capacity,” João Teodoro was known to be “full of eccentricities that became well 

known among Paulistas.”164 In spite of his unconventional styles, which included gathering large 

groups of people to get “public opinion” on matters, João Teodoro applied his particular urbanistic 

vision to São Paulo, acting the role of prefeito [mayor] when no such official yet existed in São 

Paulo. The two unifying ideas of João Teodoro’s urbanism, which grew to consume over half the 

province’s annual budget, included accelerating the expansion of the city already underway, while 

modernizing and beautifying as much as possible along the way.165 This included elongating and 

widening streets to facilitate transportation as well as connect the multiple population clusters of 

the city. Additionally, João Teodoro took an interest in improving public parks, though not in ways 

that were always well received. His administration created an artificial pond in the Public Garden 

at Luz by channeling water from the Tanque Reúno, though in that same park, overlooking the 

pond, João Teodoro had built an observation tower. This landmark came to be known popularly 

as Dr. João Teodoro’s Straw [Canudo], the area around which became a hiding spot for flirtatious 
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couples visiting in the park. In a similar line, João Teodoro was also responsible for what became 

known as the Ilha de Amores, an island that had formed in the middle of the Tamanduateí River 

after a first series of river rectification works along the eastern flank of the city center (roughly 

where Parque D. Pedro II is located today.) The transformation of this newly formed island into a 

public park, complete with a gazebo, also attracted young couples and scandalized moral 

sensibilities.166 

João Teodoro’s urbanistic outlook did much to shape the physical form of the city. Despite 

these changes, little happened in terms of securing a concessionary to handle the city’s water 

supply. João Teodoro approved a loan of 650 contos, for public fountains in the parishes of Santa 

Ifigênia and Brás, the latter of which lay along the Várzea do Carmo at the eastern edge of the 

urban boundary.167 This was a substantial loan, even for a public works project; other 

municipalities in the province of São Paulo received loans of only a fraction of that amount for 

water supply and fountains, ranging from 22 (Rio Claro) to 100 contos (Amparo).168 Despite his 

spending on affairs of the provincial capital, introducing a technical system that could deliver water 

in large quantities from afar required more investment and skill than even the provincial president 

could muster. When João Teodoro died in 1875, the Provincial government was in the process of 

negotiating with the group of entrepreneurs and British engineering experts that had secured the 
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concessionary rights for Cantareira. The next president, Sebastião Pereira also governed for three 

years, though he found himself even more embattled than João Teodoro de Xavier, in large part 

due to political differences with the Provincial Assembly, primarily composed of Conservatives. 

Yet it was Sebastião Pereira who was present at the Consolação cornerstone ceremony, alongside 

members of the new Liberal Cabinet of D. Pedro II with whom he shared political affinities. The 

project of refitting the city with modern streets, parks and infrastructure began under João Teodoro, 

and Paulistano urbanism began in the late nineteenth century, combining the trappings of modern 

city planning with the architectural and domestic tastes of the coffee baron class, who also 

dominated the city’s politics. Predictably, such sensibilities ignored the bulk of the urban 

population, or at best considered them a problem to be resolved through top-down interventions.  

Such urban reforms also responded to an influx of financial institutions and capital as well 

as labor supply, fueled by immigration policies. In short, the increase of financial institutions 

changed the economic character of the coffee transshipment city, as importing businesses 

dominated the commercial sector and coffee and commercial fortunes concentrated. With the 

growth in wealth, elite thought also turned to ways they could further improve the city, particularly 

by addressing its state of “salubriousness.”169 One of the principal ways to do this was to focus on 

the flows of water that entered and exited the city that hindered the economic development that 

the city was undergoing. The result of these interventions would create a new valuing of urban 

land using infrastructure and sanitation, one that offered true health benefits (stemming epidemics) 

but ultimately used to the greater advantage of the wealthiest who determined the codifying and 
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application of sanitation regulation.170 Merchants and coffee planters looking to invest in 

infrastructure projects also had no shortage of cheap labor to construct such projects. Immigration 

to Brazil had been limited and sporadic up until 1872, but São Paulo received 14 percent of Brazil’s 

immigrants between 1882-84, a percentage which ballooned both in absolute and percentage terms 

through the end of the century. The large number of Italians encouraged to migrate to Brazil to 

replace enslaved labor accounted for well over half of immigration to Brazil in this period.171 

German immigrants had labored on new roads in São Paulo in the earlier part of the century, and 

photographs of Companhia Cantareira in the worksites nineteenth century suggest that European 

laborers (certainly of Italian but also of Portuguese and Spanish descent) were employed for the 

laying of pipes for Cantareira system, more than native former slaves, who were also exiting the 

countryside in droves.  

The second founding of São Paulo was not just a convergence of changes; it was a 

capitalization on the social and economic transformations occurring in São Paulo, where the 

gradual abolition of slavery, the expansion of the coffee frontier, and immigration policies 

accelerating the arrival of European immigrants altered the course of the commercial center of the 

province. Politicians like João Teodoro Xavier de Matos in particular attempted to reform the 

capital, while the coffee planters who benefited established a greater foothold in the capital, 

particularly in the western suburbs beyond the Centro Novo. New public buildings in a neo-

classical style and large private mansions and that neighborhoods such as Campos Elíseos, 

Higienópolis, Vila Buarque and Consolação represented the wealth and power of this class of 
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planters and entrepreneurs. This expansion of city became synonymous with power in the former 

“students’ town,” [burgo de estudantes] now becoming the “planters’ capital,” or “coffee 

metropolis.172 All of these areas stood to benefit from the water distributed via the Consolação 

reservoir, while wastewater generated by newfound abundance would flow down to the Tietê river, 

creating a new riverine edge for the city.  

The eastern side of the city also grew as an immigrant working class and industrial zone 

took root in the districts of Brás, Móoca and Pari, bordered by the Tietê and Tamanduateí and 

bisected by railway tracks that transported coffee to the coast and new immigrant arrivals to the 

Planalto and then to the plantations of the Paulista West.  The differentiation between the central-

west and east sides of the city manifested in the soil: the former expanded over reddish clay hills, 

while the latter was sandy and marshy. Flooding frequently ruined unpaved roads even in upper-

class areas, but the high water table of the east zone almost guaranteed that without major drainage 

works that settlement and circulation would always be in opposition to the environment.173 Efforts 

to rectify the Tamanduateí happened amidst the increase in densely packed working-class 

immigrant neighborhoods along the early Paulistano factory belt. Various observers noted the 

crowded, unhygienic conditions of these neighborhoods, amplified by rudimentary sanitary 

infrastructure that was either overworked or completely absent.174 The rapid, virtually improvised 

growth of these immigrant neighborhoods in areas already prone to flooding made infrastructural 

connections difficult, even amidst the initial energy of the Great Interconnection. The creation of 

new infrastructural networks related to water sanitation contributed to the second founding, 
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creating interconnections between hinterland nature and the urban sphere, as well as within the 

city that contributed to creating an urban environment more conducive to growth and expansion. 

To achieve the first end, public authorities turned away from the city’s rivers and instead looked 

towards the mountains on the horizon. 

The City’s Water Shelf: The Cantareira Region as Metropolitan Environment 

The Cantareira mountains make up one of several minor mountain ranges found in the 

southeastern Paulista zone of the greater Brazilian Plateau, located beyond the sharp escarpment 

known as the Serra do Mar that insulated the human settlements of the highlands from the Atlantic 

coast. The mountains of Cantareira are a low-lying branch of the Serra da Mantiqueira with the 

highest peak at Jaraguá reaching only 1,135 meters, less than half the height of Pedra da Mina, the 

tallest mountain in the state of São Paulo. The Pico de Jaraguá, however, has long served as a 

significant geographic reference in the capital. Writing for a literary publication in 1859, a student 

in São Paulo taken with romantic fervor expressed the saudade created by gazing upon the 

landscape of his native land, admiring the “immense” Pico de Jaraguá and the Cantareira range. 

For the young poet, the landscape evoked the region’s untamed past, and he wondered at the hills 

of Cantareira that “traced the limits of the vast horizon,” while the name of the “majestic” Jaraguá 

brought reminders “uncivilized people of yore who inhabited these valleys.” Recalling the ill-fated 

sixteenth century indigenous revolt led by the Tamoio Confederation, the author ended his reverie 

noting that the only “crime” of the land’s indigenous inhabitants had been “to live.”175 Views of 

the Cantareira range in this instance served as a reminder of the frontier of the captaincy of São 
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Vicente, long conquered in the minds of nineteenth century Paulistanos by their ancestors yet ever 

present from the vantage of the historic city of São Paulo. 

The Serra da Cantareira had stood as a natural division between the geographical mosaic 

of small hills, fluvial terraces, and flood plains of the Paulista plateau and the Juqueri region to the 

north, a river valley that served as a transition zone between Atlantic forest and cerrado, or tropical 

savanna. By the late sixteenth century, Guianá and Guarulhos indigenous communities inhabiting 

the Planalto had fled north beyond the Cantareira range, escaping further punitive expeditions by 

the Portuguese against indigenous peoples. It was not until the early decades of the seventeenth 

century that European settlers claimed the lands beyond the Cantareira mountains in the Juqueri 

Valley, where they began cultivating wheat and forming one of the greatest concentrations of 

indigenous slavery in the region.176 The mountain range and the land along the Juqueri River to its 

immediate north were subsequently divided into sesmarias [royal land grants], and its donatórios 

[grantees] began the inexorable process of leveling the thick Atlantic forest in order to plant wheat, 

cotton, sugarcane and grapes for wine. With the labor force of indigenous slavery, these 

agricultural complexes supplied essential commodities to the regional market as well as to coastal 

settlements. The lands in the immediate vicinity of the south face of the Cantareira range closer to 

the settlement known as São Paulo were claimed by the Jesuit order until their expulsion in the 

mid-18th century. The settlement of the Fazenda Santana, as the area became known, increased in 

the 1870s, in tandem with the expansion of railroads into the Paulista West and the rising interest 

in taking advantage of the water resources found in the Cantareira mountains.177 
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The royal practice of granting sesmarias throughout the captaincies of Portuguese America 

had a dire impact on the Atlantic Forest beyond the Serra do Mar escarpment. The wealthy 

claimants ordered their enslaved labor to clear and plant an average of 125 hectares per year, 

deforesting the productive land of a quarter a square league sesmaria in eight years.178 Grazing of 

domestic animals and further cutting for fuelwood and construction materials devastated any 

secondary growth, while any sign of soil exhaustion led donatórios to sell of their lands and request 

another royal land grant. The proliferation of sesmaria land beyond the Tietê was evident in the 

number of bairros, or rural population centers established between 1599 and 1729.179 Limitations 

and subdivisions among inheritors greatly reduced the size of the sesmaria to no more than square 

league by the late 18th century, but planters found ways to claim and consolidate patrimonial 

holdings of the Portuguese crown, lands that had originally been usurped from indigenous peoples 

who had formerly inhabited them.180 The impact on the remaining primary Atlantic Forest, 

including in the area that became known as Cantareira, was devastating.  

The name “Cantareira” evokes a type of stone shelf or repository upon which large clay 

water containers (cântaros) rested in domestic kitchens. The precise origin of this designation for 

the mountains north of São Paulo is uncertain. Evidence exists that the region beyond the Tietê six 

leagues to the north of the Largo da Sé, was referred to as the “road to Piratininga,” a settlement 

located in the Juqueri Valley that the village of São Paulo ultimately incorporated into its own 
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name.181 References to the region as Cantareira extend back to at least the 1830s, though it seems 

to have become more cemented in local imagination following the founding of the water company 

of the same name after 1877. Daniel Pedro Müller, an engineer who worked in the province of São 

Paulo, published a map of the province in 1837 that clearly labeled the Serra da Cantareira, 

marking two pathways emanating from São Paulo that crossed over the range (see Figure 12). It is 

likely that the pathways marked on Müller’s map echoed (or greatly simplified) overland routes 

trod for generations by the region’s indigenous inhabitants and later followed by the bandeiras as 

they challenged the settlers for the gold fields of Minas Gerais at the end of the 17th century.  

 

Figure 12: Detail from Daniel Pedro Müller, “Mappa chorographico da Provincia 
de São Paulo” (1837). Detail shows the Serra da Cantareira and other branches of the Serra da 

Mantiqueira. Source: Huntington Library Digital Library 
 

The Cantareira range’s association with abundance of water is commonly attributed to the 

fact that tropeiros [muleteers] and cattle ranchers made stops along the forested slopes’ abundant 
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springs, creeks, and streams to water their animals while in transit between the provincial capital 

and the interior. While on the face a plausible origin of the name, there are problems with this 

story, evidently unverifiable in historical documents.182 Footpaths remained the most common type 

of long-distance roads in Brazil well into the 19th century. Mule trails could only be maintained 

where Atlantic Forest had been entirely cleared, it was too costly to maintain the trails otherwise. 

In the 1830s, the provincial government struggled to maintain commerce between Minas Gerais 

and São Paulo through Cantareira, where reportedly mineiro merchants had to dismount from their 

wagons and carry their goods on their backs on various points along the road through Cantareira.183 

Only in the 1840s, with the beginning of the influx of coffee revenues and engineering expertise 

could well-designed roads penetrate the most densely forested areas of São Paulo.184 What is clear 

is that Cantareira had long been a transit point for overland travelers to and from the Juqueri Valley, 

as well as a resource-rich region exploited by the inhabitants of the Planalto Paulista long before 

the city began harnessing its springs for its water supply. An announcement for the sale of a small 

parcel alongside the Cantareira roads emphasized its access to forest resources: “woods of law,” 

[madeira de lei] hardwood meeting requirements making it eligible for harvest for purposes of 

shipbuilding and civil construction, and “virgin forest” including timber suitable for charcoal 

fuel.185 Efforts to create paths through Cantareira advanced haltingly, before railways began to 

change the speed and costs of transportation into the coffee lands of the interior.  
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The forested hillsides of Cantareira and the valleys into which their streams drained had 

long endured human settlement, yet by the nineteenth century Cantareira, along with the remaining 

Atlantic forest of São Paulo, faced increasing threats of annihilation.186 The revaluation of 

Cantareira as a source of water, however, in effect paved the way for the forest’s regeneration and 

the region’s protection of the forest, and the resulting relationship created a differentiate sliver of 

metropolitan nature, one nominally protected from the unfolding of the coffee complex.187 By May 

1866, Authorities had virtually established a consensus regarding the solution of tapping the 

springs of Cantareira for the city’s water supply. The Provincial Assembly passed a law 

authorizing the contracting of a private company with the best offer to provide water from 

Cantareira as well as build four more public fountains. No companies or investors came forward 

with a bid, or at least no bid that authorities would accept. The Assembly reiterated its efforts to 

find a concessionary in 1870, extending the scope to include provision piped water for all 

buildings, public and private in the city. In 1871, five proposals came before the provincial 

president Antonio da Costa Pinto Silva, yet he accepted none of them. In light of water shortage 

facing the city, why did he do this? In a report, Pinto Silva justified his hesitation by saying there 

were not sufficient studies to determine how periods of drought would affect the water flow—

similar excuses to why water supply from Pacaembu, Caagauçu (the ridge that would one day host 

Avenida Paulista) and other nearby water sources were discarded. In addition to this overt caution, 

officials like Pinto Silva were skeptical that São Paulo required a massive, centralized waterworks 
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particularly like noted cities such as London and Lyons.188 This skepticism was deeply misplaced: 

São Paulo was on the cusp of transforming into a city like Manchester or Chicago, undergoing 

rapid environmental shocks as its urban metabolism increasingly resembled one of an industrial 

ecology. 

In 1872, the Municipal Council convened a special session to consider three proposals for 

the capital’s water supply.189 As an administrative body elected to govern the city, the Municipal 

Council still could not make the ultimate decision for the capital, yet the Provincial Government 

called on the city councilors to advise the assembly so they could “deliberate definitively” on the 

matter. The proposals show the different plans under consideration once the waters of Cantareira 

had virtually been selected as the most viable source. Two of the proposals specifically stated that 

the water they would provide would come from the Cantareira region, one even going so far as to 

include reforestation around the Pedra Branca stream, which would supply the main reservoir. The 

Council indicated its preference for one plan, but ultimately adopted none of them.190  

Even with three proposals on the table, one councilor, Major Luis Pacheco de Toledo 

expressed doubt about the necessity of piped water from Cantareira, since “water abounds in the 

streets and one can get enough for the kitchen [vai ter a cozinha] for 40 reis a barrel, and people 

who do want to buy have plenty of other places to find water,” recommending that the city stick 

to maintaining its fountains.191 Such an opinion seemed out of place with the trajectory of efforts 

to secure water supply for the city: after all, the city had undergone shortages that had induced 

public disorder only five years earlier. At the same time, at least one official manifested that the 
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project was unnecessary, at least for the majority of the population that drew on the “water 

commerce” of the streets, indicated that extending piped water services continued to be a priority 

when public sources already existed. Pacheco de Toledo ignored the fact that at that point the water 

sold between 40 and 80 reis per barrel in the street was widely considered insalubrious, with water 

from the Tamanduateí only fit at the time for washing. Perhaps more pressing, nobody at any level 

could seem to find any funds to justify the construction of new public works.192 Despite the 

Council’s detailed analysis, few if any positive steps were taken towards selecting a proposal. 

Five years passed, but eventually the Provincial Assembly granted the concessionary rights 

to supply water from Cantareira to two native Brazilian businessmen and an English engineer. In 

the intervening years, João Teodoro had pressed the Assembly to reach a decision. A five percent 

tax on rental properties evidently had been collected since 1870 to assist in financing a waterworks 

budget, but despite this tax being collected for a project that had not even been selected.193 The 

concessionaries, Colonel Antônio Proost Rodovalho and Benedito Antonio da Silva, and one 

English engineer, Daniel Makinson Fox, had strong ties to politics and public works in the 

province. Antonio Proost Rodovalho, who had been on the Municipal Council at the 1872 session 

mentioned above had served as a city councilor since 1869 and continued to serve in the Municipal 

Council at various points through the end of the century. Proost Rodovalho had made his fortune 

through a family import-export business and became a veritable “super director” with ties to 

nineteen different companies, especially railroads.194 He also maintained a fazenda east of São 
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Paulo, in addition to multiple properties in the city. Additionally, he was one of the few wealthy 

entrepreneurs who had not originated in the planter or immigrant class, instead having risen 

through the ranks of Paulista politics and society through the successful family commercial firm. 

Proost Rodovalho had an interest in infrastructure and urban services and had played a part in 

encouraging the installation of gas lighting in São Paulo by a British company in 1873. His 

growing interest in urban services buoyed by his own investment capital and “super director” status 

allowed the merchant turned utility maven to benefit from the compounding expansion of urban 

services. Linking private ventures with public office was a common practice in an era when the 

participants in these arenas were virtually identical, and Proost Rodovalho’s involvement with all 

of the new urban utilities in São Paulo was an example of this exploitation.195 

The other concessionaries also stood to benefit personally from taking charge of the water 

and sewer services for São Paulo. Benedito Antonio da Silva provided the land upon which the 

Consolação reservoir was built, an agricultural parcel [chácara] elevated enough to distribute water 

via gravity to city center and its affluent residential neighborhoods emerging area to the west.196 

Daniel Makinson Fox had served as the chief engineer for the São Paulo Railway Company (a 

Ingleza) that connected the port of Santos to Jundiaí. His expertise designing railroads in northern 

Wales and in the Pyrenes Mountains had led Irineu Evangelista de Sousa, the ultra-wealthy 

businessman known as the Visconde (formerly Barão) de Mauá, to invite him to tackle the steep 

slopes of the Serra do Mar.197 The makeup of the company established its character as well, one 

where Brazilian capital met foreign expertise. 
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The original concessionaries transferred their rights in July 1878 to the newly formed 

Companhia Cantareira de Águas e Esgotos, which Proost Rodovalho had formed with a group of 

investors a year earlier. These investors purchased 5,000 shares priced at 200 milréis and elected 

a provisional board of directors, headed by Dr. Clemente Falcão Filho. By the first week of 

September, three weeks before the inauguration of the Consolação Reservoir, the permanent board 

of directors had been constituted by Brazilian capitalists and British engineers.198 None of these 

transfers happened without controversy and were presented in local newspapers against the 

backdrop of the broader conflict between Conservatives and Liberals, monarchists, and 

republicans. The concession to Companhia Cantareira had been granted in the government of 

Sebastião Pereira (1875-1877), a member of the Conservative Party, with the opposition of 

dissident Conservative Dr. João Mendes de Almeida as well as Partido Liberal member José 

Bonifácio the Younger (grand-nephew of independence figure José Bonifácio de Andrada).199 The 

same day as the Consolação cornerstone ceremony, the Liberal newspaper Correio Paulistano 

recapped a dispute that José Bonifácio had maintained against modifications to the Cantareira 

contract, namely the “deplorable error” of allowing the company to dismantle municipal fountains 

and use the parts as they saw fit. Such a decree only furthered the veritable monopoly that the 

Company would have over the city’s water, a fact that Bonifácio found “inexplicable.” In their 

own commentary, the redactors of Correio Paulistano responded that José Bonifácio’s fulminating 

over a contract he labeled filled with contradictions had been replaced by acquiescence. 

Furthermore, the newspaper speculated that the “paladin of the fountains” had bent with the 

changing political winds, as the liberal Visconde de Simbú ascended to the Imperial Cabinet and 
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opposition became less urgent.200 Such tensions still existed regarding the great control that 

Cantareira would have over São Paulo’s piped water supply, any opponents to the project had 

mostly faded by 1878.  

The company thus became the principal provider of the city’s water supply and mediator 

of the city’s relationship with its water resources, though by necessity it could not be totally 

autonomous from public authorities. The Provincial government took much more precedence over 

the Municipal Council, which was still weakened by its lack of a mayor and by its circumscribed 

role of having to deal with public hygiene issues without being able to administer its own water 

and sanitations services. As early as September 1889, the provincial government began 

considering the question of whether it should take over the Companhia Cantareira. while also 

weighing the option of providing a loan of 1500 contos so that the company could carry out its 

contractual obligations.201  

The fact that water services were charged at a rate per volume made urbanized streams and 

waterways the most feasible way to wash clothes. In 1889, a municipal report verifying the 

condition of streams and waterways from the principal rivers (Anhangabaú and Tamanduateí) to 

streams like Lavapés, Saracura and Bexiga on the city’s perimeter reported that urban residents 

still found uses for these former primary sources for everyday water uses.202 Many of the courses 

had not been preserved, especially in sections below where they were visited by washer women 

[lavandeiras]. In other cases, property owners (including the aforementioned “colonel Proost 
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Rodovalho” closed off entrances to sources that had been customarily for public use on their 

property. The case of the headwaters of the Anhangabaú were telling: Albino Costa de Bruto, the 

owner of land on which the Anhangabaú’s originating streams could be found, had formed three 

special reservoirs [tanques] and had them walled off from the rest of the population. Used water 

from the reservoirs then drained downstream for use primarily by washerwomen. As the city 

official public fountains became entwined with the Companhia Cantareira, customary ways of 

collecting water were closed off. Guilherme Gaensly, a Swiss-Brazilian photographer known for 

his chronicling of urban life, captured the state of public natural waterways at the turn of the 

century, illustrating in part the findings of the report on the Lavapés stream The report maintained 

“headwaters are limpid and pure, but in their course are excessively dirty, not only due to the use 

by washerwomen but also due to trash heaps and fecal material found along here.”203 

Washerwomen along the banks of the Tamanduateí (see Figure 13),  were a primary beneficiary 

of river water, using it to complete their daily tasks, along with carriage drivers cleaning their 

carriages. Even with the further deterioration of smaller streams, these areas continued to be 

significant for non-elites living on the city perimeter and maintaining livelihoods such as fishing 

and domestic work.204  
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Figure 13: Guilhereme Gaensly, Postcard image of São Paulo washerwomen along the 
banks of the Tamanduateí (1900). Source: Museu Paulista/Wikimedia Postcard 

 
Cantareira had in fact established a monopoly over piped delivery as traditional sources of 

water deteriorated in quality, were sealed off, or, increasingly, channelized under the city. Unlike 

in the electrical and transportation sectors, the lack of return on investment from water and 

sanitation services obligated the intervention of the state. While rising industry and commercial 

clients could generated ample returns for electricity and transportation, households provided the 

revenue for the Companhia Cantareira. The creation of hygienic, sanitary conditions, at least in the 

immediate environment of the wealthy neighborhoods appearing west of the city center, was a 

modernizing step sought by the upper-class residents of areas like Campos Elíseos and Bom Retiro, 

early sites of upper-class coffee baron homes in São Paulo before the inauguration of Avenida 

Paulista. Yet only the entry of the state into the water and sanitation sector could guarantee new 

investments.205 

Almost immediately following the state takeover of Companhia Cantareira in 1893, the 

newly established Bureau of Water and Sewer initiated new water capture works in the Cantareira 
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region. The company’s lack of foresight forced it forced it to confront “an endless round of 

emergencies,” aggravated by “questionable improvements grafted to an inherently defective 

system.” 206 The new state utility sought to resolve these earlier failed fixes by tapping the Bispo, 

Itaguaçu and Meninos streams in the Cantareira range, redirecting these currents to supply the 

Guaraú reservoir. In 1894, project works moved eastward, channeling the Cassununga, Capão 

Redondo and Engordador streams into the Guapira collection reservoir. The Bureau of Water and 

Sewer also looked elsewhere for supplying to the eastern half of the city, creating a supply dam on 

the Ipiranga using the Simão and Borba streams.207 The Cantareira system still provided the bulk 

of volume by the end of the decade, yet there was a sense that the readily available streams tapped 

in Cantareira would not be enough for the city. One engineer, in an 1897 report laying out a critical 

response to a proposal to supply the district of Brás with water from a distribution reservoir to be 

built in Santana, located between the Tietê and the Cantareira range argued that such a storage tank 

would be better situated in Cambucy, a slightly elevated situated south of Brás. Among other 

technical and economic considerations, he argued: 

“The Cantareira range could be considered exhausted, at least in the economic limits of the 
problem, as the place for gathering waters to be brought to this capital. In not too long, we will 
have to go search for the headwaters of the Tamanduateí, of the Grande River, of Cotia, etc., for 
the necessary volume for this enormous population, in this occasion, which will not be long from 
now, the Reservoir in Santana will be lost, whereas if it is situated in Cambucy, it will attend to 
not only the demands of the future but also a point of distribution for future catchments.”208 
 

Engineers were well aware that it would be hard to find further catchments that were 

economically feasible in Cantareira. The locations mentioned in the 1897 report foreshadowed 
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future water systems that would play significant role in expanding the metropolitan waterscape. 

Yet clearly no master plan had been established to lay out a vision for how water supply would 

proceed beyond the catchments at Cantareira. Within several years, the metropolitan water 

environment would take on a different type of value, as it was stored and channeled to generate 

electricity at hydroelectric plants. The Paulista plateau was abundant in water, but the problem was 

acquiring enough to supply the growing coffee capital. 

Two further legacies of the Companhia Cantareira and its connections to its namesake 

mountain range are worth mention. The first was the establishment of the Cantareira Tramway in 

1894, initially used to facilitate the shipping of construction materials to the hillsides. Later, the 

Cantareira Train became an important public transportation corridor to the neighborhoods of the 

North Zone, as well as a link to the forest preservation surrounding the city’s water reservoirs. In 

addition to aiding in northward expansion, it also connected Paulistanos to the state’s one 

preserved forest area, which came to serve as a sort of leisure park.209 The other concurrent 

development was the founding of the Botanical Garden [Horto Florestal] under the direction of 

Alberto Löefgren. Löefgren was a Swedish botanist who was contracted to lead the botanical 

section of the Geological and Geographical Commission. An ardent enthusiast of the flora he 

encountered in Brazil, he eventually leveraged preservationist arguments along with connections 

he established with the landed elite to establish a statewide Forest and Botanical Service, which 

included the Horto Florestal at the foot of the Cantareira range.210 The approximately 121 hectares 

that made up this small preserve were a foothold in establishing a sense of the environmental 

changes happening in São Paulo at the turn of the century. Like the Jardim Luz that Löefgren had 
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previously administered, the Horto Florestal became an important public area of leisure and 

recreation. It also stood as symbol of recognition of the link between the city and the metropolitan 

environment that powered its industrial growth. 

Networking Transformations of the Urban Waterscape 

Despite progress on establishing a source for the new water system, work on the network 

itself was slow. In 1880, provincial president Laurindo Abelardo de Brito lamented in his annual 

report that progress on the Cantareira system had unfolded with “great languidness” [morbosidade] 

with significant delays in the realization of the construction plans.211 Elements that delayed 

construction had to do with building materials: the company imported the lead, iron, and cement 

pieces for the tube network from Britain. In the 1880s, small industries still dominated the urban 

economy, with ceramic workers still by far the most common occupation among providers of 

construction materials, and only four workshops produced “water, gas and sewer” implements, 

according to annual statistics.212 Although company aimed to connect buildings and residences 

with these pipes, the contract stipulated that it build two additional public fountains, implying that 

many residents would continue to rely on the entrenched proto-system. It took three more years 

after the inauguration of Consolação for the reservoir to begin storing and distributing water 

channeled from Cantareira’s reservoirs. Yet even with this connection, progress was slow. 

According to Ernani Silva Bruno, service was still lacking after the 1889 proclamation of the 

Republic, although various materials (pumps, pipes, and tanks) could be bought in São Paulo, 

likely imported. A considerable number of Paulistanos still relied on the traditional sources 
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marshalled by the city’s early fountain- and natural spring-based provision system, much as the 

dissenting councilor Luis Pacheco had predicted in 1872.213  

In general, the transition from a proto-system primarily based on communal collection with 

central fountains providing the main source of water to a networked system, in which water 

channeled from reservoirs passed through storage tanks and then passed from water mains to pipes 

that entered buildings, happened slowly. The proposals considered in 1872 had varied widely on 

the question of the number of public fountains. One proposed four additional fountains, while 

another suggested one in every public square of the city. The pricing was still considered in terms 

of barrels, which could be anywhere from 14 to 25 liters. The use of barrels as a continued proxy 

for measurement indicated the reigning method of distribution. The final proposal that was favored 

by the council but ultimately not accepted by the Provincial assembly offered to deliver water for 

at least half the going rate at 20 reis.214 Furthermore, water was offered to indigents free of charge, 

giving a sense that a moral dimension existed to providing water in era of mere sanitation 

promotion. Even still, the Council’s noting of the words of an “illustrious magistrate” that the 

ultimate idea of water network was to “put water in the citizen’s mouth but seeing as the state 

cannot provide for free such a service, it is best to go ahead place it within their reach.”215 This 

logic reflects the fundamental economic concerns with installing technologically complex 

infrastructure and the uncertainty of undermining the moral economy of public fountains. 

  The Cantareira system that eventually emerged left much to be desired. Why was it so 

difficult for the Companhia Cantareira to fulfill its contract? Why were efforts to remake the urban 

waterscape into a system of pipes, mains, reservoirs, and sewers so difficult in São Paulo? The 
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Cantareira system was unable either to predict or respond to the growth of the city at the end of 

the nineteenth century, or to sustain infrastructural investments necessary to expand at the same 

rate as the city’s population.  

By the end of the century, the public chafariz, or fountain, as it existed in the nineteenth 

century had been physically eliminated from São Paulo’s urban waterscape. Was the system that 

replaced it any better? Engineer Adolfo Pinto, who became first comptroller engineer [engenheiro 

fiscal] for the Cantareira Company when he was 24, retained only positive memories of the 

Cantareira water and sewer system when he stated in his memoir that, nationally and globally 

speaking, it had been top of the line: “No city in Brazil and very few in Europe will be able to 

compete with the Paulista capital in these two branches of urban hydraulics.”216 Other major 

infrastructural improvements, financed in large part by foreign capital, included street lighting 

(which graduated from kerosene to gas and even to electricity, limited to the city center), telegraphs 

and telephones, and tramways, which at the turn of the century transformed from mule-power to 

electrical power, all material changes that brought about “stubborn discontinuity between raw 

experience and prevailing ideals” inherited from decades prior.217 The specific elimination of 

public fountains, the enforcement against of bathing and washing in waterways, and the relegating 

of public sanitary good to private domains spoke to this disjunction between the hierarchies of a 

slave society and the industrialized city networked and delimited by ability to access its services. 

Water delivered via the Consolação Reservoir arrived in September 1881, marking a period 

of apparent super-abundance in the city, particularly at its fountains. Piped water was delivered 

free of charge to the limited households it reached through March of 1882. Although geographer 
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Afonso A. Freitas noted that the “limpid, crystalline” liquid was unlike anything the city had ever 

seen, only slightly over 100 buildings were connected to the network by the time Cantareira 

Company began charging, a paltry number in a city of approximately 40,000.218 Statistical data 

found in reports and historical accounts show the impressive expansion of both water and sewer 

connections. The percentage of the number of buildings connected to the water network within the 

urban perimeter (that is, those properties subject to the building tax) leveled off at about 60 percent 

after the initial growth spurt at the beginning of the 1880s (See Table 3). Sewer connections grew 

more quickly and even surpassed water connections during this period. The Cantareira Company 

was unable to maintain its initial pace at the rates and investments that it charged, servicing around 

sixty percent of the city’s inhabitants by the end of the nineteenth century.  

        Table 3: Water and sewer connections in São Paulo, 1881-1894 
 

Year 

Water 
connections 
(buildings) 

Sewer 
connection 
(buildings) 

Total Number of Buildings (subject to 
property tax [imposto predial]) 

1881 133 - 4088 
1882 150 - 5540 
1883 745 71 5550 
1884 1508 - 5900 
1885 2776 4002 5900 
1886 3549 4450 5515 
1887 4278 4767 7132 
1888 5008 - 8555 
1889 5503 5702 9155 
1894 8642 6217 - 

 
Sources: Taunay, História de São Paulo; A.A. Freitas, Diccionário, AESP C05208 AESP 

C05208, Garcia Redondo to Couto de Magalhães 
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The rapid if not all-encompassing expansion had once again been aided by engineering and 

cartographic knowledge applied to the city. Shortly after construction began on the Consolação 

reservoir, the directors of Cantareira commissioned the British engineer James Henry Joyner to 

create a cadastral map of São Paulo for the purpose of tracking the Company’s future customers 

(see Figure 14). The map contained such a level of detail that the Municipal Council obtained a 

copy from the Cantareira Company and continued to use it for several years afterwards.219 Yet 

within a few short years, the map became increasingly obsolete, as the city expanded along a new 

east-west axes, aligned along the railways that ran along the same axes as well as the course of the 

Tietê, absorbing both former slaves from the countryside and European immigrants from across 

the Atlantic. Working-class neighborhoods that sprang up around in in Brás formed appeared as 

well Móoca, Belenzinho and Pari in the emerging East Zone. Their distance from the center of the 

city complicated their connection to its now centralized water system, contributing to the general 

lower quality of life on the low-lying urban periphery.220 
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Figure 14: Henry B. Joyner, Planta da Cidade de São Paulo levantada pela Companhia 
Cantareira e Esgotos (1881). Source: AMSP 

 
The map represented a departure from the cartographic depictions of the city in circulation. 

Joyner’s map displayed each building versus mapping the streets, thoroughfares, public buildings, 

and waterways. The map was aspirational, in the sense that it designated all buildings predicted to 

be brought into the company’s network. The map also clearly shows planned expansions for the 

city, including the future streets of Campos Eliseos as well as Bela Vista (formerly the Chácara de 

Bexiga), overlooked by the Tanque Reuno, still visible on the map. The two rivers that framed the 

Triangle, the Anhangabaú and Tamanduateí already showed signs of being subsumed to the logic 

of rectification, portending their use as drainage points for wastewater. Notably, any reference to 

elevation went unconsidered in Cantareira’s map. All the same, the map had great utility beyond 
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the record-keeping of the company. The Cantareira Company had its map of potential customers 

laid out, and with laws on the books that obligated buildings be connected to sewer systems, there 

appeared to be ample directions in which to grow the sanitation network. Charging for water 

required ways to calculate how much consumers used. Two systems existed for measuring the 

quantity of piped delivery: the hidrômetro (water meter), by which water was charged by the 

amount used each month and the pena d’água, an individual concession granted to a property 

owner, usually through payment of a fixed price in exchange for a large volume or even unlimited 

usage. The amounts distributed to via these water concessions constituted a minority of total flow, 

but it was discouraged by public authorities. A petition to install a concession directly from the 

main trunk (adutora) in 1898 was considered by the state sanitary commission to be 

“inconvenient,” as “many others would ask for the same favor.” While this might have been the 

best option for property owners outside the densest urban neighborhoods and therefore far from 

the network extending from the city’s reservoirs, there were technical considerations: the point of 

insertion where the offshoot would be derived, and also the average volume drawn by the user. 

Rural property owners were more likely to use water for irrigation, which could cause imbalances 

in pressure and volume stored down the pipeline.221 Metered water eventually supplanted the water 

concession system, purporting to provide a more efficient and precise way to regulate water use.222 
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The imported Kent water meter (actually manufactured in Manchester, England) was 

adapted after the takeover by the state government as a way to induce a rational use of water, 

inducing consumers to limit their water use by linking it to higher prices, and also encourage users 

to maintain their equipment so that there were would not be further links in the system.223 Pricing 

was set up on a regressive scale that charged users more for the first 10 cubic meters (10,000 liters) 

was 500 reis per month. Every subsequent 10 cubic meters measured resulted in a price reduction 

of 100 reis, until 50, whereupon each subsequent set of ten was charged at 150 reis. If 20 liters 

sold by a water peddler cost 40 reis, and 1000 liters could be purchased at the price of 500 reis, the 

newly abundant supply reduced the cost of water per liter by a quarter.224 The drawback of course, 

was that water needed to be bought in greater bulk, and the tendency to take advantage of a greater 

supply lowered the price only for those with the ability to absorb such a cost in their household. 

By the end of the century, receipts had changed to rates that were less steep. Five cubic meters 

(5000 liters) was worth 2 milréis, an even smaller cost to volume ratio. Each subsequent cubic 

meter was worth 400 reis more after the fifth, 300 reis more after the tenth, 200 more after the 

twentieth, and 150 after the thirtieth.225 Still regressive, such rate plans would favor high volume 

users. Despite these lower costs implied for high volume users, industrial plants were more likely 

to use their own wells or draw water directly from rivers before paying the Bureau of Water and 

Sewer. The records of the Companhia de Água e Luz [Water and Light Company], a small private 

electrical company that operated on a limited basis on the central streets of late-nineteenth century 

 
223 Dippold Vilar, “Água Aos Cântaros: Os Reservatórios Da Cantareira: Um Estudo de 
Arqueologia Industrial,” 72. 
224 Clóvis de Athayde Jorge, Consolação: uma reportagem histórica (São Paulo: Dep. do 
Patrimônio Histórico, 1986), 98–99. 
225 For one example, see Fundação de Energia e Saneamento [FES]-Fundo Companhia de Água e 
Luz do Estado de São Paulo [02 3659 B]- Conta 6564, September 1899. 
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São Paulo, show that the struggling provider was one such enterprise that paid the state monthly 

for the water it used to power its steam engines.226 

According to a memoir by a former student of the Law Academy, water and sewer services 

for the city’s student population “left much to be desired, the water tank was serviced by one 30-

centimeter diameter tube from the Cantareira Range, few residences were serviced by those 

utilities.”227 This lack of connection encouraged students to form repúblicas [communal 

residences] in houses with indoor bathrooms, formations that caused “justifiable fear” among 

neighbors, while also making those students popular among their classmates who could not find 

such living arrangements. The shortage of water connections and the high cost of water compelled 

Paulistanos of well-off and modest means to take care of personal hygiene at public bathhouses, 

while the poorest relied on bathing in the Tamanduateí, a practice that was restricted though not 

completely outlawed by the Municipal Council, which seemed more interested in public propriety 

than water contamination or exposure to waterborne pollution.228 Bathhouses were a product of 

the second half of the nineteenth century, with the first (the Sereia Paulista) opening in 1866. 

Thirty years later, three such establishments still operated in the city center, even as the extension 

of piped water made taking care of hygiene in private homes more convenient, if not necessarily 

more economical.229 Bathhouses, in addition to charging 100 reis for fifteen minutes (an hour-long 

 
226 On the Companhia de Água e Luz do Estado de São Paulo, see Gerald Michael Greenfield, 
“Dependency and the Urban Experience: São Paulo’s Public Service Sector, 1885–1913,” Journal 
of Latin American Studies 10, no. 1 (1978): 43–45. 
227 Everardo Vallim Pereira de Souza, "Reminiscências Acadêmicas 1887-1891: Metamorfase da 
Paulicéia Provincinia en Grande Metrópole Carlos Eugênio Marcondes de Moura, Vida cotidiana 
em São Paulo no século XIX memórias, depoimentos, evocações (São Paulo: Edusp, 2013), 205; 
Silva Bruno, História e tradições da cidade de São Paulo, 1123. 
228 Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas, 161. 
229 Antonio August da Costa Faria, “Abastecimento de Água Na Cidade de São Paulo (1554-
1960),” Revista Do Arquivo Histórico Municipal-São Paulo 203 (2004): 43. 
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bath cost 1 milréis, a higher rate per minute than shorter sessions!) integrated multiple activities: 

“health, diversion, bodily refreshment, comfort, and sociability”—food, wine, beer and in 

particular ice cream were all served to customers.230Another bathhouse also attracted customers 

on João Teodoro Xavier’s Ilha dos Amores. Its proximity to the Tamanduateí and the 

neighborhoods of Brás and Móoca, increasingly integrated with the parishes of the city center, 

made the area not just a popular spot for bathhouse clients but also for fishermen and 

washerwomen.231 

In his 1889 report to the provincial president, Manoel Ferreira Garcia Redondo provided 

figures for amounts of water consumed (see Table 4). Redondo admitted that, estimating a city 

population of 60,000, the calculated daily water consumption per capita (around 31.5 liters per 

person) was low, and that it was likely sections of the population drew water from other sources 

outside of the piped and public systems. In fact, Garcia Redondo observed, “the population that 

lives outside the perimeter of the Company’s service area does not supply itself with Cantareira 

water, and even a part of the population that lives within the perimeter consumes other water” 

evidenced by the fact that more buildings were connected to the sewer system than to the water 

network. For the roughly 33,000 customers that Redondo estimated were serviced by Cantareira, 

assuming six consumers per household, the daily water consumption per capita was raised to 60 

liters per person.232 According to Garcia Redondo’s own estimates and operating under the 

assumption that there were on average six consumers per household, only slightly over half of the 

city directly benefited from domestic water service provided by the Cantareira Company. 

 
230 Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas, 158. 
231 Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, 164. 
232 AESP, CO5208 P 71 C1 D1, Eng. Manuel Ferreira Garcia Redondo to Provincial President José 
Couto de Magalhães, pp. 5-6.  
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Rationalization of pricing attempted to create a water supply regime that encouraged private, 

domestic consumption, one that could be tracked using water meter technology. Within less than 

a decade, eighty percent of daily water consumption occurred in such a setting. 

Table 4: Daily consumption of Cantareira Company water supply in 1889 

Water consumption by distribution 
point Liters per day 

Residences with water meters 1,520,000 
Residences fixed delivery (penna d'água) 103,000 

Public fountains 219,000 
Public bathrooms and urinals 8,500 

Pipe cleaning, bathroom service, and 
leaks 950,000 

Total 2,800,500 
Water consumed (minus leaks, etc.) 1,894,500 

 
Source: AESP C05208, Garcia Redondo to Couto de Magalhães, p. 5 

 
The improvements of quality of life were no doubt apparent for those with access to 

Cantareira’s water in their residences, as well as those who could rid themselves of the waste 

increased water use produced. Yet as Richard Morse observed, “the wand of applied science, 

contrary to its advance notices, bade a Pandora’s box open.”233 The benefits of efficient utilities, 

even for just over half of the population, reinforced the city’s trend of rapid growth—even those 

new arrivals who could not benefit from private connections were in some ways beneficiaries of 

the partially sanitized city. Yet even the indirect benefits were quickly erased as the city’s 

population grew in other ways and particularly as it spread out farther from more population and 

thus service-dense center. The Companhia Cantareira was completely unsuited for the business of 

providing a public good. The fiscal problems of the company and the use of cheap materials and a 

preference for a profit for the sake of its shareholders made it so “pumping more money into 

 
233 Morse, From Community to Metropolis, 180. 
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Cantareira did not pump more water into São Paulo.”234 Ad hoc planning was insufficient for the 

governance of São Paulo in the republic, yet a city with an unpredictable expanding footprint 

resisted comprehensive planning, even under the Bureau of Water and Sewer. 

Though construction and maintenance of public fountains had been part of Cantareira’s 

contract, it seemed that the ultimate plan was to remove this type of service, removing most public 

fountains and relegating any remaining ones to aesthetic rather than functional purposes, a 

tendency sustained under public ownership. Perhaps in an effort to redirect water for distribution 

to domiciles, where rates could be charged more efficiently, the Cantareira Company abruptly 

demolished its fountains in 1893: the ones it had built eleven years earlier as older ones in the 

Largos de Carmo and Rosário. The removal of the fountain from the Largo do Rosário caused a 

riot among the population and was one of the final straws leading to the takeover by the state 

government.235 Fountain users had managed to delay the retirement of the longstanding Chafariz 

de Misericórdia in 1886, when it was relocated to the Largo de Santa Cecilia. Santa Cecilia, with 

its central public space located along Rua São João in Centro Novo, had already been a gathering 

place for local washerwomen, who took advantage of waters that drained from the property of 

Dona Veridiana Prado, located in the emerging upper-class neighborhood of Higienópolis.236 By 

1889, the streams utilized downhill in Santa Cecilia had become blocked with detritus, which made 

relocating the Misericórdia fountain a way to facilitate continuity in the practices of the 

neighborhood. In the case of the removal of the Rosário fountain, however, the municipal police 

were summoned to quell the resulting riot. Multiple causes for such upheavals may be inferred. In 

 
234 Greenfield, “Dependency and the Urban Experience,” 49–50. 
235 Silva Bruno, História e tradições da cidade de São Paulo, 1124, 1127. 
236 AMSP - Papéis Avulsos 568-1889-Rodolpho Pereira “Memória descritiva das nascentes, 
vertentes, e cursos de águas no perimetros da cidade” f. 106. 
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addition to nearby residents who relied on fountains, water peddlers still circulated in the city and 

literally drew their livelihood from public fountains. A degree of distrust for Cantareira’s water 

existed among the population as well, even though the company was supplying water at that point 

to public fountains.237 While the quality of the water was questioned, being beholden to an 

anonymous company’s prices was reason enough for caution. Yet while Paulistano memorialists 

and painted scenes of seedy public squares beset by unstable crowds seeking water at all hours, or 

remembered the overpriced quantities sold by the barrel by water vendors, the former patrons of 

the fountain were accustomed to having water delivered by middlemen they knew and recognized, 

and were justifiably wary of water delivered from a distant source and controlled by the same 

group of wealthy business owners who dominated the city’s economic and political life.  

Towards an Industrial Waterscape  

 Writing at the turn of the century, the historian and geographer Alfredo Moreira Pinto 

described the city of São Paulo in a short promotional publication. Adapting the perspective of a 

traveler arriving at the north train station in Luz of the Estrada de Ferro Central do Brasil, Moreira 

Pinto supposed that the city’s aspect “did not well impress.” Glimpsing the neighborhood of Brás 

as the train moved towards the station, the traveler would find it quite populous, and not exactly 

clean or particularly beautiful. From the “neglected” Várzea do Carmo, the traveler could observe 

the city center up on a hill, yet even after crossing the small bridge over the Anhangabaú and 

entering via the Rua Florencia de Abreu, the traveler would still notice the “great inequality in the 

buildings and street layout.”238 In spite of the interconnecting street improvements going back to 

 
237 Denise Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, “Vida e Morte Dos Chafarizes Na Cidade de São Paulo,” 
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238 Alfredo Moreira Pinto, A Cidade de São Paulo Em 1900 (Rio de Janeiro, RJ: Imprensa Nacional, 
1900), 24. Pinto names the river over which Rua Florencia de Abreu crosses as the Tamanduateí, 
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the presidency of the president-mayor João Teodoro Xavier de Matos, the city center was still 

defined by sinuous narrow streets, as well as tall buildings interspersed with shorter ones, 

presaging the spikey building landscape that would engulf the city in the coming decades. São 

Paulo, even then, was a city that resisted enchantment as it transitioned away from its rustic form.  

 Pinto was adamant that the city was not completely unattractive; in fact, it was highly 

animated, much like the great cities of Europe. Like any good booster, Pinto was also sanguine 

regarding São Paulo’s public services: “the city and its surroundings are illuminated with gas and 

electric light and supplied with excellent quality water derived from the Cantareira range, and 

possessing as well a good quality sewer service.”239 The city’s beauty came from its circulations: 

primarily of goods and people, propelled and guided by electricity and gas, satiated and sanitized 

with clean water delivered from the city’s ample mountain reserves, ever-present on the north 

horizon. The Bureau of Water and Sewer and its director, the Bahia-born engineer Teodoro 

Sampaio, “one of the glories of Brazilian engineering,” also merited mention with nary a reference 

to the challenges that the former networks of the Companhia Cantareira had faced. As Moreira 

Pinto described the setup at the turn of the century: 

“[The Bureau of Water and Sewer] maintains three grand reservoirs for water distribution, 
perfectly garden landscaped and with the best hygienic conditions and beautification, the old 
reservoir of the Companhia Cantareira (located with two compartments with a capacity of 6 million 
liters, the new reservoir on the Avenue [Liberdade], in the most elevated part of the city, the newly 
renovated in Consolação, with three compartments with a capacity of 18 million liters.  In the 
Cantareira mountains, where the majority of its water comes from, the Bureau possesses the 
Company’s old tanks, as well as a train platform and a tramway (which is a popular activity for 
residents and visitors to the city) beyond other water catchments, extending more than three 
leagues along the side of the mountains, and which provide 30 million liters [per day] under normal 
supply conditions.240 

 

 
though the 1881 Cantareira map suggests that the street actually crosses over the Anhangabaú, 
near the point where it drains into the Tamanduateí. 
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 The geography of the city, sketched in terms of its water resources, reveals the outline of 

the sanitary connections that had accompanied the transformation of the city. While the boosters, 

administrators and engineers praised the progress they saw in their city, much of which had 

occurred rapidly during their lifetimes, the fact remained that this same constellation of actors was 

unable to stem the tide of urbanization and population growth. It is quite likely that these 

individuals as well as their families and associates benefited from the expansion of water and 

sanitation network: the residences of the wealthy were reliably the first to receive connections. For 

the average resident, including a great number of immigrants and factory workers, the centralized 

water and sewer network excluded them and relocated them on the then-periphery of the city, in 

the undeveloped várzeas close to the rivers that made them most vulnerable to seasonal floods, as 

well as sewage runoff that would multiply as they city grew, used more water, and sought 

somewhere to drain off the waste and excess effluence. Lack of investment, continued shortages 

of supply and limited foresight prevented the networking transformations of São Paulo to have an 

equalizing effect. Quite the opposite: it would be nearly a century before the population of the 

capital (by then well on its way to becoming a megacity) would reach any resemblance of parity 

in regard to water connections. Meanwhile, the quality of service varied greatly, subject of an 

urban geography by which distance from centralized reservoirs diminished the pressure needed to 

deliver water to far-flung neighborhoods.  

 The state (formerly provincial) government under the First Republic, newly autonomous 

and assertive in the federal configuration favored by political elites following decades of 

governance by the centralizing moderator figure of the emperor, took on a new role. It became a 

producer of sanitary infrastructure and a provider of sanitary services, as opposed to having merely 

promoted sanitary measures, mainly by encouraging various commissions and considering various 
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proposals before contracting a private agreement.241 Meanwhile, the municipality and the state’s 

role in investing in infrastructure, along with the role of national and foreign capital changed. 

Brazilian capitalists had invested in land [loteamentos] as well as transportation and sanitation. 

Public lighting and by extension energy were dominated by foreign capital. The provincial 

government handled drainage works while the Municipal Council was confined to street paving 

and “beautification,” that is planting trees and establishing parks. By the end of the century and 

with the Republic in full career, this distribution began to change. National capitalists continued 

in urban land speculation, now joined by foreign capital, which had to do in part with the energy 

sector’s expansion and commitment to hydroelectrical power. The state government took on water 

and sanitation through the Bureau of Water and Sewer, which allowed some degree of coordination 

with ongoing drainage and rectification efforts around the capital. The Municipal Council provided 

some coordination on these efforts (particularly in settling the river bottoms of the Tietê, along 

which continued to extend) but continued to focus primarily on city roads and parks as its 

contribution to building the urban environment.242 The Great Interconnection linked not just city 

and hinterland, or urban residents to each other, it joined capital and public revenue, with the 

expectation that this combination would yield returns for investors. The integration of the 

sanitation sector under state purview sought to remove this essential service from the vagaries of 

the private sector, yet in many ways it was still beholden to the relative weight of the land and 

energy sectors, which encouraged the vast territorial expansion. 

 The results of the start of the Great Interconnection created new benefits as well as public 

demands from the urban residents of the Capital. These benefits additionally required more of São 

 
241 This is the central argument of Campos, “A Promoção e a Produção.” 
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Paulo’s metropolitan environment, much of which had been subsumed by the expansion of the 

economically profitable if environmentally catastrophic coffee frontier expansion. The 

establishment of the Cantareira reservoirs via the investments of the Companhia Cantareira opened 

the gates for a regional model of exploitation of water resources. The need to protect the city’s 

new water sources combined with early albeit limited attempts to preserve the Atlantic Forest, or 

what remained of its threatened secondary growth after centuries of sesmaria-fueled burning, 

tilling and cultivation. The intraurban connections afforded by the installation of water networks 

bound together the city in new ways, creating a new standard of living that overwhelmingly flowed 

to the wealthy merchants and fazendeiros who could afford water connections. The new network 

of water pipes and sewer collectors that undergirded the city ran parallel to the more abstract 

networking transformations taking place between São Paulo’s coffee markets and the rest of the 

world, particularly the North Atlantic. A broader infrastructural interconnection binding Brazil and 

other nations occurred in the wake of the so-called Second Industrial Revolution, when the cotton 

textiles commodity chains that had given so much economic clout to Great Britain were 

reconfigured and consumer markets for goods such as coffee generated high revenues in the state 

of São Paulo.243 

 In the first decades of the twentieth century, these connections evolved with the city. The 

connections between São Paulo and its hinterlands extended to other water sources outside of the 

Cantareira range, as the Bureau of Water and Sewer sought ways to supply clean water to new 

urbanizing areas on the city’s edge while paying attention to the great variability in height between 

different urban spaces. The connections between residents supplied by a network of piped pressure 

 
243 On the global economic transformations of the Second Industrial Revolution, see Steven Topik 
and Allen Wells, Global Markets Transformed, 1870-1945 (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 2014). 
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also had implications for urban life. The dominating culture of water collection at public fountains 

receded, though not without some resistance. Though the Companhia Cantareira quickly created 

water and sewage districts, they could only service around half of the buildings within the urban 

perimeter. Meanwhile the city continued to expand, into wealthy enclaves in the emerging West 

Zone, and the working-class neighborhoods beyond the Várzea do Carmo and along the banks of 

the Tietê. Reliable to Cantareira water was dependent on. A secondary system begun under the 

Bureau of Water and Sewer drew water from the historically symbolic Ipiranga River and its 

streams; artisanal wells also allowed subterranean sources, especially for factories that required 

their own sources.  

It was in this period of rapid interconnection and integration, a process underway in 

different forms in many cities around the world entangled in the Second Industrial Revolution, that 

water and sanitation flows started to become invisible, pipes buried under streets and pipes and 

culverts found on the edge of the city. With this networking transformation, the city ceased to be 

one with an identity “sustained by a routine nourished by fluvial courses.”244 The city’s nineteenth-

century wood and clay material culture that took advantage of the multiple courses of water faded 

as water in its various forms came to be controlled by the system of water reservoirs, pipes, and 

water meters made of imported cast iron prefabricated parts. This new form of urban services 

dominated in the city center, while remnants of nineteenth century water persisted by necessity on 

the emerging periphery. The introduction of São Paulo’s primary water and sanitation under 

Companhia Cantareira unwittingly cast the die for networked inequality that pervaded the city as 

it became a booming industrial metropolis.  

 
244 Bernuzzi de Sant’Anna, Cidade das águas, 13. 
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The Great Interconnection followed processes happening throughout the Americas, 

binding cities to metabolic necessities: food, fuel, and water. This Great Interconnection bound 

urban residents to each other: particularly through the water pipes and sewer drains that moved 

liquid imported from the wooded hills of Cantareira or from the languid Ipiranga into the city. 

When these circulations failed to work efficiently, the state of São Paulo intervened, in an attempt 

to delay the impact of demographic pressure, encouraged by the subsidization of European 

laborers. São Paulo became more stratified, and like other cities this stratification manifested in its 

spatial geography. This uneven distribution in turn affected a growing water system network, one 

that favored distant sources against the streams polluted by the industrializing city. 
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CHAPTER 3: MAKING PIPELINES OUT OF SPRINGS, 1900-1930 
 
 

Euclides da Cunha, Civil Engineer 
 

Euclides da Cunha, author of the classic work Os Sertões (Rebellion in the Backlands, 

1902), was one of the most important Brazilian writers of the First Republic. He also worked for 

much of his life as a civil engineer. Da Cunha had been educated at the National Military Academy 

in Rio de Janeiro and later at the Escola Superior de Guerra while an officer, but his rebellious 

nature led to his discharge from the military and embrace of other pursuits. Like many men of 

letters in Belle Époque Brazil, da Cunha eventually found a livelihood in public employment. Da 

Cunha worked for the state of São Paulo, and was a personal friend of Teodoro Sampaio, the 

renowned engineer, historian, and geographer who served as director of the Bureau of Water and 

Sewer [Repartição de Água e Esgotos, or RAE] from 1898 to 1903.245 Da Cunha, Sampaio, and 

others belonged to the milieu of “modernizing elites” inspired by positivist philosophy to bring 

progress to a nation newly released from centuries of monarchical rule and dependence on 

slavery.246 

During his time in São Paulo state, da Cunha worked on different infrastructure projects, 

mostly residing outside the capital. In this way, he played a bit part in the expansion of São Paulo 

capital’s metropolitan environment, a role that illustrates the trajectory of the city’s expanding 

waterscape in the first decades of the twentieth century. As the city boomed in the midst of 
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native state of Bahia, see Mariângela Solia, Odair Marcos Faria, and Ricardo Araujo, Mananciais: 
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industrial growth and European immigration, public authorities and experts sought distant water 

sources to supply a perennially strained network. As early as November 1903, da Cunha mentioned 

in personal correspondence that he had made a trip to the headwaters of the Tietê River, located in 

the rural municipality of Salesópolis, east of the capital.247 By 1906, da Cunha had completed 

another study of the water resources in the vicinity of the Fazenda Rio Claro, determining that 

nearly 200 cubic meters of water could be captured by a new water supply network (adutora). In 

spite of the public takeover of the Cantareira company and the progress in public works under the 

Bureau of Water and Sewer, periodic droughts continued to undermine the reliable functioning of 

the Paulistano waterworks. This periodic inconvenience combined unhappily with São Paulo’s 

massive growth during the previous decade, undermining any relief brought by the waters of 

Cantareira. 

Da Cunha’s studies of the broader Paulista waterscape resembled interests in nature 

expressed in his more prominent works. Os Sertões is well known in Brazil for da Cunha’s critical 

observations regarding Brazilian society through the lens of Canudos War (1896-1897), presenting 

a vision of civilization clashing with barbarism during a series of military campaigns: federal 

troops pitted against the mixed-race backlanders marshalled by the millenarian leader Antônio 

Conselheiro in defense of their settlement at Belo Monte (known to posterity as Canudos).248 At 

the same time, da Cunha brought a naturalist’s eye to the landscape of the sertão, devoting the first 

portion of the book to observations such as vegetation, flora, fauna, and rainfall patterns. He also 
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commented at length on the role of the environment in shaping the rebellious backlander, tracing 

a deterministic relationship between nature and society that influenced subsequent Brazilian 

intellectual life.249 Da Cunha later applied his naturalistic analysis to the hinterlands of the state of 

São Paulo, recognizing the vegetation patterns and hydrology of São Paulo’s rural zones (campos) 

of São Paulo as “the reserves of our future.” The geological structure in particular made “the 

opening of artesian wells eminently possible, due to the probability water at a short depth,” while 

“the hydrographical differentiation of [São Paulo] in which a majority of its rivers subdivide into 

innumerable affluent rivers facilitates the formation of reservoirs and the storage of massive 

amounts of water…”250 da Cunha saw this as beneficial for the soil, both for irrigation as well as 

for enhancing the established productivity of the fertile soils of the Paulista interior. Unlike the 

redoubts of the arid backlands, São Paulo’s hinterland was a frontier of promise, one that ensured 

future prosperity, assuming proper ecological management. 

Accounts of the construction of São Paulo’s Rio Claro system often mention the role of 

Euclides da Cunha in the establishment of this eastern branch of São Paulo’s water supply system. 

In practice, da Cunha did not separate urban and rural; rather his work as an engineer sought to 

bring the two more closely together, sustaining the spread of the civilizing forces that had prevailed 

albeit ambivalently at Canudos. (By the time he published his masterwork, da Cunha appeared to 

sympathize more with the defenders of Canudos who experienced the brunt of violence, and even 

briefly cared for a young boy who survived the final assault.) At the beginning of the twentieth 

century, São Paulo capital’s future course became entwined with its metropolitan water sources in 
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multiple ways, mirroring how Brazil’s coastal population centers penetrated the nation’s 

hinterlands.  

This reshaping of metropolitan relations was significant in the realm of water supply. In 

São Paulo, the experience of the Cantareira system had provided a model for transforming an 

outlying manancial (water source) into an adutora, a water supply network that fed into a central 

reservoir, allowing for rational distribution among its urban consumers. The subsuming of natural 

springs and rivers and the gradual removal of public fountains made these reservoirs and the state-

level bureaucracy that managed them the official authorities for water supply, replacing the 

precarious promotion and enforcement that the municipal government had provided through the 

nineteenth century. At the same time, São Paulo’s expansion generated a new articulation of the 

metropolitan environment not unlike in other cities undergoing substantial change: nature was not 

replaced or altered, it was reconfigured, laying the groundwork for changes in which ways water 

flowed and how its human population consumed it within the city.251   

This chapter argues that the ways in which São Paulo sought and utilized its metropolitan 

water sources responded to the demands of its emerging industrial ecology, which in turn affected 

the course of the city’s urbanization. A city’s industrial ecology is shaped by three main factors: 

its manufacturing activity, its spatial growth, and the energy networks upon which it draws.252 The 

catalyst created by these three elements generates the economic dynamism associated with 

industrial cities: in addition to specialized production and increased consumption, the provision of 

public and private services facilitates the conditions for the industrial ecology to function. At the 
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same time, they also generate shocks associated with the polluted environmental conditions the 

industrial city. In this web of relations, water and sanitation services are both part of a wider urban 

metabolism as well as a mediating force that serves to mute (when they work) or amplify (when 

they don’t) the impact of those shocks. The provision of clean water and the evacuation of 

contaminated water may lower the incidence of morbidity and mortality, driving population 

growth. Water-borne contamination and disease outbreak can spiral outwards from limited or 

malfunctioning sanitary circulation, incurring further economic and social costs. 

This chapter thus looks at the emergence of the city’s principal sources of surface water in 

the decades following Cantareira. The first part of this chapter considers the various plans 

proffered in the first decade of the 20th century to address the shortcomings in São Paulo’s water 

system. At least three plans proposed new ways to look at the city through the lens of water supply 

and competed to present the best way to address those concerns. The next section traces the long 

development of two surface pipelines originating east and west of the city. The third section 

considers the role of hydroelectric reservoirs to the south, built initially for an entirely different 

purpose but ultimately key elements of the multi-sited water supply network. As will become 

evident, the hydroelectrical utility São Paulo Light Tramway and Power Company played a 

significant role in conditioning the emergence of the artificial lakes that became important part of 

São Paulo’s domestic water supply. Constraints in public financing, expertise, and political will 

limited the degree of change in the metropolitan waterscape. The aggressive intervention of São 

Paulo Light reconfigured São Paulo’s hydrology, first for energy and then for water supply in ways 

that altered the path of future expansions of the system. Efforts to capture and channel surface 

water sources outside the city accompanied a process urban growth that subsumed rivers and 
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streams within the city, entrenching an emerging pattern of dependency on the metropolitan 

environment for the city’s water. 

“A Regime of Permanent Deficit”: The State of Waterworks in São Paulo after 1900 

By 1900, the main interrelated elements that contributed to São Paulo’s industrial ecology 

were in place. The spatial growth of the city began along a path conditioned by the expansion of 

industry as well as residential neighborhoods: either longstanding rural settlements and 

independent municipalities absorbed by the city or new residential neighborhoods, some planned 

as garden districts, that sprang up without following any central directing plan. Manufacturing 

clustered in key areas, particularly in the region east of the Várzea do Carmo. Railways connecting 

São Paulo to the coast also determined the location of manufacturing activities, which also 

frequently emerged close to waterways (the city’s highest areas and thus best conditions were 

reserved inevitably for its elites). Finally, and significantly for metropolitan nature, energy played 

an outsized role in making São Paulo. The city and Brazil more generally utilized wood and other 

biomass as its main source of fuel for industry, rail, and domestic use throughout the first half of 

the century. The advent of hydroelectricity in 1901 allowed the city to forego dependence on coal 

and forestalled the transition to petroleum, even as wood fuel continued to make up a significant 

portion of its energy matrix.253 Most significantly, hydroelectric projects shaped both control of 

water as well as the actual physical waterscape of the metropolitan region, resulting in massive 

redirecting of water flows and the construction of large hydroelectric reservoirs. The 

reconfiguration of the Upper Tietê basin’s hydrology served as a model for the possible within 
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Brazil’s specific energy regime. At the same time, it also conditioned the possibilities of expansion 

and settlement of the city’s urban frontier. 

The state takeover of the Companhia Cantareira after 1893 reflected a broader global trend 

that increasingly treated urban water supply as a public enterprise. Waterworks in the United 

States, for example, had proliferated at the end of the nineteenth century, with an emerging trend 

suggesting “a move from decentralized to centralized systems and from labor-intensive to capital-

intensive methods of delivery.”254 Cities in the United States generally provided larger amounts of 

water, though European cities innovated methods of filtration, though by the second decade of the 

twentieth century the United States had surpassed Europe in levels of both filtration and 

chlorination.255 These transformations, spurred by national and local governments making 

investments in providing robust public sanitary services, shaped by emerging notions of 

bacteriology coupled with technological systems still shaped by miasmatic theories.256 Brazilian 

cities like São Paulo that had managed to construct water and sewer systems also confronted the 

challenge of private versus public utilities, and in the case of water supply opted for the former. 

 In 1890, outgoing state governor Prudente de Morais had advised his successor Jorge 

Tibiriça that, unlike public illumination, “water and sewer services together are municipal 

competencies by their nature, and it would behoove municipal interests if they were directed by 

municipal officials. Unfortunately, among ourselves we have tried to make this public hygiene that 
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is of maximum importance into mercantile exploitation.”257 The Cantareira initiative, in other 

words, had taken an eminently public service out of the control of the public authorities that should 

control it. Of course, the RAE was a state-level agency outside of the control of municipal 

authorities in the capital. Public, as in most other instances at the turn of the century municipal 

services did not denote equity or accountability.258 Public waterworks operated as a monopoly, but 

one that the state government could control for the purpose of maintaining some control over 

industrial growth. 

In addition to addressing sanitary matters, water supply in the United States was 

increasingly tied to questions of “the well-being of the citizenry as well as the role of government 

in serving that citizenry,” a political issue addressed by municipal ownership and administration.259 

What did this mean in a nation where political and social rights of citizenship continued to be 

claimed only by a small sliver of the population?260 The writings of Brazilian engineers suggest 

that great public clamor surrounded the issue of water supply. An instructor at the Polytechnic 

School in São Paulo attempted to impress this fact on his students: “The explorations [tentativas], 

the studies, the reports, the discussions held, they are not at all valid, as the conditions of service 

are always worsening the situation of the consumers, who complain and protest incessantly, both 
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for the quantity and quality of water that is supplied and distributed.”261 Yet republican authorities 

had less direct accountability to the demands of the population. At the very least the institutions to 

express such grievances operated in a different fashion than in North America. Additionally, the 

state’s control of its capital’s water supply instead of the municipal government removed it one 

step further from its users. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the city of São Paulo had nearly a quarter million 

residents, with an estimated one water connection [ligação] per 11.8 inhabitants.262 This system in 

1900 primarily drew water from the Cantareira system. Liquid precipitation accumulated and piped 

from small artificial ponds in the Cantareira mountains flowed into specially constructed reservoir 

tanks in the city. These included the newly expanded reservoir at Consolação and another, 

alternately referred to as Liberdade and Avenida (located at the far end of the nascent Avenida 

Paulista) provided water for the piped distribution networks. This water subsequently entered the 

piped distribution network, delivered directly into homes, businesses and public buildings 

throughout the city. The distribution network also received auxiliary support from a series of small 

reservoirs that drew and accumulated water from the Ipiranga River, just west of the grounds of 

the Paulista Museum. Additionally, a filtration gallery allowed the newly established working-

class neighborhood of Belenzinho. The sewer system consisted of collectors that ran parallel to 

the course of the Anhangabaú (beginning at Ponte Piques, or Ladeira da Memoria) and the 

Tamanduateí (beginning at Ponte Lavapés), traveling all the way to its meeting with the Tietê. 
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Pumping stations at Ponte Pequena over the Tamanduateí and later west of the river in the Brás 

neighborhood facilitated wastewater removal from low-lying parts of the city.263  

Public authorities also continued to remove the previous system of public fountains and 

build over smaller streams, reducing their purpose to storm drains. The precariousness that imbued 

the 19th century proto-system, however, was much more difficult to eliminate. Seasonal droughts 

still brought disarray to a water system that already appeared to be underperforming during normal 

conditions. In drought conditions, the combined supply amounted to 60 percent of its projected 

full capacity.264 Brazilian engineers, trained like Euclides da Cunha in the midst of the 

modernizing, positivist drive of the First Republic, rose to the challenge, producing reports and 

evaluating possible solutions. Their task was as unenviable as it was exceptional, and challenges 

of the growing size of the city presented their greatest challenge.  

It was impossible to comment on São Paulo without mention of its “rapid, incessant” 

growth, evidently uniquely accelerated comparted to other cities in Brazil (see Table 5). Such 

developments undoubtedly had a positive sheen: population growth was considered a patriotic 

indicator of a strong, virile nation.265 São Paulo’s population was driven largely by the influx of 

European immigrants; of three and a half million immigrants who emigrated to Brazil between 

1889-1929, fifty seven percent came to São Paulo. This immigrant boom was particularly 

pronounced in the final decade of the nineteenth century, when an average of 70 percent of 

European immigrants made São Paulo their final destination.266 Italian immigrants in particular 
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were recruited to work on rural coffee plantations, though often they ended up seeking work in 

urban industries. Amidst this unprecedented expansion, it was evident to engineers that São Paulo 

was falling behind in terms of water services: both in terms of immediate provision and long-term 

planning. 

Table 5: Estimates of population of Municipality of São Paulo, 1905-1922 

Year City of São Paulo population (estimate) 
1905 300,000 
1910 375,000 
1915 472,000 
1919 526,000 
1922 637,000 

 
Source: Estudos geográficos da cidade de São Paulo Vol II, 125. 

 
Three different proposals addressing the water supply situation appeared within a period 

of three years.267 Theodoro Sampaio, the director of the Bureau of Water and Sewer published the 

first study in 1902. The second study appeared almost immediately after—evidently as a critical 

response—to Sampaio’s study. Written by two engineers Ataliba Valle and Fonseca Rodrigues, 

the study is notable for its input from medical doctors. (It was published in the medical journal A 

Gazeta Clínica).268 The final study was written by Francisco Saturnino Rodrigues de Brito, who 

became one of Brazil’s foremost sanitary engineers, most famous for his development of the 

drainage canals in the port of Santos. Saturnino de Brito’s report paid closer attention to the 

distribution network itself, as well as offering an early proposal for innovative “improvements” to 

the Tietê River that would create a series of lakes along the urban course of the Tietê. Together, 

these proposals represented the visions of an emerging national class of engineering professionals, 
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applying their knowledge to modernize, sanitize, and beautify Brazil’s cities. Along with official 

state-level reports prepared annually for the Paulista Secretary of Agriculture, Commerce, and 

Public Works (which oversaw the Bureau of Water and Sewer), these studies reveal the challenges 

faced and ways public officials responded in the face of changing technological possibilities and 

shifting circumstances they could not control.  

Among the authors of these plans, Theodoro Sampaio was perhaps the most important for 

São Paulo itself. In the nearly three decades that he worked professionally in São Paulo, including 

five years as director of the Bureau of Water and Sewer, Sampaio worked in tandem (and 

sometimes at odds) with other public officials to strengthen the emerging urban network across 

the state of São Paulo. This network of transportation, commerce and public service infrastructure 

sought principally to bolster the all-important coffee export complex, which in turn generated 

revenue for the state. State budgeting and expenses unified questions of land, hygiene and 

infrastructure in ways that amounted to a type of territorial planning.269 Sampaio gave expression 

to this ideology from his position as a sanitary engineering, overseeing administrative reforms to 

the Bureau of Water and Sewer and applying geographical and technical knowledge to questions 

of water supply. 

Sampaio had been born to a white priest and an enslaved woman in the interior of Bahia. 

His father ensured that young Theodoro received an education in Rio de Janeiro, and by 1878 

Sampaio had finished his training as an engineer the Polytechnical School in that city. This 

achievement made him not just a part of an early cadre of civil professionals, but one of the most 

prominent Afro-descendant Brazilians of that era. His appointment to the Imperial Hydraulic 

Commission in 1886, indicating that he at least expressed nominal monarchical sympathies, took 
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him to São Paulo to work on the improvement of the port at Santos.270 Sampaio’s important role 

in Brazilian engineering parallels that of other Afro-Brazilian engineers, namely André Rebouças 

and Luiz Gama, two prominent engineers as well as abolitionists. And while Sampaio’s had less 

associations with abolition (legally achieved in full in 1888) than Gama and Rebouças, his 

attention to social issues had its own implications for former enslaved people as well as other 

members of São Paulo’s working class. His ability to act within a technical field presented 

opportunities distinct from but not wholly subordinated to the political sphere.271  

Sampaio went on to become not just an important engineer in São Paulo but also a public 

intellectual. In his day to day professional work, he developed proposal to drain and sanitize the 

city’s miasmatic várzeas, particularly that of the Tamanduateí that snaked through the territory 

designated for the capital’s developing railway and industrial corridor. He worked directly with 

the Bureau of Water and Sewer and then presided as its director between 1898 and 1903, before 

being forced to resign. On nights and weekends, he made significant contributions to the statewide 

Geographical and Geological Commission as well as to the Brazilian Historical and Geographical 

Institute, both in São Paulo and later in Bahia, between 1922 and 1937.  

Francisco Saturnino de Brito, on the other hand began to make his most important 

contributions to Paulista sanitation after 1905, a year after Sampaio relocated to his native Bahia. 

Sampaio and Saturnino de Brito were thus contemporaries, though the Paulista era of their careers 

overlapped minimally. Saturnino de Brito had been born in the northern part of the state of Rio de 
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Janeiro, also earning his engineering degree in Rio de Janeiro. His professional formation came 

after the downfall of D. Pedro II, timing that perhaps contributed to Saturnino de Brito’s republican 

leadings and embrace of positivism. Saturnino had proven his loyalty to the republican government 

in 1893 when he participated in putting down the 1893 revolt against Marechal Floriano Peixoto.272 

This political experience combined with early professional experience working on railroad projects 

in the northern state of Ceará solidified Saturnino de Brito’s commitment to sanitary progress in 

Brazil. While his most famous interventions include the development of the sanitary canals in the 

port city of Santos, Saturnino de Brito also developed water supply proposals for the northeastern 

city of Recife as well as various towns in Rio Grande do Sul (where he died in 1929). 

Due to his far-reaching influence across Brazil as well as his invention of a widely 

implemented flushing tank, Saturnino de Brito often bears the title of “Father of Sanitation” in 

Brazil, having been its most influential proponent. Saturnino’s influence in São Paulo capital, 

however, was more modest when compared to his public works in other cities. In addition to the 

aforementioned water supply plan, Saturnino de Brito also proposed an ecological park and a series 

of lakes along the urban stretch of the Tietê River, a proposal that starkly contrasted with the 

rectification plans eventually carried out. Sampaio, as a public official appointed to oversee the 

expansion of urban sanitation, undoubtedly had more influence on the city itself, and often in ways 

that went against what Saturnino might have proposed. Sampaio’s more pragmatic approach 

prevailed, likely due to factors of cost and scale, as well as prevailing notions of what constituted 

a suitable water source for the Bureau of Water and Sewer’s public network.  
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Sampaio advocated a multivariate approach, favoring the capture of distant water sources 

but acknowledging that São Paulo’s river must play a role in the city’s public water supply. He 

recognized the pressures placed upon São Paulo by “industrial progress,” but noted that the 

transitory methods to address water supply issues had not tamed what he called “a regime of 

permanent deficit.”273 At the time of writing, São Paulo had added new water sources from the 

Cantareira range, as well as from the Ipiranga river to the east of the city. In 1898, the Bureau of 

Water and Sewer had constructed a filtration gallery, which supplying a small amount to the low-

lying neighborhood of Belenzinho, effectively in an emergency capacity, from the nearby Tietê 

River. While the Ipiranga subsystem was designed to supply the neighborhoods around Brás east 

of the Várzea do Carmo, the reservoir was not at a high enough elevation to channel water from 

the small stream. The scale of channeling and filtering river water simply could not meet the 

demands of population or geography. 

Two general solutions emerged from Sampaio’s analysis. This first solution was via 

gravity, the second via elevation, or pumping. Sampaio favored the former. In essence, this 

preference for water delivered via gravity was a continuation of the current state of affairs, as the 

waters from Cantareira sources arrived at their respective reservoir tanks from higher elevations. 

In fact, several of the proposed sites for new supply delivery via gravity that Sampaio remarked 

upon were located in different areas of the Cantareira range. For various reasons, however, 

Sampaio saw these systems as inadequate. The underperformance of the current system, the vast 

bulk of which the Cantareira reservoirs supplied, made this seem like a less attractive option. 

According to Sampaio’s estimates, in the best of times only 32 million liters could be delivered in 
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a 24 hour period, about 75 percent of the expected capacity (amounting to approximately 128 liters 

daily per capita for a population of a quarter million.)274 Water deliverable via gravity could also 

be found outside of the urban perimeter, between 30 and 40 kilometers. After revisiting earlier, 

incomplete studies carried out in the 1890s, Sampaio arrived at the conclusion that the Cotia River 

had the “highest and most voluminous” supply of water within that radius: 

  “With such technical conditions, no other river has the same advantages as the Cotia 
River…It brings together large volumes and would be fairly easy to access and carry out. 
Assuming that its waters are potable, as they appear to be, then it should not be excluded from any 
general water supply plan for the city, and in fact it should be the preferred one in whatever project 
is resolved to be executed…”275 
 

Sampaio argued that supply via elevation, or pumping, was only acceptable when water 

was not available or sufficient from gravity sources. He recognized, however, that: “In such 

conditions, it does not seem to me right to prefer one supply system over the other, but rather 

deciding to do both, giving more or less development to one, following what the circumstances 

demand.”276 Other complications possibly influenced Sampaio’s view. The most likely source of 

water was from the Tietê. Sampaio reported on several other candidates, noting that the Tietê was 

a better choice than other rivers, namely because any waterborne pollution was more easily diluted 

in larger rivers. The Anhangabaú (at this stage already canalized and buried) and the Tamanduateí 

rivers had been evidence of this fact. For the sake of elevation supply, though, the thought that the 

Tietê could be polluted to the point of non-potability was still inconceivable. In any case, the “rapid 

and incessant” growth of São Paulo made consideration of all supply systems necessary, with 

Sampaio stating that São Paulo “…is fatally destined to supply itself with waters from the Tietê 

and Grande Rivers. It is a question of time, which is why I believe that we should certainly take 
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advantage of these waters, preparing the future within the limits demanded by our economic 

situation.”277 

One response to Sampaio’s plan, proffered by Fonseca Rodrigues and Ataliba Valle, seems 

to have been ignored by the Bureau of Water and Sewer, although it gave a substantial critique of 

their plan.278 In short, the counter-proposal was a full defense of the benefits of filtration for water 

supply, utilizing technology that would ensure that river water could be used for domestic 

consumption. The problem with São Paulo’s waters was that while it resembled cities like Chicago 

in its industrial growth, its reliance on outlying sources of water resembled cities like Denver and 

San Francisco in the western United States, or Rome, Italy. The small natural surface basins that 

São Paulo utilized turned turbid when it rained, rendering the water unsuitable to drink and 

contributed to waterborne disease like typhoid. If filtration was to be the first line of defense, from 

a medical standpoint as well as an economical it made much better sense to use river water. 

Additionally, for the question of water supply in the Brás neighborhood (the proposed beneficiary 

of river water supply), the Bureau of Water and Sewer could also utilize the Pinheiros River, the 

twisting tributary of the Tietê southwest of the city, which purportedly could supply quantities 

equal to those proposed in the Cotia project. The Fonseca Ataliba proposal presented an opposing 

case against relying on mananciais, and though their mostly negative proposal (emphasizing what 

should not be done) ultimately got little traction, it is an important reminder of the weight of the 

emerging bacterial perspective of water supply. For historian Sidney Bernardini, the proposal 

exemplified “a clear ideological position” that showed a new approximation of medical 
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professionals to engineers in determining the viability of water sources.279 Indeed, Theodoro 

Sampaio’s days as head of the Bureau of Water and Sewer were numbered, and in 1903 he was 

removed over an unrelated controversy related to the sanitation commission in Santos. Critics of 

his plan may have seen an opening to advance their cause. Nevertheless, Sampaio’s initial focus 

on sources removed from urban density prevailed, in large part because they reflected visions that 

had originated with the city’s primary system, sheltered by the forested Cantareira range.  

Francisco Saturnino de Brito’s approach recognized the inevitably of tapping distant 

headwaters [cabeceiras] but developed a specific approach to determining what regions of the city 

should be supplied by which type source, and moreover how water pumped from the Tietê would 

fit into this system. The study also advocated for an understanding of the distribution network with 

an eye towards implementing a “General Plan for Water Supply” supplanting the ad hoc nature 

that mirrored São Paulo’s own urbanization.280 Such a system would consider the differentiated 

heights of the city. Additionally, a general plan would need to pay greater attention to pipe diameter 

and liquid pressure levels, details inadequately addressed in earlier expansions. “The quick and 

improvised expansion of the city did not allow those who designed the primitive network to allow 

it adequate capacity to make extensions on its edges that did not end up depressing preexisting 

service and not satisfying the new needs that it sought to attend.”281 Greater attention to the actual 

topography of the city and its future frontiers of expansion would partly resolve this issue. It was 

on this point of distribution which Saturnino de Brito expressed an opinion that distinguished him 

from others seeking to fix water shortages: “it is necessary to recognize (let us always insist) that 
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the bad is always in poor distribution, and not in the absolute lack of water.”282 Thus, a more 

rational plan of distribution and attention to patterns of consumption could potentially have greater 

impact on the system than mere expansion of its supply. 

Saturnino de Brito divided the city into four zones: low, medium, high and very high. The 

highest zone corresponded to the ridge that coincided with Avenida Paulista and its palatial homes. 

The two principal bands of the high zone flanked Avenida Paulista on its eastern and western aside 

and included both the Consolação region as well as the beginnings of the new garden 

neighborhoods, later known collectively as Jardins. The medium zone flanked the Old and New 

city centers as well as the lower part of the Jardins region along the road to Pinheiros, while the 

area that became the low zone included most of the floodplains along the Tietê and Tamanduateí 

rivers, encompassing Brás, Móoca, Pary, Belenzinho, Barra Funda, Agua Branca, and Bom Retiro. 

(see Figure 15). The author regretted that his calculations could not be more precise, stating at one 

point that “it is a shame that São Paulo still does not possess a well-made topographical map.”283 

Yet social conditions played just as important a role in shaping Saturnino de Brito’s map as 

physical conditions.  
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Figure 15: “Planta da cidade de S. Paulo: estudos indicados para o abastecimento d’água.”   
Source: Saturnino de Brito, “A Água em S. Paulo” [1905,1911] Obras Completas Vol. III) 

 
The two higher zones coincided with the city’s newest upscale homes; the overly 

residential character of these regions also meant fewer consumption by factories and public 

services (water used for street cleaning, firefighting, and public parks). Even still, Saturnino de 

Brito recognized that such wealthy homes also drew a significant amount of water for private 

household gardens, consumption which he discounted in importance by saying that it was offset 

by the comparatively low consumption by aforementioned industry and public use. The medium 

zone, which included public buildings and commercial businesses was in fact where most public 

services were consumed, and where a great number of the population concentrated during daylight 

hours. The lower zone was inhabited by “proletarians, principally Italians,” the zone where the 

city visibly was under constant expansion. Saturnino de Brito suggested that in light of the high 

residential and industrial density, “when consumption is so abundant that it becomes too onerous 
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to distribute pure or purified water, the government should favor private initiative for drawing 

water from waterways for lower order services” such as for industry and public street cleaning.284 

The implication was that non-residential buildings already consumed water from the public system 

in an area that had constant domestic deficit. 

 In order to ensure rational distribution, Saturnino de Brito laid out an acceptable range of 

water consumption levels for various domestic activities carried out by a typical Paulistano 

household. Saturnino de Brito purposefully overestimated—a wise choice given the pressures of 

urban growth and considered that consumption oscillated between two levels: a “basic” and 

“liberal” consumption. The list of activities involving water consumption included kitchen and 

hygiene activities, ranging from drinking and beverage preparation (2 liters per person per day) to 

bathing (from 10 to 30 liters per day). The total catalogue, which also considered food preparation, 

dishwashing, face and handwashing, laundering, water closet flushing as well as any leaks or 

waste, amounted to between 420 and 700 liters of water per household per day.285 The way to 

control consumption was to deploy and enforce the use of the water meter. Saturnino de Brito 

declared here and in other writings his staunch support for the water meter versus the “free faucet” 

[torneira livre] and was dismayed by its partial implementation in São Paulo. The “correction of 

abuses and defects” was in his view a fundamental aspect of water supply.286 Elsewhere, he 

invoked the name of the nineteenth century French economist and engineer Jules Dupuit to argue 

for water meters, citing them as “practically fulfilling the ideal of the eminent engineer.”287 By 

this, he meant that water meters helped determine the marginal value of a non-market item like 
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water. Each household could consume the amount of water corresponding to its marginal value, 

and thus economize per capita usage. 

 The place of the Tietê River in Saturnino de Brito’s water supply plan more closely 

resembled that of Sampaio’s critics, though he exhibited more caution than Ataliba and Fonseca. 

New filters should play a role in providing water fit for domestic consumption, and its readily 

available high volume should be tapped by the industrial sector, but first the waters needed to be 

protected for future generations.288 The waters of the Tietê were “the grand reserve of São Paulo” 

and it was not unfeasible to think that the city could follow the example of other cities that drew 

water from their rivers.289 The use of the Tietê to supply the lowest area of the city without 

adequate treatment or filtration led to the spread of gastro-intestinal disease as well as two major 

typhoid outbreaks in 1914-1915, 1920-21 and again in 1924-25.290 Over twenty years later, 

Saturnino de Brito produced another plan to establish flood control measures, manage sewage and 

pollution, and improve navigation on the river.291 The recognition that the Tietê was not an obstacle 

but rather an instrument of progress informed Saturnino de Brito’s outlook, though the mounting 

pollution of the river and the quest for water sources elsewhere rendered this possibility 

increasingly unlikely. The transformation of the city into a “productive unit” led the flowing waters 

of the Tietê to take on new functions (sewage evacuation and electrical energy generation) while 

other more conventional uses, such as aquatic leisure and subsistence fishing declined.292 The role 

of water supply was more uncertain at first: while it supplied however inadequately much of the 
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lower areas of the city, the costs ultimately associated with providing some degree of purification 

proved too great. Saturnino de Brito’s plan if adapted fully sought to salvage the Tietê, but his 

proposals on this matter mostly went unheeded. 

 The early twentieth century plans put forward by two eminent engineers set the standards 

for future systemic visions of São Paulo’s water supply. A 1911 schematic design (Figure 16) of 

the city’s water supply system displayed the web of water lines referenced in the earlier plans and 

their relative position in the hilly, differentiated landscape of the Paulista plateau. The projected 

expansions notably were situated at higher altitudes than preexisting reservoirs, which would allow 

greater ability to supply reservoirs at the highest points down the line in the capital. Pumps played 

an important role in the design, giving a significant boost to water that had to pass over the 

Cantareira range. The Ipiranga system along with the Agua Funda filtration gallery were 

comparatively isolated: small reservoirs that distributed water directly to neighborhoods. Such a 

map offers another perspective on the city’s geography, as expressed through its water supply 

needs. Altitudes and distances could be compressed and networked through the pipes and pumps 

of the Bureau of Water and Sewer. It also illustrated the increasing complexity by a city with 

specific distributional and demographic challenges: the difficulties of maintaining rational 

distribution in the face of growing population density constantly strained the system. And even as 

it appeared spatially at the center of the wider water matrix, the Tietê River had a minor role at 

best in supplying the city, supplanted by the planned network of outlying pipeline connections.  
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Figure 16: Perfil Schematico do Serviço de Agua Existente da Cidade de S. Paulo, 
contem plano de varias soluções para o reforço de abastecimento. 

Source: AESP-Mapoteca 
 

The proposals put forward in the 1900s encapsulated an emerging debate in Brazilian 

sanitation: whether it was preferable to supply water supply from distant rural zones, where quality 

was more likely to be pure, or whether water drawn from closer, low-lying zones and subsequently 

treated.293 The first reflected longstanding miasmatic understandings, which included the not 

always incorrect belief that filth and foul odors indicated water unfit for consumption. The second 

embraced newer technologies reflecting the bacteriological conceptions of water. Proponents of 

the latter position tended to admit that a mixed supply of distant water sources complemented by 

closer, treated sources was the most viable solution. As Saturnino de Brito had tried to convey in 

his study, such initiatives would allow for a more rational distribution of abundant water resources. 

These proposals, nevertheless, while favoring the former over the latter, showed possible paths for 
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the Bureau of Water and Sewer’s future development of water supply combining these two 

positions. Plans that promoted the incorporation of the Rio Claro and Cotia systems downplayed 

the role of any type of urban planning, whether to direct the city or absorb demographic expansion. 

A water supply study published by Arthur Motta in 1912 predicted tripling of the population to 

over one million within two decades, a prediction which proved fairly accurate as São Paulo 

surpassed one million by the 1930s. A favorable evaluation in the Correio Paulistano commented 

on this prediction that “hopefully this prophecy will come true and the state will be able to dispense 

greater quantities and progressively augment our water supply.”294 The Bureau of Water and 

Sewer’s task was to adapt to the city’s growing demands and mitigate disruptions brought upon 

by extended dry periods, a mandate that encouraged them to seek distant sources that were both 

abundant in volume and insulated from contamination.  

Cotia and Rio Claro, Metropolitan Mananciais 

Much of the work of acquiring water for the city of São Paulo has focused on the securing 

and management of mananciais, a word often translated as ‘spring’ but more accurately described 

as an originating source of a stream or river or other surface water.  According to one group of 

researchers, “the layperson’s understanding is more idyllic: the word manancial evokes images of 

quiet waters, fresh wellsprings, creeks cascading over rocks in forests with leafy foliage.” For 

hydraulic and sanitary engineers, on the other hand, “water sources are rapidly converted into 

numbers and calculations: the constant concern being for the quality and quantity of water, 

prolonged phases of dry weather and higher consumption during excessive heat.”295 This approach 

was evident in the early twentieth century as engineers undertook studies in the hopes of finding 
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sources of water in addition to the Cantareira range. As mentioned above, the reservoirs and 

canalizations that made up the various points of the Cantareira network had expanded apparently 

to their limits. Any expansion in Cantareira would produce diminishing returns on any 

infrastructure investment, and the growth of the city along an east-west axis conditioned where the 

state government would seek new water sources. Engineers sought to transform these mananciais 

into adutoras; that is, from a free-flowing water sources into a networked resource that could be 

measured, calculated and distributed—in other words, conquered.296 

Suppositions on the quality of water located far from densely populated areas motivated 

explorations of water sources at Cotia and Rio Claro, which were 37 and 80 kilometers respectively 

from the city center. More importantly, strong droughts episodes created crises that highly 

encouraged authorities to authorize and carry out the projects. São Paulo experienced a period of 

drought starting in 1910, with an estimated volume deficit of 39 million liters per day in the 

following year, leaving the city by one estimate at sixty percent of the capacity needed to supply 

the population adequately.297 Similarly, while the Rio Claro project had languished since da Cunha 

carried out the first studies, the repercussions of the landmark 1925 drought pushed state 

authorities to follow through with developing that pipeline. The distance of the proposed water 

sources gave assurance that no immediate conflict with urban growth would happen. It would be 

easier to pursue indemnification of rural properties than to engage in planning on what was still 

the urban perimeter, and therefore easier to isolate and protect the quality and volume of the water 

supply.298 
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The existing state sanitary regulations, which had emerged from state commissions a 

decade earlier also established parameters favoring higher up, distant locations such as Cotia and 

Rio Claro. Water supply “shall be provided whenever possible from the mountains” and “to supply 

the population, conduction of water by gravity shall be preferred.” Elevated areas were also more 

likely to maintain some forest cover and less habitation, though inevitably the state government 

needed to provide indemnification to large landholders. Likely due to the energy they would 

constantly consume, “pumping machines should only be adopted in extreme cases” according to 

the code.299 Though within a few years São Paulo would have a growing supply of hydroelectrical 

energy, water supply could not as easily rely on steam-powered pumps like in coal-rich areas such 

as Britain. The sanitary codes at this point still recognized the growing bacteriological and 

microbial knowledge, dictating that “chemical, hydrometric, and microscopic” analyses should 

take place. Yet at the same time, civil engineers influenced by positivism occasioned skepticism 

of Pasteurian microbial theory.300 Indications in the sanitary code for locating suitable water 

sources (as well as the eventual establishment of the Cotia and Rio Claro systems) told of a more 

cautious approach through establishing water supply in protected areas, one that was reinforced by 

the ideologies of its engineers.  

The land surrounding the Cotia stream had been expropriated by order of the Secretary of 

Agriculture in 1900 as a measure to protect the surrounding the basin above the Pedro Beicht 
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waterfall from future use.301 Despite this measure, the Secretary of Agriculture still considered it 

convenient to continue increasing capacity at the Cantareira system for the time being, choosing 

expansion of existing reserves after experienced a drought-induced shortage in 1903. The initial 

network originated at the Cachoeira (Waterfall) das Graças in the high forested zone of the 

municipality, traveling 36.5 kilometers to the Araça Reservoir in the suburban West Zone of the 

capital.302 This area of São Paulo had become composed of wealthier residential suburbs that had 

benefitted from the industrialization boom. While the wealth and splendor of the city was on full 

display along Avenida Paulista, expanding western neighborhoods also sought suitable higher 

terrain upon which to build. Edgar de Souza, São Paulo Light’s general manager, made note of 

greater growth in outlying districts: noting: “the construction of new buildings was confined within 

a small territory close to the center of the city.” Further growth for Light meant more revenue: 

“this will have an appreciable effect on our tramway earnings during the next few years.”303 It also 

meant that sanitary infrastructure would be needed, especially in newer, wealthier neighborhoods.  

Another significant aspect of the Cotia system was the introduction of São Paulo’s first 

water treatment facilities. These included coarse filters (filtres grossiers), decantation techniques, 

and chemical treatment known as coagulation used to separate small particles from collected 

water.304 By 1930, Cotia was one of two water sources (the other being Santo Amaro, discussed 

below) that received the full coagulation, decantation and filtration before chlorination, the rest of 
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the system only underwent a “very coarse pre-filtration process” before chlorination.305 The 

treatment provided to Cotia likely provided some degree of insulation against waterborne disease. 

São Paulo had been spared the ravages of mosquito- and water-borne epidemic, especially when 

compared to the port of Santos, prior to 1914. The elevation and climate evidently contributed to 

this healthy environment, though the densification of the city inevitably weakened these natural 

defenses.306  

Epidemics affected São Paulo as it did any other city. São Paulo purportedly had some 

advantages even over other regions of São Paulo. Yellow fever was relatively absent from the 

Paulista plateau, and the establishment of the Bacteriological Institute in São Paulo in 1892 was a 

key moment in making São Paulo a leader in public health measures.307 With the efforts of the 

Bacteriological Institute, São Paulo was able to lower its mortality coefficient from 30.73 to 18.4 

between 1894 and 1899 implementing new sanitary measures. The city had experienced outbreaks 

of cholera in 1893 and 1895, a terrifyingly rapid disease resulting in diarrhea and death that 

medical professionals in São Paulo initially considered to be food poisoning. Typhoid epidemics 

occurred more frequently in the first decades of the century. This pathogen, with a slower 

incubation than cholera but with similar symptoms and equally devastating results.  

Typhoid epidemics occurred in 1914, 1920-21, and 1924-25, affected particularly working-

class neighborhoods Moóca, Penha, and Belenzinho, the latter of which relied on the filtered 

gallery that drew from the Tietê. Unsanitary conditions of fruit, vegetables and milk facilitated the 
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spread of typhoid, as well as inadequately treated water supply. Mortality reached an estimated 

196 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants.308 Observers of the time noted the tragic outsized effect of 

typhoid epidemics on child mortality, as well as the connection between use of contaminated river 

water and the spread of typhoid.309 Industrial sites used the floodplains of the Tietê as frontiers for 

expansion and while working-class households found it the only possibility for residences. This 

settlement came at the expense of maintaining water quality in the Tietê. The connection between 

typhoid and the Tietê had confirmed the importance of prioritizing distant water sources and 

reinforced the need for adequate treatment at newer supply systems like Cotia. 

Despite the presence of advanced treatment technologies at Cotia, some skepticism 

accompanied implementation. Following a water shortage in September 1916, an article in A 

Gazeta quipped that perhaps the bacteria in the Cotia water had imbibed first.310 Elsewhere in the 

same edition, an advertisement for Prata mineral water stated the superiority of its product by 

reminding readers that at present the Bureau of Water and Sewer and the Sanitary Directory 

recommended boiling public water before use.311 The relationship of water shortage and disease 

were not entirely glib or opportunistic: loss of pressure had the potential to compromise the quality 

of water supply, with typhoid outbreaks continuing to present risks. This was clear in the report, 

which found the water returned to the taps to be “filthy, muddy, fetid.” The geography of this 

shortage also overlapped with some of the newest expansions: Aclimação, Vila Mariana and 

Cambuci in particular, on the southeastern flank of the city. Even though the Bureau of Water and 
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Sewer constructed a reservoir in Vila Mariana, an outlying settlement that had historically hosted 

the city’s slaughterhouse, it had to first pass through the Avenida reservoir. Meanwhile, the Bureau 

of Water and Sewer stored much of the Cotia supply in new reservoirs at Araça and Agua Branca, 

both on the western flank of the city and closer to the originating source. Though further away 

than Cotia, the Rio Claro option stood to benefit the emerging neighborhoods of the East Zone.  

A sense that the Cotia system had not solved the city’s water problems also persisted at the 

expert technical level. At a picnic hosted by the Bureau of Water and Sewer on the park-like 

grounds of the Cotia Reservoir, a young engineer named Ranulfo Pinheiro Lima publicly criticized 

the quality of the Cotia project, offering what amounted to a “mercy killing” according to one news 

report. Along with another engineer, Miguel Presgrave, Pinheiro Lima had authored a report 

criticizing the defects and oversights associated with Cotia. Why he chose to make this statement 

at a picnic held in honor of the members of the São Paulo Instituto de Engenharia is unclear, but 

the brazenness evidently appealed to the anarchist newspaper O Combate, which devoted print 

space to summarizing the event in early 1918. The execution of the Cotia system thereby did little 

to alleviate the problems that Arthur Motta had put forth in his own preliminary study of water 

supply. O Combate appeared to level its own additional criticisms: not only would the eventual 

addition of a reservoir at the Pedro Beicht waterfall fail to increase supply to predicted amounts, 

“the public also knows that very grave faults are occurring” in terms of carrying out chemical 

analyses and treatments.312 

Factories in the low-lying east zone had their own water needs and sometimes could afford 

to supply their own water. While Paulistano manufacturing needed adequate access to water 

supplies, industrialists typically created their own supply sources, drawing from the rivers or from 
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groundwater. The degree to which industrial water supply was handled on a private level may have 

forestalled the active development of domestic water supply beyond the faltering Cantareira, 

Ipiranga and Belenzinho gallery sources. Perhaps no other incident put this precarious setup to the 

test than the drought during the summer of 1924 and 1925. 1924 was a tumultuous year in São 

Paulo. In addition to drought and epidemic disease, an uprising of young army officers known as 

the Tenentista Revolt shook São Paulo. The revolt, which grew from an earlier barracks revolt two 

years earlier in the national capital, resulted in the capture of the city of São Paulo for three weeks 

before federal troops chased the rebellion’s leadership out of the city. The brief movement 

displayed the unrest of younger, more radical military officers with the prevailing political order, 

laying the groundwork for future political movements. Historian James Woodard describes the 

siege by federal troops that forced the retreat as “agonizing” for the populace, “marked as it was 

by material privation, physical danger, and the terrifying experience of repeated artillery 

bombardments.”313 The drought was an aggravating factor, as was the last major typhoid outbreak. 

The fact that artillery shells and airplane-dropped grenades damaged water and electrical 

infrastructure surely accelerated the surrender of a population mostly unsupportive of the 

rebellious lieutenants.314 A general strike at the beginning of 1925, an aftershock of the wave of 

labor actions that had taken place the decade prior (including two major general strikes in 1917 

and 1919) spoke to the continuing dire conditions of urban workers.315  

Political instability and deterioration of already insufficient urban services surrounded the 

efforts to stabilize water supply in the mid-1920s. In the previous decade, the first World War had 
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impacted São Paulo’s national economy: imports of capital and intermediary goods and local 

industry could not meet domestic demand for manufactured goods.316 The reliance on importation 

of materials for São Paulo’s sanitary infrastructure also must have suffered along with the 

industrial sector during this period, contributing to the delay in expansion. Local metalworking 

shops evidently prospered, though their work with cast iron was greatly focused on repairs for 

agricultural equipment.317 For an expansion to take place in São Paulo’s infrastructure, local and 

international conditions needed to remain favorable. The region’s relative autonomy within the 

Brazilian republic, boosted by coffee exports was a constant at least in the early decades of the 

twentieth century.  

The years surrounding the tenentista upheaval also saw progress against the menace of 

typhoid. New professions sought to bring the principles of hygiene to the wider city, while sanitary 

engineers sought to encourage interventions that would protect the city from further outbreaks of 

diseases like typhoid. One such incidence involved Geraldo Horácio de Paula Souza, director of 

the state Sanitary Service. A public health professional educated at Johns Hopkins University in 

the United States, Paula Souza promoted the use of chlorination to overcome the insufficiencies 

of filtration on the Tietê River. Paula Souza had been particularly troubled by the high rate of 

infant mortality and sought ways to educate working-class mothers on hygienic practices.318 But 

it was ultimately the promotion of chlorination that had the greatest impact as a major barrier to 

the spread of waterborne disease. Paula Souza successfully argued before state authorities that the 
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introduction of chlorination could make headway against waterborne disease.319 Amidst the 

uncertainties of the Cotia and Rio Claro projects, São Paulo had managed to curb some of its 

deadliest disease threats. 

In 1925, a proposal that revived the Rio Claro project finally came up, but it would be over 

fifteen years until it began to supply water. José Mattoso Sampaio Corrêa, (no relation to Teodoro 

Sampaio), a politician and engineer from Rio de Janeiro, promoted the Rio Claro project following 

the initial engineering studies, likely because it was a proposal from which he stood to benefit. 

Along with two other individuals Sampaio Corrêa had received the concession to construct a 

section of railway between Mogi das Cruzes and the Fazenda Rio Claro.320 In 1912, Sampaio 

Corrêa also sought to obtain a twenty-year concession for the right to utilize the water sources at 

Rio Claro, taking advantage of his control of the land upon which it originated. A large warehouse 

was built outside the town of Mogi das Cruzes to house construction materials for the pipeline. 

Evidently, a plan existed to convert the hangar into a train station, one that redirect the Central do 

Brasil to the port of São Sebastião, creating an alternative path to the Paulista coast. The Rio Claro 

project had the potential to be transformative for Mogi das Cruzes, as well as prove lucrative for 

those who owned land and operated concessions in the vicinity. When construction began, workers 

based in two camps, Casa Grande and Ribeirão de Capela, used shovels and pickaxes to dig the 

trenches to bridge the near-100-kilometer distance between the Claro River and the reservoirs the 

pipeline would supply in the Móoca and Lapa neighborhoods, east and west respectively of the 

city center.321 
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The other central figure in promoting Rio Claro was Henrique de Novais, another civil 

engineer who also worked in national government ministries in Rio de Janeiro. During his career, 

Novais contributed to the improvement of the waterworks in the Federal District of Rio de Janeiro 

and his home state of Espirito Santo. De Novais served twice as director of the New Works 

Commission for São Paulo as well. His standing as a public works engineer put him on the level 

of Saturnino de Brito, though his overseeing of public projects had a greater impact on São Paulo’s 

water.  The different proposals culminated in the formation of a Commission of New Water Supply 

Works in 1926 to oversee the Bureau of Water and Sewer’s ambitious expansion plans. The 

Commission greatly favored the Rio Claro project and marginalized the proposal to utilize the 

Tietê. Theodoro Ramos, the head of the statewide Sanitation and Commission and Saturnino de 

Brito, a proponent of utilizing the closer at hand Tietê issued a counterproposal, making clear the 

divisions between engineers on the best solution.322 The initiation of the Rio Claro expansion was 

not without controversy as well, with debates focused on its cost as well as the benefits of seeking 

“pure” water in light of purification technologies.  

De Novais prepared a report on the viability of the Rio Claro and the future of the city’s 

water supply in 1926, emphasizing the qualities of isolated water sources. The Rio Claro solution 

had been championed by de Novais since its initial proposal in 1912. At the same time, he 

acknowledged that despite the potential for Rio Claro to greatly increase the city’s water supply, 

São Paulo’s state of “frank” and “progressive” development made it necessary to organize a 

comprehensive plan. This plan needed to foresee the preservation of water sources large and small 
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that could later be fused to the city’s water system. In this way, São Paulo could avoid “the 

devastation and increasing pollution of drainage basins and onerous future expropriations, as well 

as emergency construction projects and rushed completion, inevitably imperfect and 

expensive.”323 De Novais also dismissed considerations about the use artificial lakes, saying that 

São Paulo would be better off in periods of drought with water decanted and purified from a 

distance. In fact, this was the same course that the national capital of Rio de Janeiro was set to 

follow in its own expansion, without the use of filters or “complicated sterilization devices.”324 

Curt dismissals of such technologies seem strange, especially since chlorination had been 

introduced two decades prior as an effective form of bacteriological treatment. From the standpoint 

of De Novais, expense should not be spared for guaranteeing water from protected, elevated, and 

forested areas: sources of abundant as well as pure water. Using technology to purify water supply 

represented a risk: it was better to sacrifice these water sources closer to the city as their pollution 

was deemed inevitable. 

 Júlio Prestes on becoming governor in 1926 and evidently concerned for the state of the 

treasury, commissioned a report on the Rio Claro project. The project had been a concern of many 

public critics, who also came to believe that transferring water over such distance and terrain was 

impractical, as “the waters could not arrive to the capital due to problems of levelling, at least 

that’s what was whispered in all corners.”325 These rumors compounded into further declarations 

that the money appropriated for the project had been misspent. The report of the Commission 

seemingly secured official support for Rio Claro, which due to economic shortfalls and long delays 
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remained uninaugurated until 1941. The victory of the distant water position on water supply made 

it so that the “emergency works” that Novais had warned against became inevitable, as the Bureau 

of Water and Sewer responded to crises beyond its control. The Commission’s report also reflected 

the debates mentioned above regarding the best sources to capture in order to alleviate the city’s 

chronic water deficit. The Bureau of Water and Sewer had already incorporated Cotia and used 

filtration and purification measures, but still disregarded that possibility for the Tietê River. Rio 

Claro ran parallel to São Paulo’s principal river, which would become an urbanist project in its 

own right, subject to rectification.  

As São Paulo outgrew the water supply it had inherited from the late nineteenth century, 

the Bureau of Water and Sewer pursued surface water sources at great distance from the urban 

perimeter. This effort to create a metropolitan water supply was popular among hydraulic 

engineers but not the sole proposal. Efforts to expand the water supply responded less to conscious 

planning and more to the shocks of extended droughts that undermined confidence in a system that 

already experienced lower-than-expected volumes. The focus on acquiring surface water made it 

easier to turn to new artificial reservoirs created to bolster the emerging hydroelectric complex. 

Even as the city benefited from the waters accumulated for the purpose of electrical generation, it 

allowed the local utility to accumulate an enormous amount of power over the hydrology of the 

Paulista Plateau. This power eventually allowed for the organization of flows in ways that affected 

the direction of the region’s steady urbanization. In this sense, São Paulo in the early twentieth 

century was no different than other cities, newly invigorated in part by the reshaping of their 

relationship with water and sanitary infrastructure. This new relationship allowed for opportunities 

to displace outward the city’s population as well as tame urban disease epidemics. “Ulterior 

machinations” of industrial interests along with “the cooperation—or perhaps collusion—among 
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owners of potential water resources, engineers and contractors on the make” along with developers 

and boosters was inevitably part of the water histories of cities from London to Los Angeles, and 

inevitably São Paulo.326 In the case of São Paulo, the city’s approach to surface water depended 

on its proximity to the city: closer sources, when not forfeited for urban expansion, became targets 

for the building of the city’s hydroelectrical complex, discussed in the following section. 

Santo Amaro and Rio Grande, Metropolitan Hydroelectric Reservoirs 

 Artificial lakes, created with the aid of earthen, brick and concrete dams, played an 

increasingly important role in maintaining the city’s water supply as it moved towards a more 

complex system. Previously, the Bureau of Water and Sewer and the Companhia Cantareira before 

it had relied on cast-iron pipes and aqueducts to redirect and channel streams into accumulation 

ponds at strategic high points, where large tubes could redirect water flows south towards the 

distribution network via gravity. Beginning in 1907, the Bureau of Water and Sewer’s New Works 

Commission began to make artificial ponds by building dams in the Cabuçu, Engordador and 

Guarahú sections of Cantareira, creating new auxiliary stores that could be redirected into the 

supply system. Such reservoirs, which could store an additional projected 7.1 million cubic meters, 

were intended to provide backup supply in times of drought. In this respect, São Paulo’s approach 

mirrored efforts to take advantage of surface water accumulation elsewhere in comparable cities. 

Arthur Motta, the director of the Bureau of Water and Sewer, noted that artificial lakes were 

already in use in cities of various sizes around the world, and that their introduction in São Paulo 

 
326 Hamlin, “Cholera Forcing: The Myth of the Good Epidemic and the Coming of Good Water,” 
1951. Hamlin makes this point regarding the significance of considering politics as well as 
financing and expertise as shaping water and sanitary infrastructure versus public health concerns. 
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represented a new type of water capture.327 And as the Rio Claro and Cotia projects dragged on, it 

became apparent that São Paulo’s best opportunity to take advantage of surface water would be 

newly built reservoirs to the south, created for an entirely different purpose.  

At the beginning of the twentieth century, hydroelectric power took on a greater role in 

Brazilian energy supply. Brazil’s energy regime, like that of Latin American societies in the early 

twentieth century, relied heavily on wood, charcoal and other biomass, lacking substantive 

endowments of coal that powered industrialization elsewhere.328 The adaptation of large-scale 

hydroelectric projects partially solved this energy impasse, at least in the Brazilian Southeast 

where a combination of abundant water resources, coffee export prosperity, and expedient political 

influence made such projects feasible. The creation of a hydroelectric complex had profound 

consequences for the metropolitan environment, with new artificial reservoirs greatly contributing 

to the redefinition of the waterscape of the Paulista Plateau.  

This redefinition was made possible due to investment and hydraulic works carried out by 

the Toronto-based utility company, the São Paulo Light Tramway and Power Company. Originally 

formed in order to finance the exclusive electric traction concession, the Canadian investors who 

provided the initial capital saw great potential in São Paulo, where previous modernization efforts 

including the Cantareira projects and street paving inspired confidence that São Paulo was set to 

become a “first class city.”329 The first general manager’s report for São Paulo even compared the 
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city favorably with the enterprise’s home base of Toronto, citing that in fact São Paulo appeared 

to be somewhat larger in addition to being “handsome and prosperous.”330  Almost immediately 

after the company’s initial capitalization, it initiated the rapid development of São Paulo’s first 

hydroelectric plant in 1901 on the Tietê River near the town of Santana de Parnaíba, thirty-six 

kilometers to the northwest of the capital. The initial concessionaires of the electric traction 

company had selected the fast-moving Cachoeira do Inferno [Waterfalls of Hell] as a prime site 

for hydroelectric development, able provide cheap power and subsequently inexpensive and 

efficient public tram service.331 The transformation of a formidable waterfall into a source of 

electrical power signaled a shift in the possibilities of Brazil’s geography: though it historically 

lacked navigable rivers of the type that had integrated North America, the falls and rapids that 

defined its rivers were suitable for hydroelectric exploitation.332 

Throughout the first half of the century, São Paulo Light (or Light, as it was known 

popularly), gained enormous power over São Paulo capital’s metropolitan water resources. The 

press made frequent illusions to an octopus with multiple powerful tentacles. Indeed, Light’s 

monopoly power extended to numerous services in various Brazilian cities: tramways and small 

railways, telephone and telegraph services, electrical lighting. The one service sector it did not 

enter, however, was water and sewer.333 Despite this fact, the rapid expansion of Light in electricity 

provision had a major impact on the management and flow of water in São Paulo’s immediate 

watershed, the Upper Tietê. Like much of Latin America, Brazil’s participation in the initial dam 
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boom of the early twentieth century also saw the construction of large artificial lakes and the 

reversal of a major river in São Paulo. The establishment of large water reserves banked against 

power shortages during dry periods; it also insured that Light could maintain control over supply 

and outpace its competitors. Light sustained this control over the ensuing decades by expanding 

its tramlines towards the outskirts of the city, encouraging settlement as well as weekend 

recreational activities among the capital’s residents.  

 All of the rivers surrounding the Paulista capital were subject to legislation passed by the 

State Assembly—only rivers that transcended state or international borders came under federal 

jurisdiction.334 The Tietê River, which stretched the entire breadth of the state of São Paulo could 

thus be expropriated by decree of the State Assembly. In September 1899, that body passed a 

broad, favorable law that allowed for São Paulo Light to expropriate “the lands judged necessary 

for the purpose of harnessing the waterfall on the Tieté at Sant’anna de Parnahyba and transmitting 

its power through electricity from that point to the capital.” Additionally, the company could 

remove any “rocks and natural obstructions” from the river and modify the course of public roads, 

provided that they paid for their eventual repair or established a suitable detour.335 Riparian rights 

in Brazil evidently resembled other water-rich areas impacted by the mills and small-scale dams 

of the early industrial era, and Light’s company lawyers provided a favorable interpretation for the 

company of the vague terms: “the Company, being owner and in possession of marginal lands on 

both sides of this river, at, and in the vicinity of this fall, has the right under the general law to 

develop and use the hydraulic force of the river contained within the marginal lands owned by it, 

 
334 Constituição da República dos Estados Unidos do Brasil, 1891, Capítulo IV, No. 6, Accessed 
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and for this purpose to make dams and all other works as it has done.”336 The company’s legal title 

to the land guaranteed its rights to modify waterways as its directors saw fit.  

Such permissive legislation also had implications for Light’s territorial expansion into the 

municipality of Santo Amaro, the site of the future Guarapiranga reservoir. Like other outlying 

settlements of São Paulo, rural Santo Amaro supplied São Paulo with agricultural goods as well 

as charcoal and firewood. The December 1906 law that allowed Light to dam the Guarapiranga 

and M’Boi Guaçú River allowed for the same discretionary expropriation powers granted in 1899, 

though this time with the purpose of “regulating the water volume of the Tietê.”337 The 

construction of the reservoir greatly modified the previous agricultural character of the region, 

which had experienced the settlement of German immigrants during the past century. The banks 

of the Guarapiranga River, a tributary of the Pinheiros River named for the scarlet ibis (guará), 

ceased to be the site of rural agricultural plots, many of which were slated to flood with the 

damming of the Guarapiranga River.338 Nearly thirty years after the reservoir was created, the 

primary form of transportation became tramway rather than mule and oxcart. Even as the region 

changed character, it became increasingly drawn into the capital’s orbit, and by 1935 the 

municipality of São Paulo had annexed Santo Amaro, which had actually separated from the 

capital nearly a century prior. The reason, ostensibly the construction of the new Congonhas 

Airport, owed much to Light’s penetration and subsequent reconfiguration of the region.  

 
336 FES, São Paulo Light and Power General Manager's Annual Reports, 1901, p. 28. For 
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Ground broke on what was initially known as the Santo Amaro Reservoir in early 1907 

and construction continued for the next two years. Executing the subsequent project was more than 

just an engineering feat coupled with a land grab: Light also sought to transform the vicinity from 

agricultural landscape into a utility service-oriented waterscape. The first part of this process 

involved compensating landowners, a task that faced some difficulties. At the end of 1906, perhaps 

due to the generous leeway granted by the Legislative Assembly, Light’s engineers raised the 

future reservoir’s elevation by two meters and expand its reserve capacity to 195 million cubic 

meters. To that end, they needed to acquire approximately 3390 hectares (8378 acres). By the time 

real construction began, the company had only acquired 15 percent of this land.339 Landholders 

naturally pushed back against the interruption of their livelihoods as well the fair compensation 

offered through the state government (it was the Secretary of Agricultural, Commercial and Public 

Works Business that facilitated the expropriations.) The general manager’s exasperation was 

palpable during the first year of construction:  

“…a great deal of property has been secured at reasonable rates, yet for some we have 
been compelled to pay considerably more than we should, owing to the dilatory methods in 
reference to the condemnation proceedings, and opposition raised by some residents in that 
section, who, for some reason or other, have been opposed to our project and have raised every 
obstacle they possible [sic] could to hinder our work.”340 

 
Official reports offered cursory details on “the few who have been antagonistic to the 

company, and have caused us delays and expense,” noting an apparently extraordinary case where 

an offer to pay an indemnification of five contos for a parcel of 101 hectares [250 acre] was met 

with a counterproposal of 79 contos. Historian José Antonio Segatto has emphasized that land 
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conflicts were more frequent receiving extensive coverage in the press.341 The flooding of the 

reservoir bed also impacted traditional transportation routes. The mayor of Santo Amaro requested 

that Light follow through with its promise to build a new road for the benefit of the inhabitants of 

an outlying subdistrict “to be the substitute for the Jabaquara road that will be useless due to the 

construction of the Guarapiranga Reservoir, soon to be concluded.”342 Whether Light’s managers 

responded is uncertain, though it is notable that Santo Amaro’s leaders sought redress directly 

from the company itself. In the end, little could be done to counteract the power of the corporate 

octopus protected by the acquiescence of the state.  

Light’s management envisioned nothing less than an environmental transformation in the 

environs of Guarapiranga. The company planted grass on the downstream (northern) shore of the 

reservoir and utilized an island in the center of the lake to plant eucalyptus trees, to be used for 

railroad ties. By 1912, 15,000 eucalyptus trees had been planted on what had been christened 

“Cumbica Island,” and park landscaping had begun on the lakeshore, with tree species including 

“catalpas, jacarandá (pallisander), mimosa, sabugueiro (elder trees), plantanos (plane-tree), 

indaguassú, acacia” in addition to more eucalypti. Overall, thirty square kilometers of new tree 

plantings occupied the Guarapiranga drainage basin.343 The company also introduced one thousand 

imported smallmouth bass into the reservoir as well, likely to encourage recreational fishing.344 In 

addition to its public utility, Light’s managers also envisioned the area surrounding the reservoir 

as a zone for future residential expansion, as well a leisure area for weekenders looking for an 
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escape from the city closer than the beaches of the port of Santos. This vision extended back to 

1907, when journalists from the newspaper A Gazeta were brought on press tour of the reservoir 

under construction. The paper reported projected the future reservoir as such: “a vast extension of 

water that will be well known to those seeking diversions and those who like to fish, people from 

near and far, and for the inhabitants of São Paulo, attractions that will make the Santo Amaro Lake 

one of the most sought after places.”345 The general manager report the year of  the Santo Amaro’s 

reservoir completion predicted that it “should prove a great resort for São Paulo and already the 

four or five boat clubs which are now located at Ponte Grande [on the Tietê] are arranging to move 

out there and other clubs are being formed to go there as it will be a splendid place for 

regattas.” New tramlines powered by Light could take passengers to the shore of the reservoir, or 

suburban dwellers to and from their workplaces. In the first decade of the twentieth century, 

company officials confirmed that the spatial as well as demographic expansion of the city would 

bring revenue, which they anticipated meeting with the emerging hydroelectric complex between 

Santo Amaro and Parnaiba.346 

The use of the Santo Amaro reservoir for water supply also emerged amidst the water crisis 

of 1925, amidst of state assembly debates regarding the approval of Rio Claro. In 1927, Light 

agreed to cede a portion of Guarapiranga’s volume for public supply to the Bureau of Water and 

Sewer. The resulting agreement however also served to reaffirm the company’s control over the 

water resources of the Alto Tietê watershed. As mentioned previously, the political and 

environmental events of 1924 and 1925 had a notably adverse effect on the steady infrastructural 
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progress in São Paulo. A general labor strike at the beginning of the year combined with the 

tenentista revolt in July foreshadowed future political upheavals, while also causing substantial 

damage to the city’s infrastructure.  

Light’s manager’s kept executives in Toronto informed on political and social disturbances 

in Brazil.  In 1924, they also highlighted the drought, remarking that “…until the Company has in 

operation new sources of power, for which every effort is being put forth, the situation is very 

serious.”347 In 1927, the administration of state governor Júlio Prestes had negotiated an agreement 

with Light to obtain up to 4 cubic meters per second. By 1929, the Bureau of Water and Sewer 

inaugurated the first water system drawing from Santo Amaro, with Light agreeing to provide 86 

cubic kilometers daily (about 1 cubic meter per second), amounting to 37 percent of the total city 

water supply. The relatively rapid transition to the southern reservoir reoriented the quest for 

surface water supply, with multiple expansions over the next thirty years. Guarapiranga’s water 

supply network eventually grew to provide just over half the volume of the city’s total water 

supply, compared to 37 percent after the inauguration of the initial system.348  

This measure also represented a surprising reversal of the earlier commitment to distant 

protected waters from Cotia and Rio Claro Santo Amaro. Guarapiranga was closer to dense 

population settlement that would only grow.349 The prospect of denser settlements along brought 

concerns about maintaining water quality. By 1937, the Bureau of Water and Sewer had begun to 

note the impact of the growth of the city on the reservoirs to the far south. The Treatment Office 

(Seção do Tratamento) noted an increase in pollution in Guarapiranga that year, though little was 
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done at the time to resolve this growing problem.350 Haroldo Paranhos, an engineer in the technical 

section of the Bureau of Water and Sewer noted in a technical article in 1937 that planners could 

expect many more residences along the shores of Guarapiranga, necessitating immediate measures 

both in terms of public works (treatment plants and interceptors) as well as legislation and 

enforcement to maintain water quality.351 The potential advantages and solution provided by the 

Guarapiranga reservoir to a mounting supply crisis provided too great an opportunity to squander, 

and the reservoir originally built to power the city became increasingly tied to the city’s sanitary 

complex.  

Light had faced two problems in maintaining electrical supply in industrial São Paulo. The 

first was the oscillating supply of the Upper Tietê watershed’s rivers and streams between dry and 

rainy seasons. This unpredictability limited company’s ability to provide electricity consistently. 

Reserved supply volume sought to circumvent this issue, and new technology made this an 

increasingly viable option, even though the 1924-1925 drought period had pushed the Santo 

Amaro Dam to its limit.352 Another challenge emerged from maintaining pace with the capital’s 

breakneck economic and demographic growth while just utilizing plants built on the Tietê. Rather 

than build new plants further along the Tietê, which at best would only generate 40,000 additional 
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kilowatts (about the number generated at the existing Parnaíba and Sorocaba plants), Light sought 

a bolder solution, one that would guarantee capacity and concentrate power generation.353  

The solution proposed became known as the Serra Project, perhaps the most transformative 

hydraulic engineering to take place on the Paulista Plateau. The company’s engineers increasingly 

looked to the Serra do Mar for their solution, the mountain range at the edge of the plateau that 

had historically insulated the Paulista interior. Significantly, the escarpment boasted one of highest 

average rainfalls in the world (around 6.8 meters annually), and 720-meter drop between the 

plateau and the plains possessed great potential for electrical generation. The problem lay, 

however, in that rainfall runoff either drained into flash streams towards the coast or trickled inland 

into the river system of the Upper Tietê.354 

Much of Light’s subsequent direction came from the namesake of the future reservoir. Asa 

White Kenney Billings, a newly-arrived Light engineer from the US, was dissatisfied with earlier 

projects that attempted to take advantage of the altitude drop. In 1923, Billings had tasked another 

engineer, F.S. Hyde, with surveying the Serra do Mar more closely. Hyde followed suggestions 

made a decade earlier by another Light engineer to seek a suitable location for an “extremely large 

storage reservoir” near a low gap in the mountain range. Charnley proceeded on his surveying 

quest with almost no cartographic guidance or transportation access, hacking through the forests 

of what is still today one of the most preserved areas of Brazilian Atlantic rainforest. Eventually, 

Hyde identified a stream known as Rio das Pedras one kilometer west of the São Paulo-Santos 
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road (Caminho do Mar).355 This discovery allowed Hyde and Billings to plan and initiate 

construction in 1925 on what amounted to a major reconfiguration of the region’s hydrological 

network.  

Asa Billings had presented the Serra project before the São Paulo Assembly as Light’s 

representative in 1925, an initiative to harness water volumes that seemed at odds with the evident 

drought impacting the city.  Carlos Botelho argued in late December 1925 that given the magnitude 

of water to be diverted over the Serra do Mar, at least some should be diverted back to the city. 

The cyclical nature of drought that manifested as shortages in the supply system emphasized the 

fact that water provision was just as important as energy provision. Saturnino de Brito also 

evidently approved of this plan, as did Theodoro Ramos, the director of the Bureau of Water and 

Sewer and the Capital Sanitation Commission, who had originally presented the Guarapiranga 

strategy in the journal of the Polytechnical University of São Paulo.356 The origins of this project 

emerged from a moment when uncertainties proliferated about how the city would be able to 

harness water for its industrial as well as its domestic consumption needs. 

The damming of the Grande and das Pedras Rivers led to the transformation of the 

surrounding plateau land as well as the ecological relationship of industrial São Paulo to its 

metropolitan nature. In the eyes of its promoters, the artificial lake of the Serra Project opened up 

new possibilities for the underutilized surrounding plateau, dotted with small agricultural 

settlements.357 A newspaper article, again from A Gazeta, declared in 1930 that the 126 square 
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kilometer territory being gradually submerged by the damming of the Rio Grande “fortunately has 

little value.”358 Despite its apparent insignificance, the area was in fact occupied, principally by 

Italian, German and Polish immigrants by the early twentieth century who had settled the lands 

near former Benedictine fazenda of São Bernardo. Light’s management discounted any 

meaningful population density, yet inhabitants living along the Rio Grande practiced small-scale 

subsistence farming and fishing, also producing charcoal to sell in the city.359 As the reservoir’s 

water levels gradually rose over the course of ten years, the climate and the economy changed for 

the sparse population in the area. At the same time, the reservoir facilitated new types of fluvial 

transportation, and barges began transporting lumber and charcoal to the city.360 

The importance of the reservoir found early recognition in the Brazilian press. In December 

1928, the journalist and future media mogul Assis Chateaubriand celebrated Asa Billings in the 

Carioca newspaper “O Jornal” as an “American Moses.” Billings was not just “one of the three 

great hydraulic engineers of the present-day world,” according to Chateaubriand, he was the “link 

between God and mankind.” Chateaubriand characterized Billlings’s purpose, divine or otherwise, 

in vivid terms saying:  

“…he is a curiously conservative revolutionist. He changes the courses of rivers, 
transforms the character of their flow, causes rains to fall, and inundates valleys; he slashes deep 
canals through the body of the earth; straightens the beds of torrents, brooks, and rivers; creates 
lakes of a billion cubic meters of water; generates electric currents of high tension, but in the end 
his aim is to establish more firmly the dominion of man on this planet. His purpose is revolutionary, 
because where he goes he changes the face of nature, but the final result of his work is 
conservation.”361 
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In this way, engineer Billings fit within the trend of conservative modernization embraced 

by Brazilian elites. His purported ability to shape nature, not just move earth but channel water 

impressed those who saw technology as the way to advance prosperity in Brazil. In the story of 

man dominating nature, it was not just the headwaters of the Tietê watershed that Billings 

commanded: his faith could move water over mountains, namely over the Serra do Mar. His 

biographer summarized the impressions of many: Billings “proved that the Serra [do Mar], instead 

of being a permanent obstacle to progress, offered one of the world’s unique opportunities for 

hydroelectric development which could be converted into a major asset.”362  

Billings was aware that he was not creating just a reserve for the Serra plant. He was also 

engineering a managed environment, as earlier with Guarapiranga. According to his biographer: 

“he employed agronomists to find the best suited marine plants and fishes to inhabit the lake, 

thereby contributing to the maintenance of clean water and to reduced breeding of mosquitos.” 

The latter was particularly important, as the proposed reservoir fell in a “well-known malaria zone” 

making it “suicidal” to set up worker camps near the project.363 The infeasibility of transporting 

workers from Santos or São Paulo necessitated a preventative malarial strategy. The strategy 

employed by Billings involved was two-pronged: rather than distribute prophylactics, supervisors 

administered blood smear tests “to prevent hiring of infected people from whom the mosquitos 

might acquire and transmit the germ.” As workers began construction in 1925, crews also 

employed methods to clear vegetation from the edge of the reservoir and remove breeding sites 

for Anopheles darlingi, malaria’s local mosquito vector. Additionally, they also removed all 

inhabitants one kilometer from the reservoir’s edge. The overseers of the Serra Project sought to 
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forego the setbacks and calamities of a malarial epidemic by engineering a new disease-free 

environment, a strategy which appears to have succeeded.364 At the very least, the 3,500 workers 

marshalled by Billings and his construction manager never fell behind schedule, despite high labor 

turnover.365 

Plans for the Serra Project preceded a wave of hydroelectric projects around the world 

developed in response to a realization of the potential for utilizing waterpower for largescale 

electricity generation. In the process, the Serra do Mar that had traditionally hindered the 

integration of São Paulo into the Atlantic economy became a geographical feature that contributed 

to the region’s continued industrialization. Additionally, the headwaters of the Tietê, which had 

never provided truly navigable fluvial transportation routes into the interior, now could be 

harnessed and redirected for a useful purpose. The transformation of the urban landscape had 

implications for the city’s subsequent development: flood control and sanitation efforts made 

previously marginal rural lands into prime sites of residential expansion, particularly for São 

Paulo’s elites. Opinions like those of Eloy Chaves in an address in 1952 to the directors of Light 

asserted that the marshalling of water power alone had made the difference in making São Paulo 

more than just a “cultured and progressive” city, allowing it to take advantage of its traditionally 

isolating, develop its industrial park, and fulfill the “prophecy” of the city’s Jesuit founders that 

São Paulo would be “the continent’s first city.”366 Declarations of this type bolstered the energy 

myth surrounding “white coal,” but at the same time it reflected the changing views of metropolitan 

nature proliferating among São Paulo’s political and business elites. The Rio Grande-Cubatão 

 
364 Billings’s biographer claims that Billings imported DDT directly from the United States to spray 
on the walls of workers’ residences, a curious assertion since DDT was not commercially used 
until after World War II. See Ackerman, Billings and Water Power in Brazil, 81–84. 
365 McDowall, The Light, 256–58.  
366 Eloy Chaves “A glorificação de uma carreira” Correio Paulistano, 3 fevereiro 1952, p. 4. 
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complex as a whole was cast as a positive force, despite Light’s pervasive ability to operate 

autonomously and control its own expansion. The decree that had brought the much-needed waters 

of Guarapiranga into the city’s water supply system had open the way for future expansion of the 

hydro-electric complex that provided cheap power to the industrial city’s homes, streets, public 

transportation systems, and factories. And much later the Rio Grande Reservoir, rechristened the 

Billings Reservoir for its original North American promoter, played a significant role in orienting 

the integration of the industrial suburbs into a metropolitan waterscape.  

Water and the Industrial City 

In the first four decades of the twentieth century, São Paulo extended its waterworks 

systems, vastly surpassing what had previously existed through the Cantareira and Ipiranga 

system. Expansion relied on two systems developed along the city’s east-west axis and took 

decades to develop and construct. More quickly acquired were water supply sources constructed 

for the purpose of powering the city. Light’s drive to monopolize its utility market and guarantee 

supply to fill future demand, as well as maintain a free hand to carry out its projects as its engineers 

saw fit, led to the creation of large reservoirs that soon after their completion were considered 

excellent candidates for shoring up the city’s water supply. The multiple uses projected for these 

reservoirs opened another southern front of urban expansion.  

In 1890, São Paulo had been one of 31 cities in Brazil with waterworks and one of four 

with sewer services. By 1930, the numbers would be 344 cities with waterworks and 150 with 

sewers.367 Even as sanitary infrastructure began to increase and undergo modernization in Brazil’s 

principal cities, the number of sewer connections gradually lagged, not to mention the lack of 

sophistication in treatment. While engineers and physicians debated over the relative merits of 

 
367 Alvarenga, Grandes vultos da engenharia brasileira, 8. 
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different sources of water, debates around hygiene and water within the city’s expanding 

residential areas played out in an attempt to regulate and improve the flows of water within the 

city. As São Paulo utilized the broader resources of the Upper Tietê watershed, whether in outlying 

municipalities or in the storage infrastructure created by Light, it also faced the challenge of 

dealing with wastewater: in other words, how and where to move water out of the city, and in what 

condition. 

The Cotia and Rio Claro projects emerged from debates over the quality of water provided 

for urban supply. The upshot of these debates elevated distant “pure” sources of surface water over 

rivers and streams, with some justification. The city’s sewers drained directly into its main rivers. 

Slow system construction rates coupled with untrammeled growth of the city forced new solutions. 

The Bureau of Water and Sewer managed to alleviate the precariousness of water supply through 

the Guarapiranga reservoir. The resulting sub-system at its height provided 50 percent of São 

Paulo’s water. The Billings reservoir, a much larger engineering project, would play a similar role 

in the post-World War II expansion of urban services in the industrial suburbs of São Paulo. Yet 

over time both of these reservoirs, originally part of a massive hydro-electric complex, increasingly 

became a central part of the city’s sanitary complex, providing not just water to the city’s newest 

neighborhoods but also receiving increasing volumes of effluence. This was especially the case 

for the former Rio Grande reservoir, which received the downstream flows of the reversed 

Pinheiros river, but also for Guarapiranga, which experienced its densest settlement on its northern 

shores during the mid-20th century. These sources of water, negotiated with Light for the price of 

that company’s entrenchment, became increasingly polluted, leaving present-day observers to 

wonder why these reservoirs have been underutilized for addressing water shortages.   
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The consequences of these projects brought the hydroelectrical and sanitary complex 

together in ways that have never been fully untwined. The leeway given to Light to develop its 

projects in a way proved a boon for shoring up supply in São Paulo. It also prepared the way for 

developing multiple systems that could be administered across a growing metropolitan region. The 

development of the Light Reservoirs portrayed not just the ways that engineers could change the 

landscape, but the ways that Paulistanos could reimagine it, and thus imagine São Paulo’s place in 

a period of global upheaval leading up to World War II. The reshaped metropolitan nature of the 

hydroelectrical and sanitary complex was opening another frontier for expansion, unimagined by 

those who saw Guarapiranga and Billings as Brazil’s answer to Swiss lakes. 
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CHAPTER 4: METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY 
AND THE EMERGENCE OF GREATER SÃO PAULO, 1930-1960 

 
 

The Drudgery of the Water Line 
 

Carolina Maria de Jesus, a poor resident of a São Paulo favela, became one of Brazil’s 

most celebrated and influential authors when her diaries were published as Quarto de Despejo in 

1960 (later published internationally as Child of the Dark). The author was in many ways as 

extraordinary as she was ordinary. A black woman whose grandparents had been enslaved, 

Carolina had emigrated in 1937 from rural Minas Gerais to urban São Paulo, where she eventually 

settled in the favela of Canindé, just east of the confluence of the Tamanduateí and Tietê rivers. 

Carolina’s life was shaped and ordered in no small part by water supply, which she and her 

neighbors collected every morning at a public spigot. Many of the daily entries in Carolina’s diary 

of her life in Canindé recount the drudgery and uncertainty of drawing water. The public spigot is 

a site of gossip and anxiety in Carolina’s account: “Speaking of water, I don’t like and have a fear 

of going for water. When the women conglomerate at the spigot, when they’re waiting their turn 

to fill their cans, they talk of everybody and everything.”368 

Carolina’s diaries were published just as the idea of the favela was starting to crystalize in 

Brazil, both as a category of analysis as well as a community with important links to the “formal” 

city.369 While “informal” settlements had existed in major Brazilian cities since their founding, the 

 
368 Carolina Maria de Jesus, Child of the Dark: The Diary of Carolina Maria de Jesus, trans. David 
St. Clair, 2015, 51. 
369 On the development of the favela both physically and intellectually in the 20th century, see 
Brodwyn Fischer, “A Century in Present Tense: Crisis, Politics, and the Intellectual History of 
Brazil’s Informa Cities,” in Cities From Scratch: Poverty and Informality in Urban Latin America, 
ed. Brodwyn Fischer, Bryan McCann, and Javier Auyero (Durham N.C.: Duke University Press, 
2014), 9–67; and Licia Do Prado Valladares, The Invention of the Favela (The University of North 
Carolina Press, 10). 
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informal population of São Paulo as a percentage of that city’s total population remained 

comparatively low at mid-century. Between 1950 and 1975, as the municipal population grew 

from 2.4 million to over six million, the estimated percentage of São Paulo’s favela residents 

remained between one and two percent of the total population. This percentage began ticking 

upwards in the 1980s and by the early 1990s representing nearly twenty percent of São Paulo’s 

population of nine million. Furthermore, the highest favela growth rates manifested in the 1970s 

particularly on vacant land or plots often (but not exclusively) located on the edge of the city.370 

The vast majority of favelas (70 percent) resided within the municipality of São Paulo, with favela 

communities increasingly spreading across in the metropolitan region during the 1990s, emerging 

rapidly in metropolitan municipalities, from the second largest municipality of Guarulhos to 

Ribeirão Pires, adjoining the northeastern arm of the Billings Reservoir.371 The expansion of São 

Paulo’s informal city was prefigured by another important transformation: the emergence of 

“Grande São Paulo,” an increasingly integrated metropolitan region combining the municipality 

of São Paulo with industrial manufacturing cities that built upon infrastructures old and new that 

had raised São Paulo’s economic prospects earlier in the century. The city’s poorer residents, many 

recent migrants from elsewhere in Brazil, often came in search of jobs and opportunities, settling 

 
370 Peter Lloyd-Sherlock, “The Recent Appearance of Favelas in São Paulo City: An Old Problem 
in a New Setting,” Bulletin of Latin American Research 16, no. 3 (1997): 291. The designation 
favela is itself slippery and in practice refers to a variety of urban neighborhoods. Bryan McCann 
argues that favelas in Rio, are defined by similar histories, often beginning as “unplanned and 
unserviced settlements nurturing an informal real estate market” which despite successive 
consolidation and diversification stands apart and opposed to the “formal city.” This juxtaposition 
is in spite of the fact that favelas have played a historical role in housing the urban labor force that 
sustains the formal city. See Bryan McCann, Hard Times in the Marvelous City: From 
Dictatorship to Democracy in the Favelas of Rio De Janeiro (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2014), 26. The term favela has a historically specific genealogy particularly associated with Rio 
de Janeiro, though the term is widely used throughout Brazil. 
371 Regina Maria Prosperi Meyer, Marta Dora Grostein, and Ciro Biderman, São Paulo metrópole 
(EDUSP, 2004), 58. 
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without adequate access to the sanitary systems that the Bureau of Water and Sewer struggled to 

improve. These were people like Carolina Maria de Jesus, who eked out livings collecting refuse 

and scraps, holding the most marginal positions. While their experience was the minority, by the 

end of the century it would become an increasingly familiar situation in greater São Paulo. 

Carolina’s own interpretation of the city as a giant house, with the governor’s mansion as 

the living room and the favela as “the trash room” [quarto de despejo] lays out a spatial analysis 

of the city, relating its shape to domestic quarters. Half a century before the arrival of Carolina 

Maria de Jesús and other migrants to São Paulo (many from the Brazilian Northeast as well as 

from the interior of São Paulo and Minas Gerais), the city had designated its northerly mountain 

range as the city’s “water shelf.” If the metaphor of São Paulo as a house were extended to the 

artificial reservoirs that had materialized as part of São Paulo Light’s electrical monopoly, the role 

of these lakes would still be ambiguous. Were these also water tanks combined with power 

generators, designed to maintain the city’s industrial metabolism? Or were they in fact destined to 

be poorly maintained septic tanks, absorbing the waste streams of the city and generating 

unforeseen consequences? The conjoined processes of verticalization, expansion, and conversion 

from a brick into a concrete city forced these questions within a new metropolitan context. 

Working-class neighborhoods that had been relegated to the valleys and floodplains [várzeas] 

grew along suburban loteamentos or subdivisions that sprung up to house the city’s growing 

population.  As the network of water and sanitary services expanded, it also reproduced urban 

inequality, leaving out the incipient favela populations that emerged in interstitial zones and on 

the periphery of the Paulista capital 

Between 1930 and 1960, the territory that made up urban São Paulo transformed into a 

metropolitan area. The emergence of “Grande São Paulo” occurred due to the increased 
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densification of the capital region and the rise of industrial suburbs that included the cities of 

Guarulhos, Osasco and, most notably Santo André, São Bernardo dos Campos, São Caetano, the 

latter three collectively known as the ABC region. The enormous growth and increasing industrial 

power of the ABC region in particular made expansion and improvement of existing water and 

sanitary services all the more important, especially as a working population consisting in large part 

of migrants from outside of São Paulo settled in this factory belt. The Bureau of Water and Sewer 

underwent administrative changes during the 1950s, rechristening itself the Department of Water 

and Sewer [Departamento de Águas e Esgotos, or DAE] and becoming an independent agency 

separate from the Secretary of Public Works, giving it more autonomy to carry out sanitary works. 

The Department of Water and Sewer began to implement coordinated plans to integrate water 

supply and sanitation in the newly conceived Grande São Paulo region under the guidance of the 

Coordinating Commission for the General Water Plan (Comissão Coordenadora do Plano Geral 

do Água, or CPGA). As mentioned in previous chapters, this period saw the greater incorporation 

of the Guarapiranga and Billings reservoirs into the sanitary system with Guarapiranga providing 

up to half of the region’s water supply and Billings increasingly receiving the untreated wastewater 

of the growing city. The convergence of the municipality of São Paulo with outlying suburbs was 

an ecological as well as an administrative transformation, one that had consequences for the city’s 

metropolitan waterscapes. The industrial ring of the ABC entrenched São Paulo’s economic 

position, benefiting the elites of the capital. The secondary status of the ABC and other industrial 

regions manifested not just in economic or class terms; these zones absorbed industrial and 

domestic waste in the urban waterscape marked the region.   

This ecological transformation had much to do with the flow and management of water 

and metropolitan nature, resources that increasingly collided with the city’s physical expansion 
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and were increasingly threatened by contamination. This chapter seeks to explore how the 

engineers of the capital’s water utility sought to address the growth of metropolitan São Paulo of 

São Paulo through expanding and reconfiguring the municipal urban waterscape that had emerged 

in the first decades of the century. The reliance on the South Zone reservoirs led the Department 

of Water and Sewer [DAE] to confront Light, especially as droughts and shortages occasionally 

disrupted services in the city. Ultimately though, the state water utility opted to minimize the role 

of the water of the Tietê watershed, betting on the expansion of a new Cantareira system proposed 

in the 1960s. This reversed the direction of water supply yet again, anticipating the accelerated 

increase in domestic water for the city. Sanitary sewer systems, however, faced near 

insurmountable challenges, remaking the waterways and reservoirs into highly polluted urban 

sinks—particularly the Billings reservoir. The combination of large-scale public works in one area 

of the waterscape with slow neglect in other areas defined the contradictions of greater São Paulo’s 

increasingly integrated waterscape. 

The “metropolitanization” of water supply in São Paulo was a late manifestation of the 

modern urban infrastructure ideal; in this instance, an integrated water management system with 

regulated and near universal access to the network.372 These infrastructure networks in turn would 

be controlled by private and public monopoly control. This ideal extended beyond water and sewer 

systems and encompassed other utilities, as well as roads and communications systems. The 

 
372 I occasionally refer to the term metropolitanization (perhaps rough on the reader’s eye and ear) 
in part to echo geographer Matthew Gandy’s uses of “municipalization” in cities undergoing 
capitalist urbanization, in which cities brought water supply networks under “more unified, 
centralized and democratically accountable forms of service provision” within a single 
jurisdiction. The process of metropolitanization of water carried this unification out on a larger 
scale, with greater resistance on the part of subordinate municipalities, and with greater focus on 
technocratic oversight than democratic accountability. See Gandy, “The Bacteriological City and 
Its Discontents,” Historical Geography 34, no. 0 (2006): 18. Admittedly, its rendering as 
metropolitanização has a slightly better ring to it in Portuguese. 
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growth of infrastructure networks throughout Brazil and other countries in the twentieth century 

constituted a process of growth for the modern nation state.373 According to one scholar: “the 

infrastructure and public services utility infrastructure in Brazil, during the developmentalist rule, 

evolved upon a model of huge networks, with growing territorial encompassment and functional 

complexity.”374 In the case of water and sanitation, the model of huge networks shaped larger 

metropolitan nature, subsuming closer water sources into the impermeable landscape of the city 

and making the metropolitan more dependent on large-scale importation of water supply from 

outside of the immediate watershed. 

Unprecedented expansion and coordination on a metropolitan level in terms of sanitary and 

other types of infrastructure did not eliminate informal settlements; on the contrary, the informal 

city became even more embedded in São Paulo. This chapter primarily focuses on the 

transformations happening on a metropolitan level to respond to the challenges of urbanization. 

Irregular subdivisions and favelas (the term originally adapted in Rio and then applied elsewhere 

particularly in the south of Brazil) made up part of this metropolitan expansion, though the efforts 

of the Department of Water and Sewer mainly focused on expansion driven by the formal real 

estate sector. The expansion of water and sanitary infrastructure in this period continued to 

maintain a chasm between the formal and the informal, even as these two designations grew in 

tandem. In order for the city’s elite to maintain its privileges, pure, plentiful water as well as the 

burdens of sewage and pollution were not distributed equitably. 

 

 

 
373 Graham and Marvin, Splintering Urbanism, 73–74. 
374 S.R. Schiffer “São Paulo: the Challenge of Globalization in an Exclusionary Urban Structure” 
quoted in Graham and Marvin, 85. 
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The Water Code and the City 

 The mid-20th century ushered in significant changes in Brazil, sowing the seeds for the 

remaking of a historically rural society into one dominated by its cities. Such transformations had 

their precursors in São Paulo’s transformation at the turn of the century through immigration and 

industrialization, though the continued growth happened under the political regime of one of São 

Paulo’s chief antagonists, Getúlio Vargas. The 1930 political revolution headed by Vargas 

encouraged urban-industrial development, expanding the presence of the Brazilian state at the 

expense of state governments and regional identities. The result was the creation of various 

important legal codes, public health initiatives, scientific institutions and development agencies 

that had a profound impact on the urbanization of Brazil. These measures and reforms stood to 

benefit the urban political base from which the Vargas regime drew its support, even as they 

maintained and even reinforced the power of traditional landholding, rural elites.375 The increasing 

role of the central government, however, broke from the political system that had granted in 

particular the state of São Paulo a large degree of autonomy. Calling themselves Constitutionalists 

allied against federal encroachment on their autonomy, Paulistas rose up in 1932 against the 

perceived abuses of the so-called provisionary government of Getúlio Vargas. While Vargas never 

found the support among Paulista elites that he enjoyed in other regions, the emerging working 

class increasingly became the most important base of support during Vargas’s long political career. 

 Getúlio Vargas’s Estado Novo dictatorship (1937-1945) reshaped Brazil, but after World 

War II, Vargas was removed from office, opening the way for the largest level of political 

participation in Brazilian history. The re-election of Vargas in 1950 on a wave of popular support 

 
375 José Augusto Pádua, “The Dilemma of the ‘Splendid Cradle’: Nature and Territory in the 
Construction of Brazil,” in A Living Past: Environmental Histories of Modern Latin America 
(Berghahn Books, 2019), 103. 
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(followed by his dramatic suicide in 1954), and the subsequent election of developmentalist 

Juscelino Kubitschek (1955-1960) defined a “populist republic,” one where local and national 

political figures established electoral bases among the urban working class. The election of former 

São Paulo capital mayor and state governor Jânio Quadros to the presidency in 1960 perhaps 

represented the apogee of this mobilization; Quadros had risen on waves of popular support in São 

Paulo to the presidency, taking advantage of greater political participation in urban centers, where 

labor unions, neighborhood associations, and civic organizations mobilized citizens to take part in 

politics. National parties that emerged after the end of the Estado Novo in 1945 remained weak in 

São Paulo, and instead were supplanted by Quadros as well as perennial politician Adhemar 

Pereira de Barros. The latter had served as federal intervenor during the Estado Novo before 

alternating post-1945 between state governor, mayor of the capital, and then governor again.376  

Throughout this period, the national government eroded the regional autonomies that states 

had carved out during the First Republic, a trend that had implications for the laws and institutions 

that governed the environment and water management in São Paulo. The promulgation of the 1934 

Código de Águas [Water Code] under Vargas intended to establish national control over a 

powerful, eminently renewable resource.377 Ultimately the federal government was to be the 

arbitrator of concessions, not state or local governments. Much of the impetus behind the Código 

de Águas responded to the need to control the energy sector and profit from Brazil’s vast water 

resources. It also codified definitions of public and communal water and legal uses. The effort to 

 
376 Paulo Fontes, Migration and the Making of Industrial São Paulo, trans. Ned Sublette (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2016), 134–35. 
377 From a legal standpoint, the 1934 Constitution and subsequent decreed legal statutes paved the 
way for Brazil’s Código Florestal [Forest Code] as well as regulation of mining, hunting and 
fishing. See Arlindo Daibert, “Historical Views on Environment and Environmental Law in 
Brazil,” The George Washington International Law Review; Washington 40, no. 3 (2009 2008): 
824–25. 
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create legal definitions of water and parameters for its concession and use across Brazilian territory 

emerged directly from Vargas’s own tendencies towards state intervention in the economy and 

economic nationalism inspired by a need to defend Brazilian’s territories from rapacious foreign 

interests past and present.378  

The primary concern of the 1934 Water Code was utilitarian: national control of water 

resources for the purpose of hydroelectrical energy, though the legislation explicitly affected any 

waterway within Brazilian national territory. As early as 1907, one jurist had argued for the 

importance of centralization of management, as a way to mediate any potential conflict between 

states over water use. Such centralizing tendencies contradicted the diffusion of power of the 1891 

Constitution and subsequently provoked dissent amongst the oligarchical class. Only the political 

conditions of the Vargas era allowed for movement on this issue. Economic forces also changed 

perspectives on national regulation of water, as the crisis in foreign trade of the 1920s and rising 

economic nationalism allowed for stronger state intervention into natural resource management.379 

The law’s stated purpose was to “permit control by the public power and promote the use of 

industrial waters”—in other words, hydropower—but it also contained provisions related to 

protecting water quality. Unauthorized pollution of subterranean water due to construction was 

punishable by fines and sanctions. Agricultural and industrial enterprises had to purify polluted 

water or “allow them to “follow their natural sewer.” Wetlands with a declared “unhealthy nature’ 

[insalubridade] could be ordered drained at the property owner’s expense.380 Such articles spoke 

 
378 Marcelo Squinanca da Silva, Energia Elétrica: Estatização e Desenvolvimento, 1956-67 (São 
Paulo: Alameda, 2011), 57. 
379 Ney Albert Murtha, José Esteban Castro, and Léo Heller, “A Historical Perspective of Early 
Water Policy and Water and Sanitation Policy in Brazil,” trans. Ana Zuleika Pinheiro Machado, 
Ambiente e Sociedade 18, no. 3 (September 2015): 202–3, https://doi.org/10.1590/1809-
4422ASOC1047V1832015. 
380 Daibert, “Historical Views on Environment and Environmental Law in Brazil,” 826. 
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to the punitive harshness, flexible application, and in many instances, practical unenforceability of 

the water statutes. 

As demonstrated above, while focused on harnessing control of industrial water in an era 

of progressive nationalization, the totality of the Water Code also stood to shape public, domestic 

supply. The second volume of the Water Code dealt entirely with the utilization of public waters, 

as defined at length in the first volume. Any concession granted by the Ministry of Agriculture 

that expired led to not just to water use reverting to the state or municipality in which it was found, 

but also any infrastructure built to channel that water.381 Measures like this that ultimately asserted 

Brazil’s control of its water resources laid the ground for public control of water infrastructure, 

even when built under concessions of private companies. Statutes laid out for the granting of 

easements for aqueducts, among other items, revealed the complexities of a legal code meant to 

resolve conflicts between urban land use and the necessity of expanding water supply and 

hydroelectric power.382 The Water Code laid out a regulatory framework with implications for 

addressing these questions, beyond its intent in nationalizing hydroelectrical holdings. Hydraulic 

engineers in subsequent decades interpreted the Water Code as laying the groundwork for finding 

equilibrium between multiple uses for water sources and “maximum economic and social benefit” 

within a hydrographical region.383 

 Though the 1934 Código de Águas became the official basis for management of water 

resources in Brazil for most of the century, its effectiveness was continuously tested in the ensuing 

 
381 Decreto O Código de Águas (1934) Art. 165 (Accessed 26 May 2020) 
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decades. Indeed, for all intents and purposes it remained virtually unimplemented decades after its 

introduction. Light mounted a significant legal and political defense against the threat of 

nationalization. In São Paulo, the company scored an early victory through the state government 

reclaiming control over state waterpower in 1935, a concession in the aftermath of São Paulo’s 

1932 revolt against the federal government.384 The Water Code, along with other statutes regarding 

Brazil’s natural resources, revealed the intense preoccupation with regulating and harnessing 

nature under a national legal framework. As cities like São Paulo increased their metropolitan 

reach, discussion of environmental and multiple use regulation emerged, though as before such 

applications remained “embryonic” even as the Water Code itself underwent modification in 

regard to hydropower.385 

 In the three decades following the Revolution of 1930, the Brazilian state shifted in many 

respects, which subsequently had consequences for the relationship of the state to nature. The 

Vargas regime’s centralizing tendencies and developmentalist approach meant a more active role 

in the management and exploitation of natural resources. The Water Code and other environmental 

statutes aimed to address these pressing needs, speaking to the need for national consolidation 

around questions of Brazil’s abundant if haphazardly managed resources. This general tendency 

led to pushback from foreign companies like Light as well as historically powerful regions like 

São Paulo. The continued rise of São Paulo’s economic primacy accelerated as the founding of 

Brasilia split Rio de Janeiro’s divided political and economic importance.386 Meanwhile, São 

Paulo’s population boom made it a center of urban mass politics as those urban masses increasingly 
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385 Shellard Corrêa and Alvim, A água no olhar da história, 127. 
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demanded services as well as political representation. The state government of São Paulo and the 

federal government checked each other’s power, but also acted together to contribute to 

arrangement of infrastructure development in the Grande São Paulo. While financial and 

commercial interests remained in the center, heavy industry defined the periphery region largely 

built and inhabited by migrants from other regions. 

Automotive Flows 

 Planning and zoning efforts in the 1930s sought to reshape the city to create a metropolitan 

region, based on the automobile and impervious to the obstacles of topography. These new forms 

of urban planning trace their origins to the latter years of the Vargas period, implemented in the 

1940s and then consolidating during the decades of military rule.387 The result was an urban 

planning that resulted in class planning, with the expanded working class falling outside urban 

plans and resorting to new subdivisions and auto-constructions on the city outskirts. São Paulo’s 

“garden neighborhoods” had emerged in the early part of the century, inspired by the garden city 

movement promoted by the English architect Barry Parker.388 Following the construction of these 

leafy residential areas located west of the increasingly central Avenida Paulista, the only place for 

any type of new working-class housing became the periphery. Particularly after the housing 

shortage of the 1940s and the subsequent decline in working-class housing options, this 

differentiation residential areas grew more pronounced.389 Attempts to reconfigure the city’s 

relationship with its waterways collided with the mandates of real estate speculation and the 
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unplanned urbanization that accompanied it, creating a new exclusionary geography including 

differences in water provision and other infrastructural needs. 

 One of the iconic artifacts of this era of Paulistano urban planning is Francisco Prestes 

Maia’s Plano de Avenidas (see Figure 17). Prestes Maia was an architect and engineer who had 

served as the Secretary of Transportation and Public Works from 1926 to 1930. His experience in 

this area led him to design and present a new ring road schematic in 1930 for central São Paulo in 

response to several urban crises of the previous decade. First, control of public services and 

particularly public transportation led Prestes Maia to conceive of a plan that purportedly would 

allow urbanites to escape the public transportation monopoly controlled by Light. In this way, the 

Plano de Avenidas with its ability to allow automobiles to circulate freely was a counter-proposal 

to Light’s tramway vision.390 Second, this plan first proposed the idea of the Marginal Tietê, 

placing highways along the shores of the Tietê, placing new transportation arteries parallel to the 

city’s waterways. Such a plan evidently discounted the potential impact of flooding such as had 

occurred in 1929. Overall, Prestes’s Maia’s form of planning designed the urban sphere based on 

a vision of automobility.  

 
390 Rolnik, A cidade e a lei: legislação, política urbana e territórios na cidade de São Paulo, 160–
61. 
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Figure 17: Theoretical schematic design for São Paulo’s Plano de Avenidas.  
Source: Wikimedia 

Any other types of mobility, natural or otherwise would be subsumed within such a plan. 

The ring road system proposed by Prestes Maia sought to quickly link the city center via 

throughway spokes to outlying areas. While the Plano Avenidas recognized the potential for the 

private automobile to change the outlay of the city, it was also not the only vision. The French-

Swiss architect Le Corbusier designed several idiosyncratic urban plans for Brazilian cities in the 

1930s. His design for São Paulo emphasized the two grand viaducts intersecting at perpendicular 

angles in the city center. These elevated roads in theory extended towards the cities of Rio and 

Santos rather than intermediary neighborhoods. Their elevated nature also allowed the rivers and 
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streams of the surrounding ridged plateau to flow freely.391 In this stark separation between the 

city, transportation corridors, and the surrounding waterways, São Paulo retained its metropolitan 

status without disrupting the natural waterscape. Even in its time, it must have seemed like a 

modernist flight of fancy, given the ways in which the city’s residential zones were already 

expanding. 

 The abstract nature of the plan’s design made it attractive on paper, reflecting the “City 

Beautiful” philosophy that sought to bring harmony to the cities through a combination of 

monumental works and beautification. This mindset had also influenced the planning and 

installation of the Jardins neighborhoods in prior decades. The development corporation 

Companhia City had advertised their residential constructions’ robust connections to water and 

sewer networks along with their ample lawns and garden lots.392 On the other end of the residential 

spectrum, sanitation and drainage works on other points of the Plano de Avenidas would serve as 

a hedge against the appearance of “new favelas.” Artur Sabóia, Prestes Maia’s colleague and 

eponymous author of São Paulo’s new building code, emphasized that the rectification of the Tietê, 

would serve as “base of support for any plan for remodeling the city.”393 

 Prestes Maia’s Plano de Avenidas represented an important attempt from a planning 

perspective to conceive of a general plan for the city, one that attempt to modernize the city as well 

as tame its directionless growth and its strain on the city’s geography. In his introduction to the 
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study he authored introducing the Plano de Avenidas, Prestes Maia recognized the novelty of 

introducing a “general plan” into the governing of the Paulista capital. A proposed reform to 

transportation arteries appeared “simple and restricted,” yet a new street plan also implied “a 

conception of the city, its structure and its development.” Furthermore, he continued:  

“We are…in a decisive moment in our urban history. In the city center, skyscrapers 
multiply, on the plateau beyond the Anhangabaú [Valley] the first grand buildings begin to emerge 
amidst the earthen farmsteads [casario terreo]; Light foresees the renovation of its contract and 
plans important transformations; São Paulo Railway also sees in similar terms its concession. The 
new municipal administration is preparing for further cooperation with the state government 
[check translation]. The várzeas of the Tietê, which on their own could be a new city, find 
themselves on the path to complete metamorphosis. Other grand works are underway: pavement, 
sewer, water supply, grand parks and public buildings. The general situation of the state is 
promising. 394 
 
 The number of transformations underway, presaged first by the plans of major 

concessionaries of public services and followed by municipal works reinforced the need for larger 

coordination and studies of deeper causes of the city’s transformation.  

  Like many far-reaching urbanization plans, the Plano Avenida was only ever partially 

implemented, its social goals rarely achieved. Yet Prestes Maia’s plan signaled the intentions that 

engineers and planners adapted out of urgent necessity as the city’s footprint grew. In the 1940s, 

São Paulo subsequently entered a new phase of territorial expansion. Mass transportation had 

already expanded the size and the shape of the industrializing city, with residential neighborhoods 

for workers distinguished from well off and better-serviced upper-middle class neighborhoods. 

After 1940, however, the construction of highways and proliferation of automobile travel 

intensified these earlier processes. This expansion collided with the independent growth of the 

aforementioned industrial suburbs especially those of the ABC region. The extension of railroads 
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and the establishment of small settlements of immigrant workers had defined the future ABC 

region during the 19th century. In the twentieth century, on the other hand, a combination of 

accelerated industrialization and highway extension, formation of large urban subdivisions 

(loteamentos) as well as informal favelas, and the presence of the Billings Reservoir increasingly 

defined the region’s development. 

 While 1940 marked the beginning of São Paulo’s overtaking of all other capital regions in 

Brazil, other physical changes also became notable, namely the emergence of an increasingly 

vertical cityscape made of concrete. The urbanist Benedito Lima de Toledo’s classic periodization 

describes São Paulo from an architectural standpoint as being three cities in one century. This 

interpretation reflects the primary materials used in the city’s buildings during the arc roughly 

between 1850 and 1950: mud, followed by brick, followed by concrete. More significantly for this 

discussion, Lima de Toledo follows many analysts of urban reality by describing the city as a 

palimpsest, though for São Paulo each subsequent layer is increasingly inferior in terms of form 

and function.395 As metropolitan expansion rendered the city’s earlier physical and ideological 

aspects less visible, the transformations in its water and sanitation systems, already invisible in 

most cases, further recede from sight and mind. The changes afoot post-1940 oriented the 

Department of Water and Sewer away from focusing on water supply in distant protected water 

reserves and more towards reservoirs within striking distance of the city’s southern frontier. The 

abundant availability of land in a restricted housing market, born of efforts to lower cost of living 
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for the working class, stimulated the territorial expansion of the city, at the expense of quality 

services.396 

 Part of this expansion was precisely into the southern zone of the city, prime real estate 

that on the surface was positively bucolic compared to the environs of the industrial city. The area 

surrounding the Light reservoirs started experiencing its own transformation. Developers had 

speculated on land along the Guarapiranga reservoir since the 1920s, and by the 1940s plans took 

shape. These sites were close to the comparatively rural surroundings of the reservoir zone, now 

only minutes from the city center by automobile highway.397 Along the eastern shore of the 

Guarapiranga Reservoir, British architect and founder of the development company “Auto-

Estradas S.A.” Louis Romero Sanson proposed the establishment of an artificial beach and resort-

style settlement, complete with luxury and ordinary housing, yacht clubs and an automobile 

racetrack, the final of which ultimately became a landmark for the region. Together with Alfredo 

Agache, the French urbanist and architect who had just finished a contract working on a 

remodeling plan for Rio de Janeiro, collaborated to create a European-style “satellite cities” had 

taken root between the two Light reservoirs. The two European collaborators dubbed the 

settlement between the two Light-constructed reservoirs “Interlagos”, evidently based on a 

suggestion by Romero Sanson’s young daughter. The name was meant to invoke a European ideal, 

particularly that of the Interlaken area of Switzerland.398  

 
396 On housing and land, see respectively Nabil Bonduki, Origens da habitação social no Brasil: 
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398 Paulo Scali, Interlagos: Autódromo Internacional da Cidade de São Paulo : 1940 a 1980 (Porto 
Alegre, RS: Imagens da Terra Editora, 2004), 14. 
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The reservoirs had previously received comparisons with Swiss lakes. In April 1927, just 

as the Summit Control dam reached completion and the first section of the Rio Grande (later, 

Billings) a note published by a journalist accompanying a visit by the Minister of Agriculture Lyra 

Castro described the new lakes as “very beautiful” yet “grey, unsettling [consent, bizarro], almost 

European. One might say they were lakes from Switzerland…”399 The image of stark beauty 

implicitly contrasts with verdant Atlantic forest, the landscape that until recently had dominated 

the surrounding region and still occupied the Serra do Mar escarpment.  Light’s engineered 

waterscape formed a new ecology that presented a “Euro-American nature aesthetic” consciously 

created in a way that “naturalized…control and occupation of landscapes.”400 It was in this period 

that the reservoir earned the nickname the “Paulista Sea.” For several decades after, Billings was 

the site of sailing regattas and rowing competitions, replacing the increasingly compromised Tietê 

and Pinheiros rivers as sites for nautical sport. Additionally, the state government collaborated 

with Light to introduce non-native fish species, particularly carp, trout and tilapia into Billings.401 

While Light still controlled the flows of water that sustained Billings, the reservoir’s most visible 

public uses were sporting and recreational. Such leisure uses made Interlagos region a frontier of 

middle-class expansion, encompassing the far reaches of the zone that began in the Jardins 

neighborhoods and reached into the planned neighborhoods of the Interlagos region. 

By 1950, nearly half a century since the initiation of Light’s first ventures in São Paulo, 

middle-class Paulistanos fully identified the Light reservoirs with leisure rather than industry. One 

 
399 “Ministro de agricultura” Correio Paulistano, 25 April 1927, p. 4. 
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contributor to the “Página Femenina” of the Correio Paulistano was surprised to get an 

explanation from a foreign doctor in residency in São Paulo on the “practical application” of the 

“Santo Amaro reservoir,” which the correspondent Maria Regina admitted to only recognizing as 

an “enchanting retreat on the weekends.” Her curiosity, she continued, led her to return to 

geography books that she found “very vague, very superficial” on the question of São Paulo’s 

industrial park.  She subsequently arranged a tour through her tennis club with Ubirajara Martins, 

the general director of Light to see the hydroelectric complex at Cubatão up close.402 Even when 

learning more about these vestiges of São Paulo’s industrializing years, the lakes were sites of 

excursions, and even though they were portrayed as pleasant places to reside or pass the weekend, 

it was São Paulo’s heavy industrial, working class, and informal communities that would settle the 

region most densely. 

The growth of São Paulo’s industrial working class operated on different axes from its 

middle class. The first of these continued to build the city’s factories south and eastwards out from 

the traditional working-class neighborhoods of Brás and Móoca. Housing particularly for workers 

and for newly arrived immigrants was a major problem beginning in the 1940s, driven by 

population increase but ultimately exacerbated by a 1942 tenancy law [Lei do Inquilinato] that 

froze rents (with two exceptions) for over two decades. Private investment in so called “popular 

housing” collapsed with no compensation in public investing in housing infrastructure, 

culminating in a wave of evictions that undermined the security the law sought to provide.403 

Though the private real estate sector that aspired to create European-style garden cities saw no 

opportunity for profit among the city’s working class, entrepreneurs that speculated on peripheral 
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subdivisions [loteamentos] sought to fill the gap. The result was a pattern of post-war urbanization 

carried out with virtually no government interference, creating precarious, isolated subdivisions, 

with at best precarious access to urban infrastructure. The gigantic urban planning problems 

created by the stretches between subdivisions came to define the East Zone. The opening of 

factories like Nitro Quimica in São Miguel anchored these magnets of national migration and local 

displacement, with the promise of auto-construction of homes proving attractive in the face of 

adversity in the housing rental market.404 

This combination of planned and semi-planned development had several implications for 

the urban waterscape as well as the spatialization of class hierarchy. New working-class 

neighborhoods could be connected in time to city infrastructure: transportation, electricity, and 

water. Yet it was the physical location of new neighborhoods that dictated these connections, rather 

than any planning. The result was that pipes, pumping stations and reservoirs would have to be 

built after the fact. Infrastructural connections did not precede residential construction on the 

periphery, resulting in complications. Expansion of the city also meant construction in valleys and 

along the banks of rivers, meaning either that waterways were often canalized and built over, rather 

than maintained. This happened along the length of the city’s principal rivers and within its 

floodplains. Through urban planning for the few, the Paulista elite harnessed the energy of 

modernization and directed it in a way that preserved their own garden while pushing problems of 

poor water supply and water pollution onto the working class and urban poor, in peripheral or 

interstitial informal neighborhoods. The modernizing elite needed workers and thus a growing 

city, and the growing city needed ever more water resources and outlets for sewage and industrial 

pollution. Class distinction became increasingly marked not just by distance from the city center 
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but also the distance from water infrastructure, or the proximity to polluted bodies of water, 

including the city’s rivers. 

São Paulo’s First General Plan 

The post-1940 challenges of managing São Paulo drove home the need for a 

comprehensive planning strategy, one that could cover persistent deficits in service as well as 

account for future growth. In 1942, the Department of Water and Sewer proposed a “General Plan” 

to be implemented for the next three decades. World War II had delayed serious advances on these 

projects since much of the required material and equipment for water systems was imported and 

required the smooth functioning of the global economy. In 1946, the Department of Water and 

Sewer’s professional journal Revista RAE published a detailed description of the renewed plan to 

reinforce, renovate, and amplify supply and distribution systems in São Paulo. Official statistics 

showed that water and sewer connections had not kept up with new construction: only 58 percent 

were connected to the water network, and only 39 percent to the sewer system.405 The plan outlined 

two basic conditions that any city growing at the rate that São Paulo needed to meet: in essence, 

maintain systems that could provide abundant water following hourly demand to a growing 

population of consumers over a projected period of years, and additionally expand such systems 

with anticipation in function of the city’s population growth. São Paulo’s principal misstep, 

according to Plinio Whitaker, author of the article detailing the new plan, was not adapting any 

long-term planning in the midst of North American-rates of urban growth since 1880.406 

Whitaker’s argument was tautological on its face: São Paulo had grown quickly and without reason 

due to its lack of general planning, yet it had been prevented from adapting a comprehensive plan 
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exactly by the city’s rapid growth. Yet more than any actions the city or state government had 

taken, “private initiative” in the form of the unimpeded development of residential nuclei outside 

the city created a hodgepodge of residential centers that were difficult to connect in a rational way 

to the water network. 

The Bureau of Water and Sewer’s ambitious proposal sought to close once and for all the 

gap in sanitary services by extending to all neighborhoods and streets, following a timeline that 

would allow projects to finish before the city’s growth outpaced their capacity.407  This proposed 

solution still had virtually nothing to say about the ABC region or the potential of Billings for 

water supply, instead emphasizing the importance of increasing capacity at Guarapiranga and from 

the Cotia system west of the city. This focus on the official limits of the city belied the fact that 

the municipalities of the ABC region were already being incorporated into the larger metropolitan 

waterscape. 

Expansion in capacity at Guarapiranga and the addition of the “Rio Grande system” 

reflected technological change as well as adaptation in the face of metropolitan growth. According 

to urbanist Laura Bueno, in this period the previous strategy to secure water supply resources by 

expropriating land far out from the city and using that water exclusively for domestic supply 

diminished. In its place, the Department of Water and Sewer supplemented the city’s supply with 

treated water that came from much closer sources: the Tietê River as well as Light’s reservoirs.408 

The growth of residential neighborhoods along the floodplain of the rechanneled Pinheiros River 

and further southward around the Guarapiranga and Billings reservoirs made it necessary to 
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consider forms of chemical treatment that had been eschewed in favor of supposedly untainted 

water sources beyond urban limits. 

 One of the most important steps in the process of the metropolitanization of water supply 

was the Bureau’s takeover of water pumping and treatment for the municipalities of Santo André 

(which at that time included the future São Caetano do Sul) and São Bernardo do Campo in 1946. 

The Billings reservoir evidently represented the best choice for a large-scale local water source for 

Santo André. The federal government had authorized the state of São Paulo to draw up to 2 m3/s 

from Billings for to pump from in order to supply the aforementioned municipalities in 1944.409 

Over the next ten years, much of the water that the municipalities of the ABC region acquired from 

the state came from the Rio Claro system to the east of São Paulo center. The municipalities signed 

agreements with the Bureau to guarantee of water supply, gradually increasing from 5 million 

liters per day in 1949 to ten million per day by 1957. After the 1958, the new Rio Grande system 

took on greater importance, and water drawn from Rio Claro was reduced by 90 percent.410 

 Sanitary engineers argued for the necessity for further integration of the ABC region into 

the metropolitan water supply network. In the words of one engineer, the ABC was described as a 

“beehive of workers,” constituting one of Brazil’s largest industrial areas yet without the financial 

possibilities to implement sufficient water services.411 In addition, these burgeoning municipal 

centers faced similar problems to those of the capital described by Plinio Whitaker in a newspaper 

interview (reproduced in Revista RAE) in 1952: namely the impact of periodic droughts and the 
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frequent rupture of large pipes.412 Only by incorporating into a larger region, serviced by existing 

systems and bolstered by new projects could the municipalities of ABC gain the infrastructure to 

support their working class population. Control of public services thus moved from autonomous 

municipal control to regional centralization at the same time as it shifted from the preservation of 

distant sources to harnessing and treating much closer water reserves. This regionalization 

bolstered the elites of São Paulo, allowing for greater control in the planning of the dynamic 

economic region of ABC.  

 The shift towards adapting comprehensive regional planning served to assuage one of the 

complaints put forward by the engineers who oversaw sanitary works. In the words of José 

Carneiro Vianna: “the engineers are only remembered or deemed responsible in periods of deep 

crisis; when these moments are past, the best of their prevision and advise are relegated to 

oblivion.”413 The daily task assigned to engineers to resolve persistent crises was greater than 

merely increasing supply or repairing the network. They had inherited an infrastructural system 

that had emerged within specific geographical logic, where the propertied elites inhabited and 

coexisted in certain areas, usually higher up and centrally located, while the poor and working 

class dwelled in more precarious areas: tenements, floodplains, and gradually, outlying and largely 

self-built subdivisions. The result for the waterscape was one where precariousness and peril were 

ever present in terms of the threat of flooding and shortage, and the infrastructural network called 

into address these issues was fragile and strained from the outset. This was the challenge of 

integrating the immediate capital region, and it repeated in the concurrent integration of the 
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metropolitan region, as the Water and Sewer Department, its cohort of engineers and the firms 

with which they contracted attempted to unite the greater São Paulo waterscape. 

The Water Supply Coordination Commission  

 In 1954, the Bureau of Water and Sewer, which had existed as a section under the statewide 

Secretaria de Viação e Obras became a financially and administratively autonomous section. The 

re-founding of the utility responded to a greater attention to the expansion of public services in 

what had become a highly industrialized urban region, encompassing over 70% of the state of São 

Paulo’s substantial industrial production.414 The reconstitution of the Bureau of Water and Sewer 

[RAE] as the Department of Water and Sewer [DAE] was the beginning of the moment in which 

the Department could envision shared public services within the “Greater São Paulo” region. 

Municipalities could continue to operate their own services; however, they had to purchase water 

from the Department of Water and Sewer. The Department also limited their access to common 

water sources (rivers, wells and springs) in favor of linking up with the larger supply system. 

Indeed, this was the purpose of the Treatment Station constructed near the Anchieta Highway 

connecting the capital to the coast. The plant was to provide enough domestic water for a projected 

540,000 inhabitants projected to live in the municipalities of the ABC region.415 The incorporation 

of local systems into the autonomous state-level Department of Water and Sewer along with 

consolidation of public sanitary services contributed to the integrated management of the 

metropolitan region. 
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 Naturally, other solutions had been proffered, most notably to transfer control of the former 

Bureau of Water and Sewer from the state level to the municipal level. This suggestion, formally 

recommended by the Division of Sanitary Engineering of the Instituto de Engenharia (represented 

on the advisory board) in August 1950 as a way to guarantee administrative and financial 

autonomy for an issue that so greatly impacted the capital region.416 While this would have given 

the municipality of São Paulo direct control over its water supply services, a control it had not 

exercised since the late nineteenth century, and thus more autonomy in its planning, coordination 

between surrounding in the metropolitan area would be made more difficult. 

 The formation of the Coordinating Commission for the General Water Plan by São Paulo 

governor Jânio Quadros sought to coordinate the supply needs of the metropolitan region, as well 

as make long term predictions about future directions. By 1960, the Commission needed to have a 

plan in motion for supplying 2.8 million people, encompassing the approximately half a million 

projected to live in the ABC region, now recognized as inextricably connected to the capital.417 In 

the first preliminary report that the five-person commission made, the Guarapiranga system 

continued to play a crucial role. Billings, it was noted, had not been considered in the original 

Plano Geral. In addition to projected 2 m3/s, the reversal of the Capivari-Monos River could bring 

approximately additional 6 2m3/s into the Rio Grande system, which was drawn from an arm of 

the Billings reservoir for the principal benefit of ABC. Ultimately this reversal did not come to 

pass. Instead, Capivari-Monos was diverted to Guarapiranga, and thus not to the ABC region.418  
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As a result, by 1956 Guarapiranga supplied over half of São Paulo’s water supply (52.5 percent) 

at a rate of 9 m3/s, with additional capacity for up to 11 m3/s. The first stage of the Sistema Rio 

Grande Billings, built and supplied by the Department of Water and Sewer and administered by 

the municipalities of Santo André, São Bernardo do Campo and São Caetano do Sul was completed 

by 1958, less than a year and a half after it was begun—evidently, an efficient timeline for public 

works.419 

 Guarapiranga’s significance in the overall water supply was not lost on the broader 

Paulistano engineering community. Others tried to revive the possibility of tapping the Tietê just 

upstream from the Penha regions east of the city. The construction firm Carneiro Vianna argued 

that together, improvement of the former and implementation of the latter could lead to significant 

progress in addressing the capital’s water issues. José Carneiro Vianna, the namesake president, 

made the case to the Water and Sewer Deparment that 200,000 m3 daily could be channeled from 

the Tietê, and that the only “politics and other unknown factors” had scuttled this otherwise 

reasonable plan when José Pereira Rebouças first proposed it in 1904. “In our view,” Vianna 

argued, “treated water produced by both systems should, preferably, should intercommunicate by 

means of large-diameter pipes that run along the riverside avenues: the right bank of the Pinheiros 

and the left bank of the Tietê” as well as alongside the Tamanduateí.420 The interconnection 

between two large systems and the riverside supply mains had the capacity to create mutually 

reinforcing support in the case of drought or other supply deficiencies, as well as easily open 

connections to new neighborhoods not considered in the initial plan. 
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 One major drawback to utilizing the Tietê at mid-century was the extensive industrial 

pollution that already had begun to dominate the region. Waste and runoff from neighborhoods 

and subdivisions planted along the banks of the Tietê already put pressure on the Tietê, but the 

contrast was rapid and startling once industrialization increased. Migrants to the outlying region 

of São Miguel reported river water that was clean enough for cooking prior to installation and 

growth of the Nitro Química factory in that same region.421 Chemical pollutants represented a host 

of challenges beyond bacteriological factors, and the lack of coordination between industrial 

planning and sanitation infrastructure made sites along the Tietê less feasible. 

 Negotiating between Water and Light 

 In addition to overseeing the implementation of the wider general water supply plan, the 

Coordinating Commission for the General Water Plan also need to broker accords and seek 

harmony with Light in order to utilize the water resources of São Paulo. Efforts to establish such 

harmony faced the challenge of shortages in water supply that mutually strained the city’s 

networked utilities. Prior to the formation of the Commission in 1952, power outages briefly shut 

down pumping stations throughout the city center, sometimes multiple times per day. The first 

such occurrence saw four separate outages in the period of one month to pumping stations located 

at the old Consolação reservoir, halting water supply in several central neighborhoods. Loss of 

pumping capabilities at Consolação also impacted the Villa América and Araça reservoirs, leading 

to water supply cutoff for upper- and middle-class neighborhoods such as Perdizes, Vila Pompeia, 

and Higienóplis, as well as part of Avenida Paulista.422 Correspondence between Light officials 
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and the Department of Water and Sewer continued for several months, with reports of near daily 

outages in the months of June and August at pumping stations throughout the city.423 

 Jointly, Light and the state agencies that oversaw water requested that users in the vicinity 

of five different pumping stations adhere to voluntary electrical rationing. This confirmed for the 

public that there was indeed “an intimate relationship between electricity and the lack of water 

registered in São Paulo,” a fact that was surprising in light of the common knowledge that São 

Paulo’s surplus electrical output that was used to supply Rio de Janeiro. One news article on the 

announcement implored the inhabitants of the neighborhoods near the affected pumping stations 

to cooperate with the rationing, out of respect for their neighbors without water, even more because 

non-adherence could exacerbate the situation.424 “If there were wide support and a spirit of 

sacrifice from consumers in regards to the electricity ration determinations, there will be great 

compensation for this problem recently verified in our Capital” declared another appeal.425 

Inevitably, however, voluntary efforts could go only so far.  

Other measures were needed to balance the modern utility services of São Paulo. This was 

in part due to the fact that there were plausible concerns about the capacity of the electrical 

equipment installed at the pumping stations.426 Simultaneously, the Department of Water and 

Sewer installed 75 additional kilometers of pipes to reinforce water supply. In the case of additions 

made to the Santo Amaro/Guarapiranga system, Secretary of Roads [Viação] and Public Works 

Nilo Amaral commented that contrary to popular belief, the ability to capture and supply greater 

amounts of water was more important than the extension of the network.427 
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 In 1955, the general superintendent of Light, W.R. Marinho Lutz politely reminded the 

Secretary of Transportation and Works [Viação e Obras] that, following the decree of 1928, the 

state government was only authorized to withdraw water at a rate of 4 m3/sec from Guarapiranga 

and other rivers of the maritime slope, according to the initial decree made in 1928. Over time, 

São Paulo had gradually drawn more and more water adding up to this amount. Marinho Lutz, 

having observed in the press “wide-ranging debates over the supply of water to the capital” with 

constant references to the potential of Guarapiranga. He took it upon himself to clarify the timeline 

of the Bureau of Water and Sewer eventually reaching this quota. Light, according to Lutz, was 

not opposed to increasing the flow of water, however, a request to redirect the waters of the Juquia 

River had been denied by the National Council of Water and Electricity, ostensibly due to the fact 

that this granted too much power to a foreign company. Light’s ability to expand had thus been 

denied, and Lutz concluded by saying that while they couldn’t authorize any amount superior to 

the current level, they were open to collaborating on technical studies particularly to the Rio 

Capivari that could expand the volumes of both Guarapiranga and Billings.428 Though Lutz 

portrayed Light at the mercy of the Federal Government, his missive prompted by perceptions of 

public debate underscored Light’s control of the water resources upon which domestic water 

supply most depended. 

 In November 1956, the CPGA published the public notice for construction of new water 

system extensions for the municipalities of ABC, and three months later had approved three 

proposals from three different engineering firms. The selection hinged on which firms offered the 

most competitive price, with the exception of the treatment facilities. The commission argued to 

accept the second lowest proposal submitted by Yamagata Engenharia in place of Byington Cia, 
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principally because of a distrust of Infilco water treatment technology that Byington Cia had used 

in other projects in São Paulo state, yielding poor results. Yamagata’s use of Permutit branded 

technology at least had a “good international standing” and was already employed in other 

treatment plants in Brazil.429 Technological decisions had to be considered carefully, as Brazil 

imported crucial components of its water supply systems. The ultimate decision to accept 

Yamagata’s water treatment proposal raised the total project budget by three percent, a relatively 

small amount. Yet the decision itself underscored the continuing challenge of infrastructural 

construction in Brazil. These types of decisions highlighted the challenge of expanding a modern 

sanitary system that required imported pieces and technologies as well as specialized knowledge 

to undertake repairs. 

 Expanding water infrastructure and unifying the disparate municipal centers of the 

proposed metropolitan region required a commensurate increase in available water supply. This 

challenge, fundamental and essential to any city, was difficult for São Paulo, in part because of the 

relative influence of Light, and the threat of pollution in of existing water sources. In late January 

of 1957, the members of the CPGA took an excursion to observe works in progress in the Capivari-

Monos river basin, in part to verify that all was going well in terms of supply for all uses. Among 

the observations made, however they observed that, while far from the pumping house that 

supplied the ABC, parts of the Billings Reservoirs had already become visibly polluted. The 

construction of interceptors would help with this, but these works were already nearly twenty years 

behind.430 A second report on the progress of the Plano Geral similarly urged the consideration of 
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sanitary sewers for the metropolis.431 The contents of these reports evidence the dual responsibility 

of the Commission to advocate for maintenance of systems facing attrition against urban growth 

and balancing the needs of Light to operate and provide electricity for the city. 

 Ultimately, the Department of Water and Sewer found it easier to negotiate with Light for 

additional water supply from Guarapiranga for the capital. While this cooperation received praise 

in the press, a degree of balancing had to take place still between electrical energy and water 

supply. An article published in the Diario da Noite in April 1957 reported that in compensation, a 

similar volume of water destined for consumption would be transferred to Billings which would 

be destined “obviously, for obtaining electrical energy” from the Cubatão complex.432 The 

balancing of these two competing interests still allowed for adequate supply to the ABC 

municipalities, though not a wider expansion for the rest of the city. Even with the dedicated and 

modern pumping and treatment plants on the Rio Grande arm of Billings, water and sanitation 

services continued to be sufficient as the ABC region swelled with factories and workers in later 

decades. 

 In a 1964 article published in Revista DAE on historical aspects of São Paulo’s water 

supply, engineer Mário Savelli, the author noted that in the present that it was necessary to think 

of São Paulo and the ABC region as “twin dynamic communities,” tied together in facing the 

challenges of adequate water supply. Savelli wrote in the context of an extended dry season, one 

that exacerbated pressure on the Upper Tietê watershed lowering the water levels of the Billings 

reservoir.433 It also placed pressure on the wider integrated system based in the Upper Tietê Basin. 
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The beginnings of exploration into constructing a new water supply system, based outside of the 

Upper Tietê watershed represented a major rupture with earlier strategy. Construction of the 

Sistema Juqueri, later called Nova (New) Cantareira, would not begin until 1968.434 The expansion 

of this system not only replaced the preponderance of the Guarapiranga/Billings contribution; it 

also established the future prospects of São Paulo’s water supply in the Piracicaba River watershed, 

north of the metropolitan region.435 São Paulo had degraded some of its most significant water 

sources, and thus needed to extend its control even beyond its metropolitan limits. 

The establishment of the metropolitan-focused Department of Water and Sewer led the 

respective mayors of the districts making up the ABC region to appeal directly to state governor 

Jânio Quadros. In a joint correspondence with the state government, the mayors of the ABC 

districts appealed to the populist spirit embodied by Quadros’s administration, reminding him that 

the 300,000 citizens who lived in the ABC region were majority working class, and that their water 

supply situation was a basic problem in need of urgent resolution.436 Quadros had sought the 

support of São Paulo’s working class during his campaign for state governor. The organizing of 

an agreement between the three municipalities in 1955 evidently had political motivations; a 

memorandum sent to the governor from the Department of Water and Sewer recognized that the 

signing of the agreement had arisen from “the political need to win the electorate of the ABC 

region (Juarez campaign), all of which was done in observance of the law and in the public 

interest.”437 Politics as well as geography helped explain why Quadros approved of an 
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incorporation of the ABC region under the administration of the Water and Sewer Department, 

while Cubatão and Santos continued to administer their water supply locally. 

 The accord signed between the three municipalities foresaw a transference in water supply 

management from the local municipal level to the state level. With each municipality contributing 

a part of the construction budget to install pipes, pumps and a water treatment plant, the Rio Grande 

system would be able to provide an additional 2 cubic meters per second, an approximate eleven 

percent increase to the water supply. Half of this volume would supply Santo André, while São 

Caetano and São Bernardo would receive forty and ten percent, respectively. The agreement 

created a Commission of New Construction Works, made up of four engineers representing the 

also ABC municipalities and the Department of Water and Sewer, tasking its members to meet 

regularly and oversee the technical aspects as well as guarantee the timely execution of the 

project.438 By 1958, a section of the Billings Reservoir had begun to provide water to 

municipalities in the ABC region, São Paulo’s rising industrial suburbs.439 The Billings Reservoir 

had undergone its own changes in place in the city, gradually shifting from an engineering wonder 

to an artificial arena of aquatic leisure. The city’s increasing heavy industry sector along with little 

attention to water pollution began to compromise the reservoir as the sink for much of the 

metropolitan region’s wastewater and chemical runoff. 
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Billings: From Civic Sea to Sanitary Sink 

By mid-century, the Billings Reservoir had become much more than an elongated 

manmade reservoir. Boating events and recreational fishing took place every weekend. In that 

same year, the “Paulista Sea” even occasionally took on a symbolic civic role, hosting a navy 

regatta for the four-hundredth anniversary of the city. Light’s “New Reservoir” had been officially 

rechristened in Asa Billings’s honor in 1949, precisely at a critical point in São Paulo’s trajectory. 

The growth of São Paulo generated new, heterogenous urban territories in São Paulo, with unequal 

access to the natural resources required by the inhabitants of these new urbanized areas.440 The 

city’s new wave of expansion marked new transformations, connections and ecological 

adaptations between the inhabitants of the metropolis and its reservoirs. Various public uses grew 

more prominent amidst São Paulo’s (and more generally Brazil’s) post-WWII boom. The suburban 

region of São Paulo experienced much of the post-war industrialization as factories clustered along 

railroad lines and in outlying municipalities, which soon relinquished their rural character. 

Meanwhile, highways like the Rodovia Anchieta made the city outskirts more accessible, 

particularly for affluent residents seeking escape from the city on the weekend. New transportation 

arteries brought urbanites closer to recreational nature, even as the city intertwined with and 

transformed these spaces. And while they descended to the Paulista coast, thousands of Paulistas 

caught sight of the Cubatão penstocks juxtaposed against the Atlantic forest.441 

Almost simultaneously with São Paulo’s adaptation of recreational and water supply uses 

for Billings, however, the reservoir converted into a pollution sink for the city. At first, this 

ecological transformation could be linked directly to the reversal works on the Pinheiros River. 
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The conversion of São Paulo’s original hydroelectric plant at Parnaíba into a pumping station in 

1952 had the greatest impact, redirecting the waste of 5 million people to the Billings reservoir.442 

The two additional pumps, named Retiro and Traição, moved water down the graded and 

straightened trajectory of the Pinheiros. The entire Light hydroelectric system thus reoriented 

towards the Cubatão complex; the Guarapiranga Reservoir that had supplied Parnaíba now 

principally supported the Billings Reservoir as well as supplying water to the capital. One of the 

projected benefits of the Pinheiros rectification would be flood control and reclaimed land use. 

Land values indeed soared in the newly drained Pinheiros lowlands after the rectification was 

completed. Real estate development companies like Companhia City that had previously 

developed the garden neighborhoods southwest of the city center bought up this land for similar 

residential developments. Much like with the Billings Reservoir itself, Light’s managers asserted 

that they had contributed to reclaiming land that had little use prior to their hydrological works.443 

As soon as this new hydrological order began, however, Paulistanos who most frequented 

the reservoir’s waters began to notice changes. The outdoorsman magazine A Fauna noted in 1953 

the increasing and highly uneven distribution of water pollution throughout the entire state, with 

the most flagrant cases found in its rivers. The magazine reported that the Tietê, São Paulo’s 

principal river, was polluted for “only for 160 kilometers between São Miguel and Itú” (that is, 

virtually the entire section that crossed through the municipality of São Paulo and continuing west 

into the interior), while other tributaries and streams, including the Pinheiros, had been 

“completely nullified” by pollution. The source of this contamination, whether domestic or 

industrial, was not specified, though the article noted that less dense interior towns with little 
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industry and smaller rivers suffered practically no pollution. For the magazine’s readership, 

however, the important fact was “the pollution in the Billings Reservoir…affects the population 

directly, in their recreational means, as well as the aquatic life.”444 The rise of heavy and 

petrochemical industry subsequently placed further stress on the reservoir’s ecology. 

The capability of Billings to supply water, however, remained limited by the overall 

conditions of the reservoir. In response to this growing problem, the São Paulo state government 

commissioned several plans from national and international engineering firms over a period of 

fifteen years. Eventually, some treatment facilities and a few new kilometers of collector lines 

resulted from these studies, but like many of the city’s urbanization schemes, the solutions 

presented in the studies “almost always remained on paper.”445 Each study, however, saw fit to 

address the role of the Billings Reservoir in its conclusions. The growth trends of the city had made 

its consideration inescapable. In one of its principal conclusions, the Greeley & Hansen plan 

(carried out in the early 1950s and published in the Department of Water and Sewer’s technical 

journal in 1958) recognized that industrial waste and untreated sewage had heavily polluted not 

just the city’s principal rivers but also in times of drought the “Rio Grande” reservoir. In fact, the 

study reported, industrial and sewer waste volume exceeded that of the urban sections of the 

Tamanduateí and Tietê.446 Dry conditions meant that Light invariably reversed pumped the city 

rivers into Billings, accounting for worsening conditions during drought periods. The path that the 

Greely and Hansen report recommended for expanding sewage treatment in São Paulo would, 
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through a system of six new collector systems and treatment plans, was predicted to provide the 

maximum pollution reduction, including for Billings, purportedly at the lowest cost.447 

The Greeley and Hansen report noted the recreational as well as the hydroelectric 

importance of Billings. Yet the anaerobic conditions that proliferated made the reservoir a danger 

to public health, creating conditions for fish kills as well as vectors for infections and contagious 

disease.448 Such conditions also threatened the reservoir with eutrophication. Cities around the 

world struggled to limit human-caused eutrophication and algae blooms a new environmental 

imbalance experienced in adjacent lakes. High volume or fast-flowing waterways could dilute a 

certain quantity of wastewater, but the introduction of high levels of nitrogen and phosphorous 

could cause the proliferation of aquatic flora, which threatened to drain further oxygen from the 

reservoir.449 Ultimately, the Greeley and Hansen consultants, perhaps recalling North American 

examples such as Chicago and Philadelphia, sought to reduce and avoid further pollution of 

waterways. For this reason, they steered away from proposals that would direct waste towards 

Billings and instead sought to remove sewage all the way to the Paulista coastline. 

Even with its predicted low costs, implementation of the Greeley & Hansen Plan A was 

limited, not in the least because Brazil in the 1960s entered a period of great economic and political 

upheaval, culminating in the establishment of the military dictatorship in 1964. By the 1960s, the 

structure of Light had changed significantly since the reservoir’s construction: in anticipation of 

utility nationalization, Light’s owners had gradually shifted management to Brazilian nationals, 

and had also shifted from majority electrical production to electrical distribution. Light still owned 
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the land and controlled access to the South Zone reservoirs. In 1963, the Department of Water and 

Sewer needed to request basic topographical and measurement information about Billing from 

Light for the purpose of creating a plan to mitigate rising pollution in the reservoir, showing the 

extent to which the company dominated São Paulo’s water resources.450 As Brazil reached 

underwent massive political and social change after 1960s, São Paulo’s civic sea became a symbol 

of the reshaping of the metropolitan region. Light engineers created a lake environment that 

eventually redirected metropolitan growth, particularly along the Pinheiros River that had been 

reversed and rectified towards the southeast in order to supply the new reservoir. The Billings 

Reservoir became an important site for leisure, recreation and fishing. Its location along the edge 

of the ABC also made it a growing site for domestic and industrial waste in the fastest growing 

area of the metropolitan region. In this way, as the Billings Reservoir endured the transformations 

of accelerated urban growth, it transformed from a successful, trendsetting (for better or for worse) 

hydroelectric complex into an at best aspirational (and at worse, failed) sanitary complex. The 

environmental contradictions of the city were pushed out to the edge of the metropolitan region, 

along with growing working-class neighborhoods in suburban municipalities and unauthorized 

subdivisions on the margins of the city and its reservoirs.  

Carolina Leaves the City 

Even as the Department of Water and Sewer became more reliant on water drawn from its 

reservoirs, ecological decline increasingly afflicted these bodies of water. What had once been 

hydrological stores available for urban use had been subsumed by urban expansion. In the last 

quarter century, São Paulo came to rely on half of its domestic water supply from the extensive 
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Cantareira system north of the city, which administrators began planning in the 1960. The 

Guarapiranga and Billings systems had once been considered important anchors for the city’s 

expansion, particularly as its population demand for water increased. Yet the opportunity for 

communities built in harmony with their artificial lacustrine surroundings was lost and largely 

abandoned. Expanded use of these reservoirs for water supply reverted to being only an emergency 

measure and not part of a larger solution. This situation, of course is regrettable. While water and 

sanitation services have far more coverage than they did when the Bureau of Water and Sewer 

issued the Plano Geral of 1942, the quality and reliability of these services in the far South Zone 

of São Paulo continued to lag—and this in spite of the fact that many of these settlements are mere 

kilometers from the shore of the reservoirs. 

 Carolina Maria de Jesus’s location in São Paulo shifted as her fortunes ebbed and flowed. 

Her struggles with water subsided after she achieved fame, at least briefly. The earnings from the 

national publication of Quarto de Despejo allowed her to purchase a brick house outside of 

Canindé. She continued to write about her new life for publication in her next book Casa de 

Alvenaria [translated I’m Going to Have a Little House in English]. She reported that the benefits 

of piped water allowed her to rise one hour later—though her first task of the day was often 

washing clothes. Even in house connected to the water supply, she stilled faced water issues: the 

water shut off on one occasion, and on another a tap left open flooded the house’s parlor. Plumbing 

issues aside, water matters were nothing compared to the long early morning lines from her 

previous life. In one passage from her unedited diaries, Carolina had compared waiting in line to 

being in jail, adding that "when I leave the spigot behind I feel as if I am leaving hell.” Yet even 

if Carolina had ascended from the inferno, she ended up at a level resembling purgatory. By 1963, 

she had moved from the chaos of urban São Paulo to its rural periphery in the municipality of 
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Paralheiros at the rural southernmost end of the municipality of São Paulo. Paralheiros, located 

within the watershed of the Guarapiranga reservoir remained a rural redoubt for many years 

afterward; however, settlement of the areas surrounding the Light reservoirs presaged a shift in the 

ecological conditions of these bodies of water. Simultaneously, São Paulo shifted to a new strategy 

for supplying water north of the city, while continuing to put pressure on its rivers and reservoirs 

to absorb wastewater that came downstream.    

 Meanwhile, the contradictions of Brazil’s populist democracy came into sharp conflict, as 

the military seized control after the troubled presidencies of former Paulista governor Jânio 

Quadros and his successor João Goulart. The ascension of a military government interested in 

quelling dissent at any cost while accelerating Brazil’s developmentalist model had repercussions 

for urban São Paulo, now the undisputed center of Brazil’s economy, and public efforts to attend 

to water and sanitary services. The next chapter discusses the impact of the military regime, and 

how it affected the course of São Paulo’s continued metropolitanization of water. 
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CHAPTER 5: URBAN WATER AND FOREIGN AID UNDER MILITARY RULE, 
1960-1975 

 
 

Cold War Calculations 

São Paulo at mid-century sought ways to resolve the accelerating imbalance between the 

city and its waterscape. The threat of intermittent flooding and noxious industrial and domestic 

pollution accompanied basic water supply issues. Flooding was a constant reality for the majority 

of working-class Paulistanos, concentrated in neighborhoods with poor drainage and urban service 

access.451 Meanwhile, the growth of the ABC region had put increasing strain on waterways like 

the Tamanduateí, solidifying its role as a corridor of metropolitan effluent. In early May 1964, the 

São Paulo Department of Water and Sewer [DAE]  signed an agreement with the United States 

Agency for International Development (USAID). State Governor Ademar Pereira de Barros signed 

the agreement, as well as four other declarations related to state-wide hydrological infrastructure 

development. The joint agreement foresaw the elaboration of a “basic plan for the development of 

a sewer system that would “adequately serve the Metropolitan region until the year 2000.” At the 

same ceremony, the Department of Water and Sewer also signed an agreement with its sister 

agency, the Department of Water and Electrical Energy [DAEE], seeking further coordination on 

the question of frequent urban flooding and the need to protect water sources and streams from 

pollution.452 The metropolitan solutions sought by the government persisted in a series of master 
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plans and large-scale initiatives throughout the 1960s and 1970s during Brazil’s twenty-one year 

military dictatorship, which had just overthrown the government of president João Goulart the 

previous month. 

The United States viewed the Goulart regime as antagonistic to its Cold War objectives in 

the region and sought to undermine his government in any way possible, as well as support the 

regime that followed. In the three weeks after General Humberto Castelo Branco assumed power 

with the backing of the United States, USAID and the state government of São Paulo had begun 

formulating an accord for technical assistance on the subject of designing an adequate sanitary 

network for São Paulo. The timing was likely not coincidental. The overthrow of Goulart opened 

the floodgates for development aid through the Alliance for Progress, the signature program of the 

John F. Kennedy administration to both funnel economic aid to Latin American nations in 

exchange for compliance in the struggle to stifle Communism. The agreement itself referenced an 

earlier accord signed nearly two years prior, when the situation in Brazil seemed much different: 

economic and political instability made it seem as if Brazil were on the verge of political 

transformation—or a collapse into communism, from the perspective of Washington. That 

agreement had “fixed baselines for cooperative activities, on the national level…proposing to 

consolidate and develop technical and financial organs; provide trained municipal, state and 

federal service workers…and develop a methodology able to mobilize the necessary elements to 

provide a sufficient and safe supply of potable water and installations designed for the sanitation 

of growing communities and industries in expansion in Brazil.”453 The new agreement followed 

this pattern, pledging that São Paulo would be an example for other cities and municipalities to 
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follow now that the military had neutralized radical political forces. “Only with financing from 

foreign credit entities” could São Paulo hope to meet the unparalleled needs of the city, according 

to the General Director of the Water and Sewer Department.454 

The plan that eventually emerged received the name of HIBRACE, a combination of the 

names of the three Brazilian consortiums (Hidroservice, Brasconsult e Cesa, SA) set to collaborate 

on the broader sewage drainage and flood prevention project, under the supervision of the 

Electrical Energy Department. Separately, the Department of Water and Sewer contracted the 

North American engineering firm Hazen and Sawyer to develop its own plan for managing sewage 

treatment within the Paulista capital and metropolitan region. Eventually, some treatment facilities 

and a few new kilometers of collector lines resulted from these studies, but like many of the city’s 

urbanization schemes, the solutions presented in the studies “almost always remained on paper.”455 

Much like the Plano de Avenidas created by Francisco Prestes Maia for São Paulo’s roads, the 

plans did not completely overhaul the systems they set out to remake, and in fact probably had less 

direct impact than the road plan. Yet in addition to piecemeal changes, their existence spoke to the 

debates and designs for responding to the contradictions and systemic failures within the city’s 

sanitary system. While the sewerage question continued to linger, related questions of water supply 

and distribution took a new direction in this period of planning, foreign financing, and national 

top-down consolidation. 

Ten years prior to the military coup in 1954, São Paulo had celebrated four centuries since 

its founding. In tandem with this historical commemoration, Paulista elites and boosters had sought 

to reinterpret São Paulo’s immense economic progress in a nation saddled with underdevelopment. 
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Paulista progress, in their view, had come not at the expense of other regions of Brazil during its 

earlier coffee and manufacturing booms; instead, “regional progress and national development 

were, in effect, one and the same.”456 São Paulo, a name now widely associated with the urban 

metropolis instead of the state-wide agricultural complex, was thus a model for the rest of Brazil. 

Its attraction of thousands of migrants was not a drain on other regions’ economic prospects; on 

the whole, migrant workers were aspirants to modernity and contributed to the development of 

Brazil.457  

Meanwhile, technical experts and regional elites outside of São Paulo and especially in the 

Northeast continued to seek release from underdevelopment, in large part through scientific and 

technological interventions in the metropolitan waterscape of the region.458 Persistent drought had 

exacerbated the effects of unequal landholdings in a decadent agricultural sector. The politics of 

water and development were of a different character in urban metropolitan São Paulo and its 

industrial economy. The Paulista Plateau was water abundant; furthermore, it had harnessed its 

water volume not just for supply but also for hydroelectricity. To maintain its position as leader 

and model of progress in Brazil, however, Paulista authorities needed to address pervasive 

imbalances in the urban waterscape. The experience of technocrats in the Northeast and their faith 

in the saving power of technology (at the expense of social justice) had mixed results. In São Paulo, 

the development path was in the abstract, to plan for water supply that would match the city’s 

growth. Towards securing this goal of securing the hydro-metropolis, São Paulo could depend on 

both the military regime and foreign aid. 
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Studies of the Brazilian military dictatorship (1964-1985) have contributed to an extensive 

historiography on the politics of military rule as well as opposition and resistance to authoritarian 

rule. Less attention has been paid to economic and social change occurring under Brazil’s military 

dictatorship, although a growing number of contributions have improved understanding of the 

environmental repercussions of the regime. Relatively few works have directly addressed the 

impact of the military government’s policies on urbanization and the urban environment. This 

chapter investigates the particular significance of the military government and its regional and 

municipal allies in shaping the infrastructures of the urban waterscape in metropolitan São Paulo. 

Using the Department of Water and Sewer engineering journal (Revista RAE/DAE), urban 

planning and environmental reports, USAID documents and newspaper articles, the chapter draws 

attention to key projects and programs in the Paulista capital shaped by the centralizing 

authoritarian developmentalism of the regime. These projects included large-scale works like the 

Nova Cantareira supply system and an integrated sewage plan [SANEGRAN], as well as 

legislative initiatives, beginning with the Watershed Law of 1975.  

This chapter argues that: 1) the military regime’s approach to sanitation policy altered and 

amplified the earlier trajectory of the development of the Paulistano waterscape and 2) the polices 

and transformations implemented in the 1960s and 70s concretized changes that had lasting effects 

on water and sanitation as São Paulo emerged as Brazil’s largest city. By 1975, many of the 

institutions that would shape São Paulo’s sanitary services into the 21st century were already in 

place and continued to exercise influence beyond the return to civilian rule, establishing the 

significance of the dictatorship in shaping São Paulo’s urban environment. Ultimately, the sanitary 

push during the military dictatorship created a paradoxical expansion accompanied by 

contamination. New links within the metropolitan environment further polluted the city’s water 
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reserves, represented by the South Zone reservoirs, and encouraging the state government to 

further centralize and capitalize its operations, while projecting itself beyond the historical redoubt 

of Paulistano water supply: the Cantareira range. Water could flow plentifully to the city’s 

wealthier established neighborhoods, while the principal frontier of informal urbanization in the 

South could not access any real benefit of the Guarapiranga and Billings reservoirs. 

The bureaucratic documents referenced above, perhaps expectedly, make no mention of 

the consequential political events unfolding in Brazil. Indeed, the two-decade long entrenchment 

of the military was not yet written in stone. The events of 1964, however, hang over the technical 

projects introduced under the subsequent years of military government, reflecting the anti-populist 

orientation of the military regime and the modernizing outlook of US development initiatives. In 

a period of centralization and national consolidation, efforts to bring the Vargas developmentalist 

project into the era of the Cold War sought to provide a modicum of development, particularly to 

middle-class Brazilians in favor of stability. At the same time, the military government hoped to 

demobilize any variant of Vargas-style populism while delegitimatizing and occasionally crushing 

political opposition. In other words, without invoking the Vargas political project, the military 

sought to update the developmentalist project in the Cold War context, without any of the populist 

mobilization that had begun to form around Goulart.  The establishment of the military dictatorship 

also established a “logic of disorder,” one that favored the concentration of capital in São Paulo at 

the expense of access to basic infrastructure for the growing population on the periphery.459 This 

concentration happened in tandem with the provision of foreign aid, which provided financing for 

infrastructure as well as technical assistance. For large hydrological works, foreign aid through the 

likes of the Alliance for Progress (discussed below) offered a way to bypass bureaucratic and 
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financial obstacles, though the ends of Alliance-financed projects had to serve the goals of US 

foreign policy. US influence did not determine São Paulo’s course; however, the sheer size of the 

city coupled with its favored position during the military years led the city to develop into a full-

scale if unstable hydro-metropolis. The relationships formed through bureaucratic accords 

contributed funds, technical knowledge and vision to the Brazilian military’s anti-populist, 

developmentalist vision of the urban waterscape.  

Sanitation and Authoritarian Developmentalism 

 Sanitation programs under the military dictatorship at both the national and metropolitan 

level had a profound impact on the late-twentieth century Paulistano waterscape. On the one hand, 

new investment and projects to expand the coverage of sanitary infrastructure amplified previous 

patterns of metropolitan growth in São Paulo. At the same time, the sanitation policies of the era 

altered the previous path of São Paulo’s water supply lines. Instead of embracing the potential of 

the city’s hydroelectric reservoirs in the South Zone and focusing greater investment into sewer 

treatment and disposal, sanitary policies reoriented to capture abundant waterways to the north of 

the Cantareira hills, laying the foundation for a vast network of new reservoirs that took on a new 

primacy in the city’s water supply system. Meanwhile, despite legal efforts at preservation, the 

Guarapiranga and especially the Billings Reservoirs became increasingly contaminated with 

sewage and industrial waste, reducing their viable incorporation into an integrated sanitary system 

in the metropolitan region. Between 1960 and 1980, this spatial shift as well as the increase in 

supplied water volume emerges in maps as well as statistics. The reservoir zones also saw the 

establishment of new informal subdivisions, in spite of legal restrictions and often lacking (among 

other publics services) basic sanitation despite relative proximity to abundant sources of water.  
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 The military’s centralizing authoritarian developmentalism created the path for this mode 

of urbanization, both enhancing earlier forms of state-led, top-down intervention while altering it 

through sustaining an authoritarian regime that greatly reduced most opportunities for political 

engagement on these issues, especially at the neighborhood level. The result in São Paulo was a 

massive expansion that even managed to keep track with population growth. At the same time, the 

overall economic model as well as the specific approach to basic sanitation could not last, creating 

an institutional legacy as well as contribution to a metropolitan form in which “the poorest 

settlements tend to be located in the least accessible areas regarding most infrastructure modes, 

and are subject to strong environmental constraints.”460 

As seen in previous chapters, São Paulo’s urban industrial metabolism developed first in 

the early decades of the twentieth century. These developments had a profound impact on the 

emergence of the modern waterscape: the creation of networks and reservoirs of water supply for 

domestic use but also for hydroelectric energy. Sewer system construction responded to growing 

understandings of public health needs, but ultimately found their sinks in the rivers and reservoirs 

of São Paulo. The establishment of metropolitan water during the decades of industrialization, 

migration and urbanization under Vargas, and the subsequent experiment with democracy 

increased the scope of the Paulistano waterscape. The political turmoil of the early 1960s and its 

outcome in a two-decade long period of national military rule solidified trends in creating a 

metropolitan waterscape while amplifying other tendencies, such as the expansion of the urban 

periphery.  
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While military officers governed at the federal level, their appointed political allies 

(notably those affiliated with the pro-military Aliança Renovadora Nacional, or ARENA, party) 

mediated the effects of the period of economic growth known as the “Brazilian miracle” on the 

states. Virtually any candidate associated with the nominal opposition party Movimento 

Democrático Brasileiro (MDB) risked losing their political rights if they contested an election. 

Former Paulista governor Ademar de Barros, who had initially supported military coup but like 

his governor counterpart in Guanabara, Carlos Lacerda, chafed at its restrictions. Ademar lost his 

political rights and was thus unable to mobilize his erstwhile populist base in 1966.461 Laudo Natel, 

the figure subsequently appointed by president General Humberto Castelo Branco governed until 

1975, counting among his accomplishments the founding of the new state water company Sabesp 

and the environmental protection agency Cetesb. The development projects and economic growth 

under Natel came with a massive crackdown on political liberties and opposition armed or 

otherwise. Natel’s approach to statewide development declared that “to resolve the problems of 

the interior means in the medium term of the capital; and in the capital are the big problems of the 

state.”462 Such framing seemingly put the emphasis on the economic and demographic core of the 

state, and on an implicit level, the whole of Brazil under military rule.  

 The idea of this section is less to assess the authoritarian tendencies of this period and more 

to point out how the change in political regime represented rupture (or continuity) with the ongoing 
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transformation of São Paulo’s water scape. Two central events bookend this chapter. One is the 

conceiving and advent of the “New Cantareira System.” Since its apogee in the late nineteenth 

century, the original Cantareira water network had become all but obsolete in supplying the city’s 

water. The Guarapiranga system accounted for approximately 50 percent of urban water supply, 

while the Rio Grande (Billings) system had great potential for expansion in the metropolitan 

region. These two systems had significant support from the gradually constructed Rio Claro and 

Cotia systems, servicing the East and West Zones of the metropolis.  

 The second bookend, the concluding point for this narrative, is the promulgation of the 

Watershed Laws [Leis dos Mananciais] beginning in 1975. The intention of this law was to address 

urban expansion into the drainage basins of the Light reservoirs, prohibiting construction within a 

certain distance of the shoreline for the sake of environmental protection. The opposite ended up 

happening, with dense settlement in the drainage basin of the reservoirs, which, along with 

industrial pollution, further compromised the water quality. The early 1970s saw several other 

major changes in management of the urban waterscape. In 1973, the new state sanitation company 

Sabesp was established. A year later, the New Cantareira System was officially inaugurated and 

two years later the Lei dos Mananciais went into effect. This cluster of events marked a definitive 

shift in the evolution of São Paulo’s waterscape, as the emerging megacity became dependent on 

the Cantareira’s far-reaching network while attempting to stem the tide of urban expansion in the 

reservoir zone on the opposite end of the metropolitan sphere. 

Cantareira Revisited 

In a session of the state legislative assembly in August 1960, state deputy Jethero de Faria 

Cardoso invoked the continuing problem of water supply in São Paulo. In particular the accords 

that former governors Júlio Prestes and Jânio Quadros had signed in 1928 and 1958, respectively, 
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regarding the withdrawal of water from Guarapiranga had been rendered null. The accord that 

Quadros had signed constituted “blatant capitulation,” to Light. In particular because “by 

promising to channel the Capivari River in exchange for water from Guarapiranga,” that river 

ended up bolstering the volume of the reservoir in service to the capital. In the opinion of the 

legislator, this water would have been better served for providing hydroelectric volume directly to 

the southern coast. His remarks on the matter concluded with invoking the Water Code, 

specifically article 143 regulating the exploitation of rivers and prioritizing public works that 

attended to the basic needs of the population; in other words, domestic water supply.463 In 1960, 

on the verge of a major transition in São Paulo’s political regime, much remained uncertain 

regarding how the metropolis would sustain the levels of water that it required. Watersheds around 

the capital could be pressed into serving the urban metropolis with little regard to other parts of 

the state. This small example on the cusp of a major shift in São Paulo’s water supply, indicated 

the degree to which the metropolis prioritized its hydrological demands above all else. 

 At the beginning of the 1960s, the Department of Water and Sewer still had major 

expectations for the Light reservoirs in terms of water supply. “Guarapiranga Reservoir is expected 

to be used for an increasingly large of the city water supply” wrote a visiting sanitary engineer 

from the United States. The engineer’s purpose was to study the proliferation of algae in the city’s 

public water supplies, Guarapiranga and Billings. At that point, the latter was “of particular 

interest” due to its notoriety as a sewage and industrial waste sink. The presence of toxic algae 

blooms was thus of great importance to the Water and Sewer Department’s sanitary engineers, as 
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unchecked development could potentially delay or compromise planned expansion of public water 

supply.464  

 The Guarapiranga and Rio Claro systems had grown to provide eighty percent of water for 

the municipality of São Paulo by the 1960s. The old Cantareira system provided merely three and 

half percent—despite or perhaps because of its historic nature, the small amount that it provided 

to the north zone of São Paulo was of inadequate quality. Department of Water and Sewer 

engineers had begun exploring the possibility of seeking out water supply to the north of the city 

in the early 1960s. Department planning projected that Guarapiranga system would continue to 

play an outsized role, more than doubling its output to 10 m3/s. A brand new system proposed 

studied and proposed in 1962 by a new Special Commission for Public Water Supply and 

Distribution Works [CEPA] sought to rectify and channel the Juqueri and several other rivers in 

the Cantareira region. The proposed system initially bore the name “Juqueri System.” 

 With hindsight, it seemed odd that earlier generations had not seriously considered this 

option, much closer than the legacy Rio Claro and Cotia systems. The impacts of earlier debates 

regarding the efficacy of rapid filtration versus gravity delivery from pristine sources had barred 

this option.465 This was not the only factor and did not explain why Guarapiranga had been the 

focus in the meantime as rapid filtration systems became more mainstream and viable. The initial 

amount that the proposal sought to draw from the Juqueri System was seventeen meters per second, 
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nearly double the daily amount of water provided for the entire city of São Paulo in 1958.466 The 

exigencies of the city’s water needs as well as advances in technological capacity to build and 

implement large water infrastructure made this large increase not only feasible; it also allowed the 

projected amount to double in volume to 33 m3/s. São Paulo’s population growth collided with 

issues of chronic water shortages in the entire system at the start of the 1960s. An additional 

concern was the continuing conflict between the hydroelectric and sanitary sector. In the 1960s, it 

was projected that only 20 additional cubic meters per second could be captured in the Alto Tietê 

basin without compromising the energy system.467 The Billings Reservoir’s contribution to the 

entire water supply remained a fraction of the overall supply. The first stage of the Sistema Rio 

Grande Billings, built and supplied by the Department of Water and Sewer and administered by 

the municipalities of Santo André, São Bernardo do Campo and São Caetano do Sul was completed 

by 1958, less than a year and a half after it was begun.468 The way to confront the challenge of the 

“twin dynamic communities” of São Paulo and the municipalities of ABC came down to using 

water sources that had not already been encroached upon by urbanization. 

 The Juqueri River itself would be the “backbone of the final scheme,” providing the initial 

18 m3/s, and as such would be the most difficult and challenging part to implement, according to 

project plans.469 Between the initial proposal for appropriating the Juqueri River in 1962 and the 

full realization of the Juqueri system in 1969, three additional reservoirs were proposed which 

would store additional volume from the Atibainha, Cachoeira and Jaguari Rivers. These untapped 
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resources served to augment the overall system to a capacity with the potential to sustain the 

metropolitan region through the end of the century.470 The entire complex, displayed in Figure 18 

below, sought to bring an additional 11 cubic meters per second (968 million liters per day from 

an area untouched by São Paulo’s industrial frontier. 

 

 
Figure 18: Sistema Juqueri. Source: Muniz, “O Sistema Juqueri.”  

Source: Revista DAE (1969) 
 
 If the Juqueri reservoir was to be the principal reservoir, the proposed water treatment 

station at Guaraú (site of an unassuming dam that had been part of the original Cantareira system) 

was to be the central node of purification and distribution (see Figure 19). The water treatment 

facility was slated become of the largest facilities of its kind in Latin America, and second only to 
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the water treatment plant for the city of Chicago.471 Both its size as well as its technological 

capacity were novel to Brazil. The use of polyelectrolytes to accelerate the process of chemical 

absorption and coagulation of dispersed particles had been employed in the United States and 

Europe since mid-century as a form of water purification. Ionized polymers served as an effective 

way to collect and remove particle matter from water sources. The employment of synthetic 

polymers and their production and importation by Dow Chemical led to broader adaptation for the 

São Paulo metropolitan region.472 The introduction of these features in Guaraú and on a scale to 

match the unprecedented water volumes placed the Juqueri system in a pioneering position. Its 

massive size, comparable to the systems of reservoirs that it served, made it a potential choke point 

for the massive volumes of water set to pass through the city. The size and scale of the reservoir 

system and the treatment plant projected Juqueri as both a testament to the gargantuan effort to 

bring water to São Paulo as well as the potential for overreliance on one massive system. 
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Figure 19: Guaraú Water Treatment Plant, displaying decanting chambers built in the 
terrain of the Cantareira hills. Source: Manfrini, “Estação de Tratamento de Água do Guaraú,”  

Revista DAE (1969).  
 
 The initial Juqueri system thus transformed by the 1970s into the New Cantareira System, 

subsuming its ailing predecessor by a large margin and incorporating a new swath of territory into 

the metropolitan environment of São Paulo. Its construction had great environmental impacts. 

Impacts on “geology, geomorphology, microclimates, vegetation and the [local] population” 

necessitated intervention by the late 1980s.473 The establishment of a massive new branch of the 

metropolitan water system did not immediately lead to preservation efforts, like in the case of the 

earlier, smaller-scale “old” Cantareira system. Provisioning the city took first priority, with the 

political climate of the military government allowing it to happen regardless of the costs. One 

major drawback would be the removal of between 500 and 600 families in the lakebed of the 

Juqueri reservoir. Nevertheless, project engineers considered this issue and others to be an 
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acceptable tradeoff given the favorable costs of the Juqueri project as well as the ability to 

inaugurate with relative haste.474 

 This massive system also introduced other controversies into São Paulo’s sanitary 

development. For one, the massive motors and pumps were costly, difficult to repair and energy 

intensive. The machinery required to pump water from the Cantareira system was manufactured 

in Japan and nowhere else, complicating the prospect of future maintenance. Energy usage would 

total more than the combined usage of the Paulista cites Campinas and Jundiaí. Hydrological and 

sanitary engineers debated the efficiency of the location and the connection using a tunnel-

reservoir between the Cantareira region and the Guaraú plant, seeing such an unconventional 

connection as more of a problem.475  Perhaps the larger issue, however, was the introduction of 

large contractors into the sanitary sector, as noted by Laura Bueno. The consolidation of basic 

sanitation in the metropolitan region gave water company engineers and planners the ability to co-

opt rural territory, as well as invite contractors to bid on technically complex but highly lucrative 

and prestigious projects. One engineer acknowledged these problems, or at the least that aspects 

of the project were forcibly discussed, from its projected capacity to proposed location. Ultimately, 

though “we cannot do without it.”476 Not unlike the massive Guandú plant constructed in the 1960s 

in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo’s looming water problem was met with public works that reflected 

the era of solutions as iconic as they were massive. 
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The Alliance for Progress and Basic Sanitation 

 A novelty of the 1960s was the attention devoted by the United States to providing aid for 

development to countries in the Western Hemisphere. Brazil and several other Latin American 

countries became the beneficiaries of the Alliance for Progress, proposed by President John F. 

Kennedy (1961-1963) as part of efforts to build hemispheric goodwill and halt revolutionary forces 

in the region. The Alliance for Progress sought to curb this tendency by promoting economic 

growth and political reform through infusions of aid grants and loans for cooperative governments 

in the region. Foreign aid, however, inevitably came with political strings attached, and Brazil was 

no exception. By attacking the issue of urban poverty in particular, US officials hoped to work in 

tandem with national anti-communist allies in Brazil to preclude the emergence of a Cuban-style 

revolution in the region’s largest nation.477 

 The United States ultimately failed in creating either sustained economic development or 

democratic governance through the Alliance for Progress. The initiative began to lose steam as an 

initiative after Kennedy’s assassination and particularly during the latter half of the Johnson 

administration. USAID, the new agency responsible for administering Alliance programs 

concentrated a great deal of its grants and loans towards infrastructural and natural resources, under 

which basic sanitation programs fell. Regardless of its failures and arguably its role in exacerbating 

inequality and authoritarian rule in the region, the Alliance for Progress provided more than just 

infusions of cash for sundry development projects. The capacity and institution building provided 

by USAID influenced the ways in which the military government approached financing and 
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expansion of basic sanitation. And while USAID and national government focused much of their 

attention on the Brazilian Northeast (widely construed as the most backward and benighted region 

of Brazil), informal communities (increasingly referred to across the country as favelas) also 

garnered particular attention. 

 Before 1965, virtually all US foreign aid for water and sanitation facilities in Brazil had 

been administered through the Interamerican Development Bank. The funds for IDB sanitation in 

Brazil had been provided by the US during the Eisenhower administration as part of an 

international Social Progress Trust Fund.478 By 1961, the first year of the Alliance for Progress in 

Brazil the Social Progress Trust Fund extended $200 million dollars of loans, divided evenly 

between housing and water and sanitation projects across 11 countries, recognized as 

memorandum as a “concrete achievement.”479 In contrast, Brazilian federal and state grants that 

maintained most municipal water supplies were deemed wholly inadequate by later project 

managers: “competing political pressures resulted in the limited appropriations being spread too 

thinly to ever accomplish a total project for any one city.”480  IDB projects thus had initially 

focused on small communities and the health aspects of potable water to cover these gaps, though 

again mostly hoping to provide consulting on management on local systems. By the 1960s brought 
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a new focus on the “building of viable state institutions, national, state, and local.”481 This scaling 

up allowed for aid focus to shift to larger metropolitan zones, increasingly recognized as zones of 

endemic poverty. 

In 1962, with the ramping up of the Alliance for Progress, USAID began investing in both 

health as well as infrastructure, with the latter peaking at US 75.3 million in loans and grants in 

1964, providing much of the loan and grant support from the IDB. Infrastructure, which included 

water and sanitation in its portfolio, continued strong to take the lion’s share of the Alliance for 

Progress Brazil budget throughout 1968.482 Until 1965, most US assistance went towards capacity 

building as well as financing plans, along with consulting reviews to design general plans for 

increasingly large areas.483 USAID launched programs aimed at training of basic sanitation 

personnel.484 This approach is reflected in the reports provided about earlier projects in Rio de 

Janeiro (referred to by the name of its city-state jurisdiction, Guanabara) and São Paulo. Both of 

these areas, despite their comparatively high level of development, were described as “problem 

areas” in need of institutional development to sustain both their population concentrations and 

their centrality to the national economy.485 In the case of São Paulo, engineering consultants 

assigned to the Paulista capital’s Department of Water and Sewer sought “to review the critical 
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water & sewage problem [in] the São Paulo industrial area” and make recommendations 

accordingly.486 

At the high point of Brazil’s political and economic crisis preceding the military coup of 

1964, USAID’s National Water Supply and Sewage program continued to report “considerable 

activity.” Reports continued to identify São Paulo as “particularly critical both in terms of water 

supply and sewage disposal” and as a result would benefit from two US consultants in order to 

formulate service plans “for the present as well as for the future population of some 12 million.” 

USAID planned to provide an overall plan “for the collection and disposal of sanitary sewage and 

industrial waste” while contracting with local firms for proposals comprehensive water supply 

plans.487 Driven by factors including urban sprawl and population growth but also by unmentioned 

political factors, after 1964 managers of USAID’s water and sanitation programs had reinvigorated 

mandates to pursue their goals. Efforts like those to shape the urban waterscape in a way that 

promoted Alliance objectives would have the effect of quelling the political unrest that had pushed 

Brazil to the brink during the Goulart government. The military government used far more lethal 

tools to impose order and eliminate political opposition but sought progress by claiming to address 

the roots of the preceding political and economic crises. 

 Goals of sparking economic growth and maintaining social peace overlapped in water and 

sanitation projects, particularly in urban Brazil. Both the 1961 Charter of Punta del Este and its 

1967 reaffirmation “Declaration of the Presidents of America” (also at Punta del Este) emphasized 
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the importance of health and basic sanitation as key elements of what was at least nominally seen 

as a pan-hemispheric cooperative initiative.488 The push “to increase life expectancy at birth by a 

minimum of 5 years” as laid out in the original charter depended in part on the effort “to provide 

adequate potable water supply and sewage disposal to not less than 70 percent of the urban and 50 

percent of the rural population” among other measures.489 Adlai Stevenson, the US ambassador to 

the United Nations laid out in a speech in 1965 the prevailing outlook of US foreign assistance 

regarding urban and rural development: 

 “Men and women and children are streaming into the great cities, generally the capital 
cities, from the monotony and all too often the misery of rural life...long before farming can afford 
to lose their labor or the city is ready to put them to work and accommodate them properly. This 
rootless, hopeless, workless urban poverty is the greatest single cause of misery in the world...For 
too long we have proceeded on the false assumption that people would really rather live in villages 
than anywhere, and that it is better for society if they did. The trouble is they don’t—even when 
the village is modernized and sanitized and electrified, people move into larger towns and 
cities.”490 
 
 The figurative battle would thus be waged against urban poverty, seeking ways to alleviate 

misery and thus revolutionary potential in the city. US-funded programs had provided nearly two 

decades of consultation and advising on sanitary systems, facing limitations of the model of 

funding for sanitary projects dominant in Brazil. A shift to capacity and institution building in the 

1960s and the introduction of direct capital investment in 1965, with the assurance of the military 

government that political and economic stability would prevail, led to larger scale influences on 

the direction of water supply, with increased focus on Brazil’s large urban zones, even those 

relatively well-developed in comparison to the capitals of the Northeast. 
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 One of the major planks of the Alliance for Progress was the notion of “self-help,” 

developed by Alliance architect Walter Rostow as part of his interpretation of modernization 

through stages of economic growth.491 Alliance programs in execution would thus not simply be 

cash grants to recipient nations, rather collaboration with an eye towards self-sufficiency in 

maintaining institutions and economic growth, as well as staving off radical forces. Alliance 

promoters often pointed out that hemispheric collaboration that regional leaders, including 

Brazilian president Juscelino Kubitschek (1956-1961) had pioneered such ideas through the 

proposed Operation Pan-American. Yet it was hard not to see the Alliance as an effort to get 

development on the right track by instilling certain values at the level of large infrastructural 

projects. The “build-up by training and educational programs set the stage for eventual acceptance 

of loan financing of sanitation systems as an investment method compatible with political and 

social conditions at the local level.”492 The older “line item appropriation for partial waterworks” 

was characterized as “a paternalistic resource transfer”—in other words, the opposite of self-

help.493 The Alliance for Progress loan system and technical assistance promised to solve these 

issues and thus increase exponentially the numbers of Brazilians receiving adequate sanitation 

services. Attempts at cultural transformation through institution building, however faced obstacles 

that USAID planners perhaps did not fully grasp. 

 Instilling certain values to fit the modernization paradigm collided with the reality of 

Brazilian urbanization over the course of the twentieth century. Urban services as they had 
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developed in Brazilian cities had followed particular social contours, reinforced by urbanizing 

reforms at the turn of the century. In Rio de Janeiro, inverse correlations between neighborhoods 

reporting high levels of illiteracy and non-white residency with deficiencies in basic sanitation 

revealed the “uneven patchwork of urban modernity” in the Federal District, “making of the 

modernized city a discontinuous enclave of privilege.”494 In São Paulo, Brazil’s self-proclaimed 

capital of progress, the enclaves existed in more continuous form along the “peripheral pattern of 

urban growth” that characterized the city in the middle decades of the twentieth century.495  

The migratory influx of the 1950s combined with rising rents and the creation of new, 

entrepreneurial public transportation lines increased the number of precarious subdivisions of 

questionable legality. Precariousness defined infrastructure and urban services insofar as they 

existed in these peripheral neighborhoods, often separated by vast stretches of unoccupied land 

from urbanized areas.496 The displacement to the periphery, arguably, represented forms of “self-

help” inherent in the survival and tenacity of the new Paulista working class. Housing financing 

schemes (discussed below) instated during the 1960s provided more aid to middle and upper class 

Paulistanos, while those forced to the periphery relied on “auto-constructed” dwellings to establish 

themselves. This contradiction contributed to the urban exchange for votes that had characterized 

the political career of Jânio Quadros in the 1950s. Ultimately, though, these formations cemented 

the immense social and spatial disparities that had broken apart the concentrated industrial city of 

the early part of the century.497 Seen in this light, the crux of the issue of alleviating urban poverty 

was less how to inculcate values of self-help in São Paulo’s working class, but rather how to 
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reverse an elite project that sought to eradicate the presence of São Paulo’s poorest and relegate 

them to tenuously connected peripheral zones. This displacement, sought to fulfill, albeit belatedly, 

the Paulistano elite’s “dream of the Old Republic: the majority owned and lived in single family-

houses, with the poor out of their way.”498 

 In April 1965, Brazil and USAID signed an agreement establishing the National Water 

Supply and Sewerage Loan Fund, which AID publications subsequently hailed as a “landmark in 

the history of water supply development in Brazil. In addition to its obvious capital input, the Loan 

Fund has been a progressive influence on fiscal and business management of the municipal 

systems. It also serves as a precedent for other developing countries.”499 The shift to large capital 

inputs presaged the military government’s parallel attempts to improve lagging conditions even in 

cities like São Paulo. Over half of domiciles lacked water accesses, while 41.3 percent lacked 

sewage services, according to the Basic Urban Plan (PUB) of 1968. In the southern and eastern 

periphery neighborhoods, this disparity was most acute, with the East Zone neighborhood of 

Itaquera, with nine out of ten households lacking water accesses, and only 4 percent receiving any 

type of sewer service. Those percentages were practically reversed for the Centro of São Paulo.500 

Seeking to address these urgent needs, spending on sanitation by the federal housing program 

(discussed below as a percentage of total annual budget increased from 2.3 to 16.4 percent, making 

up nearly two-thirds of total spending on urbanization.501  
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The rapid pace of urban growth in São Paulo in the late 1960s had led to increases in cost 

of living as municipal revenues in real terms decreased, in spite of a municipal tax reform carried 

out by mayor José Vicente Faria Lima (1965-1969). São Paulo received during these years an 83 

million dollar tax credit through the IDB as well as technical assistance via the Alliance for 

Progress for expanding its water systems, even as the municipal government found that it could 

barely keep up with the new peripheral communities that came petitioning for city services.502 As 

the industrial and financial center of Brazil, securing standards of living and sanitary conditions 

was central. Despite these changes and the approval of further water supply-focused loans in 1970 

for São Paulo and Northeastern cities, there appears to have been very little change in service 

coverage, reflecting population pressures. OAS statistics for Brazil calculated a mere 1.3 percent 

increase in coverage of piped water service in urban areas (with 2000 or more inhabitants)—an 

increase of roughly 10 million, arriving at a total of about 28 million. Sewerage coverage was 

weaker, reaching 13.44 million, or only about a quarter of Brazil’s urban population, in 1970.503 

The goal of 70% percent goal under the Alliance for Progress had barely been scratched by those 

measurements. The military regime had eroded political institutions and clipped social movements, 

and thus pursued urbanization policy through its own top-down programs. The institutionalization 

of the BNH created a method for pursuing large-scale urbanization and establishing the state’s role 

in providing housing, benefitting the urban middle class. 

 The focus of the Alliance for Progress on urban development and particularly expensive 

and technically complex issues of sanitation infrastructure endured for the lifetime of the Alliance 

for Progress, whose managers saw Brazil as its most important site. As put in a memo by President 
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Johnson’s Secretary of State Dean Rusk in 1965: “Brazil by itself 35% of Latin America, and the 

Alliance stands or falls by success or failure there more than anywhere else.”504 Delivery of water 

and sanitary service, however, had different though overlapping meanings for local politicians and 

U.S. administrators. Infrastructure for votes had its own history in urban politics, and a vote was a 

small sacrifice for even a tenuous connection to the urban service network. The slow spread of 

urban infrastructure made such installations more expectations than benevolent bequests. The 

influx of investment in the 1970s contributed to making this mode of expansion more prevalent. 

Meanwhile, Alliance promoters saw broader benefits. One USAID publication noted that aid under 

the category of “supporting assistance… provided primarily to build the defensive strength of less 

developed nations threatened by communist expansion and to avert dangerous economic and 

political instability in sensitive areas” was often used in water supply initiatives like in Brazil, and 

that it was difficult to disaggregate water supply from a variety of other activities, like public health 

and engineering.505 Goals of improving sanitary and social conditions could and did coexist with 

political objectives. In this way, sanitation efforts on the ground mirrored broader political uses of 

assistance. The nudges and pushes facilitated under the at-times tense and at other times pragmatic 

cooperation between the Alliance and the military government contributed to patterns of 

urbanization and urban politics, as well as to creating the national sanitary plan that created a new 

milestone in the 1970s. 

Planasa: Engineering the Economy 

 The military government’s most important intervention in the infrastructure of waterscapes 

of urban Brazil was the national-level program known as Planasa [National Sanitation Plan]. 
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Detailed analysis by sanitary professionals had determined that a large mobilization of national 

funds supported by the states could tackle the relatively uncoordinated and ineffective local water 

and sanitation plans.506 First decreed in 1969 and implemented and modified over the next decade 

and a half, Planasa created a model to regulate and finance the expansion of “basic sanitation,” the 

umbrella term for water supply and sewer services. Though it officially existed for only fifteen 

years (1971-1986), Planasa had an outsize influence on the management of urban water for the 

rest of the century. The model effectively centralized basic sanitation services under state 

companies known collectively as CESBs [Companhias Estaduias de Saneamento Básico] and 

employed a financing scheme intended to redirect investment across municipal and state lines to 

subsidize areas deemed unable to attract loan financing on their own.507 The Planasa model sprung 

from earlier efforts to carry out tax reform in the late 1960s. In 1967, the military regime founded 

the National Housing Bank [BNH], which became the principal organ for administrating housing 

and urbanization policy in Brazil.508 The BNH itself was financed through the National Severance 

Pay Fund [FGTS]; employers deducted a flat rate of 8 percent of employees’ salaries for personal 

earmarked accounts, earning 3 percent interest annually. This created a financial base for BNH’s 

loan programs, and in 1973, the United States Embassy reported that the BNH had an annual 

budget of USD 3.9 billion, twice as much as the National Development Bank [BNDE].509 The 

BNH then provided housing and infrastructure loans at interest rates between 1 and 10 percent. 
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The creation of the Planasa, first by law in 1969 and then in practice by 1971 allowed for the BNH 

to engage in another form of urban investment, buttressed by a regressive taxation scheme. 

 Planasa’s goals sought to address two principal concerns: first the need to tackle Brazil’s 

social development statistics, in this case related to public health. In 1970, amidst the most 

repressive period of the military dictatorship, President Medici sought improvements in health as 

a high priority development goal for the upcoming decade, acknowledging implicitly that the 

Brazilian “economic miracle” had not created shared prosperity.510  The second goal was to 

consolidate control over the process in order to both mobilize resources as well as reduce operating 

costs and rates. In terms of specific objectives, Planasa sought to extend drinking water to 80 

percent of the population in metropolitan regions with water by the year 1980. The “vast majority” 

of Brazil’s towns constituted half of this 80 million, the other 40 million could be found in the 116 

municipalities of Brazil’s nine metropolitan regions.511 Further criteria set a bar for what 

constituted adequate supply: fifteen cubic meters of water per month per domicile.512 In terms of 

sewerage, goals were far less specific. The president of the BNH, Alberto Klumb, ensured that 

“full-fledged effort will be undertaken to ensure that, in addition to the metropolitan regions, other 

capital cities and major towns build new systems” as well as expand older systems.513 Efforts to 

extend coverage meant that Planasa, perhaps with some justification, sought the inauguration of 

new systems versus maintenance of older sanitary infrastructures. 
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 The principal form through which Planasa projects would be carried out then would be the 

CESBS, the sanitation companies of each federated state. The federal government essentially had 

obligated municipalities to hand over jurisdiction of their basic sanitation services to the newly 

created state-level companies, with the purpose of creating a system of cross-subsidization under 

a regional supply strategy. With a mix of federal and state financing, and with a “hybrid model of 

public administration that combined public ownership with private-oriented management” the 

state-level water companies set out to address improving social indicators while struggling against 

questions of economic sustainability.514 Indeed, the state water companies faced problems similar 

to the National Housing Bank as a whole. One USAID report characterized this issue with the 

Bank as “reconciling its role as a government institution for housing welfare with its operation as 

a bank.”515 This contradiction made it difficult for the Bank to provide housing loans for low-

income families. A longstanding problem of state-water companies, as recognized by water 

company economists after over a decade of Planasa, was the question of social viability against 

prevailing financial constraints.516 In particular, their economic reports revealed that there existed 

a need to balance the social reach of basic sanitation services (in terms of rate-payments) with the 

need to create auto-sufficient municipal services, and thus not dependent on the subsidization that 

had allowed their construction. 

 By certain measurements, Planasa was a resounding success. Investment under the Planasa 

model saw a reported rise in urban water supply services from 54 percent to 90 percent into the 
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mid-1980s. Urban sewer connections nearly doubled as well, but only reached 40 percent 

coverage. In light of simultaneous high levels of population growth, this was a remarkable 

achievement. As urbanists have pointed out subsequently, however, the remaining segments of 

urban demand concentrated on the peripheral edge of cities, where expansion of water and sanitary 

services required “higher marginal costs, important environmental constraints, and strong 

interference from other sectors of public investment facing similar difficulties of expansion.”517 

The new concentration of investments through the Planasa model could not be sustained into the 

1980s as well. The struggle to match acceptable levels of utility rates with the need to extend a 

social good like basic sanitation proved immensely challenging in subsequent years of economic 

and inflationary crisis. The creation of 27 state-level basic sanitation companies also contributed 

to a consolidation of a general supply model. These companies reinforced the metropolitan model 

officially introduced in tandem with the development model of the 1970s.518 Not all municipalities 

completely surrendered their autonomy to state-level companies. Over 1,000 municipalities, 

mostly in the interior of São Paulo but also within the Greater São Paulo region rejected fully 

delegating their sanitary services to Sabesp.519 For example, Santo André opted to prioritize 

investments in water storage and distribution rather than delegating all such tasks to the newly 

established Sabesp, eventually allowing the municipality to reach almost total coverage of water 
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and sewer services.520 Other municipalities, particularly in more rural areas or with more 

rudimentary systems faced steeper challenges and likely saw absorption into a state-level supply 

and distribution model as the preferable path. 

 The financing scheme of Planasa depended on the development model adapted by the 

military regime, one embodied by funds like the aforementioned severance pay scheme, FGTS. 

This compulsory savings program generated the principal revenue for the National Housing Bank 

and thus national financing at the state level, one plank of the total remodeling by the military 

government of Brazil’s financial structure and capital markets.521 The complementary state-level 

water and sanitation funds, referred to as FAE, which only richer states like São Paulo could 

establish in full in order to supply their part of financing. This model came into serious crisis much 

later. In the 1980s, federal financial schemes for housing and sanitation were in effect bankrupt, 

“due to insufficient repayment, as a consequence of undervalued monetary indexing in a context 

of uncontrolled inflation.”522 The drying up of foreign loans in this period also left the FGTS to 

stand alone. This situation was moreover further impossible due to continued population growth 

and concentration in cities. The arrangement of Planasa had also created natural monopolies in 

Brazil’s largest cities, one that municipalities were only able to fight back against after the new 

Brazilian Constitution in 1988 affirmed their role in providing public services.523 By the estimate 

of one engineer’s retrospective, without the collapse of the National Housing Bank as an 
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institution, Planasa could have met all of its ambitious goals by the end of the century.524 The 

Planasa model, however, was not built to sustain the levels of inflation and low growth that 

characterized Brazil in the 1980s. 

 The state of São Paulo’s relationship to the conceptualization of state-level water 

companies likely had an impact on their development throughout the metropolitan regions of 

Brazil. Along with Rio de Janeiro and other regions deemed “islands of sanity” by promoters of 

the Alliance for Progress, São Paulo was a region generally supportive of the military regime at 

the state level, confirmed during the governorship of erstwhile populist Ademar de Barros.525 The 

establishment and success of the Companhia Estadual de Saneamento de São Paulo (Sabesp) in 

1973 thus served as a model company for the implementation of other such enterprises.  

The continued emphasis by top officials on basic sanitation demonstrated its importance to 

Brazilian developmentalism. Klumb emphasized in a piece published in the American Waterworks 

Association journal the nationalist perspective of the military government: “the moment the goals 

of the Brazilian have been reached, Brazil will appear in a different position in world statistics and 

also rank among those nations that have resolved the problem of supplying drinking water to their 

people, achieving greatly improved health as a result.”526 Similarly, President Ernesto Geisel in 

1975 reiterated in speeches that “the matter of health is fundamental for cities” and subsequently 

“it is the objective of the federal government to prioritize basic sanitation.” To that end, “great 

effort is being made to secure for on a large scale for urban populations efficient water services 

and adequate sewer services.” Klumb of the Housing Bank also emphasized that millions of 
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Brazilians could integrate themselves with the global community, with real prospects for ascending 

the social ladder.527 Planasa and its coordinated financing of basic sanitation thus had the potential 

to fulfill the social side of the so-called Brazilian economic miracle. 

 By 1975, the lion’s share of support from Planasa flowed to São Paulo. 49 percent of 

programmed investment of 4.3 billion cruzeiros nationally was destined for São Paulo (39 billion 

US dollars), with 781 million disbursed in 1975, 41 percent of the national total. The financing 

acquired by Sabesp in 1975 totaled over 4.6 billion cruzeiros for the state of São Paulo, most of 

which went to projects in the Metropolitan Region. 71 percent of these funds went to water 

projects, while even more expensive sewer projects remained underfunded. In reports published 

in Revista DAE, the projects financed in the Metropolitan Region and Baixada Santista were much 

more specific: the completion of the first phase of the New Cantareira system, and the expansion 

of the Rio Claro by 3.3 m3/s. Only eight municipalities in the interior of São Paulo had been slated 

to receive “improvement and amplification” during that year.528 Planasa greatly favored urban 

areas (rural areas were excluded from its mandate, concentrating the power of the Sabesp as it 

managed federal and state investments throughout the 1970s.529 

 The environmental impact of the military government’s push of basic sanitation was 

contradictory. In a real sense, expanding the water and sanitary network improved urban living 

conditions. Municipalities in the metropolitan region, especially in the ABC region and the capital, 

were on their way to universal coverage for domestic water. Such improvements also served to 
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heighten the appeal of urban life, even as public services continued to be elusive at the margins. A 

latter-day analysis of Planasa, comparing it to a set of “inclusive indicators” on water and sanitation 

found that the Planasa law as it stood in 1978 was much more concerned with ameliorating high 

utility payment rates than guaranteeing the environmental quality of water and sewer services. 

Water and sanitation was viewed as a social right, but that was a promise that remained implicit.530 

Though the proposal of the Cantareira system in the 1960s had pushed for water supply from 

outside the Upper Tietê Basin for the first time, it was the federal financing of Planasa that helped 

make this a reality for the first time.531 This redirection towards the Piracicaba basin set the state 

water company Sabesp on a path to manage water in overlapping jurisdictions. Finally, Planasa 

favored the expansion of water at the expense of sewer, especially on the side of treatment. The 

difference in funding created even more pollution issues for the rivers and reservoirs of São Paulo 

at a time of critical population growth. The incentives provided by this massive program thus had 

a direct impact on the urban waterscape: contributing to its expansion as well as its contamination, 

creating new links with the metropolitan environment that had unequal repercussions among the 

millions living within greater São Paulo. 

 In the 1970s, São Paulo reached the height of its “dramatic but paradoxical” transformation 

underway over the previous three decades. In the words of one urban anthropologist: “significant 

urbanization, industrialization, sophistication and expansion of the consumer market, and 

diversification of the social structure…accompanied by authoritarianism, political repression, 

unequal distribution of wealth, and a hierarchical pattern of personal relations.”532 São Paulo 

epitomized those paradoxes, and not just in economic and social relations. This paradox extended 
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to environmental policy, contributing to a sense of pessimism in a city and region that had built its 

image on unstoppable progress.533 The ways in which the waterscape shifted and expanded 

heightened this paradox: simultaneously reporting broad coverage while solidifying patterns that 

led to greater dependence on distant water sources while polluting those that lay within the 

administrative jurisdiction of the urban region. 

HIBRACE, Hazen Sawyer, SANEGRAN, Solução Integrada  

São Paulo public authorities considered two additional studies in the 1960s, one by a 

consortium of three Brazilian firms known as HIBRACE and another by the North American 

engineering firm Hazen and Sawyer. Among the many aspects of hydrological management 

proposed by these two plans, the most significant for Billings was HIBRACE’s proposal to create 

four stabilization ponds out of the western “arms” of the reservoir. In effect, this would involve 

pumping sewage to be collected and gradually decanted across these four lakes, before being 

redirected towards the Rio das Pedras reservoir. The Hazen and Sawyer plan, on the other hand, 

proposed that sewage be treated outside the city, downstream from the Tietê.534 These systems 

were debated and criticized, but none was ever fully implemented. Though it may have seemed 

absurd to make a large section of freshwater reservoir into waste stabilization ponds, such planning 

demonstrated the possibility to introduce new uses for the city’s managed waterscape. 

An additional report published by the engineering firm Serete S.A. and the Water and 

Electrical Energy Department, the agency charged with managing the state’s water resources, 

appealed to the state government to carry out a realistic sewerage plan that was both 

administratively and economically viable. Authorities needed to actions needed to take immediate 
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action to alleviate the “extreme degradation” of the cities’ rivers and the Billings Reservoir. “If 

such a situation, already truly calamitous, persists, the problem of pollution will continue to 

worsen, and now even more quickly with the new sanitary sewer collectors in development, and 

certainly would come to constitute one of the fatal strangulation points for the development of the 

state itself.”535 The high levels of pollution affecting the city’s largest reservoir now represented 

an obstacle itself to the city’s continued growth. The amount of effluence that flowed into Billings 

already threatened to saturate the reservoir in volumes that threatened to change chemical and 

biological processes that diluted lesser amounts of wastewater. 

By the 1970s, the state water and sewer utility proposed a revised “integrated solution” to 

sewage management recognizing the contributions of all the previous plans and attempting to bring 

them together to propose a series of alternatives. One alternative considered the stabilization pond 

approach, with the potential to rendering the western arms of Billings permanently eutrophic. The 

enduring appeal of this method resided in the low cost of conversion to stabilization ponds. On the 

other hand, proposed alternative sought to create new reservoirs for waste stabilization ponds near 

Pirapora de Bom Jesús, downstream westward along the course of the Tietê. Although none of 

these integrated solutions came to pass, the symbiotic principle of stabilization ponds continued: 

algae irruptions fed the proliferation of water hyacinth, the invasive Amazonian plant that thrived 

on nitrogen and phosphorus while absorbing oxygen from the reservoir and rendering sections 

anaerobic. Meanwhile, the continued damage to the Billings environment gathered greater media 

attention. A report in the weekly magazine Veja in 1970 reconstructed the origins and trajectory 

of an estimated 307 tons of untreated waste that choked the “ex-rivers” of the capital. As the article 
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put it, the so-called “network of rottenness” began in the bathrooms of São Paulo residences 

(usually between the hours of 7 and 9 PM, during the breaks between the primetime telenovelas) 

and culminated 70 kilometers downstream in Santos, “corrupting every place through which it 

passes.” The article referenced the coverage shortage of the existing sewer network—around 65 

percent of Paulistanos used septic pits, though practically none of the waste generated from the 

population connected to the sewer system (2 million) was treated.536  

The inauguration of Planasa in 1971 opened the gates for addressing the sewage and water 

pollution issue. The plans to convert the arms of the Billings Reservoir into stabilization ponds 

received backlash, not just because of the potential environmental impacts that it would have on a 

large body of water of the city’s South Zone, but also because it seemed illogical to be pumping 

sewage in reverse of its natural gravitational flow. The proposed “Solução Integrada” for sanitation 

derived from the 1968 PMDI (Plano Municipal de Desenvolvimento Integrada) sought to remedy 

this contradictory approach, by placing sewage treatment infrastructure downstream from the 

natural flow of the Tietê and its tributaries. Utilizing a two-kilometer collector tunnel towards a 

series of new artificial lakes west of São Paulo in the region of the city of Pirapora de Bom Jesús.  

In effect, this transferred wastewater towards the “lowest area of the city” instead of in the Billings 

Dam, poised at the edge of the Serra do Mar.537 Sewage channeled into interceptors would pass 

through sewage treatment plants at the confluence of the Pinheiros and the Tietê before being 

redirected into the connecting tunnel that would move it through the Serra da Cantareira (close to 

the Pico de Jaraguá) towards the  hydroelectric reservoir at Pirapora, which would become a 

stabilization pond. The difference between Pirapora and Billings, however, was the redirection of 
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sewer waste towards an area not slated for municipal development nor upstream from a potential 

source of water supply. Sewage treatment could take place in one removed location, then 

channeled back towards the Pinheiros River and Billings. 

The delayed implementation of this scheme stemmed from worries of financial viability. 

Ultimately, Sabesp rejected the Solução Integrada, instead studying three alternatives to the 

proposed Pirapora-Jaraguá tunnel. The proposal that emerged, known as Sanegran, sought to build 

a large treatment plant at the edge of the metropolitan region in the city of Barueri. The size and 

capacity of the Barueri treatment plant (16.5 cubic m/s) mirrored that of the massive water 

treatment plant at Guaraú, and in part they emerged from the same logic of the Planasa. The 

underlying grandiosity of SANEGAN in focusing on a massive central treatment station had found 

good prospects in water supply, where such a “bulk/structural approach” worked adequately for 

meeting needs. The problem with Sanegran in the long term was that it followed a similar model 

for the expansion of water supply and distribution that did not work equally well for the sewerage 

end of the sanitary loop. This approach was far less adequate for sewage management, and the 

Planasa model subsequently did not take into account the questions of “urban tissue and 

topography” and the necessary reliance on gravity to move volumes of wastewater into larger 

interceptors, versus pumping for water distribution that gradually separated into capillary networks 

from central storage reservoirs.538 In addition to favoring grand constructions, the Sanegran also 

favored the importation of foreign materials, resembling potentially problematic aspects of the 

Juqueri/Nova Cantareira system.539 
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The various attempts to expand sewage that resulted in the Sanegran’s snail’s pace 

implementation beginning in the 1980s was the worst of both worlds. Treatment plants like the 

ETE Barueri were of enormous capacity, but the focus these plants led to neglect in expanding the 

actual “capillary network” needed to bring widespread sewage collection and coverage. 

Additionally, subsequent developments did not impede the pollution of the South zone reservoirs. 

Industrial pollution and domestic waste continued to choke especially the Billings Reservoir at an 

accelerating rate. This contamination occurred not just as a factor of the Pinheiros serving as the 

long canal for untreated waste, but also due to unplanned settlement in the drainage area of the 

reservoirs—and this in spite of significant legislation that sought to protect urban water sources 

from complete degradation. 

Reservoirs and Watershed Laws 

 Another significant development in São Paulo in the 1970s was the establishment of 

watershed protection measures. The establishment of protected areas and Brazil had developed in 

different phases over the twentieth century. Conservation before 1930 had been limited; 

destruction of forests for the sake of agricultural expansion and industrial fuel had been the norm. 

Notable exceptions included the previously discussed preservation of the Cantareira forest. The 

establishment of a national Forest Code (Código Florestal) in 1934 established forest preserves 

primarily for the protection of areas deemed to have aesthetic or cultural value. By the 1960s, 

measures had been adopted to preserve natural areas with threatened ecosystems, particularly those 

with demonstrated biodiversity. Modifications to the Forest Code in 1965 reflected this change in 

emphasis.540 
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 Conservation areas, covered by the Forest Code, were considered separate from water-

producing areas, which also required some type of legal protection to ensure quality supply. This 

continued to be the reigning principle through the mid-1970s, when new legal measures to protect 

watersheds emerged, as Maria Marcondes has noted, not as forms of environmental protection, but 

rather as policies for managing regional urbanization.541 The impact of new residential settlement 

on the urban periphery as well as continued industrial concentration in the municipalities of the 

ABC region made it apparent that the state government had to implement measures to protect the 

already-endangered water reserves in the South Zone of São Paulo.542 The Watershed Law (Lei 

dos Manancias) of 1975 attempted to mitigate the impacts of urbanization in the reservoir zone. 

Instead, the 1975 law and subsequent measures made it more difficult for any type of sustainable 

urbanization to take place, and instead led to the proliferation of clandestine settlements and 

subdivision in the areas around the reservoirs.   

The Legacy of Authoritarian Sanitation 

 The policies of the military dictatorship played an outsized role in profound social changes 

in Brazil. Heavy industrialization, agricultural mechanization and public works had significant 

impacts, contributing to urbanization and the broadening of urban environments. Herbert Klein 

and Francisco Vidal Luna have noted that the military regime managed to make major national 

advances in education, health, and social welfare by adapting the centralized approach of the 

Vargas era, continuing its state-led developmentalist policies while attempting to suppress any 

semblance of mass politics. What the military proved unable to resolve, even with the efforts of 

civilian professionals was the question of housing, sanitation, and urban services, particularly for 
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informal settlements such as favelas and clandestine subdivisions. Infant mortality fell across 

Brazil, though it remained higher than the regional trend. This decrease subsequently contributed 

to increased life expectancy at birth in Brazil between 1964-1985, rising eight years for men and 

eleven years for women.543 Improvements in health and sanitation contributed to these changes, 

but ultimately the military-era production of sanitation did not manifest across all sectors of urban 

society. The increase of favelas on the periphery of São Paulo did not share equally in the 

investments provided by the Planasa, and the number of informal neighborhoods increased in the 

1970s and 80s.544 

  Between 1968 and 1973 at the high point of the military dictatorship, São Paulo’s 

Department of Water and Sewer passed through a succession of alterations as a prelude to its 

conversion into the Basic Sanitation Company of São Paulo (Sabesp). These changes reflected 

broader changes to urban jurisdictions, and the resulting need for institutions to adapt. The 1967 

Constitution promulgated by the military government officially established the 19 metropolitan 

regions of Brazil. This action pushed state governments to create metropolitan-wide institutions to 

administer basic sanitation services. São Paulo’s response was to create two “mixed economy” 

companies, financed through the budgets of agencies charged with water management. 

Metropolitan water and sewer services were divided between the Metropolitan Water Company of 

São Paulo (Comasp) and the Sanitation Company of São Paulo (Sanesp), created in 1969 and 1970 

respectively. In 1970, these two companies were united under the Capital Water and Sewer 

Superintendency, to carry out sewage in the principal client of both utilities. In effect, this was the 

formation of a new company and not just another name change, one that combined objectives to 
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“plan, project, amplify, maintain, and operate” the basic sanitation services of greater São Paulo 

in an integrated fashion.545 

 These transformations took place under a military government interested in implementing 

its own program of state-led development. The impact in São Paulo was ultimately to redirect 

flows of water in its hinterland towards the city and contributing to its uneven growth. The 

increased pollution of the Light reservoirs, particularly the Billings Reservoir made the Cantareira 

system necessary for supplying the urban core of the metropolitan region. The reach of the new 

Cantareira system linked São Paulo to the Piracicaba River Basin and established a path for further 

expansion as the city projected further growth. The development of the Sabesp into the 

predominant water and sanitation utility in the state of São Paulo and the largest in Brazil focused 

the power of the hydro-metropolis towards serving the growth of the state capital. The relationship 

of the city of São Paulo to its water resources had entered a new phase, one that overly depended 

on a massive system while neglecting closer sources. The investments in urban infrastructure, 

technical expertise (spurred in part by US development aid) contributed to forming the hydro-

metropolis that would confront the challenges of the late twentieth century: economic, social, and 

environmental. 

 In the beginning, the Jesuit missionaries that settled in the protective embrace of 

Tamanduateí and Anhangabaú Rivers had depended on the springs and wells located around the 

modest village. As a provincial capital, the town of São Paulo had sought to channel those water 

resources while disciplining the rivers that meandered on either side. Eventually, the city’s 

prosperity became dependence on the interconnections to be made between city and countryside: 

both the coffee frontier as well as the woods and water providing fuel and water. The latter initially 
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flowed from the small ponds formed in the bucolic Cantareira range, bringing the distant water to 

the city. Early twentieth century engineers sought to replicate this transport of pure distant water, 

while simultaneously setting the stage to transform waterways into hydroelectric power. This pure 

manancial ideal combined with the modern infrastructure ideal, aspiring to integrated management 

and universal coverage. Sanitation infrastructure development had begun before the military 

regime: but it was the authoritarian state that developed its capacity along this expansion. The 

result was the continuation of a model of Brazilian urbanism that pushed its poorest, most recent 

arrivals while simultaneously relying on their labor. The great distance and variety of terrain that 

São Paulo occupied contributed to growing the uneven distribution networks (as well as extralegal 

ways of acquiring water) that emerged from the earlier part of the century. São Paulo’s 

metropolitan environment subsequently grew, as its megacity demands expanded apace. 

The industrial city depended on these flows of water to maintain its growing population, 

and even as it sought to draw water from distant reservoirs and rivers alike, it neglected those much 

closer, rectifying or burying the principal riverways of the city. By the time of the military 

government, São Paulo had nearly been overwhelmed by demands for water. The infrastructure 

initiatives of the military government pushed the emerging megacity towards its current water 

system, while also conditioning a new geography of inequality, one that participated in the 

despoiling of urban water. These communities had fewer choices in where they could settle, and 

at least initially, less influence in acquiring the urban sanitary infrastructure needed to improve 

their lives. São Paulo had become a hydro-metropolis, one that served the economic elites that 

moved it towards this position and left out those had migrated to the city to work, power its 

economy, and find a way to survive.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
 

By Way of Epilogue: The 2014-2015 Crisis 
 

The world’s attention turned to Brazil in 2014 as the FIFA World Cup began in June, a 

spectacle that like the Olympic Games planned for 2016 promised to establish Brazil’s global 

status through its hosting of mega-events. At the same time, São Paulo was running out of water. 

The Southeast of Brazil had experienced average levels of rainfall in late 2013: tumultuous 

downpours at the end of spring that marked the start of the hydrological year, the period from 

October to March in which most of São Paulo’s precipitation occurred. By the second week of 

December, however, a hot, dry air had palpably enveloped the region.546 Rainfall ceased to fall in 

the main catchment zones where water accumulated for the São Paulo metropolitan region’s 

population. Five of the six sub-systems that supplied Brazil’s largest urban conglomeration 

experienced lower than average rainfall levels in the 2013-2014 rainy season, with the most 

dramatic shortage happening (a 55 percent reduction) happening in the reservoirs of the Sistema 

Cantareira. This sprawling supply network that had grown to provide water three-quarters of the 

residents of the municipality of São Paulo over the previous forty years.547 Its potential 

undermining cast a pall over the year 2014—an election year, no less. By the end of April 2014, 

public opinion had begun to recognize this apparent weather anomaly as an emerging crisis, one 

with the potential to have political as well as ecological consequences.548  
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State authorities encountered few palatable choices in the wake of the drought. The most 

sensible measure to stave off a complete collapse of the city’s water supply appeared to be in 

instituting a rationing regime. São Paulo had previously undergone a series of rodízios in the early 

1990s: planned interruptions in service on a rotating schedule that sought to force a reduction in 

daily use by decreasing the amount of volume withdrawn from city reserves. Understandably, such 

measures had been unpopular, and the state water utility Sabesp had sought to avoid such a 

situation. If there was no recourse to rationing, there could be no state of crisis. In October 2014, 

Sabesp’s chief executive Dilma Pena publicly denied that rationing was taking place in São Paulo. 

Pena admitted that water was lacking in “certain areas, principally in very elevated areas that are 

very far from reservoirs, in residential building with many inhabitants and where water storage is 

insufficient.”549 Instead of instituting rationing, Sabesp’s leadership, in conjunction with the São 

Paulo state government decided to carry out its own informal rationing by reducing water pressure 

in pipes across the system with the aim of slowing consumption. The geography of São Paulo’s 

water infrastructure meant that neighborhoods further from pumping stations, most of which were 

poor, were most likely to experience shortages under this informal rationing regime. Water scarcity 

in this instance was produced not just by policies but by “the combination of existing inequities in 

[the] city’s water infrastructure and the differentiated abilities of residents to store water; the 
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solution selected by the state government thus “kept water flowing to the urban core at the expense 

of the city’s periphery,” creating an acute shortage among the city’s most precarious residents.550 

Street demonstrations in São Paulo had ignited a year earlier over increases in public transportation 

fares, eventually catalyzing into nationwide protests. While the response to the drought was more 

subdued than earlier street protests, the broader euphoria of the decade of mega-events was 

undercut by political consequences.  

As the shortage grew more dire as another summer of drought began in late 2014, observers 

wondered how São Paulo had arrived at this precipice. Water available in the two major river 

arteries of the city of São Paulo, the Tietê and Pinheiros, was almost enough to meet the entire 

needs of the entire metropolitan region, 70 cubic meters per second, or approximately 300 liters 

daily per resident. Writing in early 2015, the eminent Brazilian hydrologist and utility manager 

Jerson Kelman wrote that São Paulo’s issue was a “quality problem” rather than a matter of 

quantity.551 Water sources within the Upper Tietê Watershed the catchment basin nearly 

coterminous with the metropolitan region were too polluted to treat in an economically efficient 

manner. Water treatment intakes remained upstream and close to the watershed’s boundaries. The 

city’s principal system, that provided water for over half the metropolitan area and was currently 

at risk of collapsing, drew upon the neighboring Piracicaba region. Addressing the dismal state of 

sanitation by encouraging more effective subsidies (so-called “Output Based subsidies”) was one 

element of a four-prong solution offered by Kelman, who shortly thereafter would replace Dilma 

Pena as the Sabesp’s CEO. Decreasing infrastructural leakage, advocating for a legal and 
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regulatory framework permitting tradable water rights, and coordination between water and energy 

policies all had to make up the long-term strategy for preventing another catastrophe.552 

In the short term, however, Sabesp had to take action to reallocate water in a massive 

network of pipes, pumps, and reservoirs. The state company planned extensive emergency works 

not just to increase available volume but also to increase interconnections between the different 

supply systems of the city. These ranged from the recently added Alto Tietê system (inaugurated 

in 1992) due east of the city to the Guarapiranga and Rio Grande systems, their reservoirs engulfed 

by urban sprawl during the past century. By establishing interconnections between the six water 

supply systems of São Paulo, water could be reallocated particularly towards areas serviced by 

Cantareira’s supply. This complex rearrangement depended on the rapid production of new 

pipelines, including a number from a new manufacturer in Chile. Additionally, Sabesp embarked 

upon a campaign to encourage citizens to conserve water.553 Closed condominiums, which had 

proliferated across São Paulo’s formal housing sector, sought to dig private wells for their high-

rise buildings. Signs appeared behind the high fences, reminding outsiders that, in fact, the water 

used to wash garage entrances and front lawns of buildings was “well water” and not from the 

public system. The continued failings of the public system and the splintering of the private system 

reflected broader trends within public spaces in São Paulo. Closed condominiums, exclusive 

shopping centers, and transportation networks favoring the automobile had not eliminated public 

space, but the privatization of public space had greatly shaped the urban landscape of the late 20th 
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and early 21st century.554 The emergence of this trend in water supply underscored longer term 

trends of deficient public infrastructure and the insufficiency of solutions from the private sector. 

In the coming years, as the metropolitan water system confronts a changing climate, more episodes 

of water crisis will likely play out. 

Paulistano Water in Long-Term Perspective 

The previous chapters have traced the history of water supply and distribution in São Paulo 

since the city’s global emergence in the second half of the nineteenth century, up until the middle 

of Brazil’s 21-year military dictatorship. By 1975, many of the factors that continue to shape São 

Paulo’s metropolitan waterscape had been put in place. This included the inauguration of the Nova 

Cantareira system, pivoting away from the Light reservoirs, as well as the promulgation of the 

state Watershed Law, intended to protect the drainage basins but instead encouraging unplanned 

settlement. These conditions arose from the development of a water and sanitary system in the 

context of rapid industrialization and population growth that prioritized securing water from 

distant sources and making local waterways and bodies subject to the urban space priorities of the 

city. São Paulo stood to benefit from a well-watered fluvial environment, even if it could not 

unlock the economic benefits of long-distance river navigation.555 Later, however, the fluvial 

endowments of the Paulista Plateau had a significant role in providing electrical power to São 

Paulo, and setting a new standard for energy production and consumption in a country and indeed 
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a continent that relied more on biomass than it did on coal.556 The benefits of harnessing water for 

power in the industrial city only translated intermittently into a reliable sanitary service. 

The oscillation between excess and scarcity of water, between flooded thoroughfares and 

low-pressure taps, shows one of the central dilemmas of megacities like São Paulo: caught between 

a century of accelerated urbanization and globalization on the one hand and rapidly changing 

environmental dynamics on the other, the latter partly wrought by climate change, and partly 

wrought by the ways that megacities like São Paulo alter their metropolitan environment in search 

of territory and resources. Excess and scarcity occurred amidst an urbanization that was rapid as it 

was rapacious in terms of its alteration of the hydrographical network of the Paulista Plateau. 

Adapting water as a metanarrative to survey São Paulo’s urbanization provides an organizing 

theme that allows historians to analyze the city in a longer-term perspective and consider the ways 

that the city shifted from being made by the environment to actively remaking it.557 A summary of 

the preceding chapters provides an overview of this changing relationship. 

Between 1850 and 1893, São Paulo’s water supply transformed from relying on public 

fountains supplied by two municipal reservoirs to a piped system that drew water from the 

Cantareira Hills and the Ipiranga River. The 1850s represented a key decade in reorienting political 

authorities towards a long-term project of establishing control over the fluvial currents that had 

historically shaped the city, even before São Paulo had established rail connections with the coffee 

frontier. The 1850 flooding of the Anhangabaú River that bounded the western side of old São 
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Paulo initiated a push by municipal authorities to pursue concerted if not always successful efforts 

to control flows of water within the city—one which had begun two years earlier with plans to 

rectify the notoriously flood-prone Tamanduateí and reclaim the surrounding meadows but gained 

more urgency after the New Year’s Day disaster. This included searching for a way to establish a 

steady source of water for household consumption. The studies first instituted under Provincial 

President José Thomaz Nabuco D’Araújo began to explore the possibility of drawing water from 

far outside the city. This also meant doing away with the human and animal labor-powered system 

of aguadeiros and other water vendors that shaped the urban sanitary landscape in Brazilian cities, 

especially but not exclusively in the 19th century. 

Urban transformations took off in the last decade of the nineteenth century, as São Paulo 

became interconnected in new ways, both with its metropolitan environments and within its own 

urban space. These transformations were underpinned by modernization of infrastructure streets, 

public lighting, and transportation. São Paulo had been an important commercial center, but in 

keys ways had remained unchanged in over three centuries of existence. The profits of coffee 

cultivation, magnified by increased links to and demand from global markets made water and 

sanitary networks more important. The Companhia Cantareira, introduced in Chapter 2, provided 

the initial ties of the Great Interconnection, imitating a process taking place in cities throughout 

the Americas. The inability to turn a profit from providing water services disincentivized 

Cantareira from expanding its water and sewer network, particularly as São Paulo population 

quadrupled in the 1890s. The eventual takeover of Cantareira by the new republican state-

government in 1893 showed a continuing desire to improve circulation of essential materials 

within the city, even as demographic pressures worked against expansion efforts. São Paulo was  
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changing, but also becoming more stratified. Adolfo Augusto Pinto, the engineer who surveyed 

the city’s improvements, had benefited from early investment in shares of the Companhia 

Cantareira, having half of his “modest fortune” of 200 contos de reis from the eventual sale of 

those shares. Pinto subsequently bought a home along Avenida Higienópolis, the best-serviced 

area of the city along with Campos Eliseos west of the city center, housing coffee barons and 

touting its salubriousness in its name. Unlike these elevated regions, factories and working-class 

housing filled the reclaimed floodplains and riverbanks.558 

 Amidst the increasing divide of São Paulo’s urban landscape, engineers associated with the 

state Bureau of Water and Sewer (RAE) sought to find ways to provide pristine water and avoid 

having to address the increasing issue of pollution in the Tietê River, which now formed a principal 

riverine axis of the city’s expansion. São Paulo’s relationship to its rivers was undergoing 

transformation as well. The adaptation of hydroelectrical power was significant not just for 

supporting the city’s industrialization, responding to these urbanizing processes as well as its 

demand for electrical energy, but also for establishing patterns of water resource management that 

impacted the supply of water and sewer services. The state of São Paulo made the decision to take 

over the Cantareira Company in 1893 and make the city’s state and water utility a public good. 

While its engineers pursued extensions of the water system in keeping with the thinking of the 

time that favored “pristine” water brought in from long distances (versus filtering and treating river 

water), São Paulo Light and Power gained permission to upend the landscape in the name of 

hydroelectricity and thus dominate the control and flow of rivers and streams in the Upper Tietê 

watershed.  
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The consequences for São Paulo’s water and sewerage systems were profound: the two 

new reservoirs constructed over time, known today as Guarapiranga and Billings were originally 

intended as supply for hydroelectrical complexes built by Light. It is important to note here that 

Light’s engineers, with the full consent of state authorities, turned the region’s geographical 

traditional disadvantages (difficult to navigate rivers, presence of the Serra do Mar escarpment) 

into advantages, building a hydroelectric plant that reversed the direction of waterways in the Alto 

Tietê watershed to flow over the Serra do Mar. This project served to generate electricity in the 

first half of the twentieth century. To do this, Light sought to control as much territory as it could 

in the Upper Tietê Watershed. The Guarapiranga and Billings reservoir however, eventually ended 

up being crucial parts of the water and sanitation system of São Paulo. At its height, Guarapiranga 

was adapted to supply fifty percent of water volume to Paulistanos, a trend only reversed with the 

later construction of the “new” Cantareira system. The Billings Reservoir, on the other hand, 

became the downstream recipient for much of São Paulo’s liquid effluence, resulting in the 

contamination of an artificial body of water that could have provided much more water to São 

Paulo, particularly as the hydroelectric complex for which it had been built lost prominence.  

After 1930, São Paulo’s mid-century metropolitan growth saw the incorporation of 

industrial suburbs into an interconnected urban fabric, particularly south and east of the historic 

urban core and into the ABC region. The transition to metropolitan management of water resources 

in one of the region’s fastest growing urban areas had an impact on the greater São Paulo 

metropolitan environment, incorporating industrial suburbs of the capital into the metropolitan 

region on unequal environmental terms. The engineers of the Water and Sewers Department 

sought to address the metropolitanization of São Paulo through expanding and reconfiguring the 

waterscape that had emerged in the first decades of the century. The reliance on the South Zone 
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reservoirs led the Department of Water and Sewer into confrontations with Light, especially as 

droughts and shortages occasionally disrupted services in the city. Ultimately though, the state 

water utility opted to minimize the role of the water of the Tietê watershed, betting on the 

expansion of a new Cantareira system proposed in the 1960s. This reversal reoriented yet again 

the direction of water supply, anticipating the accelerated increase in domestic water for the city. 

Sanitary sewer systems, however, faced near insurmountable challenges, remaking the rivers and 

reservoirs (particularly Billings) into highly polluted urban sinks. The combination of large-scale 

centralized systems in one area of the waterscape with slow neglect in other areas defined the 

contradictions of greater São Paulo’s increasingly integrated waterscape. National sanitation and 

housing programs promoted by the military regime and supported by US development aid and 

expertise contributed to this process, bringing greater coverage of the water system while being 

unable to implement a solution to the wastewater question. 

The metropolitanization of water supply in São Paulo was a late manifestation of the 

modern urban infrastructure ideal; in this instance, an integrated water management system with 

regulated and aspiration to provide universal access via the network. These infrastructure networks 

in turn would be controlled by private and public monopoly control. This ideal extended beyond 

water and sewer systems and encompassed other utilities as well as roads and communications 

systems. The growth of infrastructure networks throughout Brazil and other countries in the 

twentieth century constituted a process of growth for the modern nation state.559 According to one 

scholar: “the infrastructure and public services utility infrastructure in Brazil, during the 

developmentalist rule, evolved upon a model of huge networks, with growing territorial 

 
559 Graham and Marvin, Splintering Urbanism, 73–74. 
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encompassment and functional complexity.”560 In the case of water and sanitation, the model of 

huge networks shaped larger metropolitan nature, subsuming closer water sources into the 

impermeable landscape of the city and making the metropolitan more dependent on large-scale 

importation outside of the immediate watershed. 

São Paulo’s water history is tied to the rapid, rapacious nature of its late 19th and 20th 

century expansion, setting it apart from even other large cities in Brazil. All Brazilian cities, from 

colonial centers like Salvador de Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and Pernambuco struggled to recognize 

20th century urban growth with the provision of services, often foregoing the latter in favor of 

water services that only reached a portion of the formal city. Newer cities, particularly planned 

ones like Belo Horizonte and Brasília could not design away flooding or water shortages. They 

too inherited the model of citizenship rights that defined urban life in Brazil, creating 

environmental exclusions. Among emerging megacities in the Americas, São Paulo’s unique 

location and circumstances set it apart. The consolidation of water provision through Sabesp 

created a utility provider that could claim not just to provide services for a Brazilian state with a 

population larger than many South American countries. São Paulo exported expertise to other parts 

of Brazil, and the world, through Sabesp. Yet closer to home, the long development of São Paulo’s 

interconnected water systems described above weakened it against external shocks such as 

drought, exacerbating the unequal levels of provision that perversely affected people living 

remarkably close to reservoirs of water that were once principal supply sources. São Paulo’s 

circumstances thus mirror megacities around the world, particularly those in the Global South that 

went from populations of hardly a few hundred thousand to massive demographic centers in the 

 
560 S.R. Schiffer “São Paulo: the Challenge of Globalization in an Exclusionary Urban Structure” 
quoted in Graham and Marvin, 85. 
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course of a century. Migration, natural increase, and improving conditions (or the promise of such 

improvements) allowed cities around the world to accommodate such growth. If anything, São 

Paulo’s unique path and its weighing upon its present concerns leads to questions about other cities 

that underwent early 20th century industrialization and later mega-expansion went about creating 

their own modern waterscapes. 

São Paulo became a hydro-metropolis by the late 20th century, extending its reach far 

beyond its urban boundaries to sustain its water needs. Additionally, the neglect of sewage 

treatment has turned its rivers and reservoirs into sewer canals, affecting neighborhoods in the 

urban metropolitan region and even further downstream. São Paulo’s quest to dominate its 

metropolitan environment has put it into a difficult bind, with the only option seemingly being to 

expand further rather than recuperate closer water sources and repair and restore its sanitary 

infrastructure. To achieve this end will require broad-based political participation especially from 

those most likely to be affected by measures like informal rationing. Addressing the crisis of 

water in São Paulo will mean recognizing its local as well as metropolitan aspects. 
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